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A LEADER’S JOURNEY TO ENGAGE: AN INTERPRETIVE STUDY
ABSTRACT

This research focuses on the perspectives and capabilities held by leaders as they seek to
develop an effective engagement strategy when leading change. It has brought together
aspects of change, leadership, engagement and leadership development theory in seeking to
understand what helps and hinders leaders in developing engagement capabilities.

The concept of engagement has taken on increasing significance in recent years, due to its
link with higher performance and profitability in organisations. Much existing literature
focuses on processes that encourage the involvement of others, and measuring engagement
using survey questions. The surveys tend to focus on identifying if someone finds meaning in
their role, and whether the environment they operate in enables engagement.

This research has sought to use research methodologies based on action learning that
encourages the development of capabilities enabling engagement, whilst examining the
psychological and contextual factors that help and hinder development. The research draws
on adult maturity theory which is used as a framework to aid analysis. This theory suggests
that the capability to engage may unfold with the maturing process. This theory aligned with
the findings resulting in a profile of what engagement looked like at various levels of maturity.
This is useful in that by understanding the capabilities associated with engagement at various
levels of maturity it supports leaders and HR consultants to identify development required,
and potentially can aid the choice of leader for running change programmes.

Four key themes were identified during the analysis. Firstly, the impact of context and how it
impacts choices made. Secondly, the importance of capabilities associated with authenticity.
Thirdly, the link with emotional intelligence. Finally, the importance of developing a learning
practice. The implication of this research is that intent to engage is insufficient as is the focus
on process and policy aspects of engagement. Engagement capabilities can be developed
and the development of the individual needs as much consideration as the need to ensure
strategy, policy and process is appropriate for the engagement strategy. It suggests that
when considering major change in organisations focus should be placed on the mindset and
capabilities of potential change leaders, to identify whether they have the capabilities likely to
align to a particular engagement strategy and to support their understanding of their
development needs.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Organisations have increasingly linked the concept of engagement to improved business
performance. Staff surveys to measure engagement have revealed that the majority of staff
unengaged. For example, an IBIS survey (2006) found that of 1425 UK employees, 25% were
actively disengaged, with only 13% claiming they were fully engaged with their company. To
improve performance, organisations often identify a need for change, yet surprisingly, the
survey does not measure the capability to engage during change, nor question the
implications of engagement in a change context. With change becoming a constant, and
engagement being low, Blanchard researchers (Zigarmi & Hoestrka 2009) interestingly note
that up to 70% of change initiatives fail, and the question is to what extent may these statistics
be linked. The change failure rates cannot be academically verified, but a market research
group Standish, who have published reports in (1994, 1999) and Gartner (see Miller 2002)
quote similar figures. However, it should be recognised that there is some dispute about how
many change initiatives do fail or even what failure means ( Shenhar & Wideman 2000; Rae
& Eden 2002). Typically, when management annnounces an organisational change, the tacit
attitude is that once staff know where they are going and have clarity, they will magically
become engaged until they accomplish change. Khan (1992) describes this attitude to
engagement using the image of 'the water spigot: turn it on and water pours forth. The water
spigot view of engagement is one that management have left unchallenged. It aligns to a
majority view of seeing change as a linear process , and engagement as a constant
behaviour, attitude and outcome. However, low engagement figures and high failure rate of
change initiatives suggests this is not the case.

A common perspective of change is seeing it as a planned and managed linear process to
achieve specific goals. Project management processes describe much of the associated
methodology. Post modern perspectives of change suggest an approach focused on
mobilising people to meet challenges requiring behavioural change (Heifetz & Laurie 1999)
that takes into account the complex nature of change (Quinn & Snyder 1999). These post
modern perspectives on change consider the importance of leadership, the relationship of
leader to follower,and the role of leader, either discounting the process linear view of change
or adding to it. The post modern perspectives start to link how leaders lead organisational
change. However, neither the modern nor post modern approaches to managing change
directly address the issue of engagement by process and people explicitly. This research
seeks to close that gap. Chapter One aims to introduce the research topic and describe the
structure of the thesis. The first section outlines the reason for the rationale for the research
and research question. Chapter Two focuses on the literature pertinent to the topic in
question. Chapter Three addresses the methodology for the research. Chapter Four reports
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the context that sets the foundation for the findings in Chapter Five. Chapter Six describes
the analysis from the findings and Chapter Seven presents the research conclusions.
1.2 Research Scope and Objectives

Existing academic research on engagement is not focused on organisational change. The
practitioner literature and business community have concentrated on measurement of
engagement and the process, policy and leadership issues that enable the engagement of
employees (Axelrod 2002; Smythe 2007). This research is a qualitative analysis of the
capabilities of managers to engage their teams in the pursuit of transformational change.
The research question is: „How do managers develop the capabilities to engage their teams in
the pursuit of transformational goals?'
The thesis also seeks to contribute to understanding leaders‟ development from an
organisational perspective. It seeks to gain an understanding of research participant views on
the development of leadership in the context of their organisation in terms of what helps and
hinders them.
1.3 Research Rationale – Literature Review
1.3.1 The Link Between Engagement, Performance, Change and Leadership

Evidence suggests that business performance and staff satisfaction improve when people in
organisations are engaged (Gallup survey Oct 2006; MacLeod & Clarke 2009). In a
competitive market and a climate of rapid change, logic suggests that engaging people,
arguably the most important asset of a business, is crucial to the organisation‟s creativity and
sustainability. The ISR study (Nov 2006) linked low levels of engagement with a fall in net
profit, albeit minimal, whilst those companies with higher levels of engagement saw a rise in
profit. Profit may result from changes to market strategy, but more often it is also connected
to the organisation, changing the way it does business in an increasingly complex climate
caused by globalisation, technology and increased competition (Lewin & Regine 2000).
Leadership is a key factor in establishing the climate, process and policy that supports
change and successful growth by engaging staff (Metcalfe 2007). Leadership, as opposed to
management, has become increasingly important in organisations (Conger & Zin 2000;
Keene 2000) as the increasing rate of change and complexity reduces the effectiveness of
relying on process and plans, and emphasises the need to utilise all key stakeholders‟
perspectives which a change agenda impacts. With a lack of leadership in organisations
(Hasselbein et al 1996), change initiatives often result in full or partial failure where
management views the end result as nothing new, tangible, or strategic, and where no
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profound learning happens (Cicmil 1999).
1.3.2 The Difference Between Managers and Leaders

Scholars have argued that leadership, rather than management, is key to change, although
organisations need both. This perspective is based on a view that 'managers embrace
process, seek stability and control, trying to resolve problems quickly - sometimes before they
fully understand a problem's significance' (Zaleznik 1992). Transactional leadership is often
an interchangeable term for management and it describes leadership by contingent
reinforcement. Followers are motivated by the leaders‟ promises, rewards and/or threats of
disciplinary actions or punishments. The actions of the leaders depend on whether the
followers carry out what the leaders and followers have „contracted‟ to do. In terms of teams,
the implication is on monitoring and controlling the team. The emphasis is on the leader
establishing the goals, and norms by which the team will be measured.

Leaders challenge 'the way we do business' (Heifetz & Laurie 1997) and oppose the
organisation‟s norms. Scholars most often describe this type of leadership as
„transformational‟ and view it as better for non-routine situations (Bass 1985). Adaptation and
change, as opposed to efficiency, is the goal (Pawar & Eastman 1997). Unlike transactional
leaders, Burns (1978) argued that transformational leaders engage the emotions of followers
by building identification, commitment and trust in the leadership and their vision, rather than
engaging via process, goals, and monitoring and controlling activity. Reflecting this in the
management of teams, the transformational leader is more likely to set direction and
collaborate or encourage participation in the establishment of how work is accomplished, in
attempt to engage.
A typical manager‟s attitude to enabling change is about goal setting, planning and controlling
against the plan, with clear communication strategies for keeping staff on board, using
rationale as the key motivator. The leadership version of change management takes the
perspective that it is important to understand current assumptions and beliefs about the
organisation in order to challenge people to think and act differently. This approach requires
engagement, which helps people find meaning and purpose to motivate themselves. Whilst
one can interpret some of the literature as saying that just leadership is required in a change
situation, researchers have identified the need for both management and leadership (Kotter
1990; Kakabadse & Kakabadse 1999).
1.3.3 What Does Engagement Mean In a Change Context?

Scholars, to date, have not specifically researched engagement in change situations. What
does engagement mean in a change context? The definition that is most organisationally
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aligned is „a social process, considered or accidental, by which leaders and employers
become personally implicated in the performance of their own team in the context of
contribution to wider organisational change, strategy, transformation, operational movement
or day to day performance‟ (Smythe 2007). It is about unlocking the discretionary effort that
an individual can choose to give or not. The modern and post modern ways of looking at
change provide different ways of considering what engagement means in a change context.
One aspect of engagement is on the „what‟ of change, i.e. vision, objectives, systems and
processes on which the modern perspective has concentrated. Another aspect drawing on
the post modern view of engagement is a focus on the „how‟. Therefore, to consider how
leaders develop the capabilities to engage, the research needs to look at the „what‟ and „how‟
and the tangible and less tangible aspects of change.
Khan(1990) gave a more psychological view of what engagement means that supports the
post modern perspective. He defined engagement as 'the simultaneous employment and
expression of a person's 'preferred self' in task behaviours that promote connections to work
and to others, personal presence (physical, cognitive, and emotional), and active, full role
performances'. One can then interpret engagement as the authentic expression of what
motivates someone, and what forms his/her commitment, i.e. what is meaningful to someone.

Whether an individual is positively motivated by either the change goal or the journey of
change itself influences an individual‟s successful engagement in a change context . The
environment the leader creates or enables will either engender continuing engagement or
disengagement. Where an individual is not deeply engaged, but perceives the need to
conform to a way of behaving, then that individual will experience emotional labour.
Emotional labour „deliberately attempts to direct his or her behaviour towards others in order
to foster certain social perceptions of him/herself in a certain interpersonal climate‟ (Ashforth
& Humphrey 1993). Emotional labour requires effort to maintain, and is more likely to result in
lapses of the perceived required social behaviour. Authentic engagement as described by
Khan is about what Hochschild (1983) referred to as „deep acting‟, where an individual
experiences and feels the emotions he/she associates with engagement.
For the purposes of this research, this thesis draws together the business and psychological
aspects of engagement. The thesis presents engagement in the context of change as 'the
process of aligning and enabling the authentic expression of the self and others in activities
one associates with the „what and how‟ of organisational change to achieve improved
organisational performance‟.
1.3.4 Developing Leaders To Engage

Turner & Crawford (1998) found that future leaders required the following competencies:
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engagement, development and performance management. Worryingly, they found that
managers were not aware of the lack of these competencies and perceived themselves to be
successful in managing change despite contrary evidence. Scholars have examined the
problems one associates with enabling successful change from a multitude of perspectives,
from what goes wrong in projects which have resulted in project management training, to the
need to change culture (Schein 1985), to what change initiatives fail to take account of (Kotter
1995), to the debate about whether one can develop leaders, or not. Gronn (1997) argued
that our current ways of developing leaders could lead to 'organisational extinction'. One
reason is that much management and leadership education and training upholds a positivist
viewpoint. It encourages a linear, process way of managing rather than leading, which does
not support the development of the capacity to 'tolerate nuance or ambiguity' required in
complex change situations‟ (Zohar 1997). Even when managers engage in research in their
organisations under leadership development programmes, a positivist 'received view' with an
emphasis on quantitative approaches (Guba & Lincoln 1994) influences them.

Post modern perspectives have examined the need to tolerate nuance and ambiguity of
change, requiring leaders to deal with the ambiguity and uncertainty of how the market, key
stakeholders and the wider environment will react to or influence the desired change. This
view deals with change as an unfolding journey, which does not lend itself purely to an
approach that puts together and then executes a plan. Additionally, it relies on a leader to
stimulate the dialogue within the organisation to test ideas, issues and reactions and adjust
the change vehicle accordingly as the change journey unfolds.

Change is not necessarily just an education issue. Development theory describes adults as
maturing through different stages and links certain leadership capabilities to certain levels of
maturity, implying that the development of capabilities may be limited by the existing maturity
state (Torbert 2003). Khan (1992) also suggested that one may link adult maturity to the
development of capabilities that enable engagement.
1.4 Methodology

The thesis focuses on the individual. The author takes a qualitative approach aimed at
obtaining a deeper understanding of how managers develop leadership capabilities when
pursuing a transformational agenda. It seeks to understand the meanings, interpretations,
motives and intentions which people employ when considering organisational change, and
which direct their behaviour (Blaikie 1993) towards a modern or post modern change
perspective. The ontology is constructivist with an interpretivist epistemology. In order to help
develop leaders to engage, the author adopted an action research approach as the main
research method. Chapter Three details this, but provides an umbrella of data collection and
analysis methods pertinent to this type of methodology.
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The thesis is based in the private sector where organisational change is taking place,
enabling the author to observe the process of engagement through a number of participants
in leadership positions. The author based the research question on the development of the
capabilities of engagement over a period of time, aligned to the organisational change
agenda. The proposal took a small sample of managers and tracked their decisions from the
start of a change agenda to a conclusion. The thesis considers whether leaders consider
engagement up front and theories that managers utilise. The thesis then analyses key
decision points over a designated time period to investigate the developed capabilities, the
effectiveness of their engagement strategies, the potential barriers and the leaders‟ achieved
outcomes in terms of engagement effectiveness.
Engagement is a process over time, with the thesis‟ focus on the leaders creating an
environment that enables engagement. Therefore, the units of analysis are the decision
points determining how a leader engages with followers during a change agenda. The
analysis uses a framework based on the literature that seeks to identify the attitudes and
beliefs that underpin different styles of engagement as the foundation to see what aspects of
engagement leaders may develop and what helps and hinders that development.

Action research is the inquiry method which seeks to focus people on a process that enables
them to focus on a change in their real life and takes them through numerous learning cycles.
Both action learning and collaborative inquiry are methods that provide an inquiry approach.
The thesis bases much of the inquiry methodology on collaborative inquiry. This approach
seeks to bring about 'democratization of the knowledge process and social change'
(Kakabadse 2007), although the initial study showed that the author needed to adapt this
approach. By using collaborative inquiry, a high level methodology and principles are
provided that is then added to in detail by the people participating in the research. The inquiry
cycles aligned with the engagement decision events that the leaders articulated that brought
about change.

The author collected data principally via discussion with the individuals in workshops in line
with action research methodology. Additionally, the author collected data via semi-structured
interviews, observation and formal paperwork relating to change strategies that focused on
the decision events. The thesis uses formal paperwork to support understanding the context
of the change agenda. Initial data collection preparation for the first decision event was via
questions aimed at understanding the initial perspectives on change, leadership and
engagement, with an understanding of the required capabilities the participants identified and
any developmental issues they had.
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In terms of construct validity, the literature importantly highlights the potential phenomena that
show a progression of the capabilities to engage. Table 2.9 outlines these. The thesis
addresses internal validity by the inquiry process of understanding what assumptions and
conclusions one can draw between one decision event and another with the co-inquirers
(research participants). The author uses alternative theories, explanation building and pattern
matching where appropriate. Finally, in terms of external validity, the thesis uses both a pilot
and main study enabling testing of the pilot theories in another organisation.
1.5 Contribution Of Research

1.5.1 Academic Contribution

Current research has a bias towards understanding the more generic nature of leadership in a
specific context. This thesis highlights that scholars have spent little attention exploring
leadership development from a personalised view, with the specific aim of engaging others in
organisational change.

The thesis intends to contribute to learning and development theory by understanding the
personalised view of leaders‟ learning and the key aspects that have supported the
participants‟ capability to learn to engage others, or not.
It also seeks to contribute linking leadership theory and adult development theory by
extending understanding of whether and how leaders enact engagement at different
development stages.
1.5.2 Practitioner Contribution

This thesis also contributes to development of organisational practice in terms of developing
leaders. It considers the applicability of the inquiry methods that organisations use in
leadership development and may have a wider applicability. It also gives insight into for whom
this type of development may be most suitable, and the style and qualities required of those
who intend to specialise in this work. It will provide additional information to those focusing on
leadership development in organisations such as what helps and hinders, and supports
conversations using a different perspective in the organisation about future leadership
development.
1.6 Thesis Structure

This thesis comprises seven chapters. Chapter One introduces and explains the choice and
importance of the research issue. It summarises the objectives, research question and
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contributions to knowledge. Chapter Two critically reviews the literature that informs this
research. Leadership theory, adult development theory, engagement theory are explored
looking the literature that sets the context of the thesis, that of change in organisations.
Chapter Two concludes by summarising the literature and identifying the research gap and
research question and provides a framework for analysis. Chapter Three describes the
methodology highlighting the choice of perspective and design given the research question.
Chapter Four reports the context that sets the foundation for the findings from Chapter Five.
Chapter Six describes the analysis from the findings and Chapter Seven presents the
conclusions.
1.7 Conclusion

The interest in engagement from the organisational community has been based on how it is
linked with improved business performance. The link between engagement and performance
has some evidence to support it, albeit not in all situations. Engagement is a concept which
has no one definition, but from a change perspective, it needs to link the „what‟ and „how‟ of
change. The capabilities one associates with engagement are aligned with both leadership
as well as management, although leadership style is a potential key to whether a leader will
successfully engage others, or not, i.e. „the how‟. The potential issue is that how leaders
develop and their maturity level may constrain their capability to engage. This research
considers the following issues:


Whether leaders have considered how to engage their followers in their change
agenda;



The extent to which a leader‟s view of change is purely management focused and
how he/she uses rationality and process to enable change, or whether he/she
replaces it with or combines it with a leadership focus to engage the emotions and
actions of followers; and



The question of how a leader enacts his/her engagement strategy during a change
process, and how and to what extent he/she develops the capabilities to engage?

Seeking the answer to these issues led to the research question: how do managers develop
the leadership capabilities to engage their teams in the pursuit of transformational goals?
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter critically reviews the relevant literature to the research question, and looks to
identify key factors that are likely to influence a leader developing the capabilities that engage
others to change. The chapter reviews four key areas of literature: 1) change theory, which
sets the context for the research, 2) leadership theory, which identifies the links between
leadership and engagement, 3) learning theory, which examines the issues with developing
leaders and 4) engagement theory, which illuminates the process and capabilities that enable
engagement.
The literature review highlights theoretical perspectives which relate to engagement research
and issues. The chapter concludes with factors emerging from the literature which may
influence the capability of the leader to engage. This chapter also develops and supports the
research question and approach and provides the framework for analysis.
2.2 Change Theory

2.2.1 The Change Dilemma

The context for this research is transformational change in organisations, and how it impacts
the capability of leaders to engage. The rate of change in organisations is increasing, yet
those leading are no better at delivering successful change. The failure rate of change
projects even fifteen years ago was around 50 to 75%, (Standish Chaos reports 1994, 1999)
and Gartner (see Miller 2002) and remains the same today. Failure has been attributed to the
unpredictable changes that organisations face and the increased pace and complexity of
change (Lewin & Regine 2000). People are often cynical of change initiatives, viewing them
as totally or partially failing, and predict the outcome will result in nothing new, tangible, or
strategic, with no lessons learned (Cicmil 1999). Research as to why change fails (Kotter
1995; Cicmil 1999; Gill 2003) points to a variety of issues: lack of project management,
leadership, strategy and organisational context. These different perspectives reflect the
complexity of change.

The scale of change influences complexity. Researchers have developed various models
describing the scale of change (Grundy 1993; Tushman, Newman and Romanelli 1988;
Dunphy & Stace 1993). The Dunphy & Stace model (1993) describes a scale of four
categories. The first two are fine tuning and incremental adjustment. Both these categories of
change are involved with refining the strategy‟s fit with organisational issues such as
process, policy and structure. The second two are about modular transformation to
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(department(s) and/or division(s) and corporate transformation. These two categories involve
radical change initiatives involving changes of goals and strategies which require those in the
organisation to potentially change their role, their values, and their behaviour which resultis in
a different culture. McCalman & Paton (1992) developed a model called TROPICS to locate
change on a continuum of hard to soft change. Transformational change involves both
aspects and demands much of leaders. It encompasses the breadth of the change across
the organisation‟s systems and policies, and the depth of change in terms of process and the
psychological impact. This thesis focuses on transformational change.
2.2.2 The Two Paradigms of Change

It has been observed by researchers that two basic paradigms of change can exist in an
organisation (Quinn & Snyder, 1999).

The most prolific view is a management philosophy

based on a mechanistic/positivist model of the world. Scholars base this paradigm‟s
approach on a linear thinking style where change is something to plan and control in order to
achieve specific outcomes. Scholars base the second paradigm on a view of change as
chaotic rather than linear, requiring constant experimentation and a cycle of design,
implementation and reflection, involving a distribution of the organisational population. This
paradigm focuses more on the behavioural elements of leadership rather than the rational
and quantitative techniques of management (Porter & McKibbin,1988). Both paradigms
involve dealing with complexity; however, embracing both paradigms is significantly more
complex for a leader from both a cognitive and emotional perspective. This thesis uses both
paradigms as they impact an initiative‟s success, including the planning and control aspects
of change, as well as the behavioural elements.

Benne (1969) associated these two paradigms with three strategies for leading change:
empirical-rational, power-coercive, and normative-reductive strategies. Benne associated the
first two strategies with the first paradigm. The empirical-rational strategy is a telling form of
leadership where leaders convey the rationale and process in order for them to make the
necessary changes. The power-coercive approach, again, is a „tell‟ strategy that assumes
that those with less power will come into line with those who hold more power through role,
authority, policy or governance. These strategies are typical of what happens in many
organisations that focus on a procedural approach, using training programmes and education
to support the change initiative (Quinn & Spreitzer 1998). The third strategy aligns with the
second paradigm. The normative-reductive strategy is a participative approach involving
rational and affective dialogue that seeks to re-educate staff so that they collaborate with the
change. The influential work of Coch & French (1948) broached the issue of the extent to
which employees should be involved in a dialogue. Their research led to the need for
participation to become standard advice. However, Dunphy & Stace (1990) and Stace (1996
and 2001) clarified that participative change is effective in getting more ownership, but is also
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time consuming, and when an organisation requires rapid and strategic change, dictatorial
transformation is appropriate at the senior management level.

Quinn & Snyder (1999) noted that organisations rarely see the normative-reductive strategy;
organisations even more rarely understand it, and if they attempt implementation, it is not
done well. Quinn & Snyder (1999) also identified a fourth strategy, advanced change theory,
that seeks to deepen the previous approaches by focusing on the leader‟s need to
understand his or her role, by first challenging assumptions that underpin the current view of
an organisation, and moving on to enabling others to change.

These paradigms do not represent a right and wrong way to lead change. The first paradigm
focuses on the „what‟ of change, and the second paradigm adds more focus on the „how‟.
The complexity, context, leaders experience and awareness of both paradigms will have a
bearing on whether one paradigm appears more relevant than another. Dawson (2003b)
identified that there „are no simple universal prescriptions for how to manage change‟. He
argued that a leader needed to be people and context sensitive, as people react to change in
different ways. The fact remains that leaders do not often implement the second paradigm‟s
„how‟ styles. Leaders still assume engagement will occur and fail to consciously think about
an engagement strategy relevant to their change context, or whether they have all the
capabilities required to engage.
2.2.3 The Rationale For An Engagement Strategy
The researcher‟s rationale for distinguishing between a change strategy and the supporting
engagement strategy is based on raising awareness of the importance of the „how‟ of change,
given the second paradigm‟s comparative rarity. In the first paradigm people are seen as
necessary to work out what has to change, to implement it. The implied engagement strategy
being people will engage on task accomplishment, which tends to encourage continuance or
normative commitment (Meyer & Allen 1991). This entails more compliance than
engagement, as it does not deal with the affective element of engagement. This thesis posits
that an overt engagement strategy will bring into focus the desired outcome of engagement in
terms of commitment and helps to surface beliefs about how to engage. Engagement
strategy in this context is „the mindset, process and authentic enactment of having an
intention to enable others to find meaning in the process of change, enabling commitment to
that change‟. This aligns with Pettigrew (1987a, 1987b, 1998) who examined change agents,
arguing their need to intervene in the political system and „manage meaning‟ to gain consent
and compliance from organisation members.
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2.2.4 Change Strategies
Quinn & Snyder „s (1999) change strategies have an engagement focus. The first two change
strategies, empirical-rational and power-coercive, have an implicit engagement strategy
relying on the use of power, using directive leadership styles and relying on setting an agenda
and managing against it. The focus is not on finding meaning for those in the organisation.
The second two change strategies, normative-reductive and advanced change theory, seek to
use an engagement strategy based on relationships, participation and building the „what„ and
„how„ of the change with members of the organisation. Implicitly there is the potential for
those in the organisation to find meaning in the change, although that is not overt. With this
context in mind, it is important to identify the capabilities involved with engagement.
The term capability refers to the knowledge, skill, ability or personal characteristics that
people associate with a desirable role performance within a particular purpose and context
(Kakabadse 2009). Traits, beliefs, values and level of maturity influence an individual‟s
capabilities.
2.2.5 The Role Of a Leader in Change

Leadership can be a misleading term. Transactional and transformational are two key
leadership descriptions. The term transactional leadership is often interchangeable with
management and it describes leadership by contingent reinforcement. Followers are
motivated by the leaders‟ promises, rewards and/or threats of disciplinary actions or
punishments. Leaders‟ actions depend on whether the followers carry out what the leaders
and followers have „contracted‟ to do. Transactional leadership at its best is a constructive
set of transactions where leaders negotiate or contract projects and assignments with
followers, with potential discussion about how to accomplish the job and provide implicitly or
explicitly in return. Leaders then engage in active management by exception to monitor work
done or wait for the mistakes to occur before taking action (Bass 1999).

In looking at change, transactional leadership aligns with the first paradigm, with an
emphasis on the „what‟ rather than the „how‟ of engagement strategy. It is a directive, tell
style of change leadership more likely to succeed in smaller scale changes. Transformational
leadership is concerned with change (Kakabadse & Kakabadse 1999) and is better for nonroutine situations (Bass 1985) and organisations where adaptation, as opposed to efficiency,
is the goal (Pawar & Eastman 1997). Rather than relying on contingent reward, Burns (1978)
argued that transformational leaders engage the emotions of followers by building
identification, commitment and trust in the leadership and their vision.
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Kotter (1995) sees the role of the leader to act as change champion. In this respect, the
leader‟s role is 'not to create a great change management plan, but to engage people‟
(Hauden & MaClean 2002). The emphasis of both these descriptions is the leadership role in
aligning the way of leading with both what needs to change, and by engaging with others in
such a way that it encourages participation, openness, and reduces resistance where
appropriate.
2.2.6 The Importance and Capability of Reading Context

Kakabadse, Jackson & Farndale (2003) argued that context is the governing variable of
change and requires the leader to read context accurately to decide at any moment in time
the balance between giving focus to tasks and detail, versus driving through change and
winning hearts and minds. One can interpret the context of change at numerous levels such
as market, industry, organisational, divisional, departmental and personal, and from the
perspective of hard (process, policy, tasks) or soft (people, cultural) aspects of change.
Scholars argue the extent to which context governs change, but for sure, leadership is a key
variable for successful change (Nadler & Tushman 1989). There is little research on the
effects that contextual influences have on transformational leadership with a call for more
research in this area ( Avolio & Bass 1988; Bryman 1992). A slightly different perspective is
that in addition to reading context, leaders must have the ability to assess the
appropriateness of their capability to engage others in the change initiative. They must. „apply
both skills and competencies in a particular context in a way that the organisation perceives to
add value' (Kakabadse, Jackson & Farndale 2003). This thesis positions itself by viewing the
capability of leaders to read context and select the appropriate change and engagement
strategies as a key capability and requirement for successful change.
2.2.6.1 Governance

One contextual issue that has been identified as likely to impact the success or otherwise of
organisational change is the increasing pressure put on leaders by ' corporate governance‟
(Kakabadse, Jackson, & Farndale, 2003). Corporate governance is „a set of relationships
between a company‟s management, its board, its shareholders and other stakeholders that
provides the structure through which the objectives of the company are set, and the means of
attaining these objectives and monitoring performance are determined‟ (OECD 2004).
2.2.6.2 Boundaries Perceived by the Context

A second issue is that corporate governance can constrain leaders in terms of the discretion
they have in the role. Sufficient discretion in the role is key to deciding whether it is a
leadership or a management role (Kakabadse 1999) and is likely to have an impact on the
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decision to try different forms of change leadership. Where there is little discretion may
encourage an individual to do what is currently done in the organisation.
2.2.6.3 Type of Leader and Context

A third consideration is where an organisation is within the organisational life cycle. Greiner
(1972) identified different phases in the organisation‟s life cycle, each representing a change
agenda, from the creation of new products to reaping the rewards of a mature product, before
needing to reinvent again. Clarke and Pratt (1985) build on this research and identify different
leadership types required to change the organisation to successfully manage the different
phases in an organisation‟s life, linking different types of leadership as successful in different
contexts.
2.2.6.4 Leadership and Cultural Context

A fourth consideration is that of culture which consists of the norms (Schein 1985) relating to
the politics and existing role model types. These have a major bearing on how a leader thinks
about and leads change. Whilst the discretion an organisation gives to an individual in the
role may have a key bearing on strategic decisions, culture, which is often tacit, means that
the decision may simply kick start an automated response.
2.2.7 Interpreting Context

How an individual interprets the context will be based on the paradigm of change an individual
embrace which is underpinned by a set of assumptions which are part of the culture of the
organisation. Schein (1985) observed that people have different assumptions based on either
classical, modern, or post modern perspectives which will influence how individuals within that
group think and feel about change.

A modernist, using the first paradigm change perspective, views the organisation as more
static, whilst the post modern social construction theorists see organisations as dynamic with
processes in a constant state of change. Lewin (1951), a modernist, described the process as
„unfreezing, making the change and refreezing‟, and saw change as a transient instability
interrupting periods of stability. Senior (1997) noted that change is incremental, and it can be
planned and implemented in a linear fashion. It is a question of pulling the right change levers
at the right time. Much of today‟s project management teaching is based on this perspective.
Individuals have varying feelings regarding change, often uncomfortable, but they can
address change in a controllable manner, knowing that circumstances will settle down again.
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The post modern view sees change as dynamic, chaotic and lacking certainty. Scholars
associate approaches rather than methodologies with this change view, as linear processes
or methodologies do not lend themselves to dealing with the randomness of unexpected
events which create a constant fluctuation in the process of change (Burrell 1992). Both
these views have evidence from research that attributes success or failure of change to not
paying sufficient attention to the other paradigm.

The implication of two quite different views or paradigms is that if the leader favours one
paradigm over the other, and is unaware of the bias, he or she may fail to seek out individuals
with alternate views. This is potentially more likely in the first paradigm as it encourages a
linear, process view, with the potential blind spot of the importance of personal and
interpersonal dynamics of engagement. The individual‟s assumptions will therefore influence
their reading of their own and others‟ context in leading change. Ideally, if individuals make
paradigms and perspectives conscious and explicit, leaders would avoid blindly following a
set of assumptions about change that do not account for context.
2.2.8 The Difficulty of Transformational Change

Transformational change embraces both change paradigms, requiring leaders to consider
changing process and systems, as well as to look at the people and cultural aspects of
change. In the process of questioning the assumptions and beliefs which govern how an
organisation works, there is a potential impact on roles and the individuals that hold the roles
that potentially presents a challenge between self and organisational interest. Given the
diversity of opinion across different stakeholders in an organisation, it is difficult to predict the
multitude of reactions to change, making it far more difficult to predict or plan how to move
forward (Kirkbride; Durcan & Obeng 1994). The temptation, if adopting the first change
paradigm, is to simplify this issue by thinking of people as simply large groups holding unified
views. Post modernists argue that transformational change relies more on relationships and
dialogue to understand the dynamics of a change situation, and this argues for understanding
how to engage people at individual and group level rather than attempting to simplify the
process by treating all people as if they will react the same.

The reality of understanding individual assumptions is difficult. People often espouse theories
which may appear to embrace both change paradigms, or one over the other. However,
espoused values versus theories in use may differ (Argris & Schon 1978). The issue here is
that leading transformational change is more difficult as leaders and followers may espouse
one thing but do another. This issue is important to understand in developing the capability to
engage because it is not just the spoken word that helps understand the perspectives of
individuals, but what they do and how they do it. Development and leadership theory
reference the requirement to align spoken word and action and is related to the issue of
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authenticity. This refers to an underlying capability to view one‟s self objectively and the
ability to act authentically with espoused theory. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3 discusses this in
more detail.
2.2.8.1 Openness to Change

A further difficulty occurs because individuals need to challenge assumptions and beliefs..
Culture requires an openness to others‟ opinion and then to change itself. Strebel (1996a)
argued that the change strategy of a leader should be based on how open people are, the
scale of the change, and whether the force for change is strong or weak. To determine
openness requires at the outset of the change process a clear rationale for change. Kotter
(1995) described the forces for change. His research established a sense of urgency of how
to lead successful change.
2.2.8.2 Culture Formation

Another area of difficulty in a transformational change is the question of changing culture.
First, one must understand the meaning of culture. Culture is „how things are done around
here‟ (Drennan, 1992). It comprises shared mental models (collections of values, beliefs and
assumptions) that members of an organisation share to create a common understanding in
the work place of events, roles and activities (Schein 1992). This often tacit understanding
reduces the cognitive complexity of organisational life, reducing the effort to interpret events.
Berger and Luckman (1966) described this as the habitualisation of roles enabling people to
know what they need to do and what to expect from others. The habitualisation of roles
eventually becomes institutionalised (Tolbert & Zuker 1996; Hatch 1997) as individuals create
value based notions of how to organise and lead. These become deeply embedded in the
organisation. The leader creates policy, systems and roles to ensure conformity to ways of
behaving in given circumstances. This legtimises power in leadership and management roles
which converts to 'authority' (Weber 1947). Although this reduces the cognitive complexity for
individuals so they are not overwhelmed, it also potentially discourages individuals from the
critical analysis of events, as these attitudes and beliefs are largely subconscious (Argyris &
Schon 1978). Stepping back to reflect and assess the assumptions and beliefs that comprise
an organisation‟s is difficult, and made more difficult as the leader is part of that culture and
also subcultures or even occupational subcultures (Trice 1993; Van Maanen & Barley 1984)
with potential conflicting demands. A leader needs to be sensitive to the potential disruption
to his or her sense of identity this type of reflection can cause. The potential change to
culture impacts values and associated behaviour requiring recognition of the need for
potential personal change (Hatch 1997).
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2.2.8.3 Changing Culture

The culture is both part of understanding the context for change, and in a transformational
setting, may be a focus for change. The culture can determine both openness to change, ,
the paradigm of leadership and change held by the leader and therefore has a major bearing
on the change and engagement strategies of how a leader intends to enact change. Culture is
the combination of assumptions and beliefs held as norms in the organisation. The capability
to read culture and understand how to influence a change in the culture is a key capability
that any leader requires (Schein 1985).
Rost (1991) describes the link between culture and leadership as „leadership is an influence
relationship among leaders and followers who intend real changes that reflect their mutual
purposes‟. Leaders use cultural knowledge to influence change (Brooks 1996), and they
create the context in which organisational change is more or less likely to occur (Hennessey
1998).

Whilst different types of leadership may be successful in leading change, success in changing
culture is more likely where organisations already value participation parting their culture and
where they support individuals to challenge and create new ways of thinking (Brown &
Eisenhardt 1997). Evidence suggests that a participative culture has positive impacts on
commitment, unlike bureaucratic cultures (Lok & Crawford 1999). Where an organisation
change is countercultural, or at odds with the actual culture rather than the future or espoused
culture, change is likely to be less successful.

This assumes that people can change culture. Beer, Eisenstat & Spector (1993) argue that
trying to change attitudes and values is pointless, and that people need to focus on
behavioural change. They argue a need to change tangible elements such as structure, roles
and responsibilities which will enable behaviour change. Schwartz & Davis‟ (1981) view
differs as they argue that culture gives direction as to how to achieve the company‟s end
game - working with the existing culture. However, many subscribe to Johnson & Scholes
(1993) assertion that leaders must manage culture to bring about organisational change.
Management can use tools such as the cultural web (Johnson & Scholes) to read culture, and
can interpret it by using a variety of models that attempt to label culture (Handy 1993; Deal &
Kennedy 1982). Kanter (1983) suggests that change is more likely and effective in integrative
cultures.. The literature does not help in deciding the extent to which cultural change is
possible, (Senior 1997) so each leader in a change situation will make decisions based on the
change paradigm, his or her openness to change, belief of whether culture can move, and the
reading of the context.
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2.2.8.4 Resistance

Another area of difficulty is individual resistance to change. Change can induce stress for
individuals who are not ready. Challenge to the culture causes difficulties in motivating
people, resulting in ambivalence or resistance to change (Schein 1985). Chreim (2006)
suggests other categories for looking at resistance, which move through „acceptance, to
resigned compliance, to avoidance/opposition and ambivalence‟. Resigned compliance was
prevalent amongst large organisations where management removed people from the decision
making power, change was seen as inevitable with people acting in a submissive way, but
without the enthusiasm seen when people accept change.. Management encountered
avoidance and opposition when individuals viewed the change as not fitting with
organisational goals, the mission statement or when it violated their role identity. Finally,
ambivalence occurred where there were both positive and negative aspects to the change,
either positive for the organisation and not for the individual or vice versa. Non-acceptance to
change sits behind the degrees of resistance of a fear of loss, triggered by the uncertainty
and a potential lack of self efficacy (Tannenbaum & Hanna,1985; Bridges 1986; Jick 1990;
Dirks et al 1996; Chreim 2001). Iindividuals need self efficacy, or „belief in one's capabilities,
to mobilize the motivation, cognitive resources, and courses of action to meet given
situational demands‟ (Bandura 1997). The sense of control over decisions (Dirks et al. 1996;
Armenakis et al 1999) all influence the degree of resistance they encounter.
Scholars have linked the stress of change to feelings such as uncertainty, insecurity, (Mack,
Nelson & Quick 1998; Jimmieson, Terry & Callan 2004), lower productivity, lower job
satisfaction, and low morale (Mac et al 1998; Judge et al (1999). Other causes of resistance
to change include ignorance, preference for an alternative, disbelief in the way forward, fear
of loss, rewards not being sufficient, anxiety, threat to social status, fear of losing power,
concern that new values and practices will be repellent, inhibition, mistrust, alienation and
frustration (Eccles 1994).
Numerous writers have found a pattern in the process of moving from resistance to
acceptance of change. The pattern is to first experience shock and denial before
acknowledging and adapting to the change (Kubler Ross 1969; Rashford & Coghlan 1989).
Often described as the transition curve, organisations can use it to align the task of those
leading change to the different stages on the transition curve. Therefore, the leader‟s job is to
engage people by creating an environment which motivates them through the transitional
stages of resisting change. Leaders have the additional task of coming to terms with their
own potential resistance to change, as well as supporting others through the process
requiring a mature cognitive and emotional capability. The literature suggests that preparing
people for change, and communicating the „why‟ of change would have probable benefit. Not
examined extensively in the literature is the extent to which the leader fails to consider how to
engage others. Can this be a fault, or the lack of leadership capability to consistently pursue
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an engagement strategy? Chreim‟s (2001) research reveals that interview participants can
interpret the concept of resistance differently. Rather than resisting change, perhaps they
went through a stage of coming to terms with it.
2.2.8.5 Emotional Intelligence in Times of Change

Another difficult area, but in the form of a required key capability for change, is emotional
intelligence. How an individual reacts to change is dependent on how he or she sees it
impacting his or her role, and how he or she perceives the change agenda unfolding. Anxiety
arises for a variety of reasons including role change, role continuance, loss of power, gains in
power, opportunities to make a difference and ambivalence to what the change is trying to
attain. Scholars refer to the capability to manage these reactions to change as emotional
intelligence (Goleman 1998).

Goleman found that emotional intelligence was a more important indicator of successful
leadership than IQ. If a leader becomes disabled by anxiety or acts as a resistor to change
consciously or unconsciously, the issue of leading becomes increasingly difficult, if not
impossible. The same is true of any other individual in the company in terms of leading him
or herself.

It also is likely to impact the capability to engage with others in terms of the content of what
they engage with and how they engage. If a leader espouses aspects of a change that he or
she is not role modelling, and lacks the self awareness of how he or she impacts others, he or
she risks creating disbelief. This disengagement is the exact opposite of what the leader
intended in terms of engagement strategy. Emotional intelligence, with regard to change,
concerns knowing how one reacts to change events or activities, and handling personal
uncertainty and that of others. How successfully a leader is likely to do this depends on his or
her access to information (Duncan 1972) and willingness to share the information with others.
Leaders react to uncertainty by either buffering teams from the interruption of shocks, or by
adopting a boundary spanning perspective to monitor the implications for change and to
passing on the information (Hatch 1997). The issue here is that if the leader requires
participation, but is not prepared to share information, he or she negates the impact of a
participative engagement strategy. Section 2..4.5.4 discusses emotional intelligence as a key
capability enabling engagement.

Whether an individual is positively motivated by a change goal, will be influenced by the
environment and the processes the leader creates or enables that which will either engender
continuing engagement or disengagement. A key issue is not just what has to change, but
the leader‟s capability to engage others, and act in a way congruent with the engagement
strategy. This means that he or she also needs to feel engaged with the change.
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2.2.9 Post Modern Thinking - Advanced Change Theory

Advanced Change Theory (ACT) (Quinn & Snyder 1999) is an approach to change focusing
on the leader‟s need to align how he or she leads with the strategy, so that he or she
authentically role model that change. It requires an awareness of his or her own orientation to
the change agenda, and then the need to align his or her way of leading with the change to
become authentic with it. Where authenticity is lacking, the danger lies with emotional labour
for the leader and potentially a lack of congruence which can lead to mistrust.

This requires employing cognitive complexity and emotional intelligence at the start of a
change initiative. However, the capability to see oneself objectively, and reflect on how
effectively he or she is likely to be in a change situation, is aligned to capabilities that Torbert
et al (2003) have identified as not available to many people. Quinn & Snyder (1999) are in
agreement with Torbert, naming it „advanced‟ as they state that this way of leading change is
not „cognitively available to most people‟. There may be some support for this statement as
other researchers have found that not everyone has reached the cognitive level to deal with
more complex ways of thinking about the organisation. For example, Argyris & Schon (1978)
found people either followed a model 1 or model 2 way of thinking about change, with model
2 thinking having both the cognitive and emotional capability to think beyond the self and be
more open to change. ACT is based on a number of assumptions:


The need for openness and inclusion whilst a community or powerful coalition
emerges.



Understanding the purpose of change and the importance of having a focus that is
beyond self interest to the good of the organisation.



One will have one‟s own areas of resistance as will others, and to role model how to
deal with this.



Influencing by working with authenticity and integrity in modelling the change to
attract others to you and a new way of being.



Empowerment to enable participation by transcending current ways of behaving.



Enlightenment about what is possible if one loses the shackles of the current ways of
thinking.



Volition as the change agents become aware of the power of letting go and see
themselves move forward.



Motivation of others by empowering them and encouraging them through the same
process.



Causality that change is not a linear process, but emergent and requiring co-creation.



Of strategic vision as the diversity of ideas and views emerges requires the
development of the cognitive complexity to handle it.
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Of behaviour that may be unconventional in the current system, but role models the
desired change.



Of determination and faith that as they make changes themselves, and as others start
to, they will realise the external change.

2.2.10 Distributed Leadership
Much of the leadership theory has concentrated on „the leader‟ as a focal point (Gronn 2000).
Post modern thinking has stressed the complexity of transformational change and opens up
thinking to consider distributed leadership. The basic argument is that in a complex system,
the interdependence between organisational elements requires „reciprocal relationships‟
(Gronn 2000) that enables an understanding of what needs to change. In terms of change,
the extent to which others are engaged in the vision, strategy and process of change has a
bearing on how effective people are in supporting it (Strebel 1996). Where change has such
far reaching effects, leaders distributed across functions and up and down the hierarchy are
called upon to implement change, although they are not necessarily part of the design.
Clarke (1994) suggested that mastering the challenge of change is not a specialist activity
driven by a leader, but one that is becoming an increasingly important part of every
managerial role no matter where he or she sits in the organisation.

2.3 Leadership Theory

Whilst this thesis has already examined leadership theory in conjunction with change, it is
worth focusing on in its own right. The focus both on what leaders do and how they do it
enables one to identify capabilities pertinent to engagement. These are mostly implicit
capabilities required to engage people in an approach to change that embraces the second
change paradigm.
2.3.1 The Development of Leadership Theory and Its Contribution to Understanding
Engagement

Leadership theory has evolved focusing on different aspects such as great man theory and
trait theory (Bernard 1926), behavioural theories (Blake & Mouton 1964; Katz & Khan 1978),
situational/contingency theory (Vroom 1964; Hershey & Blanchard 1984), transformational
theory (Burns 1978; Bass 1985), leadership as learners theory and post transformational
theories (Senge 1990; Maccoby 2000). Early research concentrated on trait theory paying
attention to notable leaders and attempting to identify key traits. Scholars have identified
many traits, including: ambition and energy, the desire to lead, honesty and integrity, selfconfidence, intelligence and job-relevant knowledge, (Kakabadse, 1999) but Kirkpatrick &
Locke (1991) criticised this as not giving sufficient insight into what makes a
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successful.leader. The Ohio Studies in the late 1940‟s focused on identifying leadership
behaviour dimensions. They found two categories that accounted for most behaviours: those
that leaders (?) associate with initiating structures and those they associate with
consideration. Leaders scoring high in both areas achieved high performance and
satisfaction in the organisation more frequently, but studies concluded that other situational
factors were relevant. The Mitichin studies: University of Michigan (1940‟s) also identified two
leadership behaviour dimensions:. employee and production orientated. The study concluded
that those with employee orientated behaviours obtained higher productivity and job
satisfaction.

Researchers moved on to contingency theory. Fielder (1967) developed a contingency model,
and Hersey & Blanchard (2007) proposed a situational leadership model. These theories
focus on matching leadership style to organisational context. This theory has relevance in
terms of the leadership capability of reading context and aligning their engagement approach
to suit the change requirement. Since the 1980's, the debate has moved on to looking at
transactional and transformational leadership, with the latter focusing on the link to the role of
the leader in change (Bass 1999).

These two approaches to leadership represent not only the two different change paradigms,
but implicitly align to different engagement strategies, as Table 2.1 below illustrates. The
former is likely to engage using rationale, process, power and contingent reward. The second
is likely to engage using vision, dialogue, relationship building and a focus on development.
Whilst many individuals can use elements of both transactional and transformational
leadership, transformational leadership is lacking (Gronn 1997). This aligns with Quinn &
Snyder‟s findings (1999) that the transactional leadership style aligns with the first paradigm
of change which is more prevalent in our organisations. A view of transformational leaders‟
characteristics enables one to identify associated capabilities. Kouzes and Posner (1987)
identified characteristics such as credibility, fair-mindedness and competence. Boyatzis
(1982), Bray et al (1974), Leavitt (1986), McClelland (1985), and Stodgill (1974) have found
the following characteristics:


social power motivation



communication skills, (essential to engagement in the challenge of culture and how to
take the organisation forward. Communication skills enable dialogue include the
capability to listen, being open to other ways of understanding the world, bracketing
our own assumptions and beliefs, and being able to reframe our world and support
others in reframing theirs. (Heron 1996).
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critical and creative thinking, ( in engagement terms needed to facilitate a process of
thinking differently about the organisation)



self-efficacy and inner locus of control, (both are linked to having a resilience to
change, and therefore feeling safe to engage. They provide the confidence to inquire,
and act without a dependence on pleasing others, or being disabled by the anxiety of
possible responses from others.



vision (needed to provide the rationale to engage)



interpersonal competencies to resolve conflicts (i.e. interpersonal capabilities to
resolve conflicts and move from competition to debate, required to facilitate an
engagement process that enables people with different views to be brought together
which in turn enables )
o

collaboration

o

emphasis on team spirit

o

building trust

o

building a climate enjoyable and rewarding

o

being flexible, recognising, understanding and adapting to individual needs
and views

o

talent developing and finding

o

high performance building

o

retention and engagement awareness

o

monitoring engagement

Table 2.1: Linking Change and Engagement Strategy

Change Approach

Paradigm 1

Paradigm 2

Leadership

Engagement

Engagement

Approach

Strategy

Capabilities

Predominately

Via power, directive,

Project Management.

transactional. Tell

engagement with

Predominance of

and coercive styles.

task and goal.

single loop learning.

Blend of

Via relationships,

Emotional

transformational and

vision, engagement

intelligence.

transactional. Focus

with and through

Single and double

more on participation

people for change

loop learning.

and collaboration.

outcome.

Source: The Author
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2.3.2 The Importance of Transformational Leadership

Researchers such as Bass & Avolio (1994), Conger & Kanungo (1998), and Shamir & House
(1993) study transformational leaders and suggest a common view of what leaders do establish vision, inspire followers, provide intellectual stimulation, provide meaning, enable
self actualisation, empower through intrinsic motivation and develop trust through authenticity.
Transformational leadership is made of idealized influence, inspirational motivation,
intellectual stimulation and idealized consideration (Bass 1985 & 1998; Bass & Avolio
1993).(See Table 2. 2. ) Transformational leadership occurs 'where the leader endeavours to
stimulate change and align the attitudes and values of subordinates through strategies of
empowerment, thus augmenting his or her self-efficacy beliefs and fostering the
internalisation of the leader's vision' (Conger & Kanungo 1998). For the leader to be
successful, there needs to be congruence in how one lives values as this forms the
foundation of authentic transformational leadership (Bass & Steidlmeier 1999).
Table 2.2 Transformational Leadership
Characteristic
Idealized influence

Description
Where there is a focus on the terminal
values, and looking towards what is right for all
the stakeholders rather than displaying egoism on
part of the leader and manipulating things for
selfish ends. In part this is the pursuit of virtue in
organisations.

Inspirational Motivation

Providing true empowerment
(Kanungo & Mendonca (1996)
and enabling earning and moving
people towards selfactualization

Intellectual Stimulation

Whether the leader's program is open to dynamic
transcendence and spirituality or is closed
propaganda and a „line‟ to follow

Whether followers are treated as ends or means,
whether their unique dignity and interests are
respected or not. People are treated as
individuals provided with coaching, growth and
mentoring opportunities (Bass 1995)

Individualised Consideration

Source: Bass 1999
2.3.3 Authentic Leadership

Authentic leadership concerns the extent to which a leader achieves congruence between
values and behaviours and espoused theory. In trying to change culture, one should base it
on what leaders pay attention to, how they react to situations, problems and rewards or
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punishment. If this does not align with their values or that of the change initiative, the the
leader will be viewed as lacking authenticity. During the change process, leaders need to
identify not only their own disconnects between personal values and the „what‟ of the
communicated change, but also to uncover the contradictions with others, to enable
alignment of vision and behaviours (Burns 1978).

Scholars highlight the debate about authenticity in concerns about charismatic versus
transformational leadership. A transformational leader will increase awareness about 'what is
right, good, …., elevating followers' needs for achievement and self-actualization, fostering
higher moral maturity encouraging people to let go of ego for group interest' (Bass1998a). A
charismatic leadership is more centred on the leader him or herself and can be ethical or not
dependent on the leader‟s values. Concerns relevant to authenticity include whether
transformational or charismatic leadership is about impression management, whether it
enables challenge and checks, participative decision making, and if it encourages followers to
pursue evil ends. Bass (1999) counters this line of thinking saying these concerns are related
to pseudo-transformational leaders as self interest governs rather than the greater good.
Those who are pseudo-transformational are not authentic in terms of espoused vision, values
and strategy. Bass argues that authentic transformational rather than transactional leaders
concentrate on terminal values such as integrity and fairness, and are more likely to be
ethical. Bass (1997) links adult maturity to authentic transformational leadership, and cites
the work of Lichtenstein (1995), Smith & Torbert (1995) who found that ethical issues
occurred mainly at less mature stages of development, in the conventional levels of maturity.
The notion of ‟pseudo-transformational leadership‟ raises the whole question of authenticity,
to which this thesis now turns.

Bass (1999) describes whether someone is authentic or pseudo-transformational as a
conscious choice. However, given the research on adult maturity and learning, lack of
capabilities such as double loop learning that enable the development of capabilities such as
emotional intelligence, are also blockers to achieving authentic transformational leadership.

Collins (2001) work examined different levels of leadership and identified what made the
difference between good and great leaders. He identified that altruism, and humility where
leaders put the company before self was key. This is the idealized influence element of
transformational leadership. The issue then becomes not just if the leader is authentic in
terms of aligning sufficiently his or her own values with that of the change, but the degree to
which those values are ethical and are based on terminal outcomes.
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2.3.4 The Importance of Trust

The basis of authenticity is the creation of trust (Block 1993) built on values that support the
creation of trusting relationships rather than „coercion or manipulation‟ (Duignan & Bhindi
1997). It requires striking a balance between dominance and genuine worker empowerment
in culture building, decision making and equitable distribution of rewards. This is the basis for
servant leadership (Greenleaf 1977), and is concerned with service and the establishment of
ethics and morality, moving away from „people using‟ to „people-building‟ leadership.

A number of researchers (Duignan et al 1985; Kouzes & Posner 1987; Selvarajah et al 1995)
have identified trustworthiness and linked „credibility, believability, ethics and morality with
leaders. Scholars have focused more on the trust issue amongst leaders within organisations
since corporate scandals such as Enron. Given that ethics links to the latter stages of adult
maturity, it is concering that leaders appear to have insufficient understanding of the
dynamics and complexity of organisational life Starratt (1993a). This points towards the predominance of a transactional leadership mindset, aligned with the first paradigm. Starratt
(1993) points out that structures of „domination‟ prevail in our organisations which produce
„unjust and depersonalising relationships among individuals and among groups‟.
2.3.5 Developing the Capability of Authenticity

Maslow linked the quest to understand authenticity to the process of development toward self
actualisation, or the „search for individual worth (Hodgkinson 1991) and of „making a
difference‟ (after Fullan 1993). In the literature on maturity (Maslow 1968; Torbert 2003;
Wilber 2000) the issue of spirituality becomes more important, not from a religious viewpoint,
but from a sense of the want to find a deeper purpose and sense of meaning to work,
embracing values such as trust and authenticity in altruistic pursuits. The concept of servant
leadership, or stewardship, is to „honour what has been given to us, to use power with a
sense of grace, and to pursue purposes that transcend short-term self-interest‟ (Bogue 1994).
However, scholars have also argued on a moral basis that it is wrong for transformational
leaders to motivate followers to align to organisational values and to sacrifice what is best for
them personally.

The issue of seeking the greater good can be at odds with the goals and objectives of change
programmes. Often, these objectives involve the pursuit of efficiency and productivity, and
can cause value conflict (McKendall 1993) between what stakeholders want to embrace and
for what the organisation is aiming. This often involves an engagement strategy based on
power and coercion. Rost (1991) identified that for transformational leadership to be
authentic, there needs to be value congruence between leaders and followers, which they
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need to negotiate as a participative process rather than enforced. Where players are able to
achieve such congruence, all involved are more emotionally satisfied (Meglino 1989; Ravlin &
Adkins 1989), and individuals are more likely to engage in change that embraces this
approach. This is not an easy task, as the values of individuals vary considerably. Whilst
values such as friendship, love, ownership, work and fairness are universal values in most
cultures, the customs and practices through which people enact them differ considerably
(Bass 1999; Steidlmeier 1999). Hofstede (1991) provided a framework for analysing culture
that enables an understanding of the different interpretation of values and practices across
geographic cultures. The argument for authentic transformational leadership, and its
associated engagement strategies, is that because not all values for each individual align,
there needs to be commitment to inquiry to find the way forward that sufficiently allows
individuals to meet key values.
2.3.6 The Trouble with Authenticity

2.3.6.1 Lack of Self Awareness

The reality of becoming self aware (part of developing emotional intelligence) is that
individuals often are not fully aware of personal values and the extent to which values,
behaviours and actions align. This can lead to the creation of an artifice culture in
organisational life (Duignan & Bhindi 1997). An individual resists change by not developing
the emotional intelligence that would enable him or her to acknowledge elements of the self
that he or she dooe not want to accept, instead using defensive behaviour to keep this
knowledge at a distance (Starratt 1993a). Thus, it becomes difficult to create authentic
relationships when individuals divert energy to carefully manage what he or she wants others
to see (Duignan & Bhindi 1997). Instead of social interaction with „significant others‟ (Mead
1934) helping us identify who we are being through a dialogue (Taylor 1991), we avoid
engaging in dialogue that enables us to develop. Trust fundamentally underpins authentic
relationships to enable individuals to challenge the mental maps they hold about the
organisation and themselves in a change situation.
2.3.6.2 Authenticity and the First Change Paradigm

Leaders who are more aligned to the first change paradigm and have not seen the need or
potential impact of leading and adopting the second change paradigm, may have an issue of
openness, awareness and finding sufficient meaning in adopting a participative engagement
strategy, and therefore the need for developing self awareness. The implication is that to
embrace transformational leadership requires the self knowledge to know personal values, be
able to critique against not only corporate values, but altruistic ones, to commit to them and
live them in dialogue with others. Thus, unsurprisingly, Turner & Crawford (1998) found that
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managers were not aware of competencies they identified as key for the future. These include
engagement, development and performance management, and their perceived success in
managing change despite contrary evidence.
2.3.7 Leaders as Learners

As noted earlier, in discussing leadership development, scholars increasingly recognise the
limits of traditional approaches to leadership development. During the 1990‟s, the importance
of credibility, soul, reflexivity, emotions, openness to experience and values (Bolman & Deal
1995; Ferris 1998) caused a shift in scholarly thought to look at understanding the self as
leader. Rather than think how to help people to learn leadership, the focus should be on the
concept that leadership is learning (Vaill 1998; Antonacopoulou & Bento 2004). The focus on
the learning organisation highlights the leader‟s role as teacher, designer and agent of
change (Senge 1990). Transformational organisational change, requires transformational
learning, requiring the leader, as a role model, to value learning and to create a safe
environment for learning (Garratt 1990). Leaders facilitating reflective dialogue enable
participation to develop capabilities such as double loop learning, normalising the process of
challenging mental models, that enables the inclusion of multiple viewpoints and individual
development. For individual development to take place the leader needs to be open to
different views of him or herself; whereas, a leader with a rigid conception of him or herself
can promote indifference, intolerance and hostility (William Connolly 1991, 1995, 1999).
2.3.8 The Meaning of Values

Research has touched upon the importance of values to date, but scholars must further clarify
this concept since it is key to the change, leadership and learning literature. Rokeach (1973)
defined a value as „an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of
existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or
end-state of existence‟. Rokeach called those values that concern the right way to behave
instrumental values, and those values concerning the end state terminal values.
2.3.8.1 The Importance of Values

Greenleaf (1977) suggested the importance for values to align between leader and followers.
This is a key theme in the elements of leadership theory that focus on the authenticity of a
leader, for example, their ability to 'walk their talk' (Hodgkinson 1991). Cacioppe (1998)
suggested a reason for the failure of a change initiative was linked to the lack of capability of
the leader to understand or attempts to align his or her own beliefs and values to those of a
change initiative.
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2.3.8.2 Leadership and Values

Nel (1993) called for value-centred leadership which links leaders and values on the basis
that it enables trust that inspires followers to transcend self interest. Greenleaf (1977), Covey
(1990), and Turner‟s (2000) concepts of servant leadership have gained popularity within
organisations partly because it introduces values that benefit the collective, through service
and care. Building Greenleaf‟s (1977) work, Russell & Stone (2002) identified 20 servant
leadership attributes, resulting from their „repetitive prominence‟ in the literature. Whilst the
servant leadership model is relatively undeveloped, its focus on engaging people in change is
useful. Russell & Stone (2002) argue that leaders shape culture through how they model
values and that where leaders authentically lives these values, an ethical model emphasises
the greater good. Organisations that support leaders in identifying their values and how they
align with behaviour tools, such as 360 or feedback, are useful. This helps challenge personal
values that are at odds with behaviour and attitudes in the workplace. Evidence suggests that
where there is congruence in values, employee satisfaction and commitment increases
(Meglino et al 1989) along with positive attitudes (Posner 1992). Followers are more likely to
agree with a vision where they agree with the leader‟s values (Jung & Avolio 2000). Krishnan
(2005) argues that terminal values relate to vision and this is the crucial element in terms of
congruence between leader and follower values.
2.4 Development of Leaders

The rationale for looking at the literature on development of leadership is to understand the
issue of „how to develop the capabilities one associates with engagement‟ as a key part of
the research question. The thesis addresses the link between change and learning, and
considers the principles and process of learning, alongside a review of methodologies
scholars associate with leadership development. The literature highlights two key issues
when developing the leaders‟ capability to engage: how to develop leaders and the
implications of adult development theory.

Implicit when talking about transformational change is that the individuals within the
organisation need to adapt to process and systems changes as well as culture. Friedlander
(1983) said that „learning is the process that underlies and gives birth to change. Change is
the child of learning‟. This implies that a leader needs to engage him or herself and others
not just in the meaning and process of organisational change, but in a minor or major learning
agenda.
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Piaget (1954) more commonly describes individual change as development which arises
when an individual learns. Adult learning is based on having an experience where individuals
reflect and identify necessary change, how one can accomplish it and change what they do
(Cell 1945). When individuals learn, it facilitates organisational learning (Dogson's 1993),
which they require to engage others in achieving a change agenda. The link between
organisational and individual learning has had little focus and is still unclear (Nicolini &
Meznar, 1995). However, from the perspective of this research, it is the individual‟s capability
to learn to engage others that is the focus rather than passing on the capability to engage
others.
2.4.1

Learning Theory

Learning theory has focused on what the process of learning entails and numerous schools of
thought have influenced it.
2.4.1.1 Behaviourism

Behaviourism saw the process of learning as the result of a behavioural response to some
form of stimulus. If one gives reward or reinforcement to a particular behaviour, then learning
would take place. Bandura (1977), an advocate of this school of thinking, looked at „behaviour
modelling‟ and used techniques such as „goal setting‟ and „self-reinforcement‟ to support the
learning of new behaviour. Teachers have adopted this learning approach in developing
repetitive skills.
2.4.1.2 Cognitive Theories

Another school of thought (Piaget 1926; Lewin 1935; Vugptsky 1962) focuses on cognitive
approaches which examine the learning process and the importance of memory, concept
formation, the use of symbols and language, and the absorption of information from the
environment and how people sort and apply learning. These theories are difficult to confirm
experimentally (Cheetham 2001). Management development is generally a mix of these
approaches.
2.4.1.3 Process of Learning

In terms of what learning entails, theories have looked at the human need to develop.
Expressed in a variety of ways, Maslow (1954) and Rogers (1961) talk about selfactualisation, and Kegan (1979) looked at the concept of the „evolving self‟. The process of
development is about understanding mental maps, or the lens with which people see the
world and derive meanings from it. Development is the process of adding to that frame, or
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moving past that frame of reference, to move to a different stage, or framework with which
people view the world. Piaget (1954) argued that elements of learning depend on the
cognitive development people achieve, with development an evolutionary process.
2.4.1.4 Learning Practice

Senge (1990) posited that one can enhance individual learning by developing learning
disciplines including systems thinking, personal mastery, challenging mental models, building
a shared vision and team learning. The capability to challenge mental models is key to the
leader‟s role in challenging others to identify what needs to be different in organisational
change. Mental models are often tacit, and challenging them requires people to become
more conscious of their assumptions and beliefs in order to change or replace them. The
process of change or replacement of these models has the potential to be transformational
(Mezirow 1991) and is the essence of transformational learning.
2.4.1.5 Levels of Learning

Table 2.3 below illustrates how learning can take place at different levels.
Table 2.3 Levels of Learning
Cell

Mezirow

Learning Level 1

In behaviour (response)

Elaborate existing models

Learning Level 2

In interpretation (situation)

Learn new frames of
reference

Learning Level 3

In autonomy (trans-situation)

Transform viewpoint

Learning Level 4

In creativity (transcendent)

Transform habits of mind

Source: Cell, Mezirow.

Transformational change is more likely to require changes at level 3 or 4, as it requires,
potentially, a change of viewpoint, although all levels of learning may involve a change
agenda. However, it is one thing to assess the change from which the additional complexity
comes and the leader‟s needs to assess the learning implications for himself and others. The
culture, an individual‟s openness to change, and the extent to which he or she are aware of
the defensive habits that reduce the anxiety one associates with change (Goleman 1985) can
hinder learning and change. On a positive note, Marsick & Watkins (1990) identified three
personal characteristics which, when present, enhance an individual‟s learning capability.
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Proactivity – a readiness to take the initiative in situations.



Critical reflection – a tendency to reflect, not just on events but underlying
assumptions.



Creativity – to enable a person to think beyond his or her normal viewpoint.

2.4.2 Adult Development Theory

Adult learning theory provides another view as to the process of learning and the potential
difficulties organisations encounter in developing leaders.
2.4.2.1 Adult Development Theory (ADT)

Adult development theorists have looked at the process of development or maturing and have
identified the stages adults will potentially pass through as they mature. Adult developmental
theories view individuals as constructing their experiences about themselves, and their
context, based on meaning schemes common to a stage of development (Piaget 1954, 1969;
Kohlberg 1976; Loevinger 1976). Theorists argue that development is unidirectional. , Each
stage allows new modes of being, reflected in adapting mental models and behaviour (Cook
Greuter 1999). Each stage is progressive and attempts to resolve limitations from previous
stages, enabling an individual to handle increasing complexity, and integrate an
understanding of the self and others. Theorists, including Kegan (1982, 1994) Loevinger
(1976) and Torbert (1991), take the view that as people develop, their cognitive complexity
increases, as well as their interpersonal capabilities and self awareness. Torbert‟s (1992)
research revealed that only 10-15% of the population reach the stages of adult development
required for effective transformational leadership Harung (1999) also shared this view. Fisher
& Torbert (1992) found that successful change did not necessarily have to stem from CEO or
senior leaders. They found those that had run successful change programmes were either of
a mature level of development themselves, or used consultants with a high maturity level.
Torbert (1991) focused on both individual and organisational development useful in the
context of understanding change. He identified two key stages of development: conventional
and post-conventional, which sub-divide into further stages (See Table 2. 4). As an individual
matures, he or she develops qualities of 'inner-directedness' and capabilities such as
emotional intelligence, enhanced initiative, creativity, and altruism (Alexander et al., 1991).
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Table2.4 – Levels of Development
Researcher
Level
Conventional

Torbert

maslow

Erikson

Kholberg

Kegan

Expert
Achiever

Industry v
inferiority
Identify v role
confusion

Law and
order
Transition

Imperial

Conventional

Postconventional

Individualist

Belonging moving
to self esteem
Self esteem
moving to self
actualisation
Self actualisation

Intimacy v
isolation

Formal
institutional

Postconventional

Strategist

Self actualisation

Intimacy v
isolation

Postconventional

Magician/Ironist

Self
Transcendence

Generativity/
stagnation

Prior rights
social
contract
Prior rights
social
contract
Universal
ethical

Interpersonal

Formal
institutional
moving towards
Post formal
interindividual

Source: Cook-Greuter 1999

Table 2.5 summarises and explains post conventional capabilities:
Table 2.5 Post Conventional capabilities
Post Conventional Capabilities





The capability to understand greater complexity;
The ability to move from dependence, to independence to interdependence
An awareness of paradox;
Having a practice of exploring and evaluating habits and mental models of the
mind of both self and others;
 Having an acceptance of change, process, self and people as they are;
 Being less egocentric and more focused on others and on more global issues;
 Ability to be or be present with what is, and;
 Understanding connections across time and geography.
 assumptions about relationships and the need for openness, inclusion whilst a
community or powerful coalition emerges.
 purpose of change and the importance of have a focus that is beyond self interest
to the good of the organisation
 assumptions that one will have ones own areas of resistance as will others and to
role model how to deal with this
 how to influence by working with authenticity and integrity in modelling the change
to attract others to you and a new way of being
 of empowerment to enable participation by transcending current ways of behaving
 of enlightenment about what is possible
 of violition as the change agents become aware of the power of letting go and see
themselves move forward
 of motivation of others by empowering them and encouraging them through the
same process
 of causality, change is not a linear process but emergent and requiring co-creation
 of strategic vision as the diversity of ideas and views emerges requires the
development of the cognitive complexity to handle it
 of behaviour that maybe unconventional in the current system but role models the
desired changeand of determination and faith that as they make changes
themselves, and as others start to the external change will be realised.
Source: Cook-Greuter 1999
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Theorists differ (Cook Greuter 1999) with:


What criteria distinguish the stages;



What aspects of the human experience they explain;



Whether the focus is on the stage or movement between the stages, and;



Whether data or theory driven.

Nevertheless, the theory is useful in providing a view of what capabilities may occur at
differing development stages and with possible issues in developing adults.
2.4.2.2 Implications of Adult Development Theory

Of the managers measured by Torbert & Rook (1999), almost 90% fell into the conventional
stages of maturity. From the perspective of understanding why some leaders fail to lead,
Drath (1990) found that Kegan's typology of stages explains the phenomenon of leaders who
„have a sincere commitment to be participative and empower their subordinates, yet cannot
follow through on their commitment'. Drath (1990) thought that a leader who has reached a
stage of development that enables him or her to have psychological interdependence, means
he or she is not swayed by anxiety or a desire to please, enabling him or her to embrace a
meaning in what he or she is doing that is over and above a concern just for the self. Kegan
(1994) also identified that a manager needed to have reached a level of maturity where one
has evolved from dependence on the expectations of others to an internal sense of direction.
Both these descriptions of maturity align with only the latter conventional and post
conventional levels of maturity.
2.4.2.3 Impact of Adult Development Theory

Bartunek, Gordon & Weathersby (1983) advocated adult development theory as a way of
informing the design for leadership development. Despite this recommendation, scholars
rarely consider it. This is in part, as Drath et al (1990) explain, that 'there is almost no
research that examines how training, development, or coaching programmes impact
participants‟ order of development‟. Other issues are lack of restricted samples, linking the
different developmental stages with leadership theory and difficulty in measuring
developmental stage, in part, impacted by the researchers own development level. Drath et al
(1990) also commented on the lack of longitudinal research, the lack of inclusion of contextual
and individual differences and the piecemeal nature.
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2.4.2.4 Maslow on Development

Maslow (1968) offered another perspective and school of thought of human growth. His
famous hierarchy of needs looked at the prepotent nature of needs lower in the hierarchy over
higher growth orientated motives that move an individual to self-actualisation. His study of
people who have self-actualised is interesting in that his findings align earlier descriptions in
this thesis of the capabilities discovered in the post-conventional and mature stages of adult
development, and to capabilities that transformational leaders display. His work is particularly
useful in this research in understanding some of the characteristics of self actualised
individuals and their relationship to the capabilities to engage others in change. Kahn (1990),
the pre-eminant scholar on engagement, based his theory on Maslow‟s research.
2.4.3 Process of Learning

Numerous approaches describe the process of learning (Mezirow 1991; Heron 1996; Kegan
1994). Kegan described one approach to transformational learning using the relationship of
subject to object to describe increasing cognitive complexity. The object is the topic or event
on which one focuses. The subject is what an individual is run by, our mental maps.
Transformation occurs when what was subject to us gradually exposes itself as the object. By
uncovering the assumptions, values and beliefs that make us subject to a particular frame of
reference or mental map, they then become the object. Kegan (1994) identified 5
epistemology 'ways of knowing'. He found that most adults will move through the first three
ways of thinking, but many struggle to go beyond this (See Table 2.4). To some extent, all
the process of learning models link the idea of exposing assumptions and beliefs behind
existing ways of acting in order for us to enable change. Argyris & Schon (1978) identified two
primary learning behaviour modes. Model 1 behaviour is based on single-loop learning where
an individual finds and corrects an error that is either to do with 'operations (actions) or
behaviour' (Torbert 2003). This behaviour enables learning at levels 1 and 2 and scholars
associate it with the early ways of knowing (Kegan 1982). Model 2 behaviour aligns with
double loop learning where the individual challenges and reflects on the underlying strategy,
structure and goals by which the problem or challenge is contextualised . This further relates
to learning levels 3 and 4 and Kegan‟s latter epistemologies.
2.4.3.1 Single Loop and Double Loop Learning

No matter how one approaches transformational learning, one needs to develop from single
to double loop learning. Single loop learning looks at changes to operations and behaviour in
the organisation to identify better ways of attaining a goal. An individual challenges and
changes tactics within the same overarching theory in use. Double loop learning will
challenge the theories in use in the form of values, and reasoning process may result in a
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change of goals. According to Argyris & Schon (1978), most organisations stay in single loop
learning without outside support due to the issue of challenging the culture in which one is
immersed. A lack of reflective practice hinders double loop learning and challenges
assumptions and beliefs which underpin the culture and personal identity. This leads to an
issue which Argyris & Schon (1978) identify as a difference between peoples‟ espoused
theories of action and their actual theories. Developing personal mastery (Senge 1990)
requires the development of a reflective practice that enables people to identify the difference
between espoused and actual theory in use.
2.4.3.2 Principles of Adult Learning
Andragogy refers to the principles of supporting adults in learning. Knowles (1984a; 1984b)
and Kolb (1984) identified the following: that adults learn through experience, and are self
directed based on the learning needs from within their environment. Many researchers
recognize the importance of understanding that individuals in organisations learn in a social
context.. Mead articulated (1934), that „mind can never find expression, and can never come
into existence at all, except in terms of a social environment‟. Most learning occurs in the
organisation whilst working with others, leading to researchers, such as Kolb (1984), looking
at experiential learning. Kolb conceived this as a process rather than an outcome that
requires the learner to resolve conflicts between different mental maps, or in Kegan‟s (1982)
terms, stages of knowing. A number of experiential learning models exist (Kolb 1984; Honey
and Mumford (1982; Juch (1983). One of the better known models by Kolb looked at the
experiential learning cycle describing learning as „the process whereby knowledge is created
through the transformation of experience‟.
The principles behind this are that learning is interpreting from experience, creating a unique
interpretation based on individual mental maps, and the meaning of which then guides our
actions. Kolb developed the learning cycle to express the overarching process that enables
effective learning. (See Figure 2.1.) Michelson (1996) critiqued Kolb‟s model, arguing that the
learning process was not purely a rational and objective process. Beard & Wilson (2002)
share the concern about isolating reflection from the social context. Also, Heron (1992)
criticised it as not taking account of feelings and intuition.
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Figure 2. 1: Kolb’s Learning Cycle
Concrete experience
Reflective Observation

Active experimentation

Abstract
Conceptualisation

The link between change, the levels of learning and process learning is that all are based on
understanding mental maps. In transformative learning theory, this process requires
„justifying or validating communicated ideas and the presuppositions of prior learning‟
(Mezirow 1991). Fundamental to this is the process of reflection, which becomes
transformative or enables higher levels of learning when the learner finds assumptions or
beliefs inauthentic or invalid, leading to development. The process of reflection requires
going beyond introspection. Introspection brings about awareness of what an individual
perceives, thinks and feels, whereas reflection requires a critique of what an individual
perceives, thinks and feels.
2.4.4 Methods of Developing Leadership Capability

Key to this research is understanding how to develop leader capabilities. One must apply the
process and principles of learning from Section 2.4 to the specific context of this study:
developing leaders. The link between learning and development methods has had increasing
focus as the lack of leadership becomes a business and learning issue with criticism of
various training and education approaches. One must understand the definition of these
terms. In leadership terms, training is hands on skill development which relates to the
preference for experiential training (Woodall & Winstanley 1998). Education relates to formal
courses such as MBAs (Beardwell & Holden 2001) which may have a mixture of increasing
knowledge but may also include experiential activity. Development combines elements of
both education and training and is the „complex process of professional and personal growth,
of acquiring and increasing knowledge, experience and skills, and of enabling personal
qualities to mature‟ (Oberg 1972).
Numerous scholars have questioned the training and education effectiveness in leadership
development of leadership. There is little research that has established how much learning
occurs from training, education and development programmes (Cohen & Tichy 1997). Some
have argued that on the job experience is most effective, with suggestions that 80% of
leadership development occurs this way (Zemke1985). This leads to Mintzberg‟s (2004) view
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that 'you can't create leaders in a classroom‟. The question of whether leaders can be
developed has been considered by Bass (1985) and Drucker (1967), dismissing the need to
rely on „born leaders‟. They argue that leadership can be learned as a set of behavioural
skills. Smith (2003) believes James Bolt is correct when he states (Hasselbein et al 1996)
that the leadership crisis is, in reality, „a leadership development crisis'. Scholars cite
numerous factors for this leadership development crisis, including:


A focus on transactional orientated training programmes, which Peters & Smith
(1997) describe as level 1 learning, based on Bateson‟s work (1972). This
programme type takes place where organisations establish standards and norms
with training as the delivery mechanism, concentrating on skills, theories,
processes and leadership concepts'. This level of learning is likely to maintain
the status quo.



Topics that scholars associate with the more transformational leadership type are
difficult to teach, such as politics.. Building visions, or changing deeply held
values and beliefs do not lend themselves well to training programmes. Warren
Bennis has observed that „leadership courses can only teach skills. They can't
teach character or vision and indeed, they don't even try‟ (quoted in Chakraborty
1995).



Lack of alignment between the development of people and business (Beardwell &
Holden 2001). For example, Ayas & Zeniuk, (2001) looking at what enabled
successful project based learning, identified the following:
o

The need for a sense of purpose, akin to the need for an individual to find
meaning in what they are doing;

o

Providing a learning infrastructure which gives change to share and reflect
(Senge 1999), be it formal or emergent;



o

To build on communities of practice, and;

o

To ensure that the project has psychological safety for the individuals.

Another challenge is whether education encourages the development of cognitive
complexity by exposing the ambiguity and uncertainty inherent in change
situations (Zohar 1997). Spender (1994) argued that leaders require
competence in dealing with the complexity of four levels or knowledge types:
o

Objective knowledge about the organisation in which managers operate;

o

Social knowledge, relating to the economic, cultural, technological context in
which managers operate;

o

Local knowledge about people, process, and policy, and;
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o


Self knowledge.

Openness to learning. The degree to which individuals are open to change link to
their openness to learning. Even when someone is open to learning there is still the
question of to what level of learning they are capable. Megginson (1994) introduced a
model of types of learners. This does not refer to their capability to learn, but their
style and realisation or need to learn. A „sleeper‟ is someone not yet focused on
learning, a „warrior‟ is someone with a distinct learning goal, and the „adventurer‟ is
open to learning without necessarily a clear focus, and the „sage‟ has adapted to both
focused and emergent learning.

Figure 2.2: Types of Learning (Megginson 1994)
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An unconscious blocker to development is where the learner lacks emotional
intelligence.. Goleman (1988) articulated that our mental maps are a result of to what
an individual has attuned their attention to and the need to manage anxiety. There is
a trade off between challenging mental maps and anxiety based on the following
three premises:
o

The mind can protect itself against anxiety by dimming awareness;

o

This mechanism creates a blind spot; and

o

Blind spots occur at every level of behaviour.

To manage anxiety, individuals can ensure they set and stay inside safe structures and
boundaries, but effectively blocking learning (Spender 1994). The barriers put in place to
defend are often „tacit‟ knowledge (Polanyi 1962), and an individual is not consciously aware
of their existence. This issue is part of the reason for the focus on self awareness in many
training courses.
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Accounting for the aforementioned issues, many specific learning methodologies have
evolved beyond the more traditional classroom experience to address concerns about
learning effectiveness.
2.4.4.1 Action Research

Scholars base action research on Kurt Lewin‟s (1947) work. The term now encompasses
many inquiry models (Cunningham 1993). This type of research helps us gain deeper
understanding of phenomenon through inquiry cycles of action and reflection. Action learning
and collaborative inquiry are two approaches that have developed from action research, but
are more focused on the learning element (Marsick & O‟Neil 1999). The popularity of action
learning is based on the rationale that it enables companies to align learning projects to a
tangible organisational outcome by focusing on specific issues the company is addressing.
Research in adult education and cognitive psychology has shown that adults learn best when
the learning project is directly relevant to them. Action learning develops the capability to
identify theory, and principles that explain the complexity groups of people encounter in the
organisational context. Clark (1992). described this as acquiring declarative knowledge.
Declarative knowledge requires people to make links between distinctly different events or
issues that have elements of similarity that encourage creativity enabling new solutions, and
the opportunity for individuals to discover perspectives. O'Neil (1999) identified four different
theoretical schools that support action learning within levels of learning:


The tacit school: learning in the group is incidental to solve a problem (Noel and
Charan 1988);



The scientific school: based on Revan‟s (1978) work, coaches help groups 'develop
an initial trustworthy cohesion through orderly debate';



The experiential school: based on Kolb‟s (1984) and Mumford‟s (1995) work, it uses
learning coaches to structure opportunities for reflection and moves more toward the
reflective discourse which Mezirow (1991) describes, and finally;



The critical reflection school: learning coaches deepen reflection, so that participants
question their way of thinking about the subject/object.

Scholars have challenged the effectiveness of action learning. Research by Yorks & Marsick
(2000) indicated that initial attitudes demonstrate that people either embraced the programme
with „tentative trust and openness‟, or distanced themselves or managed themselves so they
only revealed what they felt was politically astute to reveal. These latter strategies did not
enable transformational learning. Action learning relies on dialogue, or else it reduces the
effectiveness of the approach. Conger et al (2003) have also pointed out that such learning is
often treated as a one off event in a development programme and suffers other design issues
such as lack of direct links between developing leadership and the project, few opportunities
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for reflective learning, little emphasis placed on learning, and lack of attention to team
dynamics (Conger & Benjamin 1999).

In order for action learning to work, Yorks, O'Neil, Marsick, Nilson and Kolodny (1998) made
numerous observations including:


Goals should be both personal and organisational. For someone to engage in
learning or to develop him or herself, it must be meaningful to him or her. This relates
back to Burns (1978) viewpoint that people need to identify with the focus of the
change or learning for change to have a chance for success;



The outcome required is for adaptive change, requiring critical reflection of personal
and team learning, and;



Sacred cows must get challenged and individuals are likely to become uncomfortable.

Additionally, other scholars have suggested that action learning requires:


Repeated and multiple exposure to develop declarative knowledge (Clark 1992);



A clear link between learning projects and the challenges leaders face (Conger and
Benjamin 1999);



The need to build in the critical reflective process (Conger & Toegel 2003), and;



Ensuring that team dynamics is part of the process to aid learning and the quality of
the output (Conger & Benjamin 1999).

A useful view for those planning to use the action learning school is to use the questions that
York & Marsick (2000) pose:


Do learners develop engagement with their organisation so that they can go beyond
the conventional issues and options for change, and come up with alternatives?



Do learners become increasingly able to critique the culture and their own habits of
mind that underpin that culture, enabling transformative learning?



Do learners commit to constant re-examination of their thoughts and feelings to
master new ways of learning?



Do they become more aware of how history has played a part in forming their habits
of mind?



Are they challenged to find alternate interpretations for what they experience, to
enable the identification of blind spots, misunderstandings and collaboration?

These points directly relate to engaging people in change as this enables them to
challenge the culture and context of change.
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2.4.4.2 Team Learning

Assumptions relevant to adult learning are that: adults are self-directing; experience of others
is a rich resource for the learning set; and learning can be triggered by watching others role
model a learning practice. Key motivators to learn are internal. These include self esteem,
recognition, self confidence, quality of life and self actualisation (Knowles 1970, 1984).
Recent literature has looked at the idea that groups can learn as discrete entities that
transcend individual learning. For example, Kasl, Marsick and Dechant (1997) define team
learning as 'a process through which a group creates knowledge for its members and for
others'. This, in turn, links to the literature on organisational learning, which discusses that in
order for organisations to learn, teams must learn, not just individuals (Senge 1990).
2.4.4.3 Collaborative Inquiry

Collaborative inquiry is part of the action research paradigm of inquiry, and is a group
approach that encourages participation. John Heron (1996) as well as Peter Reason and
John Rowans (Reason & Rowan 1981) Describe its theoretical base. This inquiry method
treats learning as a group research project; with more up front collaboration concerning the
goal of the learning agenda. It is based on cycles of action and reflection, with co-inquirers
who are all peers, focusing on an inquiry question. Whilst York & Marsick ( 2000) note that it
is more likely to foster transformational learning, organisations do not often employ it. Fisher
& Torbert (1995) articulated that the structure underpinning this inquiry type for effective
group working and argued that organisations need to provide liberating structures that enable
groups to organise themselves and learn and develop towards 'self correcting awareness'.
These scholars charge that the capability to use action learning or collaborative inquiry work
at a transformational level of change is based on the capability of the individual participants.
They associate the capability to reflect, and engage in double loop learning necessary for
these development activities with more mature levels of development. Again, organisations
rarely utilise this method.

Both action learning and collaborative inquiry are concerned with reframing or challenging
mental maps at the level of language, epistemology, psychology and philosophy, as well as in
terms of process and potential ethics dependent on the focus of the change.
The activity of learning is complex with numerous factors impacting an individual‟s capability
to learn. To engage in the learning process, an individual needs to find it meaningful, and
have some capacity to look at the change he or she requires and assess him or herselve and
his or her capability to engage others in the change. Additionally, this needs to take place in
an environment that attempts to make engagement in learning a meaningful and safe activity.
However, as Piaget noted (Refer to Section 2.4.2), the issue of cognitive development is still
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an issue.
2.4.5 Capabilities Leaders Can Develop to Enable Engagement

As noted above, the research on adult maturity levels, change and learning implicitly gives a
view of the capabilities leaders require to engage others in change. The overarching
approach of the second change paradigm is that of collaboration and participation by
followers. This requires that the process and outcome of the change initiative is meaningful
(Maslow 1968; Khan 1992), and psychologically safe for growth to enable learning.

The other requirement of the second change paradigm is the role of the leader to create an
environment of inquiry and collaboration, and to be sufficiently authentic in modelling the
learning and change required in order to encourage and provide psychological safety for
others.

The following capabilities draw from the capabilities in the change and learning literature so
far, or from the literature on maturity in the following section.
2.4.5.1 Detachment

Leading change requires the capability to engage a variety of people who will have differing
views and ways of doing things. Drath (1990) found that those who are more mature
recognise this interdependency and develop the capability ‟to embrace a context of meaning
wider than their own identity where the person can find deeper relatedness and intimacy with
others without risking a loss of self in the process‟. Maslow (1968) also saw this capability in
self actualised individuals able to view something and detach themselves from it, so seeing it
as whole and not just in relation to the self. This capability underpins the capacity to have a
dialogue that enables the challenge of mental maps crucial to both developing the „what‟ of
organisational change and learning and developing a personal change agenda.
2.4.5.2 Learning Practice

Learning theory suggests that having a learning practice (Senge 1990) is a key development
in order to challenge one‟s own mental maps. This practice requires the capability to engage
in double loop learning, and ability to sit with the potential pain one associates with seeing
espoused and theory in use differ with an attitude that „seeing is better than being blind‟
(Maslow 1968). In group settings, Kohlberg (1969) suggested that one encourages
development when the leader‟s learning capabilities are on stage of reasoning above that of
followers. Those individuals who exist in the socialised level (Kegan 1982) or conventional
stages of development (Torbert 2003) are likely to primarily engage in single loop learning,
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unless the leaders establish an environment that enables double loop learning, and facilitates
openness to learning adopting the sage, adventurer or warrior stance (Megginson 1994).
2.4.5.3 Self Esteem

The capability of self esteem is another requirement for participative engagement. Maslow
looked at the distinction between esteem and self esteem; the former a need for recognition
from others, and the latter the factors that one needs to meet for someone to feel valued
intrinsically. Maslow (1968) defined these factors as:


To be a prime mover



Self determination



Control over one‟s fate



To determine one‟s movements



To be able to plan and carry it out to succeed



Expect success



Assume responsibility at least for oneself



Be active rather than passive



To be a person rather than a thing



To experience oneself as able to make one‟s own decisions



Autonomy



Self-starting

People associate self esteem with higher levels of maturity and it is easy to see that if the
leader does not have self esteem it would undermine a dialogue aimed at surfacing potential
issues.
2.4.5.4 Emotional Intelligence

The capability of emotional intelligence (Golman 1998) is key to managing a numerous
aspects of change and is demonstrated by:


A mature handling of anxiety caused by change and the reactions of others to
change;



Self awareness;



The capability to understand and relate to others in such a way as to aid engagement,
and;



The capability to manage oneself in dialogue with others around the change agenda,
be it from a challenge of ideas to the politics of change.
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Salovey & Mayer (1989 -1990), defined emotional intelligence as „the ability to perceive
emotions, to access and generate emotions so as to assist thoughts, to understand emotions
and emotional knowledge, and to reflectively regulate emotions so as to promote emotional
and intellectual growth‟. Emotions are „self-referential feelings an actor experiences or, at
least, claims to experience in regard to the performance he or she brings off in the social
world‟ (Van Maanen & Kunda 1989 ). Smith et al (1969), linked emotional intelligence to job
satisfaction and Mathieu & Zajac (1990) linked it to organisational commitment. Lack of job
satisfaction and organisational commitment are predictors of disengagement reflected in a
higher turnover (Griffeth et al 2000). Researchers have developed various psychometric
instruments to measure emotions and emotional intelligence. Emotions are potentially difficult
to measure as people can find them difficult to name and express, as they are highly
changeable. Fineman (2004) summarised a view that numerous researchers embrace- that
these instruments „represent the researcher's predetermined categories more than any
substantive, phenomenological respondent feature‟..
Underlying the requirement for emotional intelligence is the issue described by Maslow
(1968). Maslow said that „the beautiful thing about a belief system is that it seems to be
constructed to serve both masters at once: to understand the world insofar as possible, and to
defend against it insofar as necessary‟. So whilst belief systems embodied in mental maps
reduce cognitive complexity, and are the basis of culture formation, they are also there as a
defence mechanism. Developing emotional intelligence is a process that enables an
individual to grow as it requires striking a balance against managing the fears one associates
with learning and change, versus the excitement and movement forward towards growth.
Those who have emotional intelligence are more able to commit to work (Abraham 1999),
have potentially greater job satisfaction, and sense of well being (Smith et al 1969; Grandey
2000). Golman (1998) and Kellet et al (2002) also found this present in successful leaders.
Unsurprisingly, emotional intelligence is key in order for leaders to engage others during
periods that create uncertainty and prompt deficiency motives. The focus of leaders wanting
to engage others is to understand their emotions and learn to manage them, and there is no
clear evidence that measuring emotional intelligence using psychometric instruments will
support this process. Scholars have conceptualised emotional intelligence as both an ability
(Ciarrochi et al 2000) and a personality trait (Schutte & Malouff 1999). Table 2.6 illustrates
the theory which is based on developing four key areas.
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Table2.6 – Emotional Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence
Self Awareness

Comprises of
Emotional self awareness

Self assessment
Self confidence
Self management

Emotional self control
Transparency
Adaptability

Achievement
Initiative

Interpersonal relationships

Optimism
Empathy

Organisational awareness

Service

Relationship Management

Inspirational leadership
Influence
Developing others:

Change catalyst
Conflict Management
Building bonds
Teamwork and collaboration

Description
Reading ones own emotions
and recognizing their impact;
using gut sense to guide
decisions
Knowing one‟s strengths and
limits
A sound sense of ones selfworth and capabilities
Keeping disruptive emotions
and impulses under control
Displaying honesty and
integrity; trustworthiness
Flexibility in adapting to
changing situations or
overcoming obstacles
The drive to improve
performance to meet inner
standards of excellence
Readiness to act and seize
opportunities
Seeing the upside in events
Sensing others emotions,
understanding their
perspective, and taking
active interest in their
concerns
Reading the currents,
decision networks, and
politics at the organizational
level
Recognizing and meeting
follower, client or customer
needs
Guiding and motivating with a
compelling vision
Wielding a range of tactics
for persuasion
Bolstering others abilities
through feedback and
guidance
Initiating, managing and
leading in a new direction
Resolving disagreements
Cultivating and maintaining a
web of relationships
Co-operation and
teambuilding

Source: Golman

With the notion that change is linked to stress and frustration, Abraham (1999) linked
emotional intelligence with the ability to handle these conditions. Emotionally intelligent
people choose to focus on positive affective states, enabling them to maintain emotional
connections at work (Ashforth & Humphrey 1995).
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2.4.5.5 Dialogue Rather Than Debate

Mezirow (1991) articulated that to learn and develop this level of self awareness requires the
capability to be present in a reflective dialogue, which involves a critical assessment of held
assumptions. To participate in this form of discourse requires emotional intelligence (Goleman
1998) to know and control ones own thoughts and feelings, and recognise thoughts and
feelings in others whilst establishing an effective relationship. Dialogue involves an attempt to
uncover the deeper values and beliefs of one‟s own and other‟s thoughts. Unfortunately,
Tannen (1998) saw that organisations culturally tend to underpin 'an argument culture' of
winners and losers, of proving ourselves, of debating. This is at odds with the collaborative,
reflective dialogue one requires in a learning situation (Mezirow, 1991).
In developing future leaders, McCall (1992) argues that organisations must identify those who
have the potential to develop this level of complexity and emotional intelligence and „nurture
them as tenaciously and carefully as they would nurture any other precious resource critical to
success‟. Gardner (1995) found that there is little evidence to suggest that this kind of search
for potential occurrs systematically in organisations.
2.4.5.6 Decision Making

Debate is key to both uncovering assumptions and enabling decisions about change
agendas.. In line with aligning debate to a power and coercive way of leading, those with
lower maturity tend to be enforcers of others‟ decisions and rely on coercive power, rules and
procedure to deal with ambiguous problems. Later development stages make decisions
based on their internal judgement and use influence rather than coerce (Smith 1980).
2.4.5.7 Solving Problems

Debate and dialogue also underpin the capability to resolve problems. Debate does not
encourage a reflective inquiring tone enabling learning as much as dialogue. In line with
lower maturity and debate the tendency is to treat problems as isolated incidents without
looking for the deeper causes. Those at a later stage redefine problems, and question
underlying assumptions Merron (1987), Fisher & Torbert (1985, and Maslow (1968) saw that
the many polarities one identifies when solving problems integrate with self actualised
individuals. Mature people are more able to live with contradiction, inconsistency and
differing views that they can fuse, to some extent, through dialogue.
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2.4.5.8 Delegation

Those at earlier stages of development tended to be hands on, whilst those at later stages of
development tended to delegate more, and focused on broader strategic issues (Hirsch
1988).
2.4.6 Enabling Maturity

Fundamentally, maturing is about developing personal mastery (Senge 1990). Kolb (1984)
described building a practice of learning, and Argris & Schon (1978) focused on double loop
learning. These are two key elements in maturing, but there is not much evidence of them in
organisational life. Hall (2002) describes the practical aspects of learning as a process of:
self-assessment, self-initiating, self-correcting, self-evaluating, feedback, exploring,
communicating, acting on personal values and engaging in personal developmental activities.
The individual must be open to criticism, exploration, ideas and people. The capability to
learn underpins the process of development and associated engagement. The leader has to
consider his or her own individual learning and the learning of others, with the aim of moving
everyone forward. Burns (1978) captures this as „engaging with others in such a way that
leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and morality‟. Maslow
(1968) sees it as a process of understanding an individual‟s deficiency needs, as well as
motives for growth, with the leader having the maturity to recognise that if prepotent
deficiency motives are present, the individual may retreat from growth, and engagement in
change.
2.5 Engagement

Engagement is the central focus for this research. Recall the definition of an engagement
strategy earlier as „the mindset, process and authentic enactment of having an intention to
enable others to find meaning in the process of change, enabling commitment to that change‟.
Thus far, the literature review of change points to a lack of focus on engagement which can
deepen the understanding of what participation in change means. The adult development
literature informs the difficulties in developing the capability to engage as well as pointing
towards what some of the capabilities may be. The leadership literature enables a tie up
between transformational leadership and change that supports understanding traits and
capabilities that scholars associate with engagement, and the leader‟s function in role
modelling the need to learn in the organisation. However, as the beginning of this thesis
indicates, there is no direct research tying these areas together to address the research
question. Researchers have increased their focus on engagement, more as an organisational
focus rather than an academic one. The thesis explores this literature next.
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Research on the topic of engagement started in the early 1990s, and has become part of the
organisational vocabulary over the last ten years, based primarily on research from the
business and consultancy sectors. (IBIS survey 2006). The rationale for the organisational
focus is the link to improved business performance (Gallup survey Oct 2006; ISR study Nov
2006). The measurement from surveys shows that many in organisations are actively
disengaged or ambivalent (IBIS survey 2006).

Engagement is a construct with no single definition, although its roots derive from research on
job satisfaction, commitment and involvement, with links to motivational theory.
2.5.1 Definitions of Engagement

Researchers have not studied engagement specifically in change situations. The definition
most organisationally aligned is „a social process, considered or accidental, by which leaders
and employers become personally implicated in the performance of their own team in the
context of contribution to wider organisational change, strategy, transformation, operational
movement or day to day performance‟ (Smythe 2007). It is about unlocking the discretionary
effort that an individual can choose to give or not. Whilst this description is useful in
understanding what engagement is, it is less helpful in closing the gap in understanding what
engagement looks like and having an engagement strategy in the first place. Researchers
have provided different explanations of what it means to be engaged. Hauden and MacLean
(2002) described 'people who are engaged do not notice the passage of time - their hearts
and minds are involved. It is sustained connection and undivided concentration'. Other
researchers have related engagement to 'flow' (Csikszentmihalyi 1982), mindfulness (Langer
1989), intrinsic motivation (Deci 1975) and being present (Kahn 1992).
This thesis embraces the definition of engagement as. „the mindset, process, and authentic
enactment of having an intention to enable others to find meaning in the process of change,
enabling commitment to that change‟. The rationale is that it addresses the reasons for
engagement in a change context, embracing the social process and psychological links one
associates with the leadership agenda of helping others find meaning in change.
2.5.2 Supporting Theories To Engagement

Engagement has drawn from a number of research areas. One theoretical area is that of role
theory. Miner (1987) saw the self and role existing in a dynamic and negotiable relationship,
where the person drives personal energy into role behaviours (self employment), and displays
the self within that role (self expression). Self expression, as an outcome of personal identity,
is a key theme of the main constructs that align with that of engagement.
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Researchers have based the concept of engagement on three key supporting constructs: job
involvement, commitment and satisfaction. Kanungo (1982) defined job involvement as 'a
cognitive or belief state of psychological identification'. The idea of involvement overlaps with
the construct of organisational commitment, which Mowday, Steers & Porter (1979) defined
as „the relative strength of an individual's identification and „involvement in a particular
organisation‟. Mowday saw commitment as a stable and general employee attitude rather but
was looked at before the pace and scale of change seen today. Meyer & Allen (1991)
extended the understanding of commitment as either „normative, continuance or affective'.
Continuance commitment is 'the extent to which employees feel committed to their
organisations by virtue of the costs that they associate with leaving‟. Affective commitment is
the „positive feelings of identification with attachment to and involvement in the work
organisation‟. Finally, normative commitment is 'feelings of obligation' to stay in the
organisation‟. Meyer & Allen (1991) found that those experiencing dissatisfying situations and
a strong continuance commitment would withdraw from the situation rather than engage with
it, unlike those with an affective commitment. This implies a different quality to these
engagement types and has a relationship to the type of need that one is satisfying. Those
with continuance commitment may remain in the company, but commitment is based more on
meeting safety and security needs rather than intrinsic motivation.

Satisfaction is the third construct linked with engagement. Harter et al (2002) related
employee satisfaction with engagement and positive business outcomes. A definition of
satisfaction is „the degree to which employees have a positive affective orientation toward
employment by the organisation‟ (Price & Mueller 1986). These constructs imply that where
an affective relationship exists between the individual and the organisation, identification is
stronger. Affective relationships relate to those emotions one most commonly associates with
positive business outcomes such as joy, interest, contentment and love. Fredrickson (1998)
proposed that these positive emotions build 'physical, intellectual and social resources'.
When employees are engaged, the logic is that their commitment to the organisation, their
need to be involved and the satisfaction they get from work, increases. This is the basis of
the argument for improved business performance which is more likely to happen when an
individual finds work meaningful, not just with the outcome of the work, but with the
environment the leader creates to enable the outcome. Authentic transformational leadership
is most likely to create an environment that establishes affective relationships. Goals that are
beyond self interest inspire people to engage with organisational change.
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2.5.3 Motivation to Engage

The requirement for meaning is a key issue in understanding engagement. The adult
development literature suggests that people principally identify with an overall motivation at
different development stages (Torbert 2003; Loevinger 1976). This is not a static process as
Maslow (1968) indicated. Khan (1990) based his thoughts on engagement on Maslow‟s
motivational theory, linking capability to engage, with the interplay of motives in the Maslow
hierarchy based on urgency, intensity and priority (prepotency). Individuals are more likely to
express motives they associate with self actualisation and higher development stages when
they reasonably well satisfy less prepotent motives. This constant interplay of motives at
different levels in the hierarchy relates to the individual‟s willingness to engage in a task.
An individual has a natural inclination towards growth, moving towards self actualisation and
authenticity (Bass & Avolio 1994). The greater the stage of maturity one reaches, the
increased health of the individual and more likelihood that one will engage by self
actualisation motives. Maslow (1968) noted numerous capabilities that one associates with
self actualisation including:


Superior perception of reality;



Increased acceptance of self, of others and of nature;



Increased spontaneity;



Increase in problem-centering;



Increased detachment and desire for privacy;



Increased autonomy, and resistance to enculturation;



Greater freshness of appreciation, and richness of emotional reaction;



Higher frequency of peak experiences;



Increased identification with the human species;



Improved interpersonal relations;



More democratic character structure;



Greatly increased creativeness;and



Certain change in value system.

A key factor of the growth towards self actualisation is that individuals are „less threatened by
the hopes and fears of deficiency motivation and are not threatened or frightened by the
unknown‟ (Maslow 1954).

These observations align with a number of those in adult development theory (Erikson 1950;
Loevinger 1976; Torbert 2003) and observations noted in the previous section about the
transformational leaders‟ characteristics, and whether they are deficiency or growth
orientated. This implies that different degrees of self esteem and self actualisation (Maslow
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1968) drive not only the different reasons for engagement, but also the degree to which
prepotent motives impact.

The literature on transformational leadership shows that in the process of becoming authentic,
values move beyond self interest and underpin the leader‟s motivation. Maslow identified
values associated with self-actualisation as:


Wholeness



Perfection



Completion



Justice



Aliveness



Richness



Simplicity



Beauty



Goodness



Uniqueness



Effortlessness



Playfulness



Truth, honesty and reality



Self Sufficiency

These values are not mutually exclusive, but are facets of being fused and integral to the way
a mature person operates. Maslow also saw that growth values were linked to „coasting
values‟ such as rest, surrender and a need for relief from reality that causes us to regress for
short periods of time from self actualisation motives. He saw this as natural for all individuals,
with healthy individuals spending more time engaged by higher values and self actualisation
than others.

Needs for recognition and reward are more likely to motivate pseudo-transformational
leaders, and if they articulate less self interested goals, they are unlikely to deliver on them.
2.5.4 Measurement of Engagement

Organisations have based business approaches to measuring engagement on identifying
motivators for engagement and retention. (See Table 2.7).
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Table 2.7 Engagement Drivers
Top 10 Attraction drivers

Work/life balance

Top 10
Engagement
drivers
Snr Mgt interest in
employees

Top 10 Retention drivers

Ability to improve
skills

Career Advancement opps

Mgr inspire enthusiasm for
work

Recognition for work
Career Advancement
Challenging work
Competitive Pay

Senior mgt
demonstrates
values

Company reputation for gd
employer
Fair and consistent pay
determination

Challenging work
Learning and Development opps
Job Autonomy

Decision Making
Authority

Variety of work
Pay rises linked to individual
performance

Intent to work after retirement
in another field
Decision making authority

Company
reputation as gd
employer

Company reputation as good employer
Ability to Influence
decisions
Company focus on
customer
satisfaction

Overall work environment
Intent to work after retirement
to stay active
Manager proves access to
learning opportunities
Senior mgt demonstrates
values

Fair and consistent
pay determination
Overall work
environment
Source: Towers Perrin 2004 European Talent Survey
Whilst there is some link to the literature in terms of leadership and change that engender
participation, other elements are more generic to motivation theory, but are not that specific.

Another survey looking at drivers (Robinson et al 2004) found the key driver to engagement
was feeling valued and involved. The involvement element fits with the literature review of the
need for participation. It also raises an interesting question when considering Maslow‟s
(1968) work. Deficiency motivated adults requiring others‟ approval, will look to fill needs of
belonging and being valued as part of the psychological contract of engagement. Although
the engagement survey has not considered maturity, it would be interesting to identify if the
same list would materialise for mature, self-actualised individuals. The other side of this
argument is that those deficient in need around belonging, care and respect are potentially
more likely to disengage when significant others in organisation life do not meet those needs.
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Employees
involved in
decision making

Managers
listen to
employees

Employees
have the
opportunity to
develop their
jobs

Employer
demonstrates
concern about
employee health
and well being

Feeling valued
and involved

Good
suggestions
acted on

Employees
feel able to
voice their
opinions

Senior
managers
show
employees
they value
them

Figure 2.3: Factors Affecting Engagement Related to Feeling Valued

Melcrum (2005) asked 1000 companies what the most important drivers were across a variety
of surveys and found that ,descending in order of importance were: senior leadership, direct
supervisors, opportunities for career advancement, belief in company direction, people centric
culture, training and development, formal internal communication, compensation and benefits,
involvement and consultation and formal recognition. Many of these drivers are implied in the
change and leadership literature. However, the descriptions are generic and difficult to use
as a basis for research. The descriptions lack a theoretical base, and the definitions to
measure engagement lack clarity.
2.5.5 Process of Engagement
In Chapter One, Khan (1992) suggested that people often think of engagement like the „water
spigot‟- once one turns on engagement, that was it. Many of the constructs provide views on
what will involve people, and also assume an average level of involvement or commitment.
This is unlikely to occur in a change initiative, not least due to the anxiety and stress it
arouses. Goffman (1961) suggested that attachment and detachment to people‟s work
varies. Freud (1922), Goffman (1961) and group theorists Bion (1961) and Smith & Berg
(1987) viewed this rationale as dealing with the psychological issue of balancing self against
group needs. People are ambivalent about membership in groups, constantly balancing
between protecting themselves from isolation and engulfment by the group. Goffman (1961)
and Khan (1990) observed that individuals appear to move on a continuum of engagement to
disengagement as a regulator in managing a job in terms of dealing with stress, workload and
energy. This would link more with an emergent view of change (Mabey & Mayon-White,
1993; Dawson, 1994) where the process is more dynamic than Lewin‟s (1947) popularised
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planned approach. The fluctuation in engagement levels are, in part, due to the emotional
reactions to change which shows it as a source of dissatisfying feelings such as uncertainty
and insecurity, (Mack, Nelson & Quick, 1998; Jimmieson, Terry & Callan, 2004). Maslow
(1968), looking at growth needs, reflected on the two sets of forces in operation for growth:
the want to grow through exploration, experiencing, curiosity and the opposing force of fear to
grow, to take chance to grow away from. He articulated this in a schema with four sets of
valences:

Safety

Person

Minimise the
attractions

Growth
Minimise the
Dangers

Figure 2.4. Factors Affecting Growth (Maslow 1968).

The degree to which someone is focused reflects the emotional reactions to change on self
actualisation in a mature stage of development. Fear is more likely to overwhelm those less
mature and they see little in it for them. The agenda for change has insufficient meaning in it
for the individual (Khan 1990). They will retreat to safety (Maslow 1968), or become
psychologically unavailable (Khan 1990) and avoid growth and development. By avoiding
growth, they also disengage from the change agenda and retreat to the normal way of doing
things, potentially feeling and showing some stress level as a result of deficiency prepotent
motives. In terms of a leader embarking on a change agenda, it would be natural to assume
he or she also experiences these fluctuations in engagement. The crucial questions are
whether deficiency needs impact a change leader, thus removing focus from higher motives,
and are they aware of the issue, and then, how do they manage them in front of their
followers? What are the implications of these fluctuations on the leader, and does this help
him understand the implications for followers so they can motivate them more effectively?
This in turn is links to the concept of emotional intelligence, and in particular, to self
awareness and self control.
2.5.6 Methodologies or Strategies for Engagement

The engagement literature provides limited views of how to lead the process (Axelrod 2002).
A business focused engagement view is „the degree to which individuals are personally
committed to helping an organisation by doing a better job than required to hold the job‟
(Kowalski 2002). This perspective emphasises setting a vision, planning and using tools such
as performance management, combining thinking from the strategic, project and change
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management literature. Solutions to enable engagement vary from prescriptive process
solutions, to more constructivist notions that centre on relationships and communication.

Kotter‟s (1995) research explored why change efforts fail, and found problems occur in
setting, communicating vision, planning and building relationships with those involved in the
change activity. Axelrod (2002) focused on the capabilities one associates with creating
collaborative communities, of democracy in decision-making, creating a participative
environment, underpinned by core capabilities such as listening. He argued that people need
to be involved in organisational strategy and direction so that they acquire a sense of
ownership and commitment to it. This view places emphasis on the process and social
element of the what, how, and why of change and assumes a level of maturity and leadership
capability. The implicit assumption is that capabilities such as emotional intelligence, listening
and dialogue already exist to put vision, strategy and plans together. However, Axelrod‟s
engagement process highlights the importance of processes such as stakeholder
management, adopting collaborative/participative mechanisms in meetings,that enable
engagement, and provides a framework in which the leader can direct more personal
capabilities.. It is tempting to trivialise the importance of process as something one easily
learns, but Kotter„s (1995) research and discussion with those managing these processes,
would say that often the governance aspect of process management is lacking.
Smythe (2007) places emphasis on the relational perspective, where individual identities
become wrapped up in the change process, requiring the leader to pay attention to issues
such as team dynamics, participative decision-making, culture and climate and leadership
style (Hay 2002; Kowalski 2002). Smythe (2007) combines some of the thinking on
engagement strategy with the outcome of that engagement. He associated the top two styles
with the first change paradigm and the latter two with the second paradigm.
Figure 2.5: Four Approaches to Engaging People

Telling produces hooligans and

Selling produces compliant collaborators

spectators

Inclusion produces willing collaborators

Co-creation produces personally
committed reformers

Source: Smythe 2007
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2.5.8 The Choice To Engage

When asked to participate in a change project, the implied process is to identify a gap
between where the organisation is now and where it needs to be. To motivate people to
move from their comfort zone, one may create a burning platform to enable people to identify
with the need for change. The psychological process at play is the answer to the questions
„what does this mean from me‟ or „what could it mean for me‟? The emphasis here is on the
positive and constructive notion of wanting engagement. If someone was engaged, one of
the capabilities in evidence was that he or she were psychologically present in the task of the
moment (Kahn 1990). To be present, Kahn found that one based one‟s choice to engage
consciously or subconsciously on concerns of safety, availability and meaningfulness. Whilst
engagement itself does not need to imply learning and growth, it links Maslow„s (1968) work
in that safety and availability are deficiency needs, which if present, are pre-potent in an
individual, whilst the latter concern with meaning is growth orientated. This describes the
individual‟s psychological choice to engage, but also has implications for processes that the
leader needs to establish..

Associated with the need to establish a process to engage, Khan (1992) also looked at the
importance of authenticity. This is about the leader acting in a way congruent with the intent
of the change, and his or her notion of his or her role and identity. Kahn (1992) described the
capabilities one associates with authenticity and engagement as present with others in terms
of thoughts, feelings, belief and actions. He associated four capabilities with
presence,:attentiveness, connectivity, integration of aspects of identity and focus.
Attentiveness is openness to others (Gibb 1961) without anxiety disabling oneself (Kahn
1992). Connectivity establishes empathy and a collaborative spirit. Integrating aspects of the
self relies on emotional intelligence, and requires self awareness of one‟s different aspects in
order to resolve internal contradictions in the moment. The fourth aspect of focus is using the
above capabilities to converse with others until one brings the engagement aspect to an
appropriate conclusion. To focus requires putting aside personal assumptions, roles and fully
understanding and supporting the position of the other, whilst helping them to challenge their
world view and how to move forward. Having presence is key to core capabilities such as
handling diversity (Toffler, 1986), and having difficult conversations (Smith & Berg 1987). In
the context of change, presence is about having the capability to enable people to generate
ideas, question the status quo, have the difficult conversations and bring their whole self into
the effort (Weisbord 1987).
2.5.9 Presence
Khan‟s (1992) research highlighted the need for the capability to be present. To be present,
he argued, an individual needed the cognitive complexity to explore and integrate aspects of
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self, requiring a capability to see the self acting in the environment. Maslow (1968) also saw
this in individuals with „B-cognition‟ which he described as having „total attention‟. As well as
developing cognitive complexity, Khan (1992) also aligned the developmental tasks of
achieving intimacy and integrating the self. Both intimacy and the integration of the self in
self-actualising individuals (Maslow 1968) are higher motives. Khan (1992) saw these two
tasks key to developing psychological presence. Developing themselves to remain present in
a dialogue, rather than distractions of fears or mental maps that prevents them listening to
others, enables the maturation process. One is unlikely to see this capability at lower maturity
levels such as Kegan's (1982) socialised level, or Torbert‟s (2003) expert level, or where
more prepotent motives (Maslow 1968) are present. Presence is part of the individual‟s
process of wanting to be authentic, become mature and engage in activities that provide
existential meaning (May, Angel & Ellenberger, 1958). Presence is key to the capability to
handle diversity, for example, with people of different ethical stances (Toffler 1986), to have
difficult conversations (Smith & Berg 1987), and not letting issues and other people in the
workplace disable the leader by causing anxiety.

Other capabilities one associates with developing presence are empathy, such as the ability
to see things from different perspectives, the ability to constructively criticise and offer
support, challenging and questioning unproductive thoughts and action and collaboration to
develop shared meaning and understanding. These capabilities are associated with the latter
epistemologies identified by Kegan (1982) identifies these epistemologies with which scholars
associate these capabilities, as it requires the capacity to disassociate from the conventional
socialised ways of thinking.

Table 2.8 below draws upon the literature review sources and summarises the key
capabilities and attitudes one associates with maturity level change and engagement.

2.6 Literature Review Conclusion

The engagement literature provides practitioner views on some of the methods and
processes that support the development of change participation, and are components of an
engagement strategy. Although there is research on the psychological drivers for change,
much is generic and fails to address adult development theory challenges which suggests
different development stages relate to different motivations and different capabilities one
associates with engagement. The engagement literature does explicitly align with findings on
the required leadership type and the link to the second change paradigm. It also fails to
illuninate the underlying capabilities, attitudes and values that support a leader developing the
capabilities to engage others. The practitioner literature makes the assumption that
engagement is more process based, simply requiring a leader to think through an
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engagement strategy without focusing on his or her authenticity with either the engagement
strategy or desired change.

The literature on change pointed to evidence that two basic change paradigms exist with two
different and implicit approaches to engagement. This suggests that making the need for an
engagement strategy more overt to support the awareness of and need to develop
engagement capabilities is potentially useful. Change can be complex, requiring a leader to
both understand and challenge the current organisational context. This requires a cognitive
and emotional capability that not all leaders have demonstrated. The first change paradigm
views change as directive, and process driven, where the need to engage is associated with
communication and training strategies. This paradigm is associated with less mature views of
change and aligns with single loop learning, which inhibits the challenge of underlying
assumptions that enable transformational learning and change. The second paradigm, views
change as emergent, relationship based approach, where the need to engage is made overt,
requiring a leader to understand and develop an engagement strategy. Adult Development
Theory (ADT) suggests the process of developing the capability to engage is complex and
aligned to different development stages. The example of the two paradigms and associated
approaches to engagement align to these maturity levels, with the second paradigm being
associated with the more mature view. Whilst one can debate the degree to which a leader‟s
role in change is successful, the majority argue that a leader is key to providing an
environment where people can engage, as opposed to simply be members of a team
managing an initiative. The change paradigm, aligns with views on how to lead change and
how to engage others in change, and is likely to influence how the leader reads the context of
change.

Table 2.8 shown in the appendix, reflects the paradigms of change above and associated,
leadership and engagement styles in line with differing maturity stages. A key issue is in the
very initial stages of change how the leader reads the context for that change will be
influenced by the paradigm of change held and has the potential to hinder developing both an
effective change and engagement strategy.

One may conclude from this element of the

literature that by focusing on an engagement strategy and raising awareness of this in relation
to change, one may aid the issues that one associates with engagement. This then leads to
the focusing on the capabilities maybe that enable engagement.

The literature on leadership links authentic transformational leadership to enabling successful
transformational change. Authenticity requires the leader to examine and align personal
values, and construct a process that enables the alignment of other individuals‟ values with
that of the desired change. It is the terminal values of the leader associated with altruistic,
community orientated outcomes that are more likely to engage followers in change initiatives
and are found in more mature stages of development.
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The existing literature points to the following key issues to consider for the authentic leader:


The extent to which and how leaders link change, leadership, engagement and their
own personal development to authentically lead change;



The extent to which underlying values and mental maps of change help or hinder
leaders developing the necessary capabilities;



Understanding whether the leader‟s maturity level may constrain the capability to
engage; and



How leaders make sense of the process and psychological aspects of engagement.

Maslow (1968) associates numerous capabilities with self actualisation and the process of
becoming authentic which are relevant to engagement. They imply a level of self awareness
and self acceptance that is at ease with the authentic self. A self actualised person is more
self determined, freer of blocks, inhibitions, self criticism, more spontaneous and natural in the
present and does not need people or situations to agree with them.

The capabilities grouped under the heading of authenticity are identified as being able to see
the difference between espoused and actual theory in use, and having an understanding of
how values fit with the change agenda, developing the awareness and detachment to
understand the gaps in theory in use and values, which are underpinned by the capability to
employ double loop learning seen at more mature levels of development, to learn how to do
things differently and be congruent with the change required. Given change tends to prompt
anxiety , anxiety management in a change situation is key and again the capabilities linked
with more mature ways of handling anxiety are associated with the more mature stages, so
that a negative impact on self esteem is managed.

Alongside this are capabilities associated with engagement style. In alignment with more
mature stages of development decision making becomes more participative, and dealing with
diversity and conflict becomes a focus on collaboration and open dialogue, resulting in
empowerment and delegation

To enable the above capabilities to develop a leader needs:


To develop both cognitive and emotional intelligence, and be sufficiently authentic to
engage others in the organisation.



To develop the cognitive and emotional intelligence to assess their own capability
with respect to leading the change.

The key issue remains how do you develop these capabilities? The literature suggests that
learning occurs on a number of levels, but is not necessarily classroom based. Scholars have
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criticised leadership development methods as lacking the alignment to business needs, and
failing to build on the reflective learning practices that enable transformational learning. The
adult development literature informs of the difficulties in developing the capability to engage.
The leadership literature enables a tie up between transformational leadership and change
that supports further understanding of the traits and capabilities one associates with
engagement, and the leader‟s need to be a role model for learning in the organisation.
Methodologies such as those from the action research base attempt to address some of the
learning difficulties encountered, but are themselves only successful to the extent they are
aligned to the change agenda and they are still subject to the maturity issues already noted.

Looking at engagement capabilities from the perspective of stages of maturity provides a
potential framework for understanding what might engage the leader, how he or she may
engage others, and how he or she may go about developing the capability to engage in that it
provides indications of:
o

Potential attitudes a leader may hold which will, in turn, impact how he or she
engages others;

o

The core capabilities required to engage and the extent to which adult
development level may influence or constrain these; and

o

How a leader learns to engage.

There is no direct research tying together the areas of literature used to address the research
question. Whilst research on engagement aligns to some of the change and leadership
research, there is virtually no focus on the development of the capability to engage, and it
appears more as a process aligned with the mechanistic viewpoint of the first change
paradigm.
Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, Table 2.8 (see appendix) pulls together a wide
variety of sources to collect a view of what change and engagement strategies are likely to be
active at different maturity levels and a view of the capabilities one might expect. It is not
possible to state precisely the point attitudes change and capabilities develop. There are only
a small number of adult maturity studies which is insufficient to lead to a conclusive link
between capabilities of engaging others and developmental stage. However, it does have
conceptual similarity to „complexity of mind‟ constructs (Jaques & Clement 1991), behavioural
complexity (Hooijberg & Quinn 1992) and social complexity (Zaccaro 1999). A complexity of
humans is that they can develop different capabilities at different times. The table is used, as
an analytical framework to both guide data analysis and check findings for the research, it
provides a comprehensive view that one can corroborate or, dispute, and at some point
beyond the scope of this research, and one can test with a wider sample. The framework is
used to address the research gap by providing a view of what the capabilities to engage are
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and how they maybe viewed at differing maturity levels, to answer the question „how do
managers develop the capabilities to engage their teams in the pursuit of transformational
goals'.
Table 2.8 (see appendix) summarises the research, extrapolates and identifies the concepts
of the adult development theorists across different levels of maturity for the capabilities of
engagement.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter explains the research design that serves as the basis for the thesis question
„how do managers develop the capabilities to engage their teams in the pursuit of
transformational goals' The literature review concluded that there was no research that tied up
the four areas of interest to this study, change, leadership, adult learning theory and
engagement. Therefore, this thesis aims to provide more empirical evidence to identify the
gaps between the different theoretical areas. The literature review identified the following
gaps:


Understanding the extent to which context has an impact on a leader in terms of his
or her capability to engage him or herself and others;



The extent to which underlying values and mental maps of change help or hinder
them to develop the capabilities to successfully engage others in change;



Understanding whether the leader‟s maturity level might constrain the capability to
engage;



The extent to which if a leader starts with the first change paradigm as his or her
model of leading change, he or she is able to identify with the value of, and is able to
develop the capabilities that embrace the second change paradigm and an
engagement strategy he or she can enact authentically; and



Understanding how leaders make sense of the process and psychological aspects of
engagement.

This research focuses on how leaders develop the capability to become more effective in
engaging others in the organisation to pursue transformational goals. The emphasis is on the
individual‟s definition of his or her situation and attempts to understand how he or she
recognise his or her actions in relation to a specific set of circumstances (Schwandt 1997). In
this case, the situation in which the research is set is that of transformational change (Dunphy
& Stace 1993). The aim is to follow the decisions that the leader makes as to how to engage
others in the change agenda. The emphasis is on gaining a rich description of how leaders
learn to engage others in order to explore the depth of the issues one experiences around
engagement and capabilities one develops.
3.2 Philosophical Perspective

Blaikie (1993) outlined the importance of understanding the philosophical base. It requires
clear alignment between the ontology (nature of reality one studies) and epistemology (what
counts as knowledge and how one obtains that knowledge). The chapter later considers the
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philosophical perspective, methodological implications and ontological assumptions.
3.2.1 Overview of Approach

This research is based on a constructivist philosophy. Here the ontology (reality) is
essentially created and perceived in the mind (Segal 1990). Therefore, this research
approach is not to discover reality out there (which is the philosophy of positivist research),
but to develop an understanding of the internal social realities, meaning and intentions of
research participants (Hudson & Ozanne 1988). The researcher seeks to provide practical
guidance to those in organisations as to how to gain employee engagement in the context of
change.
The study focuses on the leader, and therefore the research aims to understand the leader‟s
definition of the situation in an attempt to understand how he or she recognises and reads
social actions with the intent of engaging others in a change agenda (Schwandt 1997). Adult
development theory aligns with this view in that it highlights similarities in the ways people
construct meaning at different maturity stages, moving from simple to more complex modes of
understanding (Kegan 1982). Engagement is a process (Khan 1990) and as the literature
identifies, it anticipates that the leader will engage and disengage during the change process.
On this basis it is important to understand the decisions, either conscious or sub- conscious,
that both engage and disengage the leader and the implications of those decisions on others.
The unit of analysis is each decision that the leader takes during the process of engaging
others in the change initiative. The rationale for focusing on the leader is that, in line with
leadership and change theory, he or she is the principal actor in creating the environment that
sustains and engages others in change or not (Quinn & Snyder 1999). Therefore, to meet the
intention of helping organisations to understand how to engage people more effectively,
leaders must understand the importance of the environment they create in which the process
of engagement takes place. This thesis seeks to understand the meanings, interpretations,
motives and intentions which the leader uses in his or her journey to engage, which direct his
or her behaviour (Blaikie 1993). It will focus on the „how‟ and „why‟ of the leader‟s experience,
which is explanatory in nature and focused over a period of time.

A constructivist approach is contextual and relative, and above all, instrumental and goal
orientated as it identifies with a need to change the traditional response to a given context (Le
Moigne 1995). In this case, the goal is to identify the need to change the predominant beliefs
and approaches, from paradigm 1 to beliefs that combines both paradigms, and more overtly,
embrace the concept of engagement.

A further difference in the constructivist ontology is that, unlike research based on a positivist
philosophy where researchers define the question in full upfront, in constructivist research,
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the researcher defines the problem upfront, but the understanding of the problem unfolds
during the research project (Thietart et al 2001). The research problem can therefore take its
final form concomitantly with the outcome of the research.
3.2.2 Ontology and Epistemology

One can draw ontology (nature of the studied reality), from numerous perspectives. Scholars
have heavily debated the subject of ontological choice (Blaikie 1993; Denzin & Lincoln 1994).
Its importance is the link between the researcher‟s own view of reality and the phenomenon
under study. One‟s articulation of ontological choices varies. Guba & Lincoln (1994) talk of
dichotomy between positivism and constructivism; Blaikie (1993) talks about realism to
constructivism; whilst Easterby-Smith et al (1991) suggest a link between positivism and
phenomenology.

In order to position this research, it is worth positioning some of these ontological choices. A
positivist approach sees reality as „being out there‟ and one can observe it scientifically
(following the hypothetico-deductive method) without bias and knowledge (Popper 1967).
Johnson & Duberley ( 2001) provide a later definition. In the field of management, they
describe it as an approach to generate laws, which govern the ways in which the organisation
operates. This ontology is inappropriate for this study as the area of interest is the internal
interpretation of the leader - what he or she finds meaningful in understanding engagement,
and therefore it does not align with a positivist review that sees reality as out there for one to
discover. The philosophy underpinning this research focuses on understanding the leader‟s
attitudes, beliefs, understanding and actions as he or she interprets his or her context of
change, interpreting what this means for him or herself and others as they engage in
transformational change.
A realism ontology also argues that there is a real, observable world independent of our
knowledge of it, drawing on the three domains of empirical, actual and the real (Bhaskar
1975), which one may view through cyclic inquiry to merge these views to identify what is real
(Tsoukas1989). For similar reasons, this ontology is also inappropriate as the stance of this
thesis in that one cannot observe a real world of „engagement‟; the individual and subject
inherently construct their own interpretation of context, reality, and the nature of leading
change.
The constructivist ontology implies reality which is internal to the individual in his or her
interpretation of the context. Here one conceals reality here, and consequently requires an
interpretivist epistemology (Blaikie 1993). The constructivist approaches do argue for the
primacy of qualitative methods and techniques. Depending on the precise technique one
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adopts, one can use both qualitative and quantitative techniques in the research, even when
based on a purely interpretivist rationale (Jankowicz 2005).

A constructivist approach sees reality as socially constructed from world experience which
scholars coin as „social construction‟ (Sandberg 2001). The researcher who adopts this
ontological perspective must discover and describe the individual‟s view as if from inside his
or her mind, in relation to the social context, and must not impose an outside view (Blaikie
1993).

This approach can be traced back to Weber (1947) and sociologists such as Berger and
Luckman (1966). This sociological view is useful in understanding culture, and an important
role for the leader in understanding and engaging others in change. Culture, from the
viewpoint of this thesis, is a socially constructed view which informs how a leader will interpret
and make sense of his or her reality with regard to change, and associated engagement
strategy. Therefore, the constructivist perspective underpins much of the literature that
Chapter Two describes and fits with the phenomenon the researcher wishes to use.
In terms of this study‟s epistemology, it is important that it fits the ontological stance.
Interpretivist epistemology relies on interactions between participants among themselves and
with the researcher through dialectical and hermeneutical techniques (Guba & Lincoln 1994).
In this case, the leader constructs his or her reality with an interpretivist epistemology,
requiring the researcher to enter the leader‟s every day social world as he or she engages
others in change in order to to understand the socially constructed meaning of the
engagement process. One can experience this as values, attitudes, beliefs and links to
behaviour and what leaders choose to both „do‟ and „be‟.

Social constructivism regards subject and object as in inseparable relation (Sandberg 2001).
Kegan (1982) similarly described the steady growth of the capability to see what was subject
as object as individuals move through different development stages. From a research
perspective, the very meaning of subject implies a relationship to an object and to be an
object intrinsically implies being related to subjectivity (Giorgi 1992). As adult development
theory is crucial to this research, with an individual‟s increasing capability to understand to
what he or she has been subjected and to see it as object, the social constructivist ontology
fits with the view that at different levels of maturity, individuals will construct their reality
subject to different worldviews. This implies that it is important for this thesis that the
researcher identify the maturity level as it is likely to influence how an individual constructs his
or her view of reality.

The thesis adopts and focuses on a philosophical stance that requires a method appropriate
to capture the individual‟s socially constructed reality. Therefore, one must (Jankowicz 2005):
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Legitimise the value and weight of individual belief and conviction;



Avoid any search for 'truth', and focus instead on a socially agreed understanding;and



Facilitate the constant, conscientious, and careful monitoring of the personal, social,
and situational factors which, experience in the field under study, may lead to a
consensus, which is likely to turn out to be unhelpful, biased, unreliable, or
tendentious.

Section 3. 3 addresses these issues.
3.3 Methodological Choices and Research Design
In terms of leadership, many researchers since the 1990‟s have focused on qualitative
methods (Bryman 2004). They have favoured surveys and semi-structured, in depth and
unstructured interviews, with relatively few using observation. This thesis attempts to
contribute towards the gap in this research in terms of use of observation alongside other
methods. The author bases this rationale on Argyris & Schon‟s (1978) observation and
identification of the difference between espoused theories and theories in practice. Relying
purely on what people say or write is unlikely to present the whole perspective as, what they
do and how they do it is also important in creating an authentic environment. The author
bases a second reason for observation on issues that the adult development literature
identified concerning the cognitive and emotional complexity to see oneself as an object in the
change situation (Quinn & Snyder 1999; Torbert 2003;. This implies that this is a more
mature capability and therefore, what one says and does can be out of step.
This thesis seeks to gain an understanding of the individual‟s meaning and perspective of
how to engage others in transformational change. In approaching this research, the
previously described philosophical paradigm governs choices. The epistemology of
interpretivism focuses on gaining the individual‟s view of reality in relation to engaging others.
Therefore, the interpretivist approach governs one‟s choices. Scandura & Williams
(2000).recognised that the quality of the research is dependent on the appropriateness and
rigor of the chosen research methods.
3.3.1 The Selection of the Approach

There are two key approaches to gathering data that, to some extent, are especially
historically aligned to either the positivist or constructivist ontology. A constructivist ontology
and, in this case, interpretivist draws on qualitative methodology. The terms quantitative and
qualitative do not strictly align with positivist and constructivist ontology (Jankowicz 2005);
however, in the case of this thesis which seeks to close a gap in both the theories that
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underpin the research, and a philosophy that seeks to understand the individual‟s meaning
and interpretation, the author‟s chosen research methodology is the qualitative approach.
The interpretivist epistemology is well suited to qualitative methodologies, and concerns itself
with what transpires and the meanings placed on events in a specific, rather than generalised
context (Prasad 1993).
3.3.2 The Selection of a Research Method
The author‟s goal is to identify the need to change the predominant beliefs and approaches to
leading change from paradigm 1 to one that combines both paradigms 1 and 2. The research
question is „how do managers develop the capabilities to engage their teams in the pursuit of
transformational goals?‟ The implication and intent of this research was always to adopt a
methodology that enabled the potential development of participants contributing to the
research.
3.3.2.1 The Importance of Dialogue to the Method

Earlier, the literature review identified the importance of dialogue as a capability of
engagement, as well as the importance of learning in groups. Therefore, the author has
based the adopted methodology on a dialogue approach to collect and analyse data with both
key individuals and their groups that support the capability to develop dialogue.

The engagement issue in this study exists across of the following relationships with:
 the leaders and vice versa; and
 the senior leader with his or her group
The research adopted a heuristic approach (Moustakas 1990), given that all research
participants are involved in the action of engagement in the context of organisational change.
This gives a measure of equality to the researcher and the participant voices. It also leads
naturally to using an inquiry mode with participants that encourages conversation forms that
enable both researcher and participant to engage in dialogue that one associates more with
mature forms of engagement. Dialogue requires the suspension of assumptions and
positions one to listen to what one is actually saying (Bohm 1996). Dialogue in this research
intends to transform understanding and consciousness of the context of the change, as well
as the process and psychology of engagement with an individual. In this way, the research
process has the potential to support the individual or group‟s maturity process. Dialogue is
collaborative and differs from discussion which is like a ping pong game focusing on
advocating viewpoints as opposed to maintaining an open minded attitude and transforming
one‟s own and other‟s position (Bohm 1996).
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3.3.2.2

Action Research

This research specifically uses both individual and group dialogue. The focus on the group
aspect of the methodology embraces an approach that starts from an action research (Lewin
1947) perspective and moves as far as possible towards a collaborative inquiry approach
which is part of the action research family. Action research seeks to focus people on a
process that enables them to focus on a change in their real life and takes them through
numerous learning cycles.
3.3.2.3 Collaborative Inquiry

Collaborative inquiry gives an equal voice to the person/people who are the focus of the
research, including the researcher. It is about the 'democratisation of the knowledge process,
and social change' (Kakabadse 2007). Action learning and collaborative inquiry provide high
level methodologies, research design and principles to guide the research, with the additional
philosophy from collaborative inquiry that people participating in the research can add to the
methodology. The inquiry cycles are decision events in themselves, in that researchers
design them to prompt an inquiry about the process and capability to engage more effectively,
and may involve both group and individual decisions. They enable the researcher and
participants to identify both divergent and convergent issues which they can discuss during
the inquiry cycles in order to reach an ideally shared interpretation.
3.3.2.4 Contribution of the Chosen Method

Prasad (1993) contends that interpretivists make their contribution by providing relevant and
useful theoretical insights. The emphasis in this research ensures that data and analytical
themes reflect the empirical evidence, using the associated meanings attributed to them by
the leaders who are attempting to engage others in transformational change, Interpretivism
acknowledges that generalization is not necessarily an outcome. However, Miles &
Huberman (1996) consider the credibility and conformability of the actors involved in the
research as legitimate, whilst Denzin & Lincoln (1994) refer to trustworthiness as the
constructivists equivalent to validity and reliability. The researcher handles reliability in the
action research and inquiry cycles by discussion with others of emerging issues and themes,
and formal feedback of issues and themes they observed to ensure consistent interpretation
between the researcher and participant. This thesis discusses these issues in more detail
later, Table 3.1 below describes the overall methodology that researchers associate with
action research. Based on on Kakabadse (2007) and by Marsick & Neil „s (1999 action
research comparison, the table highlights key descriptive details of the overall methodology,
which the thesis will explain section by section later in this chapter.
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Table 3.1 – Characteristics of Action Research Methodologies

Characteristics

Action Research

Collaborative Inquiry

Critical Reflection
Purpose

Understand and change belief

Co-create shared meaning of

system by reflecting on action and

engagement and enable change to

critical reflection of underpinning

capability of those wanting to

assumptions. In this case, to

engage in change, by encouraging

challenge a singular view of change

the capability to embrace both

based on paradigm 1.

change paradigms.

To understand from individual and

To provide a model and or

group perspective what helps and

principles to enable the

hinders in learning to engage others

development of the capability to

in change

engage others.

Ontological

Humans are participatory and self

Humans are participatory and self

assumption

determining, influenced by their

determining, influenced by their

context and will engage based on

context and will engage based on

their interpretation of the change and

their interpretation of the change

their role in it.

and their role in it.

Paradigm

Social constructivist, interpretivist.

Social constructivist, interpretivist.

Methodology

Based on cycles of inquiry such as

Based on cycles of inquiry such as

action and reflection.

action and reflection.

Collection of

Primarily from dialogue, facilitator

Primarily from dialogue, particpants

empirical data

pre-prescribes capture method, but

agree on capture method.

Aim

participants can adapt.
Analysis in group of research
Method for analysis

Analysis of what individual and group

question. Shared analysis of

of empirical data

view has helping or hindering

dialogue, observation, and

engagement. Analysis of dialogue,

interviews with co-inquirers.

interviews and observation primarily
by researcher
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Characteristics

Action Research

Collaborative Inquiry

Critical Reflection
Researchers role

Research lead and co-inquirer.
Varies; intervenes with model and
theory as appropriate, but can
become more passive during inquiry.

Participants role

Co-inquirer/researcher.
Inquiry from individual and some
group inquiry.

Validation

Inquirers build models and
Validation of findings through

principles testing theory through

discussion with individuals and

dialogue and evidence of behaviour

group. Validation through analysis

during dialogue.

with theory.
Reliability

What the group witnesses, as well
What is observed by the researcher

as what they report back, and

as well as what the individual and the

inquirers agree reporting method

group Report.

reliability of data they bring into
research.

Source Kakabadse
3.3.2.4 Review of Research Method
The key difference is that in action research the research‟s methodology and analysis is
primarily the responsibility of the researcher, whilst in collaborative inquiry it rests equally in
the group. Also, in action research, the facilitator has more control over required interventions
than in collaborative inquiry and supports the group in developing key capabilities they
identified during the research, for example:


Supporting double loop learning;



Developing a reflective practice; and



Supporting the development of emotional intelligence.

The researcher selected either action research or collaborative inquiry based upon the
groups‟ level of mature capabilities.
3.3.3 Method –Inquiry Cycles

Table 3.1 above illustrates both action research and collaborative inquiry are based on cycles
of doing and reflecting. These cycles may be part of group sessions, and/or part of
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interviews. The literature review covered the importance of reflection and action when
looking at adult learning theory. Action research methodology is twofold: it enables the
researcher to track the progress of developing the capability to engage, and to develop a
learning practice (Senge 1990) and to ensure the researcher used techniques involving
reflection (Torbert 1999; Kolb (1984)) to enable potential growth of the capability to engage.

Adult development theory informs that three issues will potentially occur: 1) the capability of
participants to engage in double loop learning, 2) the attendant anxiety that may occur
(Torbert 1999; Golman 1998) and 3) the capabilities one associates with dialogue rather than
debate.
3.3.4 Methods

The key methods available to a qualitative researcher are case studies, surveys, field
experiments and interpretivist methods (Jankowicz 2005). Case studies relate to exploring
phenomena both in the past and present. Looking into the past is not a focus for this
research and therefore, this method is inappropriate. Surveys are useful for gathering
questions from people who are representative of a sample of the population relevant to the
studied area. However, it is not a method that lends itself to obtaining a deep rich
understanding, which comes from the ability to explore the attitudes and beliefs that sit behind
potential answers to a survey. Researchers base field experiments on the comparison of
variables relevant to the area of study, which they base on the hypothetico-deductive mode of
reasoning. This does not lend itself to understand the deeper meanings and decisions one
takes and attitudes that lead to those decisions. Finally, there is the interpretivist method that
enables the researcher to focus on the individual in his or her context. This method allows
the researcher to adopt techniques that enable the understanding of individual meaning and
perspective which is the focus of this research.
3.4 Techniques

The techniques that have been considered include highly structured forms of interview, and
questionnaire. These techniques were rejected on the basis that an intepretivist epistemology
is about interpreting the individual‟s world from the inside, and not imposing an outside view
of it (Blaikie 1993). In the construction of a highly structured interview or questionnaire this
could potentially mean that the researcher‟s interpretation was imposed on how the interview
of questionnaire was structured, limiting the capability to take an interpretivist epistemology.

Instead, this researcher adopted a mixture of both open ended and semi-structured
interviews, together with observation, and open ended survey questions, using appropriate
action research techniques, including collaborative inquiry.
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3.4.1 Initial Techniques

In the case of each participant, the research began with understanding their adult level of
maturity using Loevinger‟s (1979) Sentence Completion test (SCT) technique, the most
comprehensively reliability-tested and validated developmental measure (Loevinger &
Wessler 1970; Redmore 1976; Hauser 1976; Loevinger 1979). The questions for this test
appear in the appendix. The participant completes each sentence and the researchers
compare them against Cook Greuter‟s (1999) sentence data contained in research binders.
Where there is any confusion, the researchers compares it to a series of guidelines and then
makes a judgement call. It enables measurement of the maturity level for each participant..
The levels are Achiever, Individualist, or Strategist. Table 2.8 shows attitudes and capabilities
one anticipates for each maturity level. Also, the researcher used an open ended survey at
the start of research that enabled initial participant understanding on key research themes,
engagement, change and leadership. The exact process following this varied, according to
the leader and his requirements. In some instances, the leader conducted a workshop to
start a group process of engagement, with others using individual collaborative inquiry to start
the process.
3.4.2 Interviews

The degree to which the researcher directs the dynamics of an interview can vary (Rubin and
Rubin 1995). In part, this depends on the researcher‟s needs. A semi structured interview
enables the researcher to broach key interest areas (Merton et al 1990). The researcher
used semi-structured interviews at the start of the process. The researcher took a heuristic
approach (Moustakas 1994) giving a measure of equality to the participants‟ voices. Rather
than follow a set pattern of questions, this allowed participants to follow their own ideas and
areas of interest to emerge of their own accord. The move from semi-structured to open
ended is in line with the evolvement of a relationship of trust enabling more open
conversation. This is particularly important where the participant and researcher have not
met. It enables the „generation of emotion‟ (Douglas 1985) in relation to the subject, and the
capability of both researcher and participant to open themselves up as a measure of
authenticity (Holstein & Gubrium 1995).
3.4.3 Observation
In observation the researcher directly observes processes and participants‟ decisions. By the
heuristic nature of this thesis, the researcher, at one level, is a „participator‟ in the research
themselves. Whilst not engaging directly in the organisational change agenda, the researcher
is engaged in supporting the leader‟s development and their teams in that agenda. In this
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case this was not covert, but overt, and a matter of discussion between the researcher and
participants, as the researcher‟s capability to engage alongside that of the participants.

The other level of observation was non-participant observation. Yin (2003) noted that during
field visits, researchers may observe indicators such as social climate and attitudes that one
can then discuss in semi-structured interviews to generate deeper understanding of the
participant‟s internal view of decisions and events. Feeding back observations to participants
guards against imposing the researcher‟s interpretation of what is happening, and is a
reliability check. As Kelly (1995) stated „if you want to know what a person thinks, why not
ask? He might just tell you.‟
3.4.4 Sensitivity in Technique Use

Given the sometimes political nature of change, and bearing in mind the resistance and
anxiety that it can cause, it is crucial that the researcher applies sensitivity to any form of
interview, group research session and observation. The response to change decisions and
discussions concerning the change is a key part of the process of engagement and clearly
applying quantitative methods, a deductive theory-testing manner would not be appropriate as
it would fail to address the aims of this research.
3.5 Research Design

3.5.1 Adult Development
The method section noted that the researcher identified each participants‟ adult development
level at the start of both the pilot and main study research. Whilst this research embraces an
interpretivist epistemology, the research requires an understanding of the adult maturity level
of the research participants. Torbert (2003) most clearly links the theory with organisational
life, and the issues of change and leadership. This was the researcher‟s rationale behind
using this theory to measure individuals‟ maturity levels. The Sentence Completion Test is
the measurement vehicle which analyses the use of language as a method of assessing
maturity level (Loevinger 1976; Cook Greuter 1999). It asks participants to complete
sentences and researchers analyse this data, first by comparing it to previously categorised
replies, and second, by comparing it to a series of criteria. The researcher used this test in
order to compare the views, attitudes and capabilities that were potentially relevant to
engagement and aligned to stages of maturity. Understanding each participants‟ adult
development level potentially leads to theory building as part of the research, and aims to
build on the individual interpretation of events surrounding engagement decisions, in order to
explicate it (Silverman 2001). The researcher did not share this information with participants
up front to avoid participants from attempting to change responses in line with a desired level
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of maturity. This would be unlikely, as to understand the maturity levels, and to act in a
sustained way at a level that is not your own, is unlikely.
3.5.2 Consideration of Unit of Analysis

The focus of this research is to understand the development of the capabilities to engage over
a period of time. Based on Kahn‟s (1990) research, one would anticipate that a leader will
engage and disengage with the change process. Therefore, a key issue for this study is to
understand at significant points along the way what led to someone engaging or disengaging
as either a conscious or sub-conscious decision. The research, therefore, intends to take key
decision points as the unit of analysis for each participant. This enables a deeper
understanding of the leader‟s internal world as he or she engage themselves and others.
3.5.3 Participants

This thesis bases the main research on four people. Two people participated in both the pilot
and main study and two people participated in just the main study. Three participants belong
to the same organisation in which the researcher conducted the pilot study. This is a large,
private company that provides mainly research and consultancy to the defence industry. The
fourth organisation is involved in the energy industry.
Given the potential importance of each participants‟ adult maturity stage, the sample ensured
a mix of people from conventional to those in transition to post conventional. Participant A is
a Business Unit Manager who moved to a position as Programme Director for a major change
project, early forties, profiling as post conventional. Participant B is a Business Unit Manager,
mid thirties, profiling as just post-conventional. Participant C is a Director of a business
unit,profiling as moving from conventional to post conventional and working in the energy
industry. Participant D profiled as an achiever and is again, a Director of a business unit.

The issue of organisation type was not important; however, by following two participants from
the pilot study, the researcher was able to track their capability to engage over a wider time
frame. Participant A attempted to improve performance in a directorate, and move away from
simply thinking of change in terms of the first paradigm. Of greater importance was that each
leader was leading a transformational change. Participant B also had a performance
objective, and needed greater engagement in the change process. Participant C attempted to
engage his team better with him and themselves, as well as to engage customers more
effectively. Participant D tried to move his business forward in terms of performance, and
again encourage people to engage with the change process, which historically was not the
case.
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3.5.4 Context

The issue of context became more important as the main study started. To support the
different aspects of what constitutes context ,the researcher adopted Stewart‟s (1982)
Demand Choices & Constraints framework (DCC), which is a useful lens for breaking down
each decision event, and understanding contextual issues. Stewart based her work on three
main studies of managerial work and behaviour (Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, & Weick 1970;
Mintzberg 1973). Stewart was concerned with the issue that managers in similar jobs have
different views about how to carry them out. She developed the DCC model to account for the
variety and flexibility of ways someone can explore his or her job. Whilst the context of this
research is different in that the interest is not in an individual‟s position, Stewart (1982)
identified that one could use it for different purposes where one has an element of choice.
The DCC model provides a useful foundation for examining how individual‟s read the
demands and constraints around their change role, and the choices they make as to how to
engage others. Feldman (1989) built on the DCC framework looking at factors that influence
job variation. His framework of variation in jobs provides additional information in which to
structure interviews and groups sessions to enable reflection on the choices one makes. The
framework supports the research in two ways. It provides:

1) A way of enabling participants to examine their role with regard to change to identify
what they perceive as choice and what they perceive as constraint and
2) A way of comparing how different people in similar roles conceive the choices to
engage.

Figure 3.1 DCC Framework
Differences among
individuals:
Personality
Maturity
Experience/attitudes/beliefs
Differences in
environmental variables:
Industry context
Organisational context
Job related variables:
Structure
Degree of personal
involvement
Meetings attended
Work procedures that
cannot be delegated
Situational variables:
Change-stability
Periodic threats
Job patterns

Constraints:
Resource
Culture
Legal/trade union
Technological
Physical
Safety

Demands:
Minimum criteria of
performance
How change is managed
Cultural influence on style
of leadership and
engagement
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Choices:
Paradigm of
change
Engagement
strategy
Personal
engagement
Leadership

3.6 Choice of Data Analysis Method

Van Meaanen (1979) asserts that the concept of qualitative research is an umbrella covering
an array of interpretive approaches. Engagement is a dynamic phenomenon, as is the
adopted qualitative research design (Khan 1992; Leavy 1994). Table 2.8 established
frameworks to support the data collection and analyses established in the previous section.
These guide the researcher and participants in the consistency of the findings. The action
research and collaborative inquiry method encourages participants to talk about the change
agenda and engagement in their own language, as well as providing some structure enabling
the researcher to ensure he or she covers the key literature themes. These approaches
enable the researcher, in either the individual or group setting, to probe one‟s meaning of
„what‟ and „how‟, producing a more accurate reflection of one‟s perception (Lincoln and Guba
1985).

Bryman & Burgess (1994) described qualitative data analysis as an art (with no standard
approach. In terms of this research, analysis is part of the action research literature‟s
approach. To understand the approach more thoroughly, one must look at the various
schools of action research which drew on Lewin‟s (1946) work. These include three key
schools: 1) the scientific school based on Revans‟ (1982) work, 2) the experiential school for
which many see Kolb‟s learning cycle as the base (Lessem 1991, McGill & Beaty 1992;
McLaughlin and Thorpe 1993; Mumford 1994) and 3) the critical reflection school which
theorists such as Mezirow (1990) supported. These approaches are based on an iterative
process that focuses on real issues, with groups that meet on a regular basis.
3.6.1 Scientific School

The scientific school has less focus on critical reflection, on group dynamics, and is more
focused on the action element of the process of learning.
3.6.2 Experiential School

This school is also predominately action focused, but has more focus on the learning
elements of working in a team than the scientific school.
3.6.3

Critical Reflection School

The critical reflection school is more focused on ensuring that participants critically reflect and
focus on the root causes, with emphasis on double loop learning and can deal with individual
issues (Marsick & O‟Neil 1999). This thesis embraces the critical reflection school. The
approach enables participants to develop learning that is potentially transformational due to
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its deeper reflective process. It also builds naturally into the analysis process for this
research in that the reflection and analysis of group and individual insights is a key part of the
process.
3.6.4

Potential Issue

Weinstein (1995) articulates the potential issue that not all participants will feel comfortable
with this deeper reflection. Earlier, the methodology noted that dialogue is a key focus of this
research and aims to hold collaborative inquiry with participants.
3.6.5

Collaborative Inquiry

Grudin (1996), Heron (1996), Reason (1994) and Torbert (1976) articulated that collaborative
inquiry is part of a group of inquiry processes. These inquiry groups focus on the relationship
between one‟s own first person voices, the second person voices of persons with whom one
interacts, and the third person voices that the norms and structures of larger social
aggregates represent (Torbert 1999). Torbert (1999) sees the inquiry process as one that
requires an „unimaginable scale of self-development before a person becomes capable of
relationally valid action‟. Building on this view, he sees different capabilities present at
different levels of development, with competent collaborative inquiry out of the range of those
with a conventional stage of development. The preferred method of conducting group
dialogue is where the level of group maturity is appropriate, and critical reflection action
research will be used where this is not appropriate.
3.6.6 DCC Framework and Use of Analysis

The DCC framework is one which supports initial data sifting to establish how research
participants determine their change role and make choices based on the demands and
constraints. This information, together with the detail from the initial semi-structured
interview, provides a basis for understanding their overall framework for looking at change,
leadership and engagement.
3.6.7 Analysis in Action Research and Inquiry Methodologies

The foundation of analysis in action research and inquiry is that the researcher does not
conduct it in isolation, but in collaboration with others in the process. Given the interpretivist
nature of this thesis, and the intention of supporting capabilities development to enable
engagement in the context of change, this research employed dialogue based action research
and inquiry methodologies.. In particular, the thesis embraces Torbert (1991) and Heron‟s
(1996) work, which endorse critical reflection in the action research perspective and
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collaborative inquiry.
3.6.7.1

Making Sense of Individual or Group Data

There are two ways to analyse or use Heron‟s term „making sense of‟ collected data: 1)
collaborative group analysis and 2) one person collates, sorts and identifies patterns and
brings it to the participants to check (Hawkins 1986). This thesis uses collaborative group
analysis on the basis that whilst the participants are focused mainly on the organisational
outcome, the researcher‟s focus is towards the overall research question and, therefore, has
more of a sense of ownership in ensuring that the researcher objectively analyses the data.
3.6.7.2

Process of Making Sense

Heron (1996) outlined four steps to making sense of the data: 1) paying attention to what one
perceives and associated action, 2) recording outcomes in some form, 3) bringing perceptions
and insights to the table, and 4) collating the different participant views to identify models and
themes of what is significant and meaningful to the group. The first three steps combine
elements of data collection and analysis which the researcher implemented in participant
interviews. The researcher implemented the fourth step with separate interviews in a range of
iterative conversations, enabling each participant to share his or her view with others. Whilst
the researcher wanted to bring more participants together, this was not possible due to
organisational constraints and geographic distribution.
3.6.7.3 Analysis Guide

Table 3.2 summarises the themes and analysis interpretation from the literature.
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Table 3.2: Analytic Guide
Theme

Analysis interpretation

Change paradigm adopted and associated

Leadership styles and manners of engaging

engagement strategy

are in sync with the literature.
How an individual perceives the importance
of engagement.
Why people personally engage or disengage.
Why they believe others engage or
disengage.

Maturity level and link to engagement

Values and their alignment to levels of

capability

maturity.
Language that aligns with developmental
levels and levels of engagement.
The capacity to be present authenticity.
Reflective and self critical capacity.
Observing quality of dialogue and form.
Capabilities developed or struggled with

Personal Development

Changes in meaning demonstrated by
changes in values, beliefs and behaviour
over time.
Evidence of changes in approach by
participants.

DCC framework

How an individual interprets their context,
and changes role using what elements
he/she assigned to the demands, constraints
and choices, enabling an overall
understanding of how he/she perceives
engagement and enables comparison
between participants and with adult
development theory.

Emotional intelligence

Evidence of understanding the impact on
others and capacity to encourage others to
start to understand how they engage in turn.

Capability to manage and understand self
Source: The Author
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The analysis requires one‟s need to understand the participants‟ emotional intelligence. The
literature review describes the difficulty of measurement and does not align with the
research‟s interpretivist nature. The thesis observes emotional intelligence through words and
phrases and through the participants‟ use of metaphors, body language and tone. The
challenge for the researcher is then to read and interpret the emotions. This is a form of
„emotional knowing crucial to the qualitative researcher‟ (see Denzin 1992).
Observation is also a principle data collection method.. The researcher fed back the
observations to participants to challenge and play devil‟s advocate to their own analysis.
3.7 Validity and Reliability

Heron views validity in terms of inquiry to mean that it must be well-grounded, sound, and
have an adequate warrant. This thesis bases all procedures for ensuring validity on Heron‟s
(1996) notion.
3.7.1 Research Cycling

This is a refinement process to interpret analysis and put forward any models or theories. The
number of cycles depends on when participants believe they have something that represents
their experience and reflects the experience and actions they have taken.
3.7.2 Reflection and Action

Where appropriate, the process of doing something and then reflecting on what worked, what
didn‟t and why it didn‟t to form new theories, is part of the process of achieving validation.
3.7.3 Challenging Uncritical Subjectivity
In presenting insights, a group member plays devil‟s advocate when analyzing and agreeing
to the research outcomes.
3.7.4 Managing Unaware Projections

Ensure there is awareness of the impact of previous experience and its potential to distort the
analysis and evolvement of insights.

3.7.5 Convergence and Divergence
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This research supports the development of leaders to engage others in change. Based on
the above criteria, this thesis should help leaders identify the extent to which their culture is
aligned with the first change paradigm, to stimulate their awareness, and awareness of
others, toward the second change paradigm, with a more explicit focus on engagement
strategy appropriate to their context. The aim is to understand the engagement experience ,
to identify propositions, concepts and models relevant to engagement, and the ability to turn
this into a practical knowing of how to engage.

In the analysis, the thesis will identify a convergence of issues and themes, including how
researchers have developed the capability and attitudes towards engagement. The thesis will
also identify any divergence of issues and themes as both convergence and divergence are
relevant to challenging the validity of conclusions. Rowan and Reason (1981) suggest
actively using contradiction and obtaining multiple viewpoints as ways of making the process
more robust. This research adds information about maturity with group consensus in the final
cycle to see if this adds clarity to the findings or not. The issue is not solely about being right
(Torbert 1999). The group needs to consider whether:


They are right given their way of framing the situation;



They ought to allow other claims to interrupt themselves; and



Their way of framing the analysis is fruitful and meaningful to them.

3.7.6 What Constitutes Validity

Based on Heron (1996), the following is a basis for participant discussion as to what
constitutes validity.
3.7.6.1 Executive Criteria

Can leaders execute the practice under changing conditions relevant to the engagement
strategy they have identified? Related to this aspect, Kuhnert & Lewis (1987) outlined the
importance of longitudinal research related to adult maturity to ask the question; „are there
observable changes in leaders‟ behaviours as a function of their own personal development,
or do changes in leaders‟ behaviours merely reflect changes in the leadership context?‟
3.7.6.2 Technical Criteria

The question asks whether their form of practice and combination of capabilities enable
engagement effective, or is there a more effective way of achieving the outcome?
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3.7.6.3 Psychosocial Criteria

Is the practice in terms of both what is done and how it is done underpinned by a growing
understanding of any personal distortions that may impact the effectiveness of their capability
to engage?
3.7.6.4 Intentionality Criteria

Is the practice intentional on the part of the leader or a tacit response to the organisational
context?
3.7.6.5 Value Criteria

Does the practice of engagement contribute to personal and organisational transformation in
a way that is intrinsically worthwhile?
3.8 Researcher Involvement

Unlike positivist research where the research is independent of results, scholars base
interpretive research, in part, on the researcher‟s experience as well. This is part of the
epistemology of interpretive research. Heron (1996) outlines why this is the case:


Propositions about human experience are of questionable validity if they are not
grounded in the researcher‟s experience.



The most rigorous way of achieving this is for researchers to ground statements in
their own deep participative knowing, as well as with participants.



Researchers are not outside the condition being studied. They study it through their
interpretation, and use the above processes to check the validity with other
participants. Lincoln & Guba (1985) describe this as „member checking‟ which asks
people in the study to verify interpretations that the researchers and others involved in
the research make. Research credibility „refers to the truth as known, experienced or
deeply felt by the people being studied, Leininger (1994). Heron (1996) expressed a
view of validity that represents the four ways on knowing: 1 the experiential knowing
of what is present, 2) the presentation knowing of imaginable patterns, 3) the
propositional knowing of concept and theory and 4) the practical knowing of skills and
competencies. Guba & Lincoln (1989) offer a slightly different perspective by looking
at authenticity criteria. They suggest that informants have equal access to the inquiry
process, and they enlarge their personal views of culture, have improved
understanding of the views of others in the culture, and they have been stimulated to
reshape their culture on the basis of their expanded awareness.
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The researcher should be aware of potential issues that might influence bias, including:


The use of the adult maturity model to interpret absence, or development of
capabilities;



The researcher‟s own maturity level of having a different attitude to participants; and



Interpretation of data based on the literature review.

To attempt to minimise bias, approaches outlined in data analysis and the section on validity
have been adopted.
3.9 Ethics

Interpretative research has ethical reasoning surrounding it based on Heron (1996) that
addresses some ethical issues that are more likely to occur in positivist research. These are:


Participants have the right to participate in decisions about the research design;



This gives them the chance to establish their own preferences;



It enables their own growth, and for this growth to be represented in conclusions; and



It avoids issues of disempowerment, oppression or misrepresentation.

This thesis deals with this ethical reasoning in the method of inquiry.
3.9.1 Ethical Issues

This research considers the following ethical issues:


Learning or other difficulties experienced in group situations that would make an
individual more vulnerable than in a normal group situation;



Confidentiality; and



Adult maturity model exposing individuals to unfair judgement by their colleagues in
terms of potentially being seen from a hierarchical perspective.

3.9.2 Difficulties Within the Group

It is not advantageous to the research or the individual to expose an individual to a situation in
which they cannot cope and potentially respond defensively or become over anxious. The
judgement on whether this is the case is partly with the researcher who is experienced as a
facilitator in organisational settings. Also, by keeping personal issues to individual interviews
where the individual‟s behaviour or researcher‟s judgement is that the individual and research
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would be best served in this way.
3.9.3 Confidentiality

Issues also relate to participant confidentiality. For that reason, the thesis does not name the
participants nor their organisation.
3.9.4 Adult Maturity Model

A potential problem with this model is viewing more mature development stages development
as better. This can cause potential issues where either an individual finds he or she is not at
the stage he or she believes he or she is, or feels that the stage is not reflective of where he
or she perceive he or she should be. It can also influence behaviour in terms of people trying
to act in a different way. To avoid ethical issues, the thesis presents this information as
feedback at the end of the research on a one to one basis, at the point that it presents the
initial propositions and model for discussion.

3.10 Reflections and learning on practical aspects of the Methodology

The researcher was asked to reflect following completion of the research on the learning
associated with this methodology. As noted earlier when adopting a constructivist ontology
the researcher defines the problem upfront, but the understanding of the problem unfolds
during the research project (Thietart et al 2001). The research problem can therefore take its
final form concomitantly with the outcome of the research. In practice the completion of this
research was iterative involving cycles of reflection not dissimilar to that outlined for
collaborative inquiry that the researcher undertook by themselves or prompted by questions
from supervisors or participants. The advantage of this approach was identifying issues not
exposed by initial reading of the literature, such as anxiety, and then going back to the
literature to identify gaps in understanding existing knowledge versus identifying something
unique to the research.

This process lasted until the end of writing the thesis, and was used

to check that the research had added to the body of knowledge.

The other key practical issue that was identified was the inherent tension between the
interpretivist methodology and writing up the research which reflects a positivist and scientific
approach, and appears to discuss the literature that informed the conceptual framework from
a positivist viewpoint. The thesis hides the iteration and complexity of the process described
above, and the iterative nature of the literature review to the reader, albeit the complexity was
exposed in discussion of the thesis. The researcher came to terms with this issue in realizing
that to write the thesis to reflect these interative cycles would make the understanding of the
research difficult to the reader. The thesis represents a reflection on what was researched,
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and what the conclusions were, but lends itself less well to understanding how the literature
review was completed. Chapters four and five do represent the process of how the research
was taken forward in the main stage and reflects the decision points in the order in which they
were made.
In terms of the logistics of organising the research no major issues were encountered.
However, this may have been down to the approach of the researcher. First of all the
participants had all met the researcher prior to agreeing to take part in the research. This
facilitated dialogue as an initial relationship was already in place, and the leaders ensured
access to any data required. The researcher also stated up front that the time commitment
was not fully understood but would require both time to reflect on their own, as well as
meetings and workshops. As the research had an objective of helping them and their teams
to develop, getting time was not a major issue, although occasionally the timing between
meetings was longer than expected due to organisational circumstances. As the
methodology included their self reflection, reviewing journals and telephone inquiry ensured
that decision events were fully understood. The use of the telephone was made possible by
the depth of relationship that was built between each participant and the researcher, but this
may have been an issue if it had been encountered in the early stages of the research.

As was anticipated following the pilot study, collaborative inquiry was not a form of dialogue
accessible to all, appearing to align to level of maturity. The researcher therefore did adopt
the critical reflection approach. This was perhaps the most difficult practical issue
encountered. Participants C and D were not used to dialogue, nor sharing their reflections,
and exhibited lower emotional intelligence. The researcher took the stance of inquiring with
them in a way that they were used to and building their trust and comfort of new process as
time went by. This by its very nature slowed down the process of deeper engagement which
was reflected in the organisation as well, but was a key part of the learning for them and the
researcher.

From a practical viewpoint in the future care would need to be taken in considering the
timeframes for this type of research, as the researcher concluded that the timeframe was to a
large extent dictated by the organization and capability of the leader.
3.11 Summary

This section has identified the methodological choices to further this research that reflect the
research question, the philosophical approach, the theoretical framework and supporting
literature. The research question is „how do leaders develop the capability to become more
effective in engaging others in the organisation to pursue transformational goals‟. The
ontology is social constructivism, with an interpretivist epistemology. The method is based on
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a dialogic approach based on action research and collaborative inquiry which also gives
guidance on method, technique, validity and reliability issues. This fits the research‟s goal to
gain a rich interpretation of a leader‟s attempt to engage others in transformational change,
and support the leader‟s development both in terms of expanding his or her awareness of the
two change paradigms and associated capabilities. This research importantly contributes
towards an empirical gap in the literature relevant to this area of study that focuses on
leaders‟ interpretation of how to engage people in transformational change, and how they
develop relevant capabilities.
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Chapter Four - Main Study

Chapter Four describes the findings from the empirical study, how participants initially
identified with change, leadership and engagement. The research aims to improve
awareness of both change paradigms and where appropriate, extends the capability to
engage people, not just in use of process and goals, but also through growth and
relationships. It was therefore necessary at the start of the research to understand
participants‟ mental maps of change, engagement and leadership. This then provided a base
to understand to what extent participants developed the capability to engage. Chapter Five
examines this. In the case of each participant, the research began with the sentence
completion test which measures adult maturity and open ended survey questions. The exact
process following this varied according to the leader and his unique requirements. The
responses represent the complexity and diversity in participant attitudes and beliefs either
during researcher observed meetings or in one to one inquiry based sessions. As expected,
the findings indicate a range of views about change, leadership and engagement. Participant
representative quotes illustrate the basis of conclusions and insights in the next sections.

4.1 Summary of the Pilot Study

The research included a pilot study, which enabled the researcher to gain a clearer sense of
the approach for the main study, and undertake a self-critique of the adequacy of the methods
used Miles and Huberman (1996). The initial study took place with four individuals over the
period of one year, who had attendended a year long leadership development programme
aimed at improving engagement an developing a common language. This initial research
enabled the narrowing of the research question and showed some initial assumptions were
flawed such as:
•

Attendence of prior leadership development training would lead to a consistent
definition of leadership, change and engagement

•

A capability would exist to examine leadership employing double loop learning given
the nature of the developmental activity they had previously been involved in.
 Collaborative Inquiry would be both meaningful to participants and would be something
that could be learnt within a couple of inquiry cycles, given their exposure to action
learning.

The results from the pilot were:
•

Their attitude towards engagement at the outset had a major bearing on how they
engaged with their own change agenda and engaged others. How they construed the
role, and dealt with difficulties on the change journey was reflected in their level of
maturity.

•

Their motivation to get engaged also differed by level of maturity
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•

The development of the capability to engage appeared related to their motivation
and attitude and there was no material change in their outlook.

•

The extent to which individuals shifted on the engagement continuum again
reflected maturational level.
As a result of the pilot the need to adopt the action research approach relevant to the
participant was identified. Additionally it pointed on the need to understand the
meaning of key constructs such as leader, engagement and change, as attendance of
prior training did not necessarily reflect in a pre-determined organisational definition.

4.2 The Research Sites

The main study included four sites. One in Aberdeen was connected to the energy industry.
The other three sites were all part of a large multi-national, with similar clients but providing
very different products and services. Participant A came from the first business which was an
umbrella organisation under which a number of smaller businesses resided. Participant B
came from the second business which was in the marine industry. Particpant C came from
the third business which was in energy. Participant D came from the fourth business which
was a software and consultancy business, again part of the marine industry.
4.3 The Participants

The researcher selected the participants on the basis of differing maturity levels, and who had
the discretion to lead transformational change over a time period in which the researcher
could observe them. Participants A and B had also been part of the pilot study. The
advantage of their participation in the main study is that both engaged with new change
programmes, and had new leadership roles, enabling the researcher to look for differences
between projects, and to track the development of their capability to engage over a longer
period. The researcher tracked the other two participants for a year. The advantage of adding
two new participants was the challenge they could potentially bring during the analysis, as
well as having different maturity levels to participants A and B. The main study started with
different participants at different times. This chapter records the SCT score for completion of
data. Chapter Five will discuss further how the score aligns or not with the findings. Table 4.1
shows the profiles.
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Table 4.1 Profile of Participants – showing Maturity level (SCT score)
Participant
A -

B-

CD-

Organisation
First project in business unit
related to air defence.
Second project as part of
directorate overseeing a
number of small businesses
Marine related industry one
geopraphic area
Second business also marine
related over three
geopgraphic aeas
Energy industry
Software/consultancy in
marine industry

SCT data
Strategist

Strategist
Achiever/Individualist
Individualist/Strategist
Individualist
Expert/Achiever

4.4 Approach to Main Empirical Study
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 provide the reader with a view of each participant‟s starting place. These
are the assumptions and beliefs they held at the start of the research, and in order to track
their decisions in Chapter Five, it is important to understand the basic beliefs on which they
made these decisions.
4.5 Initial Views

The following sections discuss the initial views of change, leadership and engagement that
participants held when they first became involved with the research.
Figure 4.1: Overview of initial views

Change

Initial views

Engagement
Leadership

Emotional
Intelligence
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4.4.1

Definition of Change

4.4.1.1 Setting Boundaries around Change

As expected, participants provided a variety of responses describing change. Answers either
were more abstract, applying to change generally or provided from the contextual perspective
of the specific change agenda with which participants were involved.. Their commonalities
were a general view that change was constant and part of corporate life, and that they had a
key role to play in shaping that change and its eventual success. Whilst they viewed change
as a constant phenomenon, they saw each change agenda as quite distinct, even though the
exact start was often unclear to them. For example, some set boundaries based on a yearly
agenda aligned to a budget, or they set it up as a distinctive change project, or as a set of
change tasks and activities treating business as usual. In terms of the end point of a change,
either context dictated this, or the leader placed a boundary around the change. A participant
implied his or her definition of change and its boundaries in his or her initial response to the
question, „How do you define change?‟

For example, Participant C, who treated change as tasks and activities as business as usual,
saw change as:
„constant, I do not like to scope things as change; it tends to put people off‟

Whilst participant A saw change as:
„constant, but people need a structure and to know what the outcomes are, else they feel
adrift‟
Participant B defined it as „I align changes to my yearly agenda, to achieve the business
targets agreed‟.

Participant D was less clear about the changes he wanted and did not define them at the start
of the agenda. However, he wanted to „deliver results and incorporate the changes I need to
achieve that end‟.
4.4.1.2 Paradigm of Change

Over and above how people viewed change, the following comments also show to what
degree participants saw it as about task and/ or people.
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Participant A,. „Change is a process, where people move from dependent to interdependent‟
The context of this comment was that Participant A wanted people in the management team
to take ownership of the change so that they shared leadership. His focus was then on
moving the team from depencency on him, to sharing leadership.
Participant B. “A condition where an individual or a collection of individuals alter their
perceptions of reality to an extent where their behaviours and actions create a significantly
different shared reality”. This focus was in a context of the leader perceiving major issues
related to the current team culture, and wanting people to behave differently.
Participant C. „ I see change as a mind map with tasks and changes broken down by area‟.
The focus here was on change as part of business as usual. The mind map had all
management tasks for a year on it and did not distinguish between change and operationally
focused tasks, and did not refer to the more people orientated aspects of change.

In terms of asking for further information about how he saw change, Participant C went on to
say that he saw change as „organic‟ where he wanted to put people in a situation where they
are more effective. „I do not ascribe to setting off change programmes with all the attendant
expectations and anxieties, but instead wanted people to see change as incremental and
constant‟.

As a way of describing his frustration with change programmes, Participant C referred to an
organisational wide change programme as an example of why he would not separate change.
„Project S‟s method of change is a traditional top down approach with, little participation, so
it‟s a case of wait and see. He went on to say that he wanted his change to be „about dialogue
with two strands personal and team development centred on their agenda‟.

As the conversation progressed, Participant C had concerns about the anxiety change
caused and avoided the use of the term when he could. He did, however, see change as
something in which one required participation.
Participant D. „I define change in terms of the gap of where we are now and what we need to
achieve.‟ The process in which Participant D set this was on a project management basis,
and from a process, task viewpoint.
Participant D initially responded by saying, „I‟m not sure what change is needed but it has a
cultural part to it‟. He then went onto address change in terms of what he wanted to achieve
for his business unit. These included: .


New director of marketing-, who is a bull in my china shop?
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Team member x – general behavioural issues



Team member Y – underperforming- cant fulfil his contract. Very expensive. Meeting
with HR to discuss what options I have and how I „release him‟ from his contract.



Square pegs, round holes



How to put the „TEAM‟ in Management team!



Also, need to work out a methodology for building communications with the troops.

Most of the tasks he listed were, people related, as he saw people getting in the way of
business performance.

Participants A and B were both succinct in defining change from a more abstract basis,
generic to change in general, and provided more description relating to paradigm 2.
However, Participants C and D elaborated on a predominate first change paradigm viewpoint
by offering specific points about their desired change, which had some people aspects.
4.4.1.3 What Engages

The research revealed a further difference when looking at what the leaders found meaningful
in trying to bring about change. Two respondents wanted to shift the change paradigm by
placing more emphasis on people and less on task.
Participant A. I want to get the team moving from dealing with each individual change problem
and change as a task, and dealing with change by understanding as a people orientated
process.

Participant B. It is a combination of organisational change within the leadership team of my
business (cabinet reshuffle), plus an improvement in performance of the overall team
behaviour with respect to care, innovation and engagement with purpose.

A common theme, both wanted to enthuse quality engagement into the process, and feeling
that helping people focus on their team agenda was critical. In discussing what made the
change meaningful, both participants had found that „project management is not enough‟,
albeit, both felt change would be more successful if their organisations improved project
management competence.

Participant C had a different agenda- one that on further question appeared to be based on
his navy background. He saw change as natural, having changed posts every 2 to 3 years in
the navy as a matter of course.
Participant C .„I want to engender a belief in the team that no matter what they will benefit
either inside or outside the company from the change. The outcome desired is to enable
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people to handle change effectively and remain engaged with their stakeholders and each
other.‟

Participant C offered a pragmatic and personal view on what was meaningful about change.
He saw dealing personally with change as a process, centred on looking after oneself, and
wanted others to handle it with less anxiety. This did not really reflect on how to engage
people; he was more engaged by how to stop people disengaging.

Finally, Participant D had a very pragmatic view of change. He was engaged by a view that
his future success rested on the achievement of successfully raising the game in his area. He
wanted to „become a better manager‟, and „show he knew how to lead his area to success‟.
Like Participant C,this was a more personal agenda, and in this case, was focused on
tangible outcomes such as promotion and salary rises.
4.4.2 Engagement Style

When asked about engagement, all participants said they had not consciously thought
through how they engage others. This aligns with the summary in Chapter Two which found
that the change or leadership literature did not refer to engagement and was missing from the
leaders‟ thoughts when they think through a change agenda.
Participant A. „I want participation and ownership by the team‟.
Participant B. „I want teamwork and ownership by the team‟ .
Participant C. „In my vision, teamwork is key, where people are happy to talk, and I want
people to participate‟.
Participant D. „Put the „TEAM‟ in management team‟.

All had articulated the need for some sort of participation and teamwork. In identifying what
people currently did to engage people, Participant A described engaging with people mainly
on a one to one basis. He felt he had some success, but felt he could improve engagement
as he described situations where „ I thought I agreed something or had got something across;
they tended to carry on doing what they always did‟. He hypothesised there could be a
numerous reasons for this: lack of clarity, not enabling people to develop a clear
understanding during meetings, or not tackling or recognising compliance rather than
agreement.

Participant B had established a formal structure of meetings and a standard agenda to drive
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the business forward, and felt he had clarity about key business and team dynamic issues
with action plans associated with taking things forward. His general way of putting himself
forward was driven, focused, certain and clear. He was unsure to what extent he had
engagement at this stage recognising „he had difficult people‟ and „wasn‟t sure if they felt a
degree of ownership for where they were going‟.
Participant C had a preference for one to one communication „to encourage dialogue‟. The
researcher observed him in several meetings noting, „his style on engagement tended to the
formal and authoritative way of speaking which despite intention, appeared to inhibit others
wanting to speak out‟. He had established a formal meeting and agenda structure to drive the
business forward and had clarity about key business and team dynamic issues with action
plans associated with taking things forward. His general way of putting himself forward was
focused and disciplined, with a management emphasis.

Participant D was extroverted and enjoyed group meetings and putting his view forward. In
terms of the success of the engagement, he said he consistently found some people
„difficult‟, and identified a lack of „ownership, team cohesion, and not much conversation‟ and
engagement, therefore, not where he wanted it to be. His view was that this was mainly
contextual down to a previous autocratic leader who had not encouraged ownership, and lack
of vision, strategy and change agenda.
4.4.3 Participants Starting positions

The above section shows that not all participants have, on face value, a definition of change
that fits one paradigm or another. Participant A was focused on helping individuals grow
„independent to interdependent‟, whilst Participant B wanted to create a different shared
reality by changing behaviour. Both relate more to paradigm 2. Participant C and D give
answers more aligned to paradigm 1, talking about engaging in tasks and goals. However,
when looking at the meaning of change to the participants, whilst Participants A and B remain
focused on supporting people to grow and focus on behaviour, Participant C moves towards
wanting to support people in the process of handling anxiety caused by change. However,
Participant D remains focused on the results as the thing that engaged him. All wanted some
improved participation, ownership and engagement. These initial meetings revealed different
views, different attitudes and drivers for change. What they had in common was no
conscious engagement strategy.
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4.4.4

Leadership Style

The original questions also prompted views on leadership to see if they aligned to the change
paradigm. Again, there are numerous views about what leadership means in the context of
change.
4.4.4.1 Definition of leadership

In defining leadership, the participants highlighted aspects of transformational leadership in
terms of what they do, as well the issue of authenticity.
Participant A. [Leadership is] the legitimate power given by a team to an individual who is
seen as authentic in the way they approach all aspects of the business.

The participants gave further clarification of what a leader needs to do.
Participant A..[Leadership is] the ability to be passionate and bold in how I create the vision,
authoritative in how you interact with the team.
In discussion, Participant A went on to say, „I see myself as a transformational leader‟. He
was interested in seeking job roles and delegation. He had delegated operationally focused
tasks to others in the team where at all possible.
Participant B also said, „My aim is to be a transformational leader‟. He articulated different
aspects of transformational leadership.
„ I want to provide a healthy environment, vision, inspiration and encouragement for a team to
succeed”. The comment focuses on what he felt a leader should do, followed by a more
specific view of how he operated in his role.
„My role is to see all of the significant external and internal forces, understand their interaction
and predict the likely scenarios. Given the likely scenarios, my role is to inspire, guide and
coach the team to success‟.

This view of transformational leadership highlights the visionary and inspirational. That both
leaders had focused on transformational aspects was not surprising, as the researcher had
met them on a programme orientated at developing transformational leaders. Both had
embraced this leadership view and adapted it to what they saw as key.
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Participant C referenced his definition to his Royal Navy background..He described the role of
leader as enabling others to „work as a team‟, „find ways to get on with each other‟, „accept
one will both set a vision in which to work, and have clarity in passing a vision on‟.
Participant C‟s response was much more focused on the teamwork side. With further inquiry,
he felt he was influenced by the culture of the team he inherited. He was feeling frustration in
that he did not feel that he had a vision from the company‟s executive, and that an
organisation wide change programme contributed further to a feeling of trying to sail
blindfolded. His frustration also influenced the lack of teamwork he experienced and his
expectation that people in his team should be „objective‟ and able to „manage their own
emotions‟, but he was finding this not the case.

This reply is much more specific to the main issues Participant C perceived were holding him
back. As with Participant B, he highlighted vision as important. His focus continued on
wanting to enable others to handle change more effectively.
„I want to be in a place where I can handle the Project S implications, act as a role model,
enabling my team to handle it as well..

He went on to elaborate this using the following analogy to express his goal.
„If the analogy of team is being in a boat on the rapids, then I want us all to be in a boat going
in the same direction.‟

Participant D had been the least sure of what change he needed to create, but understood
there were both cultural,process and strategic elements. He was equally unsure about not
only what he was leading, but who he was as a leader. He was in his first major leadership
role, previously having worked in a consultancy. He had come up with a strategic vision
document for his business unit by himself. „I didn‟t have the time to ask others, nor did I think
they could articulate a vision.‟ In response to questions about leadership, he wanted to
become a better manager and at this early process in his development he needed to „start
listening and engaging to bring people along; to stop jumping to decisions and keep his
enthusiasm.‟

4.4.4.2 Self Awareness as Leader

The main difference between each participant was the degree to which they talked about
areas of weakness and how they related that to who they were as leaders. Participant A
actively wanted to „improve confidence and self esteem about who I am, and that it‟s good
enough.‟. Bullying experiences had impacted his confidence, and coming to terms with an
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illness that had affected his view of himself. He identified his strategic and visionary capacity
with the „N‟ preference, his focus on people with his „F‟ preference. Participant B was „sure he
still had things to learn‟, but at this stage was confident that he was already a transformational
leader. He identified with seeing himself as strategic, and having a capacity for logical
analysis and objectivity. When observed, he tended towards an authoritative, impersonal
and sometimes pacesetting style. He communicated his thoughts clearly in written and verbal
form. The emphasis appeared to be on getting others to understand his thoughts and views.
He set goals clearly and put in place the management mechanisms to check on progress.
Participant C said, „I‟m aware of my weaknesses, my introversion‟, and then said, „I don‟t
specifically relate leadership to change.‟ He had a formal way of communicating; his style
was more authoritative. In less formal surroundings, he was more expressive and would talk
more personally. He was very clear on aspects such as the performance of the business to
date, but made generic comments about what he wanted to accomplish in a change agenda.
Participant D was aware he wanted to become „a better manager‟, but had trouble articulating
what he meant and gave few examples. He had a formal way of communicating, was strongly
assertive in putting his views forward, advocating rather than asking questions, which came
across as authoritative. He was confident in conversation, with a focus on what was going on
in his business unit rather than „how things were being done.‟
4.4.5 Emotional Intelligence and Other Capabilities

This thesis does not intend to measure emotional intelligence, given its interpretivist nature.
The researcher sought to understand the extent to which aspects of emotional intelligence
and other capabilities the researcher could observe and the participants could identify at the
start of the research period. Following are numerous researcher and participant comments
Table 4.2 summarises further information regarding emotional intelligence and other
capabilities see appendix.
4.4.5.1

Participant A

In the initial conversations, Participant A saw his strengths as ,„ I‟m strategic, I can see the
bigger picture‟, „I understand how things impact on each other‟, „I see things systemically‟, „I‟m
good at understanding other people‟, „I‟m very sensitive to my impact on people good and
bad‟ and „I‟m good at networking and understanding the politics‟. He also described things he
didn‟t like doing, but could do if pushed. „I hate detail, and find myself having to check detail
when I shouldn‟t have to‟, „I don‟t like writing things down‟, „I sometimes behave badly and do
it for effect‟. He also described a deep seated need to be „authentic‟ which meant for him to
„do what I say I will do, and be true to myself, by doing things the way I feel is right‟.
The researcher observed both in Participant A‟s dealings with her and various team
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members, the following. „Participant A does have a good idea of the bigger picture in terms of
the industry, the market and organisation, with a very clear articulation of the transactional
culture and his different way of operating to the norm‟. „He has a style that is friendly and has
a natural coaching style that his team appears to appreciate, albeit he does not always
articulate his thoughts that clearly‟. I have seen him display an honesty, and talk about his
strengths and weaknesses in a way that takes others by surprise, and have seen him lead a
group of people into self reflection purely from role modeling this side of himself‟. „I have also
observed him saying things to provoke others for which it‟s difficult to tell if he did it to
challenge, or annoy!‟ „He appears to be aware of what he‟s doing and choosing his actions,
and unusually in this environment, will talk to me about what he did and why he did it, without
any prompting‟.
The researcher observed the following in the initial conversations. „Participant A can be very
disarming in that he is curious and treats me as an individual, which I find unique when
people meet me as facilitator‟. „We discussed aspects of our respective backgrounds, and he
displayed a degree of empathy about my experience, again fairly unique, as he relates and
explores‟. „I found myself being challenged, and coached about a few aspects of life, which
again is not something I find happens very often‟. „Conversations with participant A are
catalytic in their nature‟.
4.4.5.2

Participant B

In the initial conversations, Participant B described himself as, „ I enjoy getting involved with
strategy, and think I am strategically minded‟. „I‟m good at seeing the implications of things,
and have trained myself to be good at understanding the financials, although I don‟t like the
detail that much. „I care about making a difference to Scottish business, and that people keep
their jobs‟. „I think I am quite well developed as a leader, but I‟m sure there are things I can
improve upon‟.
The researcher observed the following in Participant B‟s dealings with her and various team
members the following. „Participant B is very energetic, likes leading from the front and
getting his ideas on the table‟. He is very logical and focused, asking quite pointed questions
of others and can show impatience when things are not going at either the speed he likes, or
when people „don‟t get it‟. He reads conditions in the industry well, and in his own market,
although no evidence of this being written down, he says he can carry a lot in his head‟. „I
would describe him as intellectually curious, and professional in that he has a fairly formal
style, focused on business conversations only, avoiding personal conversation, and likes to
keep conversation focused on his objectives‟. „He is one of the people in a group that will ask
difficult questions, and uses humour to negate the impersonal style. He doesn‟t seem to
notice when he has lost people, and goes at such a speed as to leave others behind. I notice
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in his peer group that people don‟t question him that much; however, his impatience tends to
send out a view that he expects people to get what he is saying immediately.‟
The researcher observed the following in the initial conversations. „Participant B is interesting
to talk to as he enjoys talking about theory and ideas, and to that end you can have a good
conversation with him‟. „He seems self motivated to learn, asking for references and asking
how he might find out more about leadership and change‟. „His questions seem to be focused
on what information I can provide and to give him some challenge‟. „I feel like I am being
tested to see if I am worth talking to‟.

4.4.5.3 Participant C
In the initial conversations, Participant C described himself as „I come in to sort things out,
put the foundations in place, then usually I move on‟‟. He saw himself as „introverted, good at
reading people, good at giving structure and process and making things happen‟. He also
identified with being „logical and factual, self controlled and aware of how events impact me‟.
The researcher observed the following in Participant C‟s dealings with her and various team
members. „Participant C is formal, and considers things before volunteering an opinion‟. „His
formality comes across in an autocratic style, which is impersonal and he does not make
conversation with people unless he feels he has to, sticking to business when in this position‟.
The researcher observed the following in initial conversations. „Participant C is more personal
in a small group setting, displaying more humour‟. „His style is still very formal, however,
when talking one to one; he is more interested in the people side of things. „He sticks to a
strict agenda, and certainly doesn‟t talk for the sake of it‟.
4.4.5.4 Participant D
In the initial conversations, Participant D described himself as „I like talking and I never have
trouble putting my views across. I believe I see the bigger picture and get frustrated when
others don‟t. I don‟t do the fluffy stuff‟.
The researcher observed the following in Participant D‟s dealings with her and various team
members. „Participant D is very vocal, sometimes overbearing, at ease in company, but
seems to speak before he thinks of the impact he has on others‟. „Interestingly, whenever
problems were about the various teams, he always suggested that his team was always
different from every other team, putting a distance between himself and the rest of the team
through use of this language‟. He appears very sure of himself, although he had indicated he
wants to be involved with the type of workshops I am running for Participant B. He has said
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he wants to improve performance, but his focus seems more on other‟s behaviour rather than
his own. He has not volunteered much personal information nor talked about weaknesses‟.

Table 4.2 shows initial observations with some participant comments. Participant A actively
focused on his emotional intelligence and conversation with him was more people focused,
inquiry based, with active discussion around aspects of self management and relationships
with others. In contract, Participant D paid little attention to emotional intelligence, although
interested in the importance from the academic literature. Conversation with this participant
was task and goal focused, with little self analysis or discussion about any of the above
aspects.
4.5

Reading and Making Choices about Context

Chapter Two showed understanding the context as a key capability. Accordingly, the DCC
framework (Figure 3.1 chapter 3) captured views on context. Chapter Four is split to discuss
frameworks researcher use to read, describe and interpret context involving demands,
constraints and weaknesses (DCC framework) . This section provides the initial situation in
terms of context , and then for each stage of the change process. It updates any changes that
impact the context .
4.5.1 Reading Context

When discussing how participants read the context, only Participant B had a clear framework
that he wrote down for the researcher. He based this model on „expanding spheres of
influence‟ and basic scenario planning‟ (see figure 4. 2).

Most of the other participants focused on the key aspects of context with which they were
concerned. The researcher did not present the DCC framework, wanting to understand to
what aspects of the context each participant was paying attention. Participant A referred to
the use of tools such as SWOT and PEST based on his MBA. Participants C and D also said
that these type of tools helped them think through context. The focus for all participants was
mainly market and organization related. Interestingly, culture did not come up as a key
component. The DCC framework and participant commentary follow.
Using the DCC framework ,Table 4.3 (summarises how each participant read the culture.
There was remarkable similarity between the two different organisations, and as expected, in
the three businesses that were part of the same organization. Participants also saw issues in
the context in a similar way. In summary, all participants worked in a culture focused on
managing change aligned with paradigm 1. The three participants from the same overall
organization also experienced the same focus on bureaucracy and pressure about targets.
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The differences in context were market and industry related, and participants perceived them
as having business development opportunities. This is useful from the viewpoint of the
analysis in Chapter Five, as it enables focus on how the participants reacted to changes in
the context and issues associated with leading change, rather than trying to compare
engagement in very different cultures. This also limits the research. Chapter Seven will
discuss the required research necessary to make this outcome of the research generic.

The differences in context appeared more in the solutions people chose to interpret the
demands, constraints in the role and the choices they made. Most of these choices were
based Section 4.4‟s discussion of the interpretation of change, with the interpretations
imposed on the context. Whilst context was similar, the response was not. Section 4.5.3
discusses the demands, constraints and choices in terms of the themes that emerged from
the participants.
4.5.2 Key Demands and Role Constraints

All participants shared many common views of the demands of their respective organisations.
The focus was on achieving budgeted numbers with a predicted round of reporting, and
blame occurring at key points throughout the calendar year. What became obvious was that
they responded to these demands in different ways. All participants, to a certain extent,
maintained a wall between their business units and those to whom they reported.. According
to Participant C,the drive was that „if you meet targets and progress standards you are more
likely to be left alone to get on with it‟. Participant A suggested the alternative use of „long
screwdrivers‟, where senior people and others from central units started to drive down into the
business and start micro-managing.

With the exception of Participant C ,who ran a unit focused on servicing internal customers,
the other participants shared a demand to drive up profit in the business, forcing people to
think of new markets and products. This demand sat in a business where Participant A
indicated that the company (?) perceived „no clear strategy‟, Participant B indicated that the
company , „sets goal arbitrarily‟ and Participant D referred to „a top down process where if
they don‟t get the numbers they want, they simply change them‟.
All participants interpreted these demands as „a game we play each year‟. All felt it
necessary to keep these demands at bay „by providing evidence‟ for their own thinking, and
would seek to negotiate and influence demands made on them.
4.5.3.1 Time

All participants identified time as one of the key demands. They struggled to find time for the
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„day job‟ (Participant C) and running a change agenda was something you had to fit in with no
extra resource. All participants worked in cultures where one was expected „to do more for
less‟. Whilst all found this a challenge, they dealt with it in different ways. Participant A said
he „focused on what feels right, and I ignore some of the bureaucracy to get things done‟.
Participant B managed it more by „setting clear expectations and priorities to negotiate where
I spend my time‟. Both had clear strategies to manage the time implications of demands.
The emphasis for both participants appeared to fit operational and change tasks together.

Participant C managed the time demand differently. His priority was operations or normal day
to day activity, in which he included change tasks, but he did not identify these as such. He
carved out meetings to focus on progress. Participant D‟s strategy was to focus on the
change agenda at key fixed points in his diary. The emphasis for these two participants
appeared to fit in the change agenda when they have time, and when it was important.

The organisations expected all participants to manage change alongside operational focus for
which there was little acknowledgement or reward. They felt that the lack of reward was part
of the difficulty in getting people to own and engage with the change agenda. Summarised by
Participant A,,„ the joy is you get to do all this extra work, nobody thanks you, they give you a
hard time, and if it is successful, they take the credit; if it isn‟t, you take the blame‟.

Time was not the only issue. It applied to people and budget as well. Various strategies were
in play to enable spare resources. Participants adopted the general strategy to hide money
somewhere in the budget. In terms of manpower, participants viewed resource ownership as
fundamental in protecting the operational focus and having capacity for change. Participants
A and B operated in an environment where many experienced similar problems and they
started change initiatives in a variety of areas to deal with the problems. However, people
rarely wanted to involve or listen or share resources to resolve a common problem.
Participants C and D, were in specific business units with no capacity for much more than
operational duties in the first place.

4.5.3.2 Relationship management and Politics

The participants also considered relationship management with their manager as a key
demand. All participants had a formal relationship with their managers and were concerned
about results and issues. (CORRECT?) Participant A was the most relationship focused and
aware of the politics of relationships. He actively engaged his manager in discussions about
himself and the organisation paying attention to „peoples‟ agendas,, why they had a particular
view, how their actions married up to their words, what outcome they desired, and the best
way to influence them‟. This enabled him to build flexibility into the relationship which helped
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him manage his demands

Participant B also built a relationship, but was less personally focused ensuring he
understood the key criteria on which his manager

and focused on meeting them. He noted,

„I need to understand to what extent their success or failure is tied up with the outcomes‟.
This was similar for Participants C and D, but both had a less pro-active stance in influencing
their managers. They relied more on waiting to see „what the boss wanted and then getting
on with it‟.

4.5.3.3

Culture

The prevailing culture in all four organizations was seen as transactional and aligned with the
first paradigm, making it potentially harder for participants to adopt a second paradigm
approach. The focus in the business for all participants was that others knew „how to do
change,‟ with an emphasis placed on „project management‟ and „tangible outcomes‟. In all
the organizations represented in the study, there was recognition of a high failure rate in
change initiatives and all could relate to issues associated with the first change paradigm.
Participant C described this as, „ They disappear into a black box, where only a few are
involved, and then are surprised when the business says it can‟t implement the change
because it doesn‟t make sense‟.

Only Participant A discussed culture in detail, providing examples as a part of the context.
Both Participant A and B identified that in focusing on people, and their own development as
leaders in this area, this was „swimming against the tide‟. Participant A‟s approach was, at
this early point, to build relationships as stated above, and to keep his management at arms
length about how he achieved his results. Participant B identified that he wanted to lead in a
different way, and establish a different culture, but this was not something about which he
was able to be specific. His stance was that he was experimenting with doing something
different and he would share it only when he knew he could get the results. Participant C was
also aware of the culture and sought to establish a boundary around his unit by keeping his
method of working inside the group. Participant D was result focused and did not discuss the
method of working with his managers, and sought to sort out his own issues.

The Participants viewed culture as both a demand and constraint. How constrained an
individual felt about it depended to some extent on the discretion they felt they had in the role.
Participants A, B and D perceived they had the discretion to identify a large part of both what
had to change, and how, whilst Participant C felt more constrained in both these areas.
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4.5.3.4

Leadership

The participants embraced a general management style that was in line with cultural
expectations that ranged from pacesetting to autocratic. Participant A actively reflected on
this style as „not being authentic for him‟, „and a successful way of leading change‟.

He said,

„ I always have believed getting people to participate is key, but that is seen as soft, and slow,
translated as not getting on with it‟. However, he also acknowledged he had behaved that
way once and it was easy to slip into. For other participants, the culture appeared more as a
constraint on the thinking and action of participants despite intention. Participant B had not
actively reflected on his leadership style at this point, and from observation, it fitted
with the organisation‟s demands. Participant C, whilst wanting to encourage greater
teamwork and dialogue than generally experienced in the culture, was aware his team was
used to that culture. His style was debate orientated and focused on individuals rather than
the team. Participant D had focused on management as the rest of the organisation saw it,
despite wanting to align with the different style he saw Participant B attempting.

A key aspect of a leader in change is to challenge the mental models of their managers,
which most chose not to do. In terms of challenging their people to think differently, whilst all
wanted to see a behavioural change „I want them to be a team‟ (Participant D), „take
ownership‟ (Participant A), „see the need for a change in behaviour‟ (Participant B) and „be
able to handle change‟ (Participant C), how to achieve this and their role in it was not
something they were sure about. They also viewed the need to provide a vision as leader
differently. Participants A and B saw it as up to them to provide the vision. Participant C
looked to more senior managers to provide a vision, and Participant D had simply written a
vision in isolation because of time pressure which the team did not own. Authenticity, a key
theme of the literature, in terms of role modeling behaviours, related to the culture that they
aspired. This depended on the extent to which they had identified that culture. Participant A
„had a clear view of needing to model participation, ownership, and client focus‟. Participants
B, C and D, at the start of the study, had made a link towards needing cultural change, but to
a lesser extent, the need to role model the cultural change.
4.5.3.5 Discretion to Lead Change

Discretion to lead change was a choice that the participants based on the extent to which they
felt the need to conform with the current culture ( 4.5.3.3), how they managed time (4.5.3.1),
and the extent to which they proactively managed the relationship with their manager to „buy
themselves some freedom‟ (Participant B;,see 4.5.3). It also aligned with initial attitudes to
change and leadership, in that those with a more task focus saw less discretion in the role to
enable them to lead. Despite wanting to do things differently or realising issues exist with the
way change is managed, the context had a heavy influence on how they thought about
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change. A clear example of this is with Participant C whose formal way of communicating
and engaging with staff was at odds with his intention to bring about participation.
4.5.3.6 Emotional Intelligence and Context
The tacit attitude appeared to be „I need to meet the demands of the business, and as I‟m in
a leadership role, I have the capability to do that‟. Participant A showed some concern and
expressed it as „lacking confidence‟. This was implicit in Participant D‟s response of „needing
to become a better manager‟.

Other aspects of emotional intelligence such as social awareness impacted how people
decided how to proceed. Participant A professed to „not get involved in the politics‟, but in
reality, was able to read and influence the political agenda. Whilst he rejected the idea of
politics when it came to unethical behaviour, he identified much of it in the organisation. He
ascribed the need to network and influence. The participants choices varied. Other
participants saw politics in a negative way, and saw the necessity of reading it, but chose
sometimes to ignore, or avoid it.
4.5.3.7

Summary

Table 4.4 provides a summary of the participants‟ key attitudes and beliefs of change based
on headings that Chapter Two identified. In brief, this table shows that in terms of the starting
position for engagement, Participant A, from observation, and in terms of his language belief
set , was around change paradigm 2. His way of leading and engagement aligned with this
perspective, and he had already developed many of the capabilities to engage. Participant B
embraced paradigm 2; however, his way of leading and engaging aligned more to paradigm
one, with some capabilities to engage developed, but many capabilities not that advanced.
Participant C had aspects of paradigm 2 in his views in terms of what was meaningful, and
was people and learning focused; however, his leadership style and way of engaging aligned
to paradigm one. Finally, Participant D had a way of looking at change aligned to paradigm
one, as did his way of leading and engaging. Capabilities for both Participant C and D
aligned more to paradigm one, (see table 4.4).

The next chapter describes the stages the researcher observed in their engagement with
change, and the key decisions they took. The thesis views each decision from how it aligns to
or changes the way the participants perceive change, leadership and engagement, and how
they developed various capabilities along the way.
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Chapter 5

In the next chapter, Sections 5.1 to 5.3 represent the key stages that emerged as a common
view from each participant involved in the main study. Each stage describes key decisions
that track changes to aspects of the framework of engagement capabilities that Chapter Four
discussed. The diagram below shows the chapter structure. Two participants went through
the process twice with two different change agendas, so each stage has two rounds of
decision events. Keeping in mind the research question, „How do managers develop the
capabilities to engage their teams in the pursuit of transformational goals‟?, this chapter
focuses on leadership decisions as participants embark on engaging teams to support
transformational change, the capabilities they developed, and what helped and hindered the
participants‟ development.
Figure 5.1: Structure of Findings

Stage 1
Developing Awareness in
Relation to Change

Stage 2
Learning to Engage

Section 5.1

Section 5.2

Stage 1 Key Decisions for
Two Rounds

Stage 2
Key Decisions for Two
Rounds

Decision 1 – To engage
with doing something
different
Decision 2 – to initiate a
change programme
Decision 3- to deepen
engagement
Decision 4- to articulate
the change

Decision 5 - to create a
vision
Decision 6- to mobilise
Decision 7- to learn about
engagement
Decision 8- to deepen
engagement
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Stage 3
Overall Reflection of
Development of
Capabilities
Section 5.3

Stage 3
Key Decisions forTtwo
Rounds
Decision 9 - adapt future
change leadership

The first stage for participants was a process of deciding to engage and articulate what they
were trying to achieve. The second stage was the progression of the change agenda and
development of engagement capabilities. The third stage was a review of progress in
developing the capability to engage, and committing to the learning of the experience. The
participants and researcher (?)identified at the start of each decision the contextual issues
changed in the first two stages in terms of impact and priority, eliciting different behaviours,
and contextual issues. The final stage in Section 5.3 is a review stage, where either the
participants committed to a learning process to take forward or not. The approach to data
collection was open ended questions, dialogues that embraced action research and
collaborative inquiry techniques, and researcher observation.

Section 5.1 deals with participant decisions during the start up phase of the change initiative.
In all cases, participants identified a need for change, although they did not commit to it. that
Figure 5.2 below represents the decisions the participants identified during this stage.

Figure 5.2 Stage one structure
Decision 1 - To engage
with doing something
differently

Stage 1 –
Developing
awareness in relation
to change

Decision 2 – To initiate a
Change Programme

Decision 3 – To deepen
the Engagement

Decision 4– To Articulate
the Change

Two participants went through two change initiatives during the research, and two participants
went through only one iteration. Table 5.1 shows the key times of the study.
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Table 5.1 - Perspective on stages and timings

Participant
Participant A

Participant B

Initial Study

Timing

Main Study

Timing

Choosing to
identify with
change

9 months

Choosing to
identify with
change

1 month

Progressing
change

1 yr

Progressing
change

8 mths

Reviewing
change

1 mth

Reviewing
change

1 mth

Choosing to
identify with
change

9 months

Choosing to
identify with
change

1 month

Progressing
change

1 yr

Progressing
change

18mths

Reviewing
change

1 mth

Reviewing
change

1 mth

Choosing to
identify with
change

Six months end
08

Participant C

Progressing
change

Participant D

Three months

Reviewing
change

One session

Choosing to
identify with
change

Six months 2nd
qtr 08
6 months

Progressing
change
1 session
Reviewing
change

Source: Data Analysis
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Although Table 5.1shows these decisions in terms of length of time in each stage, there was
overlap and brief returns to previous stages. These are articulated in sequence to enable
ease of interpretation. Table 5.1 indicates that the first stage of developing an awareness of
change went on for a significant period.

In the first stage there is a decision as to how to proceed with change. Each participant who
met the researcher identified this would provide them with the opportunity to lead change
differently, and to develop their leadership capability. The participants viewed meeting the
researcher as a normal part of the change process and did not mind that they were not
meeting with an internal colleague or a consultant . As a result, participants were openminded to involve themselves in the research
Chapter Four summarized each participants‟ starting positions. Chapter Five discusses the
findings in relation to the framework of key capabilities that emerged from Chapter Two, Table
2.8. The change paradigm, leadership style and engagement style are grouped together as
headings and used as a base to enable any changes in these originating attitudes to be
identified. Table 4.4 summarises the base position.

5.1 – Stage 1 Decisions

Two decisions ran concurrently. The decision to do something different centered around
engaging people in a participative style aligned to paradigm 2, and to initiate a change
programme. Section 5.1.5 deals with initiating the business change.
5.1.1 Decision 1 – Round 1 - Decision to Engage with Doing Something Differently Context

There were no changes to context as at the start of the research.
5.1.1.2 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles

The initial attitudes charted in Table 4.4 see appendix, were the starting place for each
participant. Once the research began, the participants tested the researcher‟s credibility.
Participant B said, „I need to test your credibility‟, whilst Participants C and D sought
references. Participant A deepened this to both credibility and trustworthiness as a precursor
to getting involved. Participants viewed the researcher as the leader on the journey to
support the development of more effective engagement, thus her credibility was key.
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5.1.1.3 Factors that Engage/Focus/Disengage

Section 4 showed that Participant A had become interested in the change agenda primarily
from the perspective of developing his emotional intelligence, and to engage employees
collaboratively to move the business forward. „It‟s an interesting project and I‟m keen to be
involved and I‟m extremely keen to learn about why I am so different from most of the people I
know‟. Previously, Participant A had some bad experiences working for others in the
organisation which involved „bullying, not treating him as an individual, and acting in an
untrustworthy manner‟. He expressed feelings about the organisation ranging from „fed up, to
ambivalent‟. His chance to make a difference in the organisation by engagement, in order to
reduce the chance of these previous experiences reoccurring, was another factor that
engaged him. The final motivational factor was based on his belief that „you can help me‟.
He did not base his overall decision on reflecting on what he wanted to achieve, but on a
belief that if he developed and „If I feel more comfortable with me, then the results will follow‟.
This is in line with a post conventional level of maturity.

Section 4 shows that Participant B was engaged first in developing more emotional
intelligence. Specifically, he said, ‟I want to lead change more effectively than I have done in
the past‟. This is in line with a post conventional orientation. Participant B pursued a
question and answer session with the researcher, identifying the implications on his time and
on how supportive it would be to his agenda. Despite the wish to develop more self
understanding, he made his decision based on how it would impact the business. The
decision was impersonal and more aligned to an achiever orientation. Later he said this was
partly the need to „test your credibility.‟

Participant C had a numerous complex reasons for wanting to engage, typical of an
individualist with aspects of both paradigms. His start point was wanting to help people
handle change more effectively, and hence improve performance. Additionally he said, „I‟m
interested in finding different ways of resolving issues in the team‟, wanted a „win/win‟ for
both him and the organisation. The win for him was twofold: 1) to „develop a vision that is
sustainable over and above the future structure of the group‟, and 2) to „come to terms with
Project S‟.
Participant D said, „I want you to do what you have done for the other team‟. This was
explicitly result orientated in line with an achiever focus. He saw a process that he thought
would take him forward as he had seen “difficult” people engage in a change process in a way
he had not seen before.
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Capabilities

5.1.1.4 Authenticity Capabilities

The researcher discussed authenticity capabilities mainly with Participant A, who gave
examples of where espoused theory and theory in use differed. He was also the only
participant to raise the subject of authenticity. For example, he was compliant to policy in the
organisation, but not engaged, which he felt was not authentic (See 5.1.3.).
5.1.15 Learning

Only Participant A actually demonstrated a learning practice at this stage. He said he felt
„compliant, but not engaged‟ with most of what went on in the organisation. He. then actively
talked through his reflection, on both organisational causes and how he hindered his own
engagement, demonstrating his capability to learn using double loop learning.
5.1.1.6 Anxiety

Participant A was the only one who expressed anxiety in his concern about the reaction of
people to him and wanting to lead authentically.
5.1.1.7 Self Esteem/Efficacy

Participant A expressed some issues expressed in relation to previously experienced bullying
(See 5.1.1.2.).
5.1.1.8 Capabilities of Engagement Style

Participant A discussed using a coaching approach, and visionary, democratic approaches.
His way of expressing himself was closer to dialogue in that he discussed these aspects in a
conversation exploring effective approaches with the researcher. He wanted to empower
others, but as Chapter Four articulated, was unsure about the results he was achieving given
a perceived lack of ownership from some people. Participant B made most decisions himself,
attempting to set up a debate from which he was responsible for making the decision.
Participant C talked about consulting with others and making the decision, with a desire to
empower others. Participant D talked about wanting people to share decision making;
however, from observation, he allowed brief debate and then made the decision himself.
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5.1.1.9 Emotional Intelligence

To some degree, emotional intelligence was a focus for two participants. For example,
Participant A said, „Am I a good leader? I don‟t lead like anyone else I know. I think I‟m right,
but does anyone else?‟
On the face, one could interpret Participant A‟s response as ego centric and concerned with
an intention to be different, or dealing with the self confidence issues he had highlighted
previously. In inquiring further about his responses, Participant A highlighted some
underlying concerns. Three to four years previous to this research he had to deal with some
personal health issues that had tested him to the limit, and his resultant feeling was that he
did not think and feel the same way as others in the organisation. This feeling of
displacement was a source of anxiety to him, and underpinned the drive to understand and
become more comfortable with himself. His focus was on the self awareness element more
than other aspects of emotional intelligence. Albeit, he was focused on developing the quality
of interpersonal relationships and relationship management.
Participant B, also self aware, questioned, „Why am I the way I am?‟. He did not elaborate
this question, but nevertheless, it was a key driver to engage him by developing his emotional
intelligence. Participant B discussed aspects of emotional intelligence less than Participant A,
focusing more on relationship management aspects.

Developing more emotional intelligence under any guise was implicit with Participants C and
D in their generic interest in learning.
5.1.1.10 Presence

Whilst not a topic of conversation, the researcher observed that Participant A was focused
and present in conversation until it became personal, and then would distract the facilitator to
digress from difficult subject.

Participant B, whilst attentive, would disconnect if conversation turned personal, and would
disengage by changing the subject. Participant C was attentive and focused, but not
connected to inter or intra personal subjects. Participant D had difficulty remaining attentive,
focused on his Blackberry gadget, and engaged for only short periods of time.
5.1.2 Decision 2 – Round 1 - To Initiate a Change Programme

At this stage, as Section 4 describes, participants articulated a need for change. At this point,
they had not taken any steps to pursue a change agenda. Previously, three participants had
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pursued a transactional leadership agenda in attempting to improve their business.
Participant B had „set objectives, put in controls, ensured he pulled people together to review
progress, sorted out roles and responsibilities.‟ Participant C said, „I‟ve tried talking to
individuals, ensured everyone knew their role, held regular progress meetings, empowered
people to get on with it‟. Participant D had „started to sort out problems, identified gaps,
started to sort out process.. All of them had found that it had not taken them to the aims they
had for change stated in chapter 4, and in conversation identified what they had tried with
change paradigm one. Participant A identified with change paradigm 2, but was experiencing
difficulties, „lack of ownership, people waiting on him to sort things out‟. He wanted to move
things forward and have support with this. All participants decided to engage with the
researcher, in part, because they wanted to bring successful transformational change to their
organisation.
5.1.3 Review: First Two Decisions

The first two decisions were concerned with two things: 1) wanting to lead change more
successfully, which had a business focus of improving performance, and 2) wanting to
become a more effective leader. The participants had discussed and demonstrated only a
few factors and capabilities of engagement. Decision 2 was a simple decision, but the
researcher‟s appearance instigated this. Decision 1 needed much more conversational effort
as participants sought to understand what it would mean to them. They demonstrated a need
to find the change meaningful, and one in which they felt reasonably safe. The question of
availability did not come up, although Khan (1992) suggested this was the third important
factor.
5.1.4 Decision 1 – Round 2

As stated previously, Participants A and B engaged with the researcher twice over a period of
four years in two separate change programmes. The thesis now discusses the second
change programme to show the difference in engagement from the first time. There is no
discussion of Participants C and D as they only went through one round of change.
5.1.4.1 Context

Participants A and B became involved in the research a second time eighteen months after
their first involvement. Both roles had changed. Participant A was leading a division wide
change programme, and Participant B had been promoted and taken over the marine side of
the business in his division. The major change is the context was increasing pressure to
perform, particularly with regard to finances. All other aspects of the overall organisational
culture remained the same.
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5.1.4.2 Change Paradigm, Leadership & Engagement Styles

This time the leadership and researcher credibility was not a focus as previously. Both
participants now had developed aspects of their own way of leading. Participant A needed to
build on aspects of emotional intelligence, and having the chance to make a bigger difference.
Participant B wanted to put into practice more of the emotionally intelligent aspects of
transformational leadership, and make a difference in a bigger business.
5.1.4.3 Factors that Engage /Focus / Disengage

Participant A had run a project on analysing the culture of the business, which made him
passionate about needed change, but had made him feel left out in the wilderness. It brought
back some previous issues of „did he fit‟. He was still engaged by „wanting to feel he could
make a difference by a personal vision of enabling people to feel valued in the business‟, and
to try to resolve aspects of the business that disengaged him, and to feel his leadership style
fit ‟management rather than leadership, not getting engagement in the business, a non
listening culture, and not sorting out key process issues.‟

Power and influence engaged Participant B to pursue his original mission for his original site.
He wanted to do this based on the emotional intelligence he had developed in the first
change, and building on his capability to engage people in transformation. Potentially
disengaging was the knowledge about needing to make some difficult choices incurring loss
of jobs and restructuring. He had worked on his personal vision which was to „make change
meaningful for the people involved‟, which was part of a wider vision that was „to make the
marine business sustainable in Scotland‟, his vision now more altruistic in focus.
Capabilities

5.1.4.4 Authenticity Capabilities
Authenticity capabilities continued to be Participant A‟s a focus; however, he made no further
observations or discussed this decision. However, Participant B focused much more on
authenticity, now seeing it as integral to his vision for the business.
5.1.4.5 Learning

Participant A had already demonstrated he had a practice of reflection. Participant B had
developed a learning practice as part of the first change programme, and also now had the
habit of regular reflection. For both of these leaders, their focus had moved to being authentic
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as transformational leaders in their respective wider roles. This time both were more aware of
their strengths and weaknesses (see stage three – change review), and were more specific
about what they wanted to learn. Participant A was learning to become more comfortable
about communicating vision and what he stood for, and ensured he remained authentic with
that. Participant B was seeking to develop the emotional intelligence in all aspects and to
develop a coaching style of leadership.
5.1.4.6 Anxiety

Both participants expressed mild anxiety. Participant A was anxious about running
transformational change in a transactional culture, with implications for how others viewed
him. Participant B‟ s anxiety resulted from worries of the potential restructure and job losses
and how that fit with his vision.
5.1.4.7 Self Esteem/Efficacy

Only Participant A expressed some issues in relation to previously experienced bullying ( see
5.1.2), but did not appear to impact the decision greatly.
5.1.4.8 Capabilities of Engagement Style

Participant A had built on his coaching, visionary, and democratic approaches. He now held
more dialogue in group situations, not just with individuals. He had actively stepped back and
empowered others in the previous change, and this time needed to ensure how others felt.
Participant B‟s intent had moved from wanting others to make their own decisions, not
through debate, but towards dialogue
5.1.4.9 Emotional Intelligence

Both participants had developed their emotional intelligence (see change review INDICATE
SECTION). In essence, both had learned what tripped them up, situations which prompted
them to just react, and situations where they needed more self control. The focus second
time round was to build on what they had learned.
5.1.5 Decision 2 - Round 2 - To Initiate Change - Context

Participant A‟s organisation asked him to direct the change programme based on the cultural
review project from which he had a vision of engagement. As this was a divisional wide
programme, Participant A did not make the decision to initiate change, nor was he involved in
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the decision making process. He had to decide whether he wanted to be the programme
director who would be the initiative‟s main focal point. Participant A took a month to decide
saying, „my concern is trying to run a transformational change in a transactional culture.‟. He
based his decision on the intent to make a difference and realised that this would be a
learning process.

Participant B engaged in the main study at the point he made a decision to set a vision and
strategy for his newly acquired and larger business. He had rationalised that in order to
improve results he needed engagement, which meant bringing a different style of leading
change to the larger marine organisation.

The decisions to engage the second time round involved a different type of awareness. For
Participant A,it was much more about the ability to build on who he was and try to make
significant change in the organisation. His concerns were both personal, and making a
difference in helping to move the transactional culture to one that embraced more
transformational aspects. He was engaged by the chance to run a change programme that
was participative and engaging, feeling he could make a difference. He also was engaged by
the potential opportunities this might offer him.
Participant B was engaged this time by establishing an environment in which „people were
cared about and whom cared about the business‟. Additionally, this time he was engaged by
becoming involved in both a development process, and one that would take him towards his
personal vision. He had, in effect, become more confident in what he could potentially
achieve by engaging people in the business, but was interestingly, more detached from the
results.

In both rounds, developing awareness of the meaning of change to them and what it might
require of them was key in deciding how to go forward with the change. The participants had
removed concerns about whether engagement would make a difference to performance by
round 2 as they had proven to themselves the difference it could make. The focus now
became more about the difference they could make.
5.1.6 Review

The participants made the first two decisions much faster, as they had learned and embraced
more of paradigm 2 ..Therefore, they did not need to reflect on aspects they had considered
in the first round of change. Noticeably, both had less ego centric objectives and it became
much more about making a difference to others. Participant B‟s decision to initiate change
was straightforward as he wanted to build on the learning from round 1. For participant A, it
was about a choice as to whether to take on the challenge or not.
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5.1.7 Decision 3 - Round 1 - Deepening the Decision to Engage - Context

The context had not changed from that described in chapter four for any of the participants.
However, Participant A was aware of the context‟s impact on what he wanted to achieve and
his approach to leadership. He said he „was aware of the judgements made, and that I don‟t
fit the mold‟, which, as he explained, was why, in part, he concentrated so hard on building
relationships. All parties had agreed to work with the researcher on doing something
different to lead change. The reality was that the participants‟ decision making process
continued. The following conversations represent an opening up with the researcher of some
underlying attitudes and beliefs that underpinned a desire to move forward. The process of
opening up in itself was building trust between the researcher and participants, and as the
trust built, so did the commitment. Some team members also started to become more
involved in the decisions at this stage.
5.1.7.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles

Participant A had a clear alignment with the second change paradigm. His focus was on
„hoping I get a framework for what I thought might be just my views, based on theory which
makes me feel much more comfortable.‟. Participant A was concerned about the relationship
with the researcher. He commented, „The research interests me, but I‟m not that interested
in collaborating at this point. My issues aren‟t exactly work related, they‟re me related.
Worried about spilling my guts – I‟m scared‟. On inquiry, this concern was acute because of
the issue of trust with previous leaders in the organisation. Establishing a trusting relationship
then became a focus for both researcher and Participant A.

Participant B had an intellectual view that aligned with the second paradigm, although he
appeared more transactional in terms of his style (see later following sections). He was not
actively engaging others at this stage, but assessing for himself what was really going on in
his business. Participant B did not discuss leadership, and at this stage, no opportunities
presented themselves for observing his leadership style. His focus was on exploring
individually the state of his business.

Participant A and B were not involved at this stage, therefore, the researcher could not
observe their actual engagement style.
Participant C ran a meeting to introduce his plans for change with an intention to enable
participation. The reality was a very formal and structured session revealing a strong
alignment with the first paradigm. The observer recorded: „A lot of change items were
discussed but purely from a task perspective with either no or minor debate about how to do
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the task or issues associated with the task‟.

„Given the importance of this agenda there was

very little conversation around the table, the conversation was more focused on achieving
tasks. There was no focus on the cultural or behavioral elements that may be helping or
hindering, in terms of the teams way of working or their way of working with their
stakeholders‟. He started the session by inviting everyone to help him refine a vision he had
previously put together and published by himself. His style seemed to move between telling
people what he thought in a way that discouraged conversation, to more affiliative, and stating
he wanted to hear what they had to say. The approach was inconsistent, leaving a lack of
clarity about how to engage with him. He also received feedback about his leadership style in
that he had created an environment where „you focus purely on target, don‟t communicate
and are often not physically present.‟

This was at odds with his intention to encourage

people to participate. From observation, the researcher recorded, „My perception is of only
surface engagement, based on the lack of questions, and energy, but also on the feeling that
as they appeared uncomfortable in engaging each other, there was a passive-aggressive feel
in the meeting.‟

Participant D also ran a meeting to discuss the change agenda. His style was to tell everyone
it would be inclusive and he wanted participation. Whilst what he said was in line with
paradigm two, the way he set it up was more in line with paradigm one. His style in the
meeting was on the basis of telling them they were going to focus on what needed to change,
but there was no involvement requested of his team as to how they might want to proceed, so
it came over in a very autocratic manner. He wanted to get engagement by talking about the
vision „to deliver world class naval architecture consultancy services and software products,
supporting major ship and submarine programmes in the UK and abroad. We aim to be the
organisation of choice in our sector.‟ His style was both directive and pacesetting. He saw
the process of the workshop as the thing that would engage his team, facilitated by the
researcher, but did not always appear engaged.
Capabilities

5.1.7.2 Authenticity Capabilities

Participant A was aware of the difference between espoused theory and theories in use. For
example, „I tell people they must pay attention to the process, but I don‟t always do it myself.‟
Once the difference between espoused and theory in use started to become more evident,
participants asked more questions. Participant A had considered authenticity in the first
decision. It continued as a theme as he started to explore the meaning of authenticity. „Am I
being authentic if I am different at home to the way I am at work?‟ He was concerned that „if I
were to be the real me at work, then I might scare people, or I will not behave as people
expect me to.‟ He explained on numerous occasions that „my appearance causes people to
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judge me; I might be seen as a thug, or threatening; they don‟t see me.‟ .

Participant B was in a process of analyzing his business with a focus on culture and
identifying what was hindering progress. He recorded the following „change does really start
at home – and if I can‟t practice what I preach, then I can‟t very well expect to move people
successfully from one reality (mindset) to another.‟.. Realising that what he espoused was
different from what he did, was a breakthrough, opening his eyes to necessary change in the
business and in himself. Participant B also started to focus on authenticity. He recorded that
„I had a strong realisation with- after a conversation with the researcher – that because of the
way I was dealing with this (intentions matching actions) – I probably wasn‟t being 100%
authentic as a leader‟. He arrived at this realisation because he started to focus on his values
and monitor the extent to which he lived them or not. He asked people for feedback and found
he was not as authentic as he originally thought.

This insight came to Participant C following a meeting where the researcher had recorded the
following: „The meeting was run in keeping with a transactional style of leadership, and did
not encourage dialogue, was time focused, with what appeared to be an emphasis on getting
through the agenda rather than a focus on issues.

Feeding this back to Participant C and

talking through what he wanted versus what he was doing, was the first point that he started
to see he might need to do something differently.
Participant D was unaware of the difference between espoused and actual theory in use
which was highlighted in the difference between what he said he wanted and his style. He
was not prepared to engage in self reflection with the researcher, more anxious to get on with
the task in hand.

The subject of authenticity did not arise for Participants C and D at this stage.
5.1.7.3 Learning

Participants A and B had identified with a need for personal change, in order to take the
business forward. Both had a personal view of what they wanted to achieve to lead more
effectively. By this stage, both had started to build a learning practice. Participant A engaged
in sessions with the researcher as a collaborative inquiry. Participant B, mainly used the
journaling process, followed by discussion with the researcher. The aforementioned
observations indicate that the participants were moving and reflecting regularly from a double
loop perspective. Neither Participants C or D had developed a learning practice at this point.
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5.1.7.4 Anxiety
Participant A revealed that he was „scared‟ of opening up. Participant B, however, went
through a process of realising he was not quite where he thought he was. These realisations
caused a certain amount of anxiety for both participants. It did not stop them from continuing
with the process, but it impacted the ease and speed of dialogue. Participant A‟s reaction
was to withhold information or use other defensive mechanisms to minimise exposure.
Participant B discussed his anxiety and managed it through discussion. Neither Participant C
or D discussed any sort of anxiety, and at this stage did not appear anxious.
5.1.7.5 Self Esteem/Efficacy

The aforementioned anxiety had some impact on self esteem, but served to engage
Participants A and B in a need to develop themselves. This was not a discussion point for
Participants C and D.
5.1.7.6 Capabilities of Engagement Style

Conversations were now starting between participants and the researcher which were moving
towards a dialogue base. The extent to which each participant could have the dialogue in
part depended on their emotional intelligence. Participant C and D were less focused on the
individual learning element, and showed a more task focus, attemtping to keep dialogue
about the business.
5.1.7.7 Emotional Intelligence

Participant A had been most open in discussing strengths and weaknesses. Yet, the
researcher observed and recorded, „he is difficult to get to know, and quite well defended.‟ By
such defence he would engage in the following activities when conversation started to
become too deep or uncomfortable. He would ask the researcher difficult questions or
disengage by swapping topics, or repeating previously discussed issues. He also had a
dislike of writing things down. Asked what he found difficult about writing, he said, „my feeling
is that people don‟t understand me, and potentially might judge me therefore safer to keep
things to myself.‟ From an inquiry viewpoint, this attitude made it difficult to move forward at
this point. His conversation, however, constantly included his perception of interpersonal
relationships, the impact he had on other people, issues of judging people by appearance
when actions did not marry with words, and effectively diagnosing his own and others‟
emotional intelligence as a matter of habit in conversation.
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Participant B had started from asking, „Why am I the way I am, and what patterns exist?‟,
demonstrating a focus on self awareness. This question became more important as a result
of him starting to reflect on repeating patterns and how effective he really was. The
researcher observed what hindered this reflection during a meeting where he said, „I am
concerned about what tangible outcomes I am getting from the process.‟ The researcher
challenged how he would become a more effective leader by doing what he had always done
and just focusing on tangible outcomes. This led to a more personal conversation that
exposed a personal issue that Participant B felt blocked his capability to emotionally link with
people. He reflected, „We were trying to flesh out bedrock (a project) , and I was not at the
stage of doing it for the learning experience; I was very much achievement focused. In being
challenged, I didn‟t want to disappoint me.Iit was about ego, and I wanted to show Jane I am
able. I respected the researcher for challenging. I like a worthy opponent, and when we sat
down and talked about the past, and then did an exercise to work it through, it broke down a
lot of defences.

One important thing was that the issue had helped form who I am today,

more positive than negative. I had felt a massive amount of guilt that I started to let go of that
day.’

The personal benefit that Participant B received from this event started to unblock an issue
that had hindered his capability to emotionally engage with people at work. An early benefit,
Participant B became much more deeply engaged, and months later reflected this session
had been „the turning point‟. He started to become more focused on how intent could differ
from how he behaved and acted.

Participants C and D were not comfortable, nor did they want to focus on their own emotional
intelligence. Both, to some degree, discussed others‟ the emotional intelligence, but did not
relate their own way of leading to this. They remained task focused at this stage.
5.1.7.8 Presence

By this stage it was becoming obvious that the participants were capable of operating with
differing levels of presence. Participant A sometime could sit with difficult dialogue, albeit not
consistently. Participant B was becoming more able to remain present when the researcher
discussed more personal and people orientated views and when they discussed business
issues. Participant C was more able to focus attention on himself and the reality of the
problems he resolved, albeit he had difficulty remaining present on more personal subjects.
Participant D showed, in general, a lack of presence, not listening to what was said and
allowing himself to become distracted.
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5.1.8 Decision 3 – Round 2 - Decision to Deepen Engagement - Context

In deepening engagement the second time around, Participant A, based on his previous
experience, understood more of what he could achieve by engaging people more effectively
and understanding himself better. The angst about who he was, and why he was different
had largely disappeared from this thought process. Deepening engagement for him this time
was a commitment in public to his beliefs. Figure 5.4) shows a note he published following
numerous meetings with his director and other key players, and following an agreement of his
approach to change with his director.

In deepening engagement the second time round, Participant B also involved people earlier,
and again, was more focused on making his values and approach to change visible.
Participant B took the decision to do a number of things differently, which basically involved
conveying to the team his belief that the second change paradigm would be more effective in
their context. He articulated wanting:
 „To get the team involved in identifying key issues in order to inform strategy as
opposed to my old way of engaging which was think it through first and present;.
 To actively become more involved in facilitating discussion rather than chairing or
debating;
 To role model my values overtly rather than assuming people should know them
without me talking about them; and
 To put culture on the agenda alongside the team and individual team members
behaviours and ways of working. This was based on not just letting culture
happen,but to actively look at what needed to change from the people viewpoint
rather than a goal and process viewpoint.‟.

These decisions formed the basis of building up an awareness of the need to do things
differently, and get people on board with a need for change. He also started one to one
discussions exposing people to these ideas and giving a chance for dialogue

Politics was the context of which both participants were most aware. Participant A focused on
who supported and who did not support the approach. He addressed this contextual issue by
ensuring he had the director‟s support of the change programme for the way ahead.
Participant B was also aware of politics and did not perceive he would get much interest or
support for his way of wanting to lead change. He managed the context by setting
boundaries up front, deciding to share the usual things, mainly what he was doing to achieve
results, and to not share very much about how he led.
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5.1.8.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles
Participant A‟s note demonstrates alignment between these three factors. This emphasises
the participative and inclusive side of the second change paradigm,, although not the more
experimental and iterative nature of change. It hints that the leadership style enables
participation, which was more evident in the face- to- face discussions, indicating an overt
need to engage in this organisation.

The introduction indicates that Participant B also was more overt in aligning these three
factors. Again, it makes explicit the participative and inclusive nature of the second paradigm,
but it does not highlight the approach‟s more experimental and iterative nature. The
leadership style is about participation, but also openly displays what Participant B hopes to
role model as leader, and also what he is learning.
5.1.8.2 Factors that Engage /Focus / Disengage

There was no change to the previous decision in this area
Capabilities
5.1.8.3 Authenticity Capabilities

This time both participants identified where they lacked authenticity as espoused and theory
in use differed, and sought to address it. Participant B had made this public in showing the
learning element.
5.1.8.4 Learning

The next section (INDICATE) shows that the focus of learning was clearer for both
participants. There was no change in their learning practice.
5.1.8.5 Anxiety

There were no changes in the area of anxiety.
5.1.8.6 Self Esteem/Efficacy

The anxiety expressed above had some impact on self esteem, but only served to engage
both Participants A and B in a need to develop themselves. This was not a discussion point
for Participants C and D.
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5.1.8.7 Capabilities of Engagement Style

There are no specific observations in this section
5.1.8.8 Emotional Intelligence

The decision to engage more deeply with a change initiative was born out of both participants
developing a stronger vision. Their emotional intelligence required identifying differences
between espoused theory and theory in use, and to understand their level of authenticity.
Both had realised that authenticity was important to them, and an internal self driven
aspiration. What they were demonstrating at this point was a level of self assessment and
self confidence based on knowing they could manage themselves more effectively, build
interpersonal relationships and manage those relationships. Participant A had already in the
first round of change demonstrated a level of capability across most of the emotional
intelligence factors. He had wanted to work on self confidence, and his confidence was much
higher than previously. Participant B had made the biggest improvement as he had seen how
he had not grasped the importance of emotional intelligence previously. His confidence to
talk about where he needed to improve, as well as start others on the same journey with him,
shows the extent to which he had developed this capability in his own mind.
5.1.8.9 Presence

The capability to remain present was becoming more consistent with both participants. The
cleared space enabled effective dialogue, and participants could sit with feeling
uncomfortable when topics were difficult for them.
5.1.9 Review

Key differences between Participants C and D and A and B started to emerge more clearly.
The former are more task and objective focused, without a clear learning practice that
enabled them to focus on differences between espoused and actual theory in use. This is
partly due to not focusing on their own emotional intelligence and linking aspects of emotional
intelligence, such as developing self awareness to the process of leading change more
effectively. Participant A and B had both started and continued to develop in round 2 a
dynamic that linked their view of what was meaningful to them, with the change paradigm ,
and a learning practice that aligned to understanding the difference between espoused theory
and theory in use. This generated a part of their vision which embraced the development of
their emotional intelligence.
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5.1.10 Decision 4 – Round 1: Starting to Articulate the Change - Context

The next decisions involved expanding the conversation with both the researcher and more
widely into the business. This was a two part process of starting to work out how to take the
business agenda forward, and committing to more personal change.

Contextual issues did not change for Participants A and C. However, the context became
clearer for Participant B who was looking at culture as part of his business‟ reality check, as
he put his presentation together. This also served the purpose of starting to articulate needed
change via the presentation to identify context goals and business strategies. He focused on
both process and people, an iterative process of challenge and clarification with team
members, which he started to discuss with others. In particular , the cultural context became
clearer. He recorded:
„There is so much more that I can do to improve the way we do things – the culture needs
shifting tremendously. Every time I think we‟re doing O.K. and that we‟re improving – I have
these glimpses of poor practice and poor behaviours that need to be addressed if we are
really going to start functioning as an excellent organization.‟

Participant D set up a workshop to clarify the cultural context and highlighted:
 Unclear priorities;
 Too many different systems;
 Not enough pre project planning;
 No visibility of plans;
 Organisation structure, there but not lived, no terms of reference;
 Information not distilled well; and
 Not everybody on board with changes in organisation.

This enabled Participant D to start seeing the relevance of the culture he had
sustained/created and a view of what the organisation needed to change if they were to
achieve their vision.
5.1.10.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles

In round 1 of change, Participant A had clearly aligned with the second paradigm, whilst most
others were demonstrating a style mostly related to change paradigm one. Participant A
aligned his style of leadership to transformational. Again, the other participants‟s style was
closer to transactional. None had been overt about an engagement strategy, although
Participant A had a natural inclusive style.
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5.1.10.2 Factors that Engage/Focus/ Disengage

Participant A went through another iteration of personal commitment to lead a change.
„Deciding to commit is a big thing; I need to open up some of what‟s inside of me. Feel I have
a need to find out if it is ok to be the way I am‟. At this stage Participant A, decided to
internally commit, which led to a deeper dialogue. This decision to deepen the dialogue took
place after Participant A had taken a month off and spent some time reflecting on why he had
decided to engage in the first place. His trust with the researcher had grown. He returned
committed to learning and collaborating with the researcher, which enabled him to start
articulating where he wanted to take the business.
Participant B decided to deepen the dialogue by collaborating with the researcher on
developing a power point slides to articulate his goals and business strategy based on what
he had identified as the reality. He focused on both process and people, which was an
iterative process of challenge and clarification.

Participant C ran a meeting with the researcher to identify the strengths, weakness,
opportunities and threats of the team (SWOT) see Figure 5.5. The SWOT enabled a
discussion with people and raised the issue of „we need a vision; we need to know where we
are going; we had one, but not sure if that is what we are doing anymore.‟ When the
researcher inquired about the vision, they gave generic statements around „improving
performance and/ or effectiveness of the group‟. They key message on which this workshop
finished for some of the team members was that if there were a clear vision, it would help the
team dynamics. The conversation had not unearthed too much personal information, but the
participants reported that in the meeting „we engaged with each other and talked much more
than we normally would, bringing key issues as a group, although we still did not share the full
extent of the issues perceived.‟ In this case, an approach that broke the normal pattern of
communication from a formal structured meeting helped create a framework that encouraged
dialogue. Involvement and articulating their needs engaged the group, and Participant C
said, „I feel encouraged by the response‟, and he committed to continuing an engagement
process that involved articulating the necessary change.

Participant D did not make a deeper decision to engage with the change agenda and his own
development. He articulated the change by focusing on identified actions and tasks to
improve performance, but without a clear overall direction of the business vision.
Capabilities

5.1.10.3 Authenticity Capabilities
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Participants‟ awareness about necessary change, and what they personally might need to
develop and bring about change was unfolding. However, intellectual awareness did not go
hand in hand with behavioural change. Participant A said, „I know I can behave badly, but
sometimes I just don‟t care.‟ Authenticity was a key driver for Participant A and he started to
link this with wanting to collaborate with the researcher. He said, „If this is a collaborative
inquiry then we need to be equal, and I am sharing more about myself than you are‟. He
continued to explain that, to some extent, the researcher had been „in professional mode‟, but
wasn‟t exposing many of her own strengths and weaknesses, or demonstrating how to
collaborate on moving these things forward. He saw this as lacking authenticity and as a
hindrance to his own progress in terms of his ability to work things through with someone,
who lacked authenticity with the research process. He articulated that hearing someone
else‟s experience and sharing the journey would help make the researcher and participant
„equal partners carrying equal risk of exposure.‟. This prompted the researcher to engage
more deeply. In the next meeting, the researcher opened up, and Participant A engaged more
deeply as a result.

Participant B put much effort into understanding culture, but did not focus on this in terms of
where he placed his attention. This became apparent as he prepared his presentation.
Participant C made it his intention to push for participation, but he led in such a way that he
operated a command and control culture. This was much the same for Participant D.
Authenticity was not a key focus for Participants B, C and D.
5.1.10.4 Learning

Participant A became more specific during this decision about what he needed to learn:
 Continue to develop the capability of dialogue;
 Push for understanding how to collaborate;
 Push that I‟m interested in connection i.e. to have an authentic inquiry;and
 Become more comfortable with making his thoughts and way of leading visible

Participant B also became more specific about developing his learning practice, emphasising
emotional intelligence.

Neither Participant C or D articulated any further learning points around this decision.
5.1.10.5 Anxiety

Anxiety levels continued at much the same level as for the previous decision.
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5.1.10.6 Self Esteem/Efficacy

This capability was much the same as for the previous decision and not a key focus.
5.1.10.7 Capabilities of Engagement Style

Participants B and C commited to deepen dialogue with their teams. Their implicit intention
was to empower and involve people in decision making. Participant A continued as before,
as did Participant D.
5.1.10.8 Emotional Intelligence
Participant A‟s challenge to the researcher encouraged a deeper dialogue in the form of a
collaborative inquiry. The deeper dialogue exposed to both researcher and participant a need
to develop further emotional intelligence, as both had resisted sharing concerns about various
aspects of engagement. Opening up further enabled a genuine collaborative inquiry to take
place. For the researcher, it reinforced the issue between theory in use versus theory in
practice, and the importance of feedback, as this issue had not been that obvious up until this
point. In deepening dialogue, the participants explored self assessments, issues of
confidence, and self control and provided feedback to the researcher. This enabled
Participant A to start articulating the change he wanted for the business as he felt safer in the
dialogue process.

Recall that Participant B had focused on understanding his business and the difference
between espoused and actual theory in use. This led to insights about lack of authenticity
and a clearer view of what he needed to develop, which tied into a vision of how he wanted to
lead. The emotional intelligence aspect at this point was mostly about developing awareness.
Participant B had developed a learning practice that enabled him to:
 Clarify his ideas;
 Focus on potential blind spots; and
 Engage him in a reflection to challenge his belief about the organisation and his
leadership approach.

This enabled him to reflect more objectively on his emotional intelligence. By this point, he
said to the researcher, „I always thought I had high emotional intelligence; now I see that I
have a long way to go.‟

Emotional intelligence was not a focus of Participants C and D. Neither had made the
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connections like Participant B; however Participant C received indirect feedback from the
cultural survey that his team carried out. They identified a culture that:
 Tolerated open conflict between staff;
 Allowed loud discussion in office to distract people;
 Lacked mutual respect and professionalism;
 Permitted arguments in office; and
 Offered advice that caused embarrassment.

Participant B recognised that he could handle some aspects of leadership more effectively,
but did not reflect any further.
5.1.10.9 Presence

By this stage a split in the depth of presence between Participants A and B versus C and D
was evident. The former participants were more attentive, focused, and able to manage
authenticity issues during conversation. The latter lost attention when conversation became
difficult, and did not realise when they were out of sync with their own objectives.
5.1.11 Decision 4 – Round 2 - Starting to Articulate the Change - Context

Both Participants A and B made a decision to involve people in the articulation of change.
Participant A wanted the business to articulate necessary change. His vision focused on how
to run that change process, and the feeling of engagement he wanted people to have with it.
He focused on change aspects that he identified as key to formulating an engagement
strategy. These were:
 The scale of the change, which was organisation wide;
 Stakeholders: the number, who they were, whether they would be advocates of the
change process or not, identifying potential „disagreement at senior level‟;
 Who would be in the initial team to initiate the change; this was made up of volunteers,
but who did not know each other, and no view was taken which change paradigm
they were aligned to; and
 Two individuals in the team were disengaged. Both felt they should be taking the lead
in the change rather than participant A. One from the perspective of feeling the
programme should be owned by HR, and one from the perspective that he was an
experienced leader and expert in change. With both these two team members,
participant A was not able to convince them as to the way forward.

Based on these observations, Participant A decided his engagement strategy was to spend a
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number of months meeting people one-to-one and in groups in order to build a coalition,
check how people thought about change, to see what they wanted and what they wanted
from the change, and to try to influence people about both change paradigms. As this
engagement strategy progressed, he realised that a major risk was other senior players who
had been in the business for a long time were part of the culture at which the change was
aimed. He chose to focus his time, in part, on trying to create a dialogue with the senior team
to convince them to accept the cultural findings and their part in it.

For Participant A, the strength of the culture became more obvious as he carried out his
engagement strategy. Leaders had identified their role as the one in charge, command and
control which was at odds with engaging people for participative change.
Participant B chose a workshop to support the articulation of necessary change based on
looking at the culture now and a culture he thought would be more effective in delivering
change. Prior to the workshop, the researcher contacted each business site and received
some feedback about the culture using the McKinsey 7 S model as the base. This identified
some core messages that contradicted the leadership and change model that Participant B
wanted to use in the business such as:
 Management/control, not leadership?;
 Lack of trust and empowerment;
 Responsibility not delegated;
 Not enough real change; and
 Blame culture. (NEED TO ALIGN)

The management team looked at their own view of the culture, and the culture they felt
necessary to achieve the change agenda. Figure 5.6 shows the desired culture. The current
culture was at odds with that desire; however, it led to a vision statement for the area and the
culture they felt they would achieve. The cultural survey that the team had conducted
provided much more information. It cited issues of:
 Lack of communication;
 Continuous change with no benefits;
 Focus upwards, not downwards into the teams;
 Inaccessibility;
 Stick rather than carrot;
 Result focused without focus on method of achievement;
 Poor behaviours in team, stovepipe, tempers;
 Lack of focus on key processes; and
 Lack of information.
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This focus on context for Participant B was crucial in engaging him in what needed to change,
and prompting hi team to engage.
5.1.11.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles

This did not change for Participant A or B.Both became increasingly aware either of being at
odds with the culture or the extent to which they wanted to change the culture.
5.1.11.2 Factors that Engage /Focus / Disengage

There was no change to the previous decision in this area.
Capabilities

5.1.11.3 Authenticity capabilities

For Participant A the cultural issue started to raise an area of ambiguity. Despite having
agreed with the director, his approach to change became obvious that whilst there was
intellectual agreement, it was at odds with the theory in use. His director expected him also
to manage, and to exert power over people involved in the change. Participant A was aware
of the difference in expectations, but felt that his sponsor‟s support was sufficient to enable
him to lead the change his own way. The difference between the director‟s espoused theory
and theory in use prompted another round of choice and decision making about what was
important. Participant A was aware of the risk of acting outside the culture, but determined
that authenticity and his own standards were more important to him. He made this choice
public.
Participant B exposed how he found out that his espoused theory, concerning leadership and
engagement, how effectively they managed, did not add up to his understanding of reality.
There was initial resistance to this message until his team worked through feedback on the
culture, identifying how they found it, and what culture they believed would be more effective.
This had the impact of engaging the team, and deepening Participant B‟s engagement
because „I can see they are starting to get it‟. He faced authenticity issues of a different
nature. He identified the need to role model participative leadership, encouraging
engagement. His self awareness had developed to the extent that he could identify various
aspects of emotional intelligence which he would need to manage: not driven by outcomes
and taking over the workshop to tell people what needed to change.
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5.1.11.4 Learning

Learning was starting to blend more with practice and develop a cycle of reflection.
Participant A continued the practice of reflecting by talking things through with the researcher,
and Participant B continued to journal and discuss with the researcher. Both acknowledged
that as they became more involved with other people ,the emotional intelligence aspect
became more important. If they were not putting energy into this capability, it could risk
authenticity and the goals they set out to achieve, for example, the ability to listen.
5.1.11.5 Anxiety

Participant A found choosing authenticity over fitting into the culture did create a level of
anxiety, and he became more aware of the politics. It highlighted to him the importance of
managing stakeholders, and, many of the stakeholders held senior positions with whom he
did not have a well developed relationship.
Participant B experienced some anxiety prompted by team members‟ anxious responses at
the end of the workshop. The dialogue over the culture had prompted of the question, „Are
we really that bad? We should focus on the good points.‟ Participant B had not anticipated
managing others‟ anxiety and had forgotten his anxiety in his first round of change. He
addressed the response by publishing the results of an organisation wide engagement survey
which showed the business poorly compared to other areas, but this survey did not identify
reasons for poor engagement. He decided that the anxiety was healthy and would create the
impetus for change.
5.1.11.6 Self Esteem/Efficacy

The aforementioned expressed anxiety had some impact on self esteem, but only served to
engage both Participants A and B in a need to develop themselves. This was not a
discussion point for Participants C and D.
5.1.11.7 Capabilities of Engagement Style
Participan A‟s deepening of engagement was not a decision process. However, for
Participant B who actively involved his team at this stage, action was a key expectation at the
end of the workshop. The team decided on the next moves, whilst Participant B facilitated
and asked questions. The participants decided to roll out the cultural survey to their own
teams to start generating a business wide view of necessary change, and to test what the
teams thought the culture they desired was compared to their own view.
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5.1.11.8 Emotional Intelligence

Participant A found that in putting himself in a visible position, where there were both powerful
advocates for and against managing change, he needed to be much more emotionally
intelligent. His previous experiences and his self confidence and esteem which had
developed, helped him. He decided to focus on self control in order to not allow anxiety or
personal challenge to disengage him from his desire to make a difference and to be authentic.
He deliberately set out to put effort into those with whom he found most difficult to deal to
proactively manage his own emotions and anxiety. It required him to bring together his
awareness of the organisation, his empathy for others and desire to serve the company‟s
needs and gather other people into that conversation. He moved into an educative mode to
try to influence people of the benefits of engagement, and offered to support others.
Participant B had focused on the relationship management aspect of emotional intelligence
at the start of the workshop. What he felt helped him was „a clearer vision that he believed
in,, being able to build on the achievements of the previous role,,more clearly articulating a
change and engagement strategy aligned with paradigm two.‟

In managing to control his emotions when frustrated with the pace of the workshop and
various debates, he identified that having support from the researcher who facilitated and
structured the session enabled him to participate and practice being in a facilitative mode. He
was hindered by an unconscious need to react to challenge and ideas, rather than inquire and
ask questions. The capability of listening, which he identified in the pilot study, was still an
issue for him as his desire to reach a conclusion and defend against some of the statements,
could cause him to move into an authoritative style. He was, however, aware of this and
showed the humility to acknowledge when he got caught up in his own agenda. This did not,
from observation, disengage his team; although, he appeared to have moments of self
disengagement.

Participant A had always focused on stakeholder management from the viewpoint of
maintaining relationships, regardless. He now identified a need to manage a much larger
number of stakeholders proactively.

Participant B‟s focus was on the team. By managing those outside the business by simply
focusing on what he was doing and results, he managed stakeholders according to what they
were expecting, rather than involving them in a dialogue about how he was leading. This
boundary management made stakeholder involvement somewhat easier, and gave time to
the team.
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5.1.11.9 Presence

This had become a capability now sought to actively manage. By this point, both participants
commented on when they realised they were not present and self corrected.
5.1.12 Review

Section 5.1 looked at stage one:developing awareness in relation to change. All four
participants went through four decisions in relation to deepening their engagement with the
change agenda. This exposed more information about the change paradigm in which they
operated and their engagement and leadership style.
As stated earlier, a pattern emerges that distinguishes Participants A and B versus C and D
by the end of the first stage. The latter are more task and objective (paradigm one ) focused,
without a clear learning practice, enabling them to focus on differences between espoused
and actual theory in use. This combination of factors meant, in practice, that emotional
intelligence and linking aspects of emotional intelligence, such as developing self awareness
to the process of leading change, was not a focus. Participant A and B had developed, or in
the case of Participant B ,were developing a practice aligned to paradigm two. Both had a
learning practice that they were developing and had a clear focus on the difference between
espoused and actual theory in use. This, for both, had given them a focus on their emotional
intelligence which had been become linked to what they found meaningful to develop. This
had developed a focus for both on authenticity.
5.2 Stage 2 – Learning to Engage

This section deals with the decisions the participants made during the progression of the
change initiative, where they actively started to learn how to engage. This section is
structured based on the identified decisions during this stage. Figure 5.7 illustrates this
structure.

Figure 5.7 - Structure of Section Two

Stage 2 –
Learning to engage

Deciding to create a
vision

Mobilising the team

Deepening the
engagement
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For Participants A and B the best part of a year had progressed. Their focus had been on
starting to notice aspects of their business that needed to change, thinking about the vision
for change, and developing their self awareness to look at the gap between who they wanted
to be as leader and where they were. For Participant C and D the process had taken
approximately three months. With them, there had been much less emphasis on developing
themselves, or developing self awareness, and both were more focused on task and target,
rather than a vision. The other major difference at this point was that Participants A and B
had the time to strategise where they wanted to take the business, whereas Participants C
and D‟s organisations pushed them into tighter timeframes for change.
5.2.1 Decision 5 – Round 1 – Deciding to Create a Vision - Context

Participants A and B had been working on their vision in the background and both had
recognised some key issues that were hindering them.
Participant A: „I don‟t feel confident to push myself to push harder – because I don‟t know
what being me means in this organization.‟ At this point, he had articulated bits of his vision to
the researcher and tested bits out on others, but had not formulated it for communication and
engagement with the team.
Participant B spent approximately six months articulating targets, mobilising his people by
showing and talking about his thoughts on vision and strategy. During this period, he carried
on recording his thoughts. He also met with the researcher and others from his organisation
to review where he was and the extent to which he lived his values. From this conversation
the researcher observed:
„Participant B was always clear and structured in what he was doing, and never lost focus of
the bigger picture. However, on asking questions such as „to what extent do the team buy in‟,
„are behaviours changing‟, „what are you doing that helps or hinders the vision‟, Participant B
became reflective.‟

Participant C was concerned about the new organisation wide project and its potential impact.
Hoping for further clarity, he continued to tackle the tasks on his mind map, and continued to
manage in the same way. He felt that once he had clarity he could then engage the team in
revising the vision. The new organisational project wreaked with lack of direction, vision and
strategy, which was a fundamental blocker to finding a vision for his own area. Albeit ,when
the researcher inquired as to whether it was really a block, he said, „It may not change what
we do, but could have a big impact on how we do it and who is involved.‟. Nevertheless, he
still felt that without this direction he risked agreeing to a vision and strategy that the
organisation could supercede, causing frustration to his team. On inquiry, he managed his
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frustration and anxiety around this issue by reaffirming his belief that he could not do much
without direction, and it was „out of his hands.‟

After the workshop, Participant D had an operationally focused summer and numerous
critical issues surfaced in the team including:
 The failure of the sales person to fulfil his responsibilities in terms of generating
business, and having performance issues;
 The new marketing person was perceived as a bully; and
 Increasing demotivation of the team occurred mainly due to the above issues..

Two participants decided to be proactive and move forward to create a vision. Participant A,
was concerned about the visibility of this move and its implications. Participant B was more
focused on the extent to which he had achieved buy in. Participant C and D decided they
need to have a vision with which others engaged, but were reactive either because of
operational issues, or waiting for others to provide the vision for them.
5.2.1.2 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Style

At this stage in the decision making process each participant was theoretically seeking an
approach that engaged people based on the second change paradigm. Participant A focused
on making sure he had a vision that was meaningful to him before engaging anyone else, on
the basis it needed to be authentic for him, or else he could not lead effectively. For
Participant A, making the vision visible, and colleagues viewing him as transformational
caused anxiety that was connected to more personal concerns about how he previously led.
He noted:


I have a transformational style in a transactional culture



I focus on people, communication and this is not shared by my manager or many
others.

 My team results are improving because I‟m coaching, and showing them the way.
These concerns served to hinder progress, and were the subject of much conversation with
the researcher. In documenting the context, he had not appreciated that „not everyone can
read context to the extent I can,‟ and he reflected, „I look more to the outside than internal to
QQ.‟. In documenting the context, he furthered his team‟s understanding of necessary issues
to resolve in the business, and opportunities of which he could take advantage. He started to
see this as establishing an operational context as part of his role as leader.
Participant B had experienced some improvements in engaging others. He noted, „I am
clearer and instead of carrying it all around in my head, I have written it down and am now
talking about it, and asking for response‟. Whilst this process had helped him obtain
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engagement as it cleared his thinking and exposed it to others, his style was still to think and
tell, and debate. He was still more aligned to change paradigm one. Participant B noticed
the difference between espoused theory and theory in use, in developing emotional
intelligence and authenticity, an illuminating, but difficult process. He felt he must be
something of a „machochist‟ because he just carried on. He likened trying to lead change
differently to „you need to get into a rhythm and just need to keep going.‟ He identified that
leadership required perseverance in learning to do something differently.

The intention to engage others in the vision process had not occurred for either Participant C
or D. In both cases, the actual focus was operational business as usual, and the change
agenda was in the background. This implied that ,in reality, neither of them were fully
engaged at this point.
Participant C reflected on leadership in relation to vision. He described his focus as „getting
the job done‟,, whilst „helping as many people as possible to grow.‟. He referred to „servant
leadership‟ and saw himself as responsible for establishing an environment that allowed
dialogue. He saw himself as accessible „management by walking about‟, and in the context of
the previously described difficulties, as an „integrator‟ of views of and with team members. He
wanted to make the department as it „should be‟, but when asked if he felt others knew what
this meant, he reflected that „they might not necessarily understand that‟. He had come to the
realisation that what he espoused may not be what everyone else actually saw.
Participant D‟s operational difficulties prompted a discussion with the researcher as to what
leadership meant to him and what was really important to him. The key values he articulated
at this point were the importance of the „business performing‟, „achieving the results‟,
alongside „care for people and wanting to be fair‟. Whilst he considered performance
managing people, he decided to sort out the problems in a way that was authentic to his
values. „I want to try and sort things out; I want to get people to engage and perform more
effectively‟. This was not so much a business vision as a personal one, which visibly
energised him and appeared to give him a renewed sense of energy to sort out the issues
and then return to the change agenda.
5.2.1.3 Factors that Engage/Focus/Disengage

By this point in the decisions, what engaged became less of a focus than realising what
disengaged. For Participant A ,the anxiety of being different did not totally disengage him, but
he was unable to engage fully until he resolved his feelings internally.
Participant B noted, „I find business pressures make it harder to act with authenticity, and it is
difficult to act congruently. With your values you have to really think about it‟. This aligned to
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his view that he was a „glutten for punishment‟ in trying to engage people in the change, and
he reflected that he would „ be better off writing a novel, creating a different fiction‟. Again,
this did not totally disengage him, causing disengagement for short periods only. Participant
C found the lack of project vision caused him to disengage. Participant D was disengaged
from the change agenda as „operational issues are taking all my time‟. Like Participant B, he
found the business pressures difficult, but unlike Participant B, he had fully disengaged,
partly because he had become more aware of necessary issues to resolve, saying that he
could more clearly see the „lack of teamwork‟, „infighting between team members‟,
„constantly having to intervene in personal issues and issues which I need team members to
own‟.
Participant A and B‟s focus was on learning and building their visions, both which had
altruistic tones. Participant C and D were focused on resolving the issues.
Capabilities

5.2.1.4 Authenticity Capabilities

Participant A experienced increasing anxiety as he realized that his ways differed from the
majority in his organisation. He now perceived the decision to express his vision as making
visible what was authentic for him. Authenticity remained a key issue for him, and
increasingly, for Participant B. They treated it not just as a capability, but increasingly, as a
value, which caused both anxiety, but also as a vision for what they wanted to achieve.
Participant B recorded the following: „ The researcher stopped me in my tracks. Rightly so –
and got me to think about my gaps in being able to really lead effectively‟. Participant B made
this record after a discussion about whether the vision really was engaging his staff. He
made a link to various development opportunities he had, (see Emotional Intelligence), but
admitted to feeling more anxious about how effective he was as leader.

Participant C also was developing more awareness about what he espoused versus his
theory in use, (see previous section). This in itself was not attached to any action.

Finally, Participant D was aware that he had informed the team that they were starting a
change agenda, and then had not implemented that. This realisation caused some anxiety,
and he was aware it was demotivating in the team.

Authenticity was not a key focus for either Participant C or D.
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5.2.1.5 Learning

Participant A and B continued to focus on their learning agenda, some of which is captured
in other sections. This was still not a focus for Participants C and D.
5.2.1.6 Anxiety

As earlier, the visioning decision had raised some anxiety. Participant A said he lacked
confidence and he was concerned about being authentic in an antagonistic climate. He
described the anxiety as „my fear is being bullied, not understood, and I would like to
succeed but I‟m not sure they will let me.‟ This level of anxiety did not disengage him, but
hindered his progress which was involved in clearly expressing his vision and strategy in
writing.
Participant B‟s anxiety came more from seeing how far there was to go in achieving his
vision. „It is frustrating that my senior managers do not role model the stated values and can
behave poorly. It makes you wonder, is it worth it? It is difficult not feeling much noticeable
change, I thought I had fixed this, and then find you haven‟t.‟ The frustration and anxiety
about the possibilities went hand in hand, and were made more acute by Participant B‟s
view that he could fix things quickly.
Participant C did not express anxiety during this process, but more frustration in lack of
vision from the organisation. Whilst Participant D reported feeling, „Increasingly stressed
and frustrated‟ by trying to deal with the operational issues, alongside the need to generate
business,he also reported feeling, „anxious about his management skills in dealing with the
personal issues.‟ His anxiety and frustration led to the following questions: „Why am I
bothering?‟, and „I wonder if it‟s worth it?‟, From observation and discussion, his concern
about the impact this had on his home life due to „working away too long‟, „not being there for
his wife‟, and „not being there to handle an extension project on his house‟ became obvious.

5.2.1.7 Self Esteem/Efficacy

In dealing with the aforementioned issues, Participant D was accused of bullying and poor
leadership and subjected to an internal audit that cleared him of bullying. During this period,
he reported that it has „impacted my self esteem and self confidence‟ despite knowing
rationally that there was never much doubt that the organisation would clear him. He was
concerned with how people would perceive audit and how it would impact his future as well as
the team.
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5.2.1.8 Capabilities of Engagement Style

The participants mostly internally processed their decisions, and then discussed them with the
researcher. Some decisions hindered as participants struggled either with anxiety, or choices
as to how to proceed. In general, they used the researcher to talk about most issues they
viewed as either private or sensitive. There were aspects of wanting to avoid conflict with
others, at least until they had gone through a process where they were comfortable
articulating their vision or objectives.
5.2.1.9 Emotional Intelligence
The individual‟s emotional intelligence influenced the combination of the aforementioned
capabilities. Participant A had good self awareness and self control. He handled the anxiety
proactively, and was also aware that sometimes he needed to control himself more
consciously when anxiety levels rose. He continued to build on the interpersonal and
relationship management aspects of emotional intelligence. The key issues with which he
grappled were: his self confidence (explained in Section 4), and remaining constantly
optimistic. He discussed these issues with the researcher and was open about the strengths
and weaknesses related to this capability.
The empathetic element of engagement, together with his organisational awareness of the
culture, also saw him demonstrating how he put his emotional intelligence into action. „My
team are main technical and subject „experts‟, both in terms of maturity level and focus of job
role‟ that worked for him in the organisation‟. Participant A had struggled to interest expert
researchers focused on technical perfection and following process, in commercial issues. His
solution was to explain the context and the impact of context on their environment,
acknowledging what was important to them. Participant A found that he was able to involve
and engage the „experts‟ by considering all the facts, allowing them to come to logical
conclusions and then, helping them align their technical interests with the organisation‟s more
commercial ones.
Participant B had referred to the conversation concerning vision as, „This moment has shaped
how I‟ve been talking with people (in and outside of work) ever since. When all is said and
done – my main disability is that I seldom take time to listen to the needs and concerns of
others in the desire to solutionise and implement. The values for me, I think, need
recalibrating. My perception of my own skill has been somewhat altered this week. Hopefully,
I have a more realistic view on how I‟m performing.‟

Participant B became more aware of how this capability was key. In reflecting on his
learning, he also recorded that „intent is not enough; you have to do something different.‟
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Participant C started to talk more about his experience in areas such as empathy and
developing others. He found his team „ranting and raving‟ when he expected „sensible
conversations.‟ This, he felt ,was due to various team members struggling to have
conversations regarding interpersonal issues, or concerns about various organisational
situations.

The organisational problems Participant D experienced impacted him. He had discussed his
anxiety and frustration above and from observation, his tendency became „transactional,
concentrating more on the task and objectives.‟ Discussing this, he reported that his aim was
to „try to remain neutral, and not show how hurt I am.‟ At this stage, Participant D appeared
emotional, and not always in control of his emotions. His peers observed that he lost his
temper more frequently.

In terms of relationship management during this decision phase, both Participants A and B
maintained relationships, identified previously shared elements of the vision and getting
comment. Both were proactive in influencing key stakeholders. Participant C and D had not
managed to interest the stakeholders in change, as they had not taken the change forward at
this point.
5.2.1.10 Presence

The decision to articulate the vision produced a level of anxiety with both Participants A and
B who appeared ess present when this anxiety surfaced. Both could become present again,
but it required focus. The level of presence for Participants C and D did not change.
5.2.2 Decision 5 – Round 2 – Deciding to Create a Vision

Participant A, whilst engaging with the senior people in the organisation, focused on
influencing the vision to ensure that they acknowledged the people aspect of change. Whilst
not responsible for creating the vision in the second round, Participant A was successful in
influencing the agenda. The vision was:
1. The business vision – ‘To be the world‟s top-ranked technology solutions and services
business‟ ;
2. The people vision – ‘We all feel that we belong here and see how we can contribute in
a meaningful way towards our success‟ ; and
3. The change vision – ‘1st in the 21st‟ .
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In the second round, Participant B became more focused on leading, aligning to the second
paradigm, and this he internalised as part of his vision, which was „to be the world‟s best
maritime consultancy, and ensure people felt valued.’

He did not expose this vision up front;

instead, allowed conversation to create a vision that was emergent and part of a dialogue. He
had already decided to lead change, this time only proceeding if the team bought into it. He
believed that he had achieved this.
5.2.3 Review

For participants A and B, the second round of change shows more confidence in engaging
others in conversation to share the articulation of a vision for change. They have become
more comfortable in their alignment with the second paradigm; whereas, in the first round,
they experienced more challenge in engaging others, mainly as a result of their own mindset.
Participants C and D continued to make decisions where they attempted to embrace
paradigm two. They are getting some useful insights, but are not themselves as they
embrace the second paradigm‟s practice and behaviour.
5.2.4 Decision 6 – Round 1 - Mobilising the Team - Context

The next decision was how to start mobilising the teams. For all participants, this involved
one- to- one conversations based on sharing information, some dialogue or debate.
Participant A chose to start sharing his written view of vision, context and strategy, asking for
review, and input from individuals in the team.

Participant B had always set clear goals for his business. At this point, Participant B was
building on his previous work of articulating his business strategy clearly and more overtly,
talking about a vision. His way of engagement was first, to impress clarity on his ideas, and
then discuss them with his team.

Participant C asked the researcher to talk to team members to find out their thoughts on the
change agenda. These meeting served to support the researcher understanding the issues
that were helping and hindering team mobilization. Participant C then started to mobilise the
team by talking through with them what the organisation planned for taking the change
agenda forward. However, the team reported to the researcher that they did not feel
mobilised or empowered. Two clear areas stood out: 1) lacking clarity of vision, and 2) team
dynamics.

Participant D refocused on the change agenda following the resolution of operational issues.
He wanted to „focus on the cultural changes needed‟, which the people below the
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management team perceived. He identified that the management team „had not dealt with
interpersonal issues‟, and thought that the feedback on culture from the rest of the team
would focus peoples‟ minds. Similar to Participant C, he asked the researcher to run some
sessions to identify the culture to support the team mobilisation. However, apart from setting a
workshop up for the future, little more conversation took place with team members to mobilise
them.
5.2.4.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles

Participant A remained clear about his need to align his engagement method with the second
change paradigm and stated, „My intention is to enable collaborative change.‟ He continued
his engagement strategy in holding one- to-one conversations with people. What he did
differently was to share his thinking in written form, and give the time to reflect, add to the
document and come back and talk again. Participant A‟s approach remained in line with a
more relationship orientated style of leading, blending a visionary and coaching element. His
focus was to encourage the team to collaborate and motivate them to bring their ideas and
views to the table.

Participant B operated a similar approach to Participant A, but was more information sharing
than co-creating the document. He reflected that „I am aware intellectually of the
processes, theory and behaviours that enable engagement, but this is, to some extent, out of
sync with my emotional intelligence.‟ As a result of this insight, he started to experiment
with more personal conversations with people. Whilst finding this difficult, he experienced
some wins from some people‟s responses, and started to find other team members who had
the energy and motivation to pursue the change agenda. Participant B‟s approach, though
visionary in terms of content, was not achieving the desired engagement. His reflection
above, on the difficulty on the emotional engagement, reflects his continued issue of acting in
a more transactional style.

Neither Participant C or D chose to do more than inform people of the plan, and their
engagement style remained more directive and focused on the next activity as a task.
Participant C‟s approach to mobilising remained transactional. The team provided the
researcher with comments that he did not create „trust‟, nor did the team resolve trust issues.
Second, feedback varied from,he is „a manager. not a leader‟, and „ we need a stronger
leader.‟ On inquiry, several issues sat behind these comments: the need to sort out
interpersonal issues in the team, and the lack of vision and direction. Providing feedback,
Participant C said he understood the issue, but did not attempt to address any of the
feedback.
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Participant D also asked the researcher to talk to staff. The team raised key issues relating
to his leadership indicating that he was a manager rather than a leader, he needed to do what
he said he would do, and he needed to create a team that spoke with one voice. Participant
D, in receiving this feedback, said he wasn‟t surprised, but was a bit disappointed.
5.2.4.2 Factors that Engage/Focus/Disengage

Both Participants A and B were actively involved in mobilising the team and experimenting
with different ways of engaging. Both were energised by the learning they achieved, and fed
back that they were getting positive results, „better conversations, more input, more
challenge, and some good ideas.‟

Participant C and D did not appear actively engaged in leading the change at this point, nor
did they appear disengaged or developing emotional intelligence to become more able to
emotionally engage. Therefore, they led participative change more effectively.

The capability of focus emerged for the first time explicitly during the change process.
Participant A explained, „I focus at systemic level of interaction of process, people, and
environment.‟ He raised this as he tried to summarise to what he was paying attention as he
mobilised the team. He reflected that „sometimes I am focused on me and sometimes with
what‟s best for the organisation. Most of the time they align, but sometimes I have to put me
first.‟ The dynamic behind that last statement was interesting, as Participant A constantly
weighed up leading authentically with what was acceptable, what he considered right for the
organisation, and the potential impact, particularly politically on himself. Other participants
did not raise this as a discussion point.
Capabilities
5.2.4.3 Authenticity Capabilities
Participant A became more aware that, although he had always held one- to- one‟s, „I didn‟t
always listen; I got frustrated that they didn‟t get it.‟ He now experienced people „starting to
buy in‟, and he reflected that he was more capable at communicating clearly, listening and
not showing his frustration. Participant A continued to focus on authenticity and this had
been part of considering how to mobilise the team. „I need to feel authentic in what I do and
how I do it.‟ Participant A indicates that he was more able to detach from what he was
doing. He was able to stand back, see himself as learner, and choose how to balance self
interests versus the organisation‟s.

Participant B reflected on the difference of intellectually understanding emotional intelligence
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and identifying with it. He described it as „drops of water which, at first, I denied. then I
started to accept because I considered it a lot. I could see the power of inspiring people, via
emotion rather than logic‟. In inquiring further, he said that he required experience before he
could learn the point. His view of authenticity was focused on developing emotional
intelligence to become more able to emotionally engage, and therefore, lead participative
change more effectively. He was becoming more able to detach as he pursued a practice of
double loop learning.

Neither Participants C or D reflected on how they were mobilising the team, or the change
agenda, once they decided to hold a workshop. Not noticing that people disengaged, which
was not their espoused position, neither had the developed the concern for authenticity and
a learning practice that highlighted this issue.
5.2.4.4 Learning

Participants A and B, were actively mobilising their teams by dialogue, and focused on their
separate learning objectives. As noted before, Participant A was focused on listening, and
self control during dialogue and reflected that he could now see that „I have a clear
capability to engage in double loop learning.‟ He was both attempting to do something
differently alongside observing himself as a learner. Participant B continued to focus on
journal writing and reflect on how he lived his values, noticing more about the impact on
others. His previous comments illuminate his reflection on his impact on process, not just
the process itself. Neither Participants C or D actively discussed learning with the
researcher.
5.2.4.5 Anxiety

For Participants A and B , their anxiety in the previous decision now started to dissipate.
Once they decided to create the vision, in comparison, it was easier once they started to
share ideas. Participant C and D‟s anxiety, in reality, was not a focus, as they had only
shared their intention to mobilise the teams.,
5.2.4.6 Self Esteem/Efficacy

Self Esteem/Efficacy was not a subject of conversation in this decision.
5.2.4.7Capabilities of Engagement Style

Participant A focused on his dialogue type, attempting to avoid debate by listening and
exploring others‟ ideas and concerns. Participant B noticed that he still talked considerably,
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and had to focus more on understanding others.
5.2.4.8 Emotional Intelligence

Participant A focused on listening and managing his frustration during the one- to- one
dialogues. This was a more active attempt to stretch his capability in being empathetic, and
controlling his own emotions. This, coupled with writing down his thoughts concerning
vision, context and strategy, enabled others to understand, and contribute more effectively.
The questions they asked, and their ideas, in turn, enabled Participant A to read others
more effectively, developing both interpersonal and relationship management capabilities.
Participant B recorded the following entry. „„Phoned the researcher during the week to discuss
my latest thoughts on where I want to take the business. The aim being to set out my intent
and try to explain the rationale behind my motivation.‟ The researcher then asked, „How
engaged are the team?‟, and „How did you involve them?‟ She also reminded him of recent
feedback, „Whilst you presented the logic, you did it in a logical, monotone fashion, with no
room for anyone to really connect with it.‟ A subsequent journal entry of his reflection follows:
„I didn‟t appreciate before how much I was focused on logic as opposed to emotions.. I
thought I wasn‟t too bad, but I realise now how lacking I am in emotionally engaging with
people. It is almost as though I tend to compartmentalise emotion from logic. It is not that I
don‟t have the capacity for emotion and empathy – because I know I do and I can connect on
that level – but that tends to be with those who I am most close with. Having said that, I feel
that I‟m on safe ground when I steer clear from emotion – it seems more straightforward
somehow – more clinical and efficient.‟
Given Participant C and D‟s lack of engagement in the change process at this time, the
participants did not discuss, and the researcher did not observe emotional intelligence issues.

In terms of relationship management during this decision, Participants A and B continued to
actively manage stakeholders; whereas, Participants C and D did not, as they were awaiting
the next workshop.
5.2.4.9 Presence

Participants A and B once again focused on presence as a key capability to develop as they
started to mobilise others. Distraction and anxiety experienced in the previous decision was
less of an issue again now.
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5.2.5 Decision 6 - Round 2 – Mobilising the Team - Context

For Participant A, the issue of context started to become specific in identifying who was on
board, who was neutral, and who was antagonistic towards the change. As these issues
surfaced, the issue of managing politics became a focus for Participant A, instead of simply
managing relationships.

The politics was based primarily on recognising who was both important to and antagonistic
to the change. By this point, Participant A identified various senior executive team members,
Human Resource personnel, and one volunteer from the earlier sessions who would comprise
the initial team guiding the change. Participant A found his time increasingly taken up in
actively managing these relationships, and trying to influence and handle issues that these
people caused. This tested his emotional intelligent skills beyond what he had experienced in
the first round of change, as the stakeholder were both more powerful and against the
change process.

Participant B started to think of his team as key stakeholders in the change. At this point, the
team was target focused, wanting to achieve better engagement scores and sort out some
negative feedback. Participant B had made it clear that he would judge their personal and
business success on this, and used the current culture of target measurement as a way of
engaging, at least, from a surface viewpoint.

Participant A recognised the strength and nature of the current culture as both a potential
constraint on and need to change. More apparent was the extent to which key stakeholders
aligned with that culture. Participant B continued to put boundaries around the team to
protect his method of engagement.
5.2.5.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles

In line with the engagement strategy, Participant A ran numerous sessions for many senior
community members, with the aim of understanding the findings of the original cultural
survey, thus, giving them a chance to challenge and suggest how they wanted to progress
things. He was disappointed that the sessions lacked creativity, ownership and ideas about
how to change. Instead, there was much defensive analysis.
For participant B mobilization of the team was through working on the vision and culture as a
group leading to articulating what needed to change. This was in keeping with the second
paradigm of change and a participative engagement strategy.
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5.2.5.2 Factors that Engage/Focus/Disengages

Whilst the lack of creativity and ownership for change disappointed Participant A, it did not
totally disengage him, more deflated him, and led to concerns about what was possible. His
underlying concern was whether people could change. He felt that the sponsor should
provide strong leadership, but that was not forthcoming. Participant B became more engaged
as his team warmed in a positive response to his initiatves.
Capabilities

5.2.5.3 Authenticity Capabilities

For Participant A, the focus moved more towards understanding where others had espoused
values that were not their theory in use. This manifested most in board members articulating
they wanted to support participative change, whilst „they are not willing to share information,
rather than listen. They defend against views of the problems we need to resolve; they will
not enter a dialogue with me.‟ The difference in espoused versus theory in use reinforced for
Participant A the role of authenticity in change, particularly in building trust. „How can I trust
people who say one thing and mean another when it‟s my head on the block?‟
Participant A‟s focus remained on the vision for the change programme, and how he wanted
to lead. The researcher observed that „he was much more aware of his emotions and
controlling frustration and other negative emotions‟. Participant A reported that although he
wanted the programme to succeed, he was less attached to the outcomes of the programme
and more interested in the experience and the learning involved.
Participant B was now actively focusing on both personal and team members‟ differences
between espoused and actual theory in use. At this point, he reflected on it and pursued
learning centred on emotional intelligence. Participant B focused on ensuring he was
authentic with what he had said in his vision, the focus on developing emotional intelligent
capabilities.
Participant B‟s focus had also shifted. Whilst previously focused on outcomes and results, he
was actively trying to focus on how to engage people and his own learning, which served as a
balance. His awareness had shifted to thinking more systemically than before.
5.2.5.4 Learning

Both participants actively maintained the individual practices of learning as earlier outlined.
The researcher, by this stage, was able to stand back and observe, rather than be an
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integral part of the learning process. This was, in part,,due to an increasing self confidence
in participants‟ capability to observe their own behaviour and that of others. The
researcher‟s role moved from challenge towards more supportive.
5.2.5.5 Anxiety

Participant A,‟s anxiety returned about how he would manage some of the characters who he
increasingly felt he could not trust. This did not disengage him, but caused concern, and he
placed more emphasis on relationship management. Participant B was not experiencing
much anxiety with regard to the change agenda, albeit, he was anxious about impact on his
work life balance. Again, this did not disengage him, but forced him to make priority choices
more often.
5.2.5.6 Self Esteem/Efficacy

The anxiety for Participant A impacted his self esteem, but he felt his awareness of the
issues sat behind this capability, and enabled him to actively manage it.
5.2.5.7 Capabilities of Engagement Style

Both participants focused more on listening and inquiring rather than telling or consulting.
Both commented on the difficulty in „really listening to what is said rather than your own
agenda.‟

5.2.5.8 Emotional Intelligence

The key difference between mobilising the team the first time and now was the awareness of
their necessary focus to more accurate self assessment. Both still actively had to improve
listening and controlling emotions, but they had moved from the first experimental stage to
strategies that worked for them, so they did not to experiment as much. Both were more
proactive in identifying aspects of emotional intelligence that could both hinder and help.
5.2.5.9 Presence

See previous discussion (CITE SECTION).
5.2.6 Review

A key difference for Participant A and B between rounds one and two is improved self
awareness and self control. They spent less energy identifying espoused and theory in use
issues. They channeled their energy outward, focusing on necessary strategies to engage
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others. Both Participant C and D had lost momentum, to some extent, for different reasons.
Their different way of approaching change was still yielding greater insight, but neither had
made a move to adopt a more active approach to developing in line with the second
paradigm.
5.2.7 Decision 7 –Round 1 - Understanding More about Engagement - Context

By this point, Participant A and B were actively experimenting with involving staff in creating a
forward vision and strategy. Participant C and D both encountered issues which had diverted
their attention to more operationally focused issues. There was no major change in context
for Participants B and C. The cultural review that Participant D used in the next workshop
(see Figure 5.8) highlighted other aspects of the context more explicitly than before. The
review portrayed a team that was not fully engaged, and highlighted that senior team
members did not engage with each other. The overall view was of a culture aligned to the
first change paradigm. The feedback highlights aspects of engagement on people and
behaviour, emotional intelligence, and some on processes to engage the team effectively.

Participant A reached a point where having talked to his team on an interative basis, he
wanted to bring the group together. By inviting the team to comment, add to, challenge, and
generate ideas for the vision, strategy and change plan, he found he had to „manage myself
more effectively, lots of people all with different ideas,and dynamics between team members.
He commented that „challenge makes this more difficult‟ and he noted that „it‟s tiring isn‟t it?‟
Participant A was sure of engaging people in groups, raising self confidence and self esteem
issues once again. He decided to run numerous sessions involving the whole team and the
researcher. This represented a new way of engaging his team, although still within his
intellectual view. He decided to:
 Expose them to his thinking as it developed about how to progress the business;
 Involve them in both providing information, and analysing and challenging the business
unit‟s vision and strategies so they effectively build the way forward together;
 Stand back from doing things for people; and
 Communicate his vision of necessary tasks and how to achieve them.
Participant B also developed a process for developing the business as opposed to purely
producing strategy documents covering:
1) Understanding the business context;
2) Developing a credible vision;
3) Establishing a coherent strategy;
4) Appointing the leadership team and organisation; and
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5) Developing a sustainable business based on a principled organisation.

The process of building an understanding of the business, and developing his leadership of
that business was an iterative process over 12 months. By this point, Participant B articulated
the vision as „The Major Marine Engineering Centre in Scotland‟. This was the first time that
both the clarity of vision and strategy came together for him

For Participant C, one major issue remained open which was no vision forthcoming from his
organisation, thus constraining his ability to provide one for his own division. He ran a
workshop, but he was concerned that vision was now constraining the whole team. He
questioned, „Do we have a clear enough mandate for our own area?‟

Participant D set up a workshop to generate awareness of vision, strategy, and to focus the
team on to the necessary changes to engage them with the rest of the business, that was to
serve as a basis for discussion on where they were now versus where they wanted to be. In
setting the workshop‟s context. Participant D took the step of acknowledging the period of
disengagement that had impacted on himself and most of the team, by saying, „I recognised a
period where things had been stuck, were stagnant and where the focus to drive the business
forward had gone into the background.‟ He described the phase they had been through as
„having gone through a storm‟, and that he now had a sense of „relief‟ that he could now focus
on the team, and he recognised others had become „insular‟, in part, due to his behaviour.
He recognised it as a period where there had been considerable „grenade throwing‟, not just
by the bully, but numerous people had been „damaged‟. He said he felt „re-engaged‟ at the
end of the workshop, principally because he had a clearer focus on what he could do to
achieve better business performance, and could see that members of the business were
engaging in a process that included their thoughts to progress the business.
5.2.7.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles
The participants‟ intentions did not alter from their stance in previous decisions. The
difference was to what extent espoused and theories in use tied together, resulting in their
capability to be authentic.

The workshop enabled the researchers and participants to observe Participant C whose
intention was set up participation, and who was now more aware this didn‟t happen in
practice. He started the meeting indicating that he wanted participation, which was very
different to the usual approach of debate and formality. Changing style appeared to unnerve
the team. Later in the meeting, the team voiced the concerns: „Does Participant C‟s style
concern us?‟; We are not acting in our change programme the same way as the rest of the
company (aligned to change paradigm one)‟; „We don‟t want to go back to previous way of
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handling change‟; „CEO engagement is very poor‟; „There is a vacuum of communication, but
how do we bridge the gap between where we are now and how we want it to be?‟. Despite
wanting to move towards the second change paradigm, there was a general anxiety about
being different in what Participant C perceived as a strong first paradigm culture. Participant
C did not seek a conversation on these issues, and he did acknowledge similar concerns.

Participant D opened the workshop and had consciously decided to actively employ a more
visionary style, emphasising the need for „trust‟ among team members. He used the
Shakleton story as an example. He stated he felt the team needed to „develop further‟, and
highlighted the importance of living the values of „care and understanding, integrity and
honesty, trust, excellence and professionalism‟. He then dropped into a command style with
reference to the previous activity period. He stated he would „not tolerate poor and aggressive
behaviours‟, and „all needed to model the behaviour required‟. He then posed the question,
„What do you think you are modelling right now?. Reverting to a more visionary style, he
wanted to create a culture that was „happy, open, professional, co-operative, consistent,
acted as a single entity, and was inclusive in its decision making keeping people informed‟.
He concluded by saying that he wanted „to get the right people with the right behaviours,
building the business from a sound foundation‟. This mix of styles confused the team in that
they acknowledged that involvement was good , but still reacted to the autocratic style of the
message with compliance rather than engagement.
5.2.7.2 Factors that Engage/Focus/Disengage

Again what engaged or disengaged did not alter for most of the participants.

Participant A had chosen to engage with the whole group more often. This was an increased
challenge as a result of engaging the group earlier in the process as it caused brief
fluctuations between engagement and disengagement. Section 5.X( explains this in more
detail.. Equally, reengaging him was a vision which included his values of both improving
performance and care for people. To reengage, he would rehearse the choices he made in
stage one of the change agenda, and bring himself back to full engagement. This process
sometimes involved talking to the researcher, and sometimes he just thought it through by
himself. Throughout the workshops, Participant A remained focused on context, both external
and internal, process, policy, strategy and people. This was consistent.
Participant B was similarly enjoying involving the team, and in moments of disengagement,
rehearsing choices made in stage one to return to what he was doing and why. Participant
B‟s focus was expanding to context, process, policy and strategy to both internal culture and
people.
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For Participant C, the workshop provoked a conversation about what disengaged the team
(see Appendix 17- . The strongest feelings of disengagement came from „not being involved,
little direction, no communications, not feeling valued, feeling there was a „them‟ and us‟‟.
Conversely, what engaged them was the feeling they could have some control over how the
change agenda impacted their areas, and some chance to steer their own destiny. The team
concluded at the end of the workshop that they were more engaged on the basis that ‟I can
see there is something in it for me‟. Participant C‟s reflection at the end of the workshop was
surprise at the extent to which the team had disengaged, and he said, „ I realise I have
become more interested in improving my CV; maybe I have taken my eye of the ball in
regards to the change agenda?‟

For Participant D, the workshops highlighted that some of the management, whilst having
difficulty with each other, were good at engaging their teams. On inquiring about this
separately, management team members viewed that it was because they understood what
team members found most meaningful about their work. Most were technical experts, and
having challenging and interesting work was the key focus of most team members in the
workshop.

For Participants C and D, focus remained mainly on the operational issues which they faced,
with occasional focus on the change agenda. At this stage, the focus was internally focused
on the change agenda and attempting to achieve engagement.
Capabilities

5.2.7.3 Authenticity Capabilities

Observing Participant A, for him, the most uncomfortable part of this process was the
challenge aspect. Participant A could react to this personally and end up becoming autocratic,
which was not in line with his intentions. He was aware of this as it happened and succeeded
in moving back to a facilitative style. Publicly acknowledging when he stepped out of the style
on which he had decided, enabled the team to remain engaged. This was part of his focus on
being authentic, and the strength of that focus helped him to respond to times when his
behaviour was out of keeping with where he wanted to be.

Participant B was comfortable in having a learning practice that encouraged him to seek
verbal and non verbal feedback, which enabled him to see his development. The difference
between espoused and actual theory in use remained a focus. Participant B‟s intention to
develop his authenticity as both a visionary and emotionally intelligent leader remained a focal
point that kept him monitoring his behaviour.
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For Participant C, the workshop highlighted the start of the team realising espoused and
actual theory in use may be different. They discussed that despite their intention, they were
not reacting proactively to change, and not doing anything much about managing the
implications of change. Participant C told everyone that he was engaged by bringing about
change, but afterwards in a one- to- one session with the researcher, he reflected on whether
this was true, and the extent to which he was as comfortable at handling change as he had
thought.

Neither Participants C or D identified authenticity as an issue.
5.2.7.4 Learning

Participant A publicly announced to the team what he wanted to achieve and learn. His
desire to run a participative session engaged them in co-creating and collaborating on how to
progress the business. By doing this, and with comfortably acknowledging when his
behaviour or actions did not align with his desires, he created an open climate. This enabled
more feedback and opened up dialogue in the team.

Participant B continued to focus on developing a learning practice for which he used a
learning journal. He used this to look at intention versus behaviour and actions, identifying
that listening and empathy to others were still the key development areas for him.

Learning was not a principle focus for Participants C and D as they focused on working out
necessary change. However, at the end of the workshop, Participant D asked the researcher
to support him on working on his leadership style.
5.2.7.5 Anxiety

Participant A experienced initial anxiety around involving the group. He raised issues such
as, „I don‟t want this to be a moaning session‟ and „What if they don‟t take ownership?‟ This
anxiety dissipated by introducing a process to the workshops to limit spiraling negativity.
Another source of anxiety was the challenge, again momentary. Participant A would
reengage with his own vision, and use his emotional intelligence to take a step back. (Refer
to XXX (What Engages).
Pressure to report and provide information to hit targets with which he didn‟t necessarily
agree caused Participant B‟s anxiety. ‟When I am under pressure (?), I tend to come back to
my comfort zone.‟

The potential threat of what the new organisational project meant on the future of his and his
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team‟s roles created anxiety for Participant C. The team was very anxious and said this
drove them to „getting on with their own job to deliver. You stop worrying about others in the
team and try and keep your head down.‟
Participant D‟s anxiety was about the workshop. „I don‟t want this to be a moaning session.
They must take ownership and move it forward.‟. He addressed this anxiety when the
workshop started to deliver feelings, opinions and ideas that he felt could progress the
business .
5.2.7.6 Self Esteem

Following initial confidence issues, Participant A became more confident as the workshop
progressed. Self esteem, at this stage, was not a focal point for any other participant. All
were confident in their chosen way of proceeding.
5.2.7.7 Capabilities of Engagement Style

This was the first time for Participant A that the team as a whole participated in the decision
making process. Participant A and the researcher agreed upon a framework to support a
series of questions to address vision, strategy and future process. This structure
compartmentalised conversations and supported people understanding when Participant A
could address their points, issues or questions. Participant A succeeded in opening up a
dialogue rather than debate by framing views, inviting team members to participate and role
modeling an inquiring and facilitative stance most of the time. The group made decisions as
dialogue progressed, people asked questions, challenged and clarified issues, until all team
members agreed a way forward. Participant B obtained a similar result using a comparable
framework from a team that delivered positive decisions derived through a group dialogue.
Neither Participant C or D were actively in a decision making process with their teams on the
change agenda at this point, although they agreed upon and progressed some actions.
Participant C‟s team indicated that debate, as opposed to formal progress reporting, was
unusual and had enabled engagement. Of interest to them was realising that different
people had different information about which many had not heard. At the end of the
workshop the feedback indicated that it was a ‟better meeting than normal because we
could debate.‟ The participants felt that their usual meetings did not invite discussion, which
would have enabled them to bring out issues, and allow them to identify ways forward.

Participant D set up the workshop, in part, to tackle an issue of concern to the whole
business, which was the organisation‟s structure. The managers worked as two teams to
identify solutions and then talk through the results. The researcher observed numerous
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behaviours during this process that both impacted the engagement of individuals in the team
and on occasion, the whole team. The tendency to „throw grenades‟ was evident, usually as
a result of someone making „a personal remark‟, „not listening to the other person‟, or
„disagreeing with someone‟s views‟. Body language exemplified this behaviour as people
deliberately ignored eye contact and adopted aggressive body language. This frustrated
Participant D who made pointed remarks and critical comments, in effect, modeling the same
poor behaviour.
5.2.7.8 Emotional Intelligence

Participant A focused mainly on the self control and empathy aspects of emotional
intelligence. He had developed the awareness to know when he was not aligned with his
vision. This had become a self monitoring mechanism. He had fine tuned his awareness as
„I realise that I get emotional and have this negative conversation in my head, and then I
know I‟ve lost it a bit.‟ The key difference, he said, from the start of working together was
„now I know why I am frustrated, I have a better understanding of what I want to achieve, and
if I want to, I can control my emotions.‟

Participant B‟s focus on developing emotional intelligence remained the same.
Participant C found the session left him asking, „Wonder if it‟s my style?‟ querying the
effectiveness of his current way of leading, demonstrating self assessment. He discussed his
leadership with the researcher wondering if he had „taken his eye off the ball looking for a new
role, and the extent to which his introversion had contributed to, perhaps, a lack of
engagement in the group.‟ He found one- to- ones more comfortable than group sessions,
and was more confident in that situation. Finally, he also reflected on whether he had
effectively handled conflict in the group. He said that he sometimes „tried to avoid it‟ as he
sees conflict as „aggressive‟. He repeated a previously expressed view that his leadership
has been based on his naval experience, where the framework in which people understood
their roles and level of maturity to „get on with the job and sort out issues themselves‟, did not
appear to be happening within this team. This aspect of team behaviour disengaged him.

Participant D had set the workshop up to help share information which would develop self
awareness for individuals and empathy for others. As part of this process, each individual
shared values that were key to them if the vision was to be meaningful. This focused not so
much on the vision, but on how it needed to feel. Figure 5.9 shows the values. The group
was surprised as Participant D and others purported their views about individual values as
they challenged each other to clarify their points. This opened up a conversation about some
of the poor behaviours that the cultural survey identified. These poor behaviours were
identified by the group as reflecting a genuine passion for the business, but not necessarily
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expressed constructively.

A second exercise shared aspects of positive and negative behaviours about each team
member. This provided Participant D with some valuable feedback about how he was leading
and engaging others. His positive feedback included comments such as: „trying hard to take
us forward and you clearly care‟, „great energy and drive‟, „introduced nice touches for
example cakes in office‟, „great to work with‟, „wholly company focused‟, „is genuine and has
integrity‟. Equally, the group provided Participant D with constructive feedback which
included: „improve communication‟, „listen more‟, „try to engage more with people‟, „either high
or low energy depending on whether things are going right‟, „appreciate others‟ workloads‟,
„don‟t know what your doing‟, and „more leadership, less management‟.

Whilst building team awareness generated positive behaviours in terms of sharing views, the
constructively challenging each other, affirming positive behaviour, and manage the
aforementioned debate style regarding poor behaviour.
At the end of the workshop, Participant D‟s biggest concern was „the behaviour of the
management team‟ and the impact they had on the rest of the business. He felt this spelled
out clearly „the lack of maturity‟ in managing their interaction with the team as a whole and
each other. He did not, however, associate himself with this behaviour, or speak as if he
were a team member.

To management relationships throughout the decision process, Participants A and B fed
back results to key stakeholders. They focused this conversation on what was being done
rather than the methodology of how things were done.

Participants C and D still operated on the basis of sharing what they were doing in regular
meetings in the course of events.
5.2.7.9 Presence

All participants found the process of engaging others personally engaging. All had actively
worked on being present in key sessions, with Participants A and B making this a constant
focus.
5.2.8 Decision 7 - Round 2 – Understanding Engagement - Context

Participant A set up a workshop with the volunteers with the following objectives:

1. Discuss respective views on change, leadership and engagement;
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2. Agree how to progress the high level change methodology, given the role as a team and
as individual leaders in the business;
3. Review strengths and weaknesses as a team and individuals to help us recognise what
our own development agenda is to support the programme, and to decide, therefore, if we
can commit to the programme or not;
4. To focus on skill sets we require and start to see what we need to develop;
5. Agree a plan that will take us to the next session around August 14/15th; I need available
dates from you now to arrange this;and
6. Decide if we want to engage with and commit to put in the time and development needed
for the change programme.

This was a chance to both look at the issues that had arisen in the business, and to reflect on
the change paradigm predominating in the room and to identify a way forward. The
researcher facilitated the workshop, with Participant A as owner of the process, taking a
leadership and participative role. In Participant A‟s workshop, one participant who profiled at
a lower maturity level to the others, was the most senior person present. He asked to discuss
proceedings with Participant A before the workshop. This was the person previously
identified as politically antagonistic. Although he said he agreed with the approach, he had a
model in his head that he had used in the past, but was unwilling to share. This issue sat in a
wider political context of a many senior people not wanting a change programme unless it
was under their control. This increasingly concerned Participant A, and as such, he ensured
he would continue talking to this person to try to engage him to understand the issues.

Following the previous workshop, Participant B became more aware of the differences in
frameworks and models that leadership held and changed across the team. The workshop in
this decision process set out to explore these different models, and develop an inquiry as to
the extent they aligned with either the first or second change paradigm. The researcher was
concerned. that for people to adopt a different approach, they needed both an intellectual and
emotional reason. Participant B was helped by his clarity of vision and meaning and the
power and authority to reshape his business. Participant B‟s approach had started to build
trust in the team. To underpin what it meant to them, the researcher and Participant B
decided to identify values that were important to the team to help them move forward as a
team and as leaders in their own right.
5.2.8.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles
The workshop started by inquiring about peoples‟ perspectives regarding numerous
constructs such as leadership and change. The output agreed with Participant A‟s
expectations, which mainly alilgned with paradigm one, acknowledging to varying degrees
that people were important.
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It also highlighted concerns about the role of leader. Participants identified a more facilitative
style; their dialogue was at odds with the current cultural way of leading which was command
and control.
Participant B had always shown the capability to persevere when things felt difficult. This was
the first time that he had led at this level, based on paradigm two, which is out of sync with the
rest of the organisation. This brought a pressure in its own right. Prior to the workshop ,he
discussed his decision not to involve his boss in how he was leading as he felt he was
unlikely to be supported unless he proved operating to the second change paradigm worked.
By default however, this left him in a lonely position, with primarily the researcher as the key
person to whom he could speak, inquire and receive support. It also left him in the position of
the need to role model and continue communicating the importance of a different way of
leading change and engaging people. At this stage, there was a general level of interest, but
also compliance from most to committing to this way forward. Participant B intended to run a
process that asked people to reflect on change, leadership, engagement and their values.
5.2.8.2 Factors that Engage/Focus/Disengage

Whilst participant A had addressed this question over a period of years, this was the first time
he addressed it to the workshop participants. The group wanted Participant A or senior
management to tell them what they could expect them to consider rather than realising that,
to some extent, this was in their hands and they could shape the agenda.

Participant A disengaged during the workshop following a challenge in a debate (see 5.X.X).
The disengagement was two fold: 1) an automatic reaction to an aggressive, power based
challenge and 2) distress about faltering from course and not becoming a facilitative leader.
Participant A reengaged when he saw the engagement of others in a later process in an
environment where the direct challenger was no longer present. Here he reconnected with
why he originally had engaged in stage one.

Participant B became frustrated in this session, in part, because whilst participants engaged
in the discussions, he sensed they were not owning their own need to develop as leaders.
This caused him to disengage for short periods, where he was simply quiet. Again, he reengaged when he reconnected with his commitment to the earlier vision
Both participants remained focused on the overall system of context, aligned to vision,
strategy, policy, process and cultural/people aspects.
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Capabilities

5.2.8.3 Authenticity capabilities

Workshop participants led by Participant A identified some issues. They saw themselves as
action orientated, generally not very reflecting and inquiring, which was at odds with the
requirement to learn. They also noted a paradox between agreeing the need to have people
engaged and have a proper dialogue versus immediately finding a plan and solution.

The antagonistic participant caused a specific issue that challenged Participant A. First,
Participan A‟s facilitative, listening orientated approach fell apart in this incident. Second, the
antagonist was contradicting his own stated way of leading. This was disengaging for
everyone for a while. It also reflected on the role modelling of the two most powerful
organisational representatives in the room. The challenge incident caused Participant A to
immediately reflect up the authenticity with which he acted. Whilst he rationalised this as an
incident, he realised it had potentially damaged initial impressions for participants in the room.

For Participant B, the workshop generated much more awareness about the meaning of
change, leadership and engagement for him and others. It did not, however, get far enough
to generate a decision about what needed to change. In part, he reflected that „it took me a
significant period of time to come to grips with this and I expect them to do it in a few
workshops.‟ At this stage, the team became generally aware that both collective and
espoused theories did not always add up to theories in use, aided by feedback collected from
the business. Participant B stressed the importance of leading from an authentic place at the
start of the workshop, which was the first time he had made the importance of this aspect of
engagement overt. In recognition of this, he intended the review and discussion of personal
values to help people work out what they needed to do to lead authentically in the business.
5.2.8.4 Learning

Both Participant A and B remained with their current learning agendas. Participant A was
aware that running with a group of highly political volunteers in a loosely defined project
would challenge both his ideal of authenticity and emotional intelligence.
Participant B remained focused on his learning agenda, but was frustrated that the team did
not engage in his view deeply enough with the need to learn to do something different.
Participant B was more conscious and overt about his own learning journey, explaining his
beliefs, underpinning authentic engagement with the rest of team. His learning practice also
continued a process of opening up intellectual and personal areas, which he had not
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discussed before, to increasingly generate a climate of trust and understanding in the team.
5.2.8.5 Anxiety

Two aspects emerged from the workshop that caused anxiety for Participant A.: 1) participant
concern as to how to balance their time with other roles and 2) a general anxiety with a less
traditional approach of the organisation‟s request for them to act as leaders in a very visible
programme. Participant A‟s anxiety was more focused on the political situation and to what
extent workshop participants helped or hindered by pulling key stakeholders on board.
Participant B‟s anxiety arose in this workshop with his concern about having sufficient time to
develop the team. This anxiety was borne from his own experience, understanding the time it
had taken himself to develop. His reflected, „I find myself in my old pattern of getting
impatient for results when I should know better.‟

5.2.8.6 Self Esteem

Participant A felt his self confidence was vulnerable for a short while after the challenge
incident. The researcher observed „the incident undermined his confidence; with him taking a
back seat and looking visibly disengaged..

Participant B reflected on his confidence to lead this kind of change from a detached
perspective. His confidence was not impacted as he rationalised how long it took him to
effect change in himself.
5.2.8.7 Capabilities of Engagement Style

During discussions to draw out what people understood about change, the conversation
resembled a structured debate with each person advocating their thoughts, with little inquiry
to understand. The participant with different views of change verbally attacked Participant A
and others in the workshop. Given this participant‟s organisational power, most people
shutdown conversation completely. Participant A reacted in a similar autocratic way two
years prior. After this event he noticeably disengaged as did the challenger. Shortly
thereafter, the challenger left the workshop. This was not an unusual occurrence in this
organisation. It was, however, difficult to motivate the workshop to attempt another dialogue.
The participants did achieve further discussions about culture; however, without the
antagonistic participant present. Realising how the remaining participants continued their
positive engagement, Participant A also re-engaged. The decision that was required from the
participant A‟s workshop was whether the volunteers wanted to remain engaged. All said
yes, although participant A shared a concern that this was „to be seen as involved with
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something visible and important as opposed to it being authentically meaningful for the people
in its own right.‟..

Participant B now ran a democratic decision making process for all aspects related to the
change agenda. The workshop for Participant B reflected much more interest in cultural,
interpersonal and personal change aspects. Participants asked more questions. Whilst
debate took over on points of contention, the dialogue started to resemble more of an
inquiry.
5.2.8.8 Emotional Intelligence

Workshop participants raised some emotional intelligence issues for Participant A, partly as a
result of the challenge incident that took place in the workshop. First was the extent to which
people felt they could trust each other and trust others in the business. Second, the lack of
trust was a source of anxiety, but directly related to the ability to understand others.

Participants shared their approach to change and leadership. This information created a lively
debate and illicited a discussion on different leadership types and the extent to which it could
be developed. People were interested in understanding more about themselves. This raised
an interest in the learning aspect of the project by which all remaining workshop members
appeared engaged.

The researcher noticed Participant B‟s own frustration and mild movement between
disengaging and engagement. In part, this was due to feeling unwell during the workshop.
However, the other issue that arose was an impatience for people to „get it‟ and start acting in
a way congruent with the second change paradigm. In discussing the process of developing
his own capability to engage others, and the process others would go through, patience was
an issue that hindered Participant B.. Talking with the researcher, and reminding himself of
what it had taken him to develop the capability to align theory and practice, helped him to reengage with his team‟s current place.
5.2.8.9 Presence

Participant A and B both experienced incidents of lacking presence through challenge,
anxiety or general business. However, they were observably aware of this, and self corrected
when losing presence.
5.2.9 Review

Participant A and B had reached a point in the process where active engagement started to
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spark challenge and frustration. Both were more aware of the pressure points and more able
to deal with them. Participant A became more concerned about contextual issues, in
particular, politics, whilst Participant B focused on managing himself and supporting others.
Both Participants C and D had established environments enabling different conversations to
take place, which had brought benefits in exposing issues, and enabling a different type of
dialogue to take place. However, both still were not active in embracing the learning issues
and associated development of their practice towards paradigm two.
5.2.10 Decision 8 – Round 1 – Deepening Engagement -Context

There were no contextual changes or issues for Participants A and B.
Participant A had run numerous workshops in conjunction with the facilitator where they
provided frameworks to structure the dialogue with the team. Participant A moved more to
taking an advisory and facilitative/coaching style depending on the needs. Effectively, he
now ran the change agenda without support from the researcher, just providing updates and
reflection.

Participant B continued a pattern of sharing his thoughts, ensuring he wrote them down first,
and getting individuals and the team to discuss them with him. Effectively, he now ran the
change agenda without support from the researcher, just providing updates and reflection.
Participant C continued to be hindered by the belief articulated at the start that „ without
direction from Project S I find it difficult to remain engaged as there is a chance it could knock
the course of direction we set‟. Consequently, he refocused on operational activities. During
a conversation with the researcher he was prompted to reflect that the objective and goals of
his directorate would remain the same. It was more likely that his current team may have
different reporting lines, with more of a matrix line reporting structure. This led to a decision
to run another workshop and focus on the vision, culture and understanding the content of the
change agenda. Here Participant C focused on strengths and weaknesses in the value chain
of what his directorate delivered. Participants described the culture as informal, consensus
building, passive, filled with inexperienced people, and consisting of different styles.
Participants indicated that the business perceived the team as weak, thus contributing to a
blame orientated culture which left them feeling second class. This added more clarity to the
context for change.
Again, there was a three month gap before the researcher met Participant D again. During
this time, he focused on sorting out the organisation‟s structure, running the day- to- day
business and dealing with team behaviours. Participant D felt the context had not changed,
and felt it „should have done so‟ as he felt by involving the team the context for the team
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would have shifted. The researcher observed that Participant D became much more difficult
to communicate with during this period. He assured the researcher „that the team was
making progress with its actions‟, and was sending ideas on roles and structure to discuss
with the researcher during this time. He was under considerable pressure and as time
progressed, conversations clearly indicated that he was experiencing stress from home as „he
wasn‟t there enough‟, and he needed to make „some choices‟. Alongside this were constant
behavioural issues between the team, Participant D and the management team. There was
also the normal company end of year panic. As time progressed, Participant D also outlined
that behavioural issues which were stymieing progress.
5.2.10.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Style

Participant A, from both an intentional and observed viewpoint, achieved alignment between
the second paradigm and leadership and engagement the majority of the time.

Participant B had moved to a greater intellectual understanding of the second paradigm, with
leadership and engagement, and was consciously working on bringing his capability to
engage as a leader in line with it.

Participant C and D remained with an intellectual view of the second change paradigm
embracing aspects of it, with their observable practice operationally focused and centred on
the first change paradigm. Neither actively led aspects of change between workshops, and
team member engagement in the change agenda had been minimal. Participant D worked on
a new structure for the business in isolation.
5.2.10.2 Factors that Engage/Focus/Disengage

Both Participant A and B remained engaged, identifying the success of their new engagement
strategy and focused on learning engagement capability, which produced a virtuous circle.

Participant C disengaged during this period from the change programme based on reasons
stated previously about needing direction, and increasing anxiety about his own future. The
researcher observed that „despite one of the goals being to support people in becoming more
comfortable with change, Participant C‟s behaviour was experienced as disengaging, as his
focus went elsewhere and he did not do anything to take the change agenda forward or
support people through the uncertainty.‟ Expected announcements railroaded the change
programme he started causing it to effectively halt.

Participant D‟s disengagement resulted from both business and personal pressure. He was
also frustrated by his team‟s lack of behavioural change.
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Capabilities

5.2.10.3 Authenticity Capabilities

Whilst Participant A and B were aware of odd moments on espoused and actual theory
differing, this occurred around issues of which they were already aware and on which they
were actively working.
Participant C‟s workshop had the potential to enable a conversation around authenticity;
however, there was no deep discussion, and despite questions about culture and vision, the
group lacked willingness to analyse at deeper level. The researcher observed that:
There appeared to be contradictions. For example, they described themselves as consensus
building, but had previously identified being stove piped, not trusting each other, and not
sharing information. In terms of talking about different styles, they saw this could be a
strength, which was at odds with the critique of styles in the meeting. When the researcher
raised this, there was some recognition but no real discussion.
Participant D had identified that some team members were not „living values as agreed‟ at the
last workshop. Participant D had not raised this with the individuals, and therefore was also
out of sync with the agreed values.
5.2.10.4 Learning

Participants A and B now individually were driving their own learning agenda.
Participant C was not focused on learning, but his team, during the workshop, identified
through having engaged in a different sort of dialogue „how things they did in each area fitted
together, and that they did not appear to be a process that they all understood.‟ There was
team wide recognition that learning about each others‟ areas would take them forward and
create better understanding.

Participant D was not focused on learning at this point.
5.2.10.8 Anxiety

Managing anxiety was a key focus for Participant D only. He felt overwhelmed by business
and personal issues, and under fire from the team. For the first time, he talked seriously
about whether he wanted to continue in the role, given the impact on his family and the
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pressure and issues in the team on him personally. This caused long term disengagement
with the change agenda.
5.2.10.9 Self esteem/Efficacy

Participant D was also the only one at this point to actively struggle with issues around self
esteem. He said he was „suffering from stress relating to the personnel issue he had
suffered, from lower self esteem, doubt, and negative thoughts.‟

5.2.10.10 Capabilities of Engagement Style

Participant A and B had established a regular dialogue with their teams around the change
agenda. Participant C only debated the change agenda during workshops with little
engagement in between. Participant D cancelled workshops and the team was not engaged
in dialogue or debate connected with the change agenda.
5.2.10.11 Emotional Intelligence

Whilst not seen as an end result, Participants A and B were actively and publicly working on
these areas. By developing their own practice and starting to actively seek and observe
feedback, they felt that emotional intelligence had improved. They judged this on the
increased engagement, the joint decision making, the capability of team members to own
issues rather than passing them up, by better dialogue and by active achievement of targets
they set with the team.

Participant C had moved to creating an environment that enabled different dialogue to take
place, to discuss vision and to try to understand individuals better. However, the researcher
ran most of this. Participant C started to ask more questions of himself and the environment
he had created, but did not appear to reach conclusions that resulted in a desire to act.

Participant D had become much more aware of his own emotions and what was going on in
the team. His talked of being „stressed‟, „frustrated‟ by continuing pressure, poor team
behaviours and the length of time it took to deal with people. In talking to Participant D and
the team members about the situation, the researcher concluded that:
 Participant D was perceived as avoiding the conflict dealing with people separately, but
not getting involved at any deep level;
 Team members perceived him as being irritated, frustrated and judging them as
immature;
 He had tended to address cause rather than effect which had not worked; and
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 They perceived this stance at odds with what was agreed with vision and values.

These insights were an obvious focal point as in an informal session a few weeks later, he
added to this self assessment. He made the following observations about himself:


Poor listening, and the need to note take, summarise and clarify more;



A conflict style that appears to be Avoid or Confront, and not necessarily reflecting
and thinking things through;



Realisation of the need to be a role model, but concern that the reality was he
modelled frustration and inconsistency with values and vision;



Tendency to be reactive;



Needing to inquire and question more rather than dictating;



Fear of failure;



Going black and white and polarising under stress;



Feeling overwhelmed;



Needing space to work not always sitting in the box; and



Discipline to do actions.

Then was a period of little contact and he cancelled a workshop because „ all of the team feel
we are moving forwards well now and want them to pick the ball up themselves, which I am
very pleased to see. I think we will assess where we are in three months.‟„.

Having not heard from Participant D for a while despite attempts to make contact, Participant
D and the researcher finally had a conversation. Busy and buried in operational concerns,
Participant D had disengaged from the change agenda, deciding to leave and find a new role.
The team was the same as ever, and he no longer considered it „worth my effort.‟
5.2.10.12 Presence

The level of presence varied considerably in this decision. Both Participants C and D actively
started to disengage either due to lack of direction from the business, or anxiety concerning
aspects of both context and capability to manage from an emotionally intelligent viewpoint.
Participants A and B continued to manage presence actively.
5.2.11 Decision 8 – Round 2 – Deepening Engagement - Context

Following the workshop, Participant A said that most people agreed and carried out the
actions, although continued to struggle to give time. A few weeks later Participant A left on
holiday, and at this point had neither succeeded in updating the sponsor nor getting the
disengaged team member on board. The disengaged team member was avoiding contact.
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Participant A realised this was a risk and attempted to spend time with key stakeholders, but
was unsuccessful. Participant A then decided not to manage the issue whilst he was away.
During his absence, the disengaged team member used his political advantage and his close
relationship with the sponsor to change Participants A‟s role to one of project management.
Within a few months of his return, the programme folded. For the rest of the team, the
promise of doing something different, followed by the politics, and change of direction was
disengaging and most had attempted to leave the programme before it formally closed.

For Participant A there were a few key capabilities involved in his decision to not actively
manage the situation. He had recognised throughout that the cultural context was not
supportive of the second paradigm. He was becoming increasingly disengaged by the politics
and the lack of support of his direct sponsor, who would not give him time. He was becoming
tired and frustrated by the situation, leading him to „feel less emotionally intelligent and less
inclined to put the effort in, in what looks like something increasingly destined to fail.‟

A few months after his return, he disengaged completely from the programme, reasoning that.
it was now not a programme that was likely to succeed given the first change paradigm and
the redirection to focus on process and not culture and people. Also, the role was now not in
line with how he led, and authenticity was still key for him. He did not want to compromise his
own integrity.
Participant B went through a number of iterative cycles of deepening engagement in the
change agenda. He was concerned about the following points:
 The team needed to own and start developing their own practice of aligning their way of
being with the values, and engagement strategy that had been agreed; and
 The team were intellectualising the information but Participant B perceived that they
didn‟t have the self awareness to recognise the difference between theory and
practice.

His decision was the need to deepen his own engagement and for the team to actively start
working on their capability to engage. He sought to encourage listening, patience, role
modelling, feedback to support self awareness, and discipline at feeding back on elements of
the team‟s way of working that did not fit in with the strategy.
5.2.11.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership & Engagement Styles

By Participant B deciding to deepen engagement through a series of workshops on other
issues requiring resolution, the team recognised:
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General
 Some weak teams
 Credible goals (lack of)
Decision Making
 Don‟t make/ take hard decisions
Emotional Intelligence
 Do not listen to one another
 Lack of Trust
 Lack of immediate successor (delegation and development issues)
 Lack of mutual support
 Poor communications

The researcher noticed that as discussion became increasingly personal, people became
more engaged with the issues. From observation, the team as a whole started to see how
they might contribute to the issues of lack of engagement, but also could see opportunities as
to how to improve engagement and the business.
5.2.11.2 What Engages/Focus/Disengages

The decision to deepen engagement was more difficult for Participant B where he
experienced a number of short term bouts of disengagement. This was partly contextual as
the organisation had increasingly pressurised him to increase business performance against
a background of increasing economic crisis and increased governance. The organisation
often made last minute requests that detracted from the focus of running the business. This
was partly due to pressures to achieve a work life balance, and from his own decision to
spend more time engaging in conversation with people in the business. Helping him reengage was „I walk away and don‟t think about it, because I know I will feel better about it in
the morning. I do exercise, yoga and I can get back on with it.‟ „This enabled him to reflect on
his original reasons for engagement in stage one which reinspired him.

In terms of the team, the connection between problems they had identified and issues around
engagement and leadership registered more than previously. They were engaged by the fact
that they could identify improvement areas, and that their leader had set a climate in which
that was possible.
5.2.11.3 Authenticity Capabilities

Authenticity continued to be an active focus of Participant B of which he was aware and
managing constantly.
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5.2.11.4 Learning
Participant B‟s decision to deepen engagement was explicitly about the team learning to do
things differently. They had already „banked some successes‟, and the team as a whole felt
more confident to take another step. To build confidence the team shared lessons learnt.
Participant B said what he now did differently was „more consistent with vision and goals of
practice re communications, less flitting about, forced himself to focus on cultural and
transformation and on engagement, rather than just utilisation. He was more relaxed, recently
had been walking around the office more.
The team as a whole said: „they talked more constructively, everyone knows goals, working
collaboratively,with less un-resolvable conflict..They still needed to manage their desire to
jump to a solution rather than have a dialogue and still wanted more time with Participant B to
ensure they had clarity about what they were doing.
5.2.11.5 Anxiety

Anxiety noticeably impacted Participant B as well. Some of his worry and stress prior to this
workshop started to evaporate. That others now were engaging authentically gave
Participant B the sense that they were starting to operate and collaborate as a team.
5.2.11.6 Self Esteem

In the second workshop, the intention to actively focus not just on what they discussed, but
how, produced anxiety and self esteem issues for Participant B. He said, „I do not always feel
confident of my capability to handle the process.‟ He was concerned that things were going
wrong or he was losing patience and going into autocratic mode. Also, the team was not sure
what to do when someone became very emotional, A joint facilitation resolved this, enabling
Participant B to feel supported in taking things forward.
5.2.11.7 Capabilities of Engagement Style

In deepening the engagement, Participant B based dialogues on business issues that the
team deemed a key priority. The researcher encouraged the team to stand back and observe
their dialogue from a third person perspective. As a result, they identified the following issues:
• Don‟t debate key issues enough;
• Close debate down;
• No team process;
• Hot buttons;
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• Losing sight of objective of conversation;
• Plunging into solution; and
• Not checking what everyone thinks up front.
A second workshop to deepen engagement focused on team dynamics and the team
processes. They identified when they needed debate versus dialogue, the diaglogue‟s
effectiveness, and providing each other feedback.
5.2.11.8 Emotional Intelligence

This started to focus the team on the necessary core capabilities to engage each other such
as listening, questioning and managing self in relation to others. The participants‟ difficulty in
advancing issues of interest to all was the most impactful part of the process. This was
reflected in the developmental actions people chose to progress at the end of the session,
(see Figure 5.10) which reflected growing self awareness, but principally showed a focus on
self control.

A key focus in a second workshop to deepen engagement was on areas that caused team
conflict and how to handle it. The researcher ran a session that combined building self
awareness about causes of difficulty and conflict, with tools to aid self control. In this
workshop people actively started to feel more confident about how to engage in dialogue and
manage different opinions, emotions and conflict.
5.2.11.9 Presence

There was no change in presence from last decision.
5.2.12 Review

In round one, Participant A and B had successfully progressed their business change agenda
and judged that they had engaged differently and obtained more engagement than normal.
Both sought to align their way of leading change with paradigm two. Participants C and D
had disengaged for differing reasons. Neither had progressed the change agenda.

In round 2, Participant A felt the key learning from the situation was the power of context, and
that without sufficient top support, the programme did not have a reasonable chance of
success. In terms of his own leadership, Participant A felt he had been authentic in difficult
circumstances.
Participant B in round two felt the „group was more willing to explore issues not even
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recognised 12 months previously.‟ At the end of this period, the organisation conducted
another staff engagement survey. The survey results had improved to the extent that they
contained some of the highest engagement scores in the business. They also achieved their
financial goals in what had been a difficult market.
5.3 Stage 3 – Decision 9 – Round 1 -Committing to Development - Context

5.3.1 Introduction

This stage was formal. The participant and researcher, or the researcher actively pushed this
stage.
5.3.1.1 Context

In round one, Participant A achieved his business aims. He managed to obtain a vision and
strategy with which people had been involved, and experienced better, if not full engagement.
The business managed to thrive in this period despite difficult market conditions. Several
team members started to take the pressure off Participant A, and started to represent the
business at senior meetings. About six months after this period, Participant A left this
business. He said, „It doesn‟t need me anymore. They are running it themselves.‟.
He also reflected on how he saw himself (see XXX)...
Participant B met the business targets, but felt he still needed to find a vision „that kept him
inspired, and had a long way to go on the emotional intelligence agenda.‟

Participant C and D did not achieve the desired business outcomes.
5.3.1.2 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Styles

Participants A and D had remained in the paradigms in which they started. Participant B had
successfully aligned himself to paradigm two. Participant C had started to question himself
about his effectiveness as leader, and potentially, the need to more fully align with paradigm
two. He made a connection that to engage, he needed to expand his range, using different
approaches, and needed to consider his own preference for operating. Reflecting on what
helped or hindered, he saw the issue as external as to why the change programme did not go
anywhere. He said, „I can‟t proceed without clear direction.‟

5.3.1.3 Factors that Engage/Focus/Disengage

There is nothing further to add to the prior discussion.
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5.3.1.4 Authenticity Capabilities

Authenticity capabilities were an active focus for Participants A and B and had become
integrated in both personal and business visions. This aligned with values about what
participants wanted to achieve and acted like a magnet drawing them back to paradigm two
when things became tough. Participant C and D had not focused on this aspect, reacting
more to external influence of context and business demands, rather than living up to internal
values of authenticity.
5.3.1.5 Learning

When reflecting with Participant A , he agreed that he have improved on the following
capabilities:
 „Capability to communicate;
 Responding to individual requirements rather than assuming they should be more like
you;
 Reflective capability developed;
 Listening;
 Using dialogue and more comfortable with personal and relevant expression in
individual and group situations; and
 Presence in a dialogue..

Participant A decided to carry on building on his developed engagement capabilities as a
result of both rounds of change.
Participant B had developed a learning practice during this process and recorded it in a
journal. He thought this had been „a key part of his ability to develop as it made him stop and
reflect what was really going on.‟ Participant B also made the decision to carry on building on
his engagement capabilities and made the following journal entry: „Accepting that I have to
learn to do something new after all these years is an uncomfortable feeling. I have to submit
to being led and I feel as though I‟m stumbling forward into the darkness.‟ His analogy was
that learning felt a bit like taking „nasty tasting medicine‟; you knew it was good for you but
you didn‟t necessarily like it at the time. Certainly, on further discussion he noted that his
strong relationship with the researcher helped him keep his best interests in mind.
Nevertheless, he had embarked on the journey and a further reflection showed the distance
he felt he had travelled:
„Everything that the researcher has said has challenged the ultimate effectiveness of my safe
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ground approach – to begin with (say 12 months ago) I just wouldn‟t believe what she was
proposing and challenged back – not really taking on board what she was alluding to. Its
difficult to track the changes, but I am willing to concede that to effect really powerful change,
the only way is to emotionally engage with people, and I‟m going to have to learn how to
combine my logic, strategy and planning with feeling and authenticity.‟

Both Participant C and D had not had a learning practice, nor focused on the learning aspect
of the change journey. Their learning is reflected in insights in the sections (see XX) relevant
to this decision.

5.3.1.6 Anxiety

Periods of anxiety had existed for most of the participants, with Participant C experiencing the
least. Participant A reflected that the way he dealt with the issues of being different and
bullying had advanced. Whilst anxious, these events did not disable him as they did
previously. Participant B reflected that anxiety was not something he often experienced as he
practiced meditation and reflection that enabled him to manage anxiety when it occurred.
Whilst Participant D found anxiety difficult to manage, his feelings of anxiety were
instrumental in his decision to leave the organisation.
5.3.1.7 Self Esteem/Efficacy

This ran in line with feelings of anxiety.
5.3.1.8 Capabilities of Engagement Style

All participants reported that they had seen alternative ways of engaging, and they could see
the advantage of ensuring dialogue was part of their repertoire. Setting up dialogue brought
issues to the fore, and required their capability to deal with potential conflict and feelings of
anxiety that potential conflict could raise.
5.3.1.9 Emotional Intelligence

The drawing (see Figure 5.11) was a result of reflection that Participant A viewed, at the start
of the process, as a clash between what he called „Boyman‟ and „Familyman‟. As his self
awareness developed, he saw this, not as a clash challenging his authenticity, instead as the
beliefs and attitudes that shaped why he felt one aspect was „dominant‟ and another aspect
„choking‟ at any particular point in time. He had a clear idea of where he had been, and how
to manage different aspects of himself, particularly those aspects that knocked his self
confidence. The collaborative relationship with the researcher enabled him to work things
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through and come to terms with who he was at that point, what worked, and what didn‟t. At
this stage this did not necessarily change what he did, but he was much more conscious of
his actions and behaviours on others, and how some of those actions and behaviours
impacted his ability to engage others.
Participant B had learnt the importance of emotional as well as process engagement,
although it was considerably into the first round before this had some meaning for Participant
B. It was about providing ideas and frameworks to think through how to lead change and
engage others, together with Participant B‟s commitment to become more self aware, and as
a result, started to see and, as importantly, feel for himself the difference between espoused
and actual practice.
Participant C did discuss the potential to develop himself to engage others more effectively in
the future, but felt that he would not proceed with this until he either had his role confirmed,
moved or changed roles and then he would review. The researcher noted that very little
personal analysis took place. Participant C actively decided not to advance any of his
insights, preferring to see what the next role would bring when he would think about it again.

Participant D reflected that no major changes occurred in the way the team worked. He had
decided to find a new role, and his anxiety and stress levels were very high. He reflected that
he had „behaved badly‟, which he attributed to the pressure he had been under. Participant D
did not engage in active reflection about the change programme. He decided to totally
disengage and take a role that removed him from the leadership arena.
5.3.1.10 Presence

Presence for participants varied in line with their level of anxiety. They developed a practice
that enabled them to identify the impact of lack of presence. The development of this
capability appeared strongest in those for whom authenticity had been key.
5.3.2 Decision 9 – Round 2 - Learning from Experience - Context

For Participant A, the second round of the change agenda did not materially change his self
view. He saw that he was constantly honing his capabilities, dependent on the context, and it
was something of which he was conscious. He reflected that if he had the second round
experience first, things might have been different. The organisation had a transactional
culture focused around efficiency and productive time where espoused values such as
customer related ones, and employee value were not acted out in practice. The programme
sponsor requested the organisation to establish a change programme which focused on the
cultural aspects that placed „people at the heart of the business‟, and they appointed
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Participant A as programme director. In reality, the sponsor did not engage with the
programme director directly, and did not lend support as he identified issues. This left
Participant A with no senior management point of contact or support in regards to the
programme.
5.3.2.1 Change Paradigm, Leadership and Engagement Style

Research suggests that clarity of vision and direction are key leadership components.
Participant A would have expected the top team to have discussed and bought into the
objectives of change. The top team did not provide clarity of direction and participant A read
this as an implied empowerment of the group; however, the participants‟ reaction indicated it
they saw it more as a lack of vision that caused confusion and lack of engagement. In both
rounds of the change agenda , Participant A recommitted to a decision to continue to develop,
act authentically and influence others towards the second change paradigm where
appropriate.
5.3.2.2 Anxiety

Participant A reflected that the way he dealt with the being different and bullying issues had
advanced by the end of round two of change. Whilst anxious, these events did not disable
him as previously. Participant B reflected that anxiety was not something he often
experienced as he practiced meditation and reflection, enabling him to manage anxiety when
it occurred.
5.3.2.3 Emotional Intelligence

Participant B‟s emotional intelligence and learning practice grew from the first round. This
time he found that to deepen his own engagement, he needed to deepen the team‟s
engagement, and he spread the learning ethos to other team members, capitalising on their
shared successes as a result of doing things differently. Participant B decided to continue
deepening the engagement process with the team as an iterative process built into his yearly
agenda.
5.4 Summary

One can group the aforementioned capabilities into themes to consider in the analysis. The
first theme was context and its impact on the development of the capability to engage in terms
of influencing the attitudes one associates with engagement, and the level of anxiety it
produces in the leader in relation to contextual pressure. The second theme was the
alignment between authenticity capabilities that can help manage the anxiety and link to the
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orientation of an individual in terms of what he or she find meaningful in the development of
attitudes one associates with change, engagement and leadership. The third theme and
again key in helping managing anxiety, and linked to the learning aspect of engagement is
emotional intelligence, which highlights capabilities that one needs to develop. The fourth
theme is the motivation to intend to learn and develop a learning practice and its impact on
engagement. Table 5.2 on next page shows the transition made in capabilities participant by
participant.
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Table 5.2– Development of engagement attitude and capability
Level of Maturity
Change Paradigm

Leadership Style

Engagement Style

What Engages

Focus

Participant A

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Consistent advocate and practice

Gradual development from

Remained aligned for first change

Remained aligned to first change

of second paradigm

intellectual grasp of second paradigm

paradigm despite intention to follow

paradigm though moved more

to also developing it as a practice

second

towards wanting participation

Transformation style that matured

Transactional style with visionary

Transactional style with intention to

Transactional style which became

over two rounds of change

approach maturing to

be a servant leader which remained

more autocratic as stress increased

transformational leadership

static

More focused on one- to- one

Started from expectation of engaging

Moved to setting up an environment

Moved to setting up an environment

relationship building at start.

with vision and a tell, transactional

which used externally facilitated

which used externally facilitated

Became more facilitative and able

style; moved towards a more

workshops to engage, but this was

workshops to engage, but this was

to engage with groups as time

relationship based, individual and

not reflected in his own practice

not reflected in his own practice

progressed.

group participative approach

Authenticity & learning about self.

Increasingly driven by a need to be

Initially focus on improving team and

Initially focus on delivery and moved

Making a difference in the

authentic and transformational leader,

helping people handle change, which

to finding new role following anxiety,

organisation by showing benefits of

via showing he delivers to a bigger

moved to focusing on safety of his

stress in role

2nd change paradigm.

vision

own role

paradigm and participative,

Initial focus on learning,

Continued focus on objectives and

Continued focus on operational

collaborative change becoming

experimentation and self in regards to

tasks rather than engagement of

issues

increasingly altruistic

roles played in organisation becoming

team

Continued focus on second

focused on collaboration and altruistic
motives
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Level of Maturity
What Disengages

Participant A
Lack of authenticity and politics

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Business pressure; lack of ownership

Not having clear remit and overall

People not getting on with delivery in

and learning in team

vision to provide direction for own

way articulated

business
Context

Read context from systems

Initially read context more from

Initially read context more from

Initially read context more from

viewpoint focus on alignment of

stakeholder and market viewpoint;

stakeholder and market viewpoint;

stakeholder and market viewpoint;

process, strategy, market, culture.

increasingly looked at alignment of

increasingly looked at culture

increasingly looked at culture

strategy and culture
Capabilities
Authenticity capabilities
Awareness of Espoused

Was already aware of this issue,

Had little awareness at start, but

Had some awareness, but did not

Developed more of an awareness,

versus actual theory in

but became more actively focused

constant focus by second round of

focus on this capability

but did not focus on this capability

use

on it

change

Authenticity

Values authenticity in himself and

Not a focus at start, then active in

Not a focus

Not a focus

others and active role model of

working out what authentic means to

values

developing a practice

Internal values aligned to second

Internal values initially linked to

Internal values linked to team

Internal values linked to achievement

change paradigm;, learning,

achievement and learning; became

working, achievement of goals and

and delivery

authenticity, with increasing focus

increasingly focused on authenticity

experimentation.

on making a difference at

and making a difference at

organisational level

organisational level

System focus with increasing

System focus with increasing

Awareness primarily on objectives

Target focused with increasing

capability to detach

capability to detach

and contextual issues

individual awareness issues

Values

Awareness &
Developing Detachment
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Level of Learning
Learning

Participant A

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Active double loop learning in both

Active double loop learning in both

Focus remained on single loop

Focus remained on single loop

rounds of change; Became more

rounds of change; Became more

learning

learning

overt and public as time went on

overt and public as time went on, and

Became disabled by anxiety

then focused on learning organisation
Anxiety

Self esteem/efficacy

Increasing capability to manage

Became more aware of anxiety,

Became more anxious as realised job

anxiety, treated as a learning point

actively managed

threatened, actively managed

Self esteem fairly constant. Mostly

Self esteem consistently good;

Self esteem consistent, invested in

Self esteem impacted by pressure

internally referenced and less likely

invested in exploring both self and

achievement of plan. Externally

and anxiety

to be knocked by, but specific

other areas of interest. Becoming

referenced. When role threatened,

reaction to politics and challenge

more internally referenced and felt

disengaged but self esteem

more of a sense of opportunity to

reasonably constant

change
CAPABILITIES OF
ENGAGEMENT STYLE
Decision Making
Encouraged participation in

Increasingly encouraged participative

Experimented with participation in

Experimented with participation in

decision making and problem

decision making & problem solving.

identifying way forward and decision

identifying way forward and decision

solving where contextually relevant.

Increasingly empowered others in

making, with limited empowerment

making, with limited empowerment

Was able to move to empowering

second round of change

others in first round of change
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Level of Maturity

Participant A

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Communication/dia-

More focused on dialogue with aim

Initial tendency to debate and focus

Debate with

Debate with focus on own views;

logue style/conflict

of getting people to collaborate on

on own views, increasing ability to

focus on own views; could detach

could detach and listen to others, but

change agenda; Can listen deeply

detach and listen to others;

and listen to others, but only

only occasional deep inquiry;. If

to others, but ended up in debate

Developed to more collaborative and

occasional deep inquiry

challenged, would immediately start

occasionally when challenged

dialogue based

Empowerment and

Increasingly empowered and

Increasing

Consistently empowered others

Consistently empowered others

delegation

delegated to achieve bigger picture

empowerment and delegation

within own areas; little empowerment

within own areas, little empowerment

especially in second round of change

as a team

as a team, and tendency to withdraw

to challenge

delegation if results not delivered
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Self Awareness
Emotional self

A key focus and became less

Became a focus, and experiments

awareness

prone to reactive behaviour

with awareness

Self assessment

Understood strengths and

Self confidence

Some increasing awareness

Limited awareness/capability

Awareness growing of interpersonal

More interested in others‟ strengths

Limited assessment of weaknesses

weaknesses and active in making

strengths and weaknesses more of a

and weaknesses and extent they

and relationships; Well aware of

choices around this

balance with technical considerations

choose to develop them

expertise and of strengths

Growing self confidence in most

Initially very confident, followed by

Reasonably self confident throughout

Initially looked confident, but this did

situations

period of doubt, then regaining self
confidence
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not sustain under pressure.

Level of Maturity

Participant A

EMOTIONAL

Had control from start in many

INTELLIGENCE

situations, had specific blind spots,

Self management

for example challenge

Participant B

Participant C

Had control throughout both rounds

Had control on occasions observed

Participant D
Increasingly lower control in
situations of anxiety

Emotional self control
Transparency

Adaptability

Became increasingly aware of gaps

Initially not that transparent; Became

Became increasingly aware of gaps

Not much awareness and what was

between espoused and theory in

increasingly aware of gaps between

between espoused and theory in use,

said often did not line up with

use, and open in his own

espoused and theory in use, and

but remained closed

behaviour interpreted by team as

development

open in his own development;

Adaptable in one- to- one

Became increasingly adaptable as

Would adapt intellectually, but did not

situations; became more adaptable

increased awareness and learning

find it easy or meaningful to adapt his

lacking transparency

in group situations
Achievement

Initiative

Displayed limited adaptability

practice

Drive to achieve in a way that is

Initial drive to achieve external targets

Drive to perform to external standards

Drive to perform to external standards

authentic and set most of own

moved to including ones that were

and objectives

and objectives

targets

learning and internally based

Proactive in taking change agenda

Proactive in taking progressing

Proactive in identifying change

Initially proactive in taking change

forward

change agenda

agenda initially, but not without

agenda forward, but not when

organisational direction or when

encountering problems or when

operational pressure

operational pressure
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Level of Maturity
Optimism

Participant A

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Generally optimistic; had concerns

Generally optimistic on almost all

Not always optimistic and tended to

Initially optimistic, as problems

related to context, but desire to

occasions

wait until he had more certainty

materialised became very negative

Focused from start; understanding

Increasing focus on understanding

Focused on understanding others;

Little understanding of others‟ and

others‟ and own impact

others‟ and own impact

little understanding of own impact

own impact

Organisational

Organisationally aware from

Organisationally aware from systems

Interested in organisation to extent

Interested in organisation to extent

awareness

systems perspective

perspective

impact capability to get on with job

impact capability to get on with job

and meet standards for expertise;

and meet standards for expertise;

Focused on area of expertise and

Focused on area of expertise and

direct influence

direct influence

Intention to follow a service mentality

Saw service in terms of client

achieve overrode this
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Interpersonal
relationships
Empathy

Service

Developed a service mentality for

Developed a service mentality for all

all stakeholders

stakeholders

relationship

Relationship
Management
Inspirational leadership

See leadership above

Influence

Range of approaches- principally

Increasing range of approaches from

Principally power, directive and

Principally power, directive and

participative and educative

power directive moving to include

coercive approaches, though

coercive approaches

participative ones

intention to be participative
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Level of Maturity
Developing others:

Participant A

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Had coaching style from start;

Little active role in developing others

Supportive of the development of

Supportive of development of others

became more effective in

at start, but moved to coaching style;

others with some coaching time.

limited time to become actively

developing others through clearer

became more effective in developing

communication and improving

others through clearer communication

emotional intelligence

and improving emotional intelligence;

Initiate change from second

Initiate change viewpoint of

Initiated conversation about change

Initiated conversation about change

paradigm viewpoint, actively

visionary,,actively catalysed different

rather than actively catalysing

rather than actively catalysing

catalysed different conversation

conversations

Preferred collaboration, but could

Moved from mainly competing to

Intention to collaborate reported as

Tended to compete or avoid

compete on occasions

looking to collaborate

consensus seeker

Building

Relationship management rather

Moved from managing stakeholders

Management of stakeholders when

Management of stakeholders when

bonds/stakeholder

than just stakeholder management

to increasing relationship

required

required

Change catalyst

Conflict Management

management

involved

management

Teamwork and

Focused on building teams that

Initial focus on teams focused on

Focused on wanting a team that

Focused on wanting a team that

collaboration

would develop and learn together

delivery, moving to also focusing on

worked together, but not active in

worked together, but not active in

learning

resolving issues to achieve this

resolving issues to achieve this

Capability to remain present if role

Capability to remain present if role

Limited capability to remain present

Limited capability to remain present

challenged, maintained

challenged, maintained connectivity,

without clear direction provided

when role challenged, and limited

connectivity, attention, identify for

attention, identify for most of the time

Presence

most of the time

emotional intelligence impact
connectivity

Source; Data Analysis
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Chapter 6 – Emerging Themes

6.1 Introduction

This chapter builds on the detail of chapter 4 and 5 examining the emerging themes to
support the research question „How do managers develop the capabilities to engage their
teams in the pursuit of transformational goals?'. The literature review had highlighted that the
areas of change, leadership, learning and adult maturity had not been brought together in an
academic focus and therefore the complex interaction of dynamics impacting on a leader as
he attempts to engage and sustain the engagement of people during a programme has had
little focus. At the end of chapter two a number of questions were identified:
1

If a leader starts with the first paradigm of change as their model of leading, is he
able to identify the value of, and to develop the capabilities that embrace the second
paradigm and an engagement strategy he can enact authentically?

2

Does the leader understand the extent to which context has an impact on himself as
leader in terms of his capability to engage himself and others?

3

Which underlying values and mental maps of change, help or hinder the leader
develop the capabilities to successfully
engage others in change?

4

Does the leader understand whether the capability to engage maybe constrained by
the level of maturity of the leader?

5

How does a leader make sense of the process and psychological aspects of
engagement?

This chapter seeks to link the words and actions of the participants in the analysis presented
in chapters four and five to emerging themes and the questions posed above, with the
purpose of capturing them to either support, challenge and add to existing research.

This chapter is structured to look at each theme, and question, the patterns that emerge, to
provide the evidence that illustrates and explains the findings in relation to previous and
subsequent points (Miles and Huberman, 1994). From the original conceptual framework
based on the literature review table 2.8, and the analysis of findings, an emergent model is
proposed at the end of this chapter, which identifies the process of engagement in relation to
leading change, and the key capabilities associated with engagement at various points in that
process. This model seeks to reflect both the experience of the participants, and draw
together those findings in a theory which reflects both the participant experience, and the
emergent theoretical patterns identified, so to maintain the theoretical level of the research
(Eisenhardt, 1989).
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The variety of responses from engaging others in change exposed a complexity of factors that
impacted on the success with which participants were able to learn to engage others in
transformational change.

As the importance of different capabilities enabling engagement

emerged (discussed in chapters four and five), this chapter now focuses on pulling together
the experience for all participants to identify what they have in common and what is different.
A number of themes have been identified.

The first theme is context and its impact on the development of the capability to engage.
Context influences the attitudes associated with engagement and the level of anxiety it
produces in the leader in relation to contextual pressure. The second theme authenticity
supported the management of anxiety and influenced attitudes associated with change,
engagement and leadership. The third theme, emotional intelligence was key in enabling
participants to link authentic intention with authentic behaviour and also influenced the fourth
theme of learning. The fourth theme is learning which underpins the practice associated in
developing engagement capabilities.

It is important to note at this point that these themes emerged from organizations that had a
similar context in which change agendas were pursued. Further research would be required
to identify if the same themes emerged in different organizational contexts.
6.2 Developing the Four Emerging themes

In order to discuss the emerging themes, it is first necessary to compare how attitudes and
capabilities associated with engagement developed from the start to the end of the research,
identified in table 4.4 and table 5.2. This is summarized in table 6.1 by identifying the extent
to which the experience of developing the capability to engage of the different participants
related to their maturity levels.
Question 1 asked that, if a leader starts with the first paradigm of change, is he able to identify
the value of, and is able to develop the capabilities that embrace the second paradigm? The
findings of this research suggest that all participants saw the value of developing the
capabilities of engagement associated with the second paradigm, but did not necessarily
actually develop the capabilities. If we look at each participant; participant A, held a second
change paradigm viewpoint from the start and built on existing capabilities which led to a
success in the first change programme but not the second one.

Participant B had a hybrid

attitude to change, leadership and engagement which developed into an alignment with the
second paradigm, in terms of leadership and engagement. He was successful in both rounds
of change, showing a development in overall engagement capability. Participant C also had a
hybrid view of change at the start, his attitudes were challenged but the capability to engage
did not materially alter. Participant D had primarily a first paradigm practice of change
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identifying with some aspects of the second paradigm, and a style of leadership and
engagement that aligned with the first paradigm. He did not develop that much further in his
capability to engage, and his attitudes did not materially change. So while one of the
participants did develop the capability to engage and move across paradigms, the question
then arises what helped or hindered the ones that did not make this transition.

This leaves questions 2 to 5 to address what helped and hindered development, concerning
the impact of context, the impact of underlying mental models, of maturity and of the
psychological processes involved in change.
6.2.1

Theme one – Context

6.2.1.1 Capability to read context

The second question to be raised by the literature review was, does a leader understand the
extent to which context impacts his capability to engage himself and others? When first
discussing context, the participant‟s tendency was initially to talk about business development
aspects relevant to the market, this information was captured (in table 4.3). As can be seen
from the table the context for each participant was remarkably similar. Schein (1985) saw the
assumptions about culture as crucial to leading change as they will influence how individuals
within that group think and feel about it. This tended to a blindspot for most participants, only
participant A made issues of context explicit in conversation with the researcher. For other
participants although culture was acknowledged, the awareness of how to include this
knowledge in the process of determining the what and how of change was a source of
confusion. Kakabadse, Jackson, and Farndale, (2003), argued that context is the governing
variable of change and Dawson (2003b) argued the need for context sensitivity, but this view
did not emerge as a key consideration of change for the participants at the start of the
research. So the answer to the second question was that most of the participants did not
appear to understand the cultural part of context in terms of how was influencing how they
led, nor aspects of culture they may need to consider changing albeit there was an implicit
influence

The lack of focus on the cultural aspects of context creates a blindspot in reading and
understanding a number of key issues associated with change. This includes peoples‟
readiness for change, the emotions associated with change, the specific concerns and values
people hold that would enable them to engage with change. It is not sufficient that the leader
understands context, if key stakeholders in the process do not recognise the cultural impact of
a change agenda this can prevent an effective engagement strategy. For example participant
A discussed how his manager was „uncomfortable with his approach and therefore doesn‟t
trust it‟. Whilst various strategies may exist for managing stakeholders, where the climate is
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not supportive of a second paradigm, it raises levels of anxiety as to whether to proceed in
that direction. This anxiety appeared to strike at the heart of individuals. Handling anxiety
resulting from aspects of the context, can impact the individual at different levels, for example
personal identity (who am I being), or more surface, (how do I handle micro management).
This lack of focus on culture also means that the aspects of culture that needed to change in
order to support the business agenda may not be recognised. Both participant C and D in
their initial workshops discovered a number of cultural issues that hindered their ability to
meet their goals, which they had not been aware of previously. This aligns with the view that
leadership requires the capabilities to apply both skills and competencies in a particular
context in a way that is perceived to add value' (Kakabadse, Jackson, and Farndale, (2003).
Corporate governance was an aspect of context that impacted all the individual‟s. This was
identified as a constraint in the literature review, impacting the leader‟s discretion in leading
change. Increasing governance coupled with cost and resource pressure brought about by
the increasingly difficult economic climate and the parent organisations drive to hit original
targets increased the pressure and anxiety on participants.
6.2.1.2 Discretion to manage context

A number of attitudes were identified in setting and managing boundaries. For those who had
a belief in what they wanted to do and perceived they had a remit to do it, participants tended
to draw a boundary between the process of managing change, and the communication of
change to key stakeholders. This position was held by participants A and B and D.

This

strategy relies on successful delivery of outcomes to stakeholders else in a transactional
management culture they were in danger of being micro managed described as „we get the
long screwdrivers‟, participant D. Micro management adds significant anxiety to the leader
as he then has to cope with more governance, but also it can impact self esteem if he
struggles to cope with these demands and the reasons for them. This is what happened to
participant D once accusations were made of bullying.

Where the stakeholders do not take

on the necessity to understand the second paradigm, the leader may feel this to be such a
hindrance as to inhibit his furtherance of the change, or enact the strategy above either fully
or partially.

As can be seen discretion encompasses both process and action (Kakabadse

and Kakabadse 1999), with discretion over how to manage the boundaries of the change
being determined by personal view, the challenges faced and the nature of the stakeholders
in terms of whether they are likely to support and hinder the way forward.
6.2.1.3 Politics in managing context
Reading the politics of change impacted the whole way through each participant‟s agenda.
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The focus for participant A and B was on „working out what‟s important to keep stakeholders
happy and off my back‟, but this attitude was also expressed with different reasons by all
participants. Reading what different stakeholders were interested in, or regarded as
important, its alignment or not with the direction of the change, influenced how the strategy to
manage boundaries described above was used. This ties in with relationship management
and the quality of relationships created which is part of emotional intelligence. For example
participant A had developed a good understanding with all key stakeholders in the first round
of change, understood the politics well, but also had more influencing strategies in the
discussion of the change methodology. Those with more first paradigm views of change, who
tended to regard stakeholders as people to be managed in general had spent less time
building relationships and kept them at a distance in order of avoid being „micro-managed‟.
6.2.1.4 Role of change leader

This tended not to be a conscious reflection on the part of participants. The definition of the
role of a leader in general aligned with their views on change, and was influenced by the
culture. With the exception of participant C, all other participants felt they had the discretion
to lead as they felt appropriate. Participant C, attributed his feeling of lack of discretion as
part of his military background, that more senior leaders‟ needed to set direction, in order for
him to set vision for his unit. His logic was also that strategies should align, and the strategy
in which his unit needed to fit he saw as fluid. This aligns him to a more transactional view of
leadership in contrast to participants A and B who saw the need to be authentic as a
transformational leader as a key aim. This distinguished how they saw the role of leader in
that it became fundamental to them to role model what they desired of others. In both cases
this required them to do what they felt was right (Bass 1985) in this case align with the second
paradigm of change, despite the popular view.
In order to look at the role of leader the key tasks of transformational leadership (Bass 1985)
are used to show how each participant led change.
6.2.1.4.1 Idealized influence

Idealised influence (Bass 1985) is concerned with providing a vision and doing what is right
for the business and not just for the individual. Participant A and B both moved towards a
vision that would last beyond their own life time with the business, wanting to establish a
business that could sustain beyond when they left the organisation, and saw supporting,
developing, and engaging others so they owned the vision and strategy as the key. This was
not the cultural norm in the business. Both had a very clear vision of wanting to be an
effective and authentic transformational leader which acted as a motivator to keep them
engaged. Participant C effectively never established the vision, as he was waiting for
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direction from elsewhere, and lack of direction was a theme creating disengagement of his
team throughout the research. The context for participant C was one of management rather
than leadership, and despite intellectualising he that he could establish vision himself, his
need to fit in the context seemed to override this. Participant D, did try and establish a vision
in which he collaborated with the team. This was outside of the cultural norm. Initially this
was engaging for the team, but other aspects of the role of a leader not lived by participant D
meant that he was unable to build on this.
6.2.1.4.2 Inspirational Motivation

Inspirational motivation (Bass 1985) concerns empowering and supporting others
development. All of the participants lived in a culture where lip service was paid to
development. Participant A had made development a key objective, his strategy being to
engage people in a process that involved sharing in decisions, trusting them to act
and enabling them to learn. Participant B moved from more management to leadership
regarding inspirational motivation over the two rounds of change. He increasingly saw the
need for others to learn and develop in order to acquire the ownership he regarded as needed
to improve performance in the business. Participants C and D both remained true to the less
developed but transactionally focused context they were part of. Participant C remained more
in a management paradigm, despite his intention of enabling participation and learning.
Participant D again remained in a management paradigm, and had less of a focus on his own
or others learning and development. Neither had developed a focus on their own learning as
being something they made time for, and this appeared to translate into how they led on this
aspect.
6.2.1.4.3 Intellectual stimulation

Intellectual stimulation (Bass 1985) concerns providing an environment in which mental
models are challenged (Senge 1990) to enable people to learn to do something differently.
Both participants A and B provided this environment by enabling people to start to move from
debate to dialogue in an environment which was safe for people, although this was not a
norm for the culture. Participant C saw, through the workshops, that people became engaged
when they felt they could participate and when it felt safe to do so, but did not himself seek to
facilitate this type of dialogue. Participant D again attempted to establish safety through
workshops, however the culture of the team and normal way of working which involved open
conflict detracted from the authenticity and strategy of challenging others.
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6.2.1.4.4 Individualised Consideration

Individualised consideration (Bass 1985) is most focused on the people aspect of change
leadership. It requires emotional intelligence, in terms of interpersonal awareness,
relationship management, to understand others and relate appropriately, as well as the self
awareness and self control to be able to focus on the other, and realise the impact on own
behaviour. Both participants A and B developed the attitude and capability to focus on
individuals. Participant C and D both tended to exhibit frustration with aspects of individual
behaviour which appeared to hinder their capability to relate to some individuals.
6.2.2 Theme 2 - Authenticity capabilities and Maturity

Questions three and four raised by the literature review were; which underlying values and
mental maps of change, help or hinder a leader develop the capabilities to successfully
engage others in change; and is the capability to engage constrained by the level of maturity
of the leader; are looked at in part in this second theme of authenticity capabilities.
6.2.2.1 Alignment of participants to maturity theory

Whilst the literature had not brought together change management, adult maturity and
engagement, there had been some indications from the literature of the role adult maturity in
aligning to attitudes and capabilities held (summarised in table 2.8 and 6.1). As can be seen
from table 6.1, for three of the participants (A, B and D), there was general alignment between
attitudes held and capabilities. The question is why might this differ for participant C? Wilbur
(2000) summarized the research of numerous researchers looking at adult development. He
identifies a number of separate developmental streams, that are important including cognition,
affect, motivation/meaning, which can develop at different times, and will be impacted if
someone is moving between stages of development.
6.2.2.2 Developmental Streams

Emphasis has always been placed on cognitive development, because without that, other
areas of development are hindered. Cognitive development enables awareness of the
importance and impact of other streams and the capability to reflect on their development
(Wilber 2000). A person can be classified overall as being at one level of development, but
individual developmental streams maybe more or less advanced (Wilber 2000). For example
participant B had cognitive awareness of paradigm 2, but his emotional intelligence was less
advanced, in that he had not developed the awareness or capabilities that enabled him to
engage and achieve the participation he desired. This aligns with the view of Drath (1990)
who found the phenomenon of managers who „have a sincere commitment to be participative
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and empower their subordinates, yet cannot follow through on their commitment', as they
have not yet reached such a level of development where they have psychological
interdependence, meaning they are swayed by anxiety or a desire to please.
6.2.2.3 Cognitive Development

As the research progressed raising awareness of paradigm two, there was a fundamental
change to participants‟ being able to make choices about how to engage. The awareness
was raised by the researcher both in terms of intellectually challenging participants to think
differently and by role modeling a different way of leading. However, as was seen when
discussing context not all participants went on to develop the capabilities to engage. They
believed the context did not allow for this (participant C), or was due to a lack of awareness
that they were not leading in ways that were authentic with their espoused values, and not
committing to a learning practice. This issue was exampled by participant C, whose cognitive
and intellectual capacity to value paradigm two was not matched by all developmental
streams in terms of maturity, in particular authenticity and emotional intelligence capabilities
were not in sync with his cognitive development. The developmental stage theorists often
explain stages as if all aspects align, (Torbert 2003 ). However, this has not been found to be
the case. This researcher has found this to be an issue in trying to generalize theory, and
then applying it to individuals when so many factors can influence attitude and behaviour.
This provides a possible explanation as to why participant C exhibited less alignment than the
other participants. He was measured as being an individualist, which is the stage between a
conventional viewpoint, and becoming post conventional. The nature of this stage is that the
person is starting to explore for themselves the difference between conventional attitudes,
other theories, and perspectives before making choices that generally signal moving to the
next stage of development. For that development to be in place there needs to be a period of
exploration. This was the first time participant C had been involved in an exploration of
different attitudes associated with post conventional thinking, and he had not yet reached a
point of actively experimenting with different attitudes and behaviours.
6.2.2.4 Linking change, engagement, leadership with Maturity

As stated in the introduction to 6.2.3 three of the participants had views on change,
engagement and leadership that aligned with maturity levels and was anticipated by the
researcher, based on the literature review and outlined in table 6.1. This would suggest that
attitudes and behaviours in general do align with a developmental stage, and participants
demonstrate ways of viewing change, leadership and engagement that broadly align with the
theory. In such a small sample it was not possible to generalize further.
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6.2.2.5 Authenticity as a focus

Participant A had authenticity as a focus from the start of the research and it became a focus
for participant B. This did not come from any outward expectation, but was described as an
inner drive to be the person or people they wanted to be. This drive for authenticity has been
linked to more mature stages (Bass 1997). It acted as a motivator for both participant A and
B, which together with watching out for when espoused and theory in use differed, acted as a
catalyst for both to develop a strong learning practice. This aligns with the intrinsic motivation
discussed in chapter 2. Its significance is that it appeared to link more business focused
vision, with personal vision, and provided the catalyst for learning.
6.2.3

Theme 3 - Emotional Intelligence

The third theme to emerge was that of emotional intelligence. This aligns to question three
which was; which underlying values and mental maps of change, help or hinder a leader
develop the capabilities to successfully engage others; and question four being the capability
to engage constrained by the level of maturity of the leader, are also partly addressed in this
section.

Emotional intelligence is interesting in that it embraces elements of other theories and
constructs covered in this research. The importance placed on emotional intelligence by the
participants was a factor in itself that appeared to help or hinder their development. Those
that had a mental map that included the importance of understanding ones self and others,
and being able to manage emotions had already made inroads to becoming emotionally
intelligent, and those who had not were not as developed. This in part answers question 3,
where importance is placed on emotional development as it appears to help and this is
explained further in this chapter. The last question of how a leader make sense of the
process and psychological aspects of engagement is also in part answered by the importance
that they place on this capability. Where emotional intelligence was not part of their view of
leading change, the psychological aspects of change were, in the main, either ignored or they
were not aware of. Where this was the case reactions to things that made a participant
uncomfortable tended to cause more defensive reactions. For example participant D did not
place any importance on emotional intelligence, neither had he developed that much in many
of the capabilities of this construct, and when he was anxious, he did not take time to be
aware of this fact and its subsequent impact on his behaviour.
Emotional intelligence has a number of factors involved with it. Not all factors were found to
be relevant all the time. In stage one it was the self awareness aspect that was key, as
without it there was no awareness that personal change maybe needed to lead the change
agenda. All had some self awareness but those who profiled as more mature tended towards
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developing emotional intelligence in situations that they had previously found difficult, where
they had reacted and become defensive. Again, this in part reflects on question 4 that where
a participant lacked emotional intelligence it hindered the development of other capabilities of
engagement. This would suggest that there is an alignment between growing emotional
intelligence and maturity, albeit again cognitive and emotional maturity do not necessarily go
hand in hand. Participant B theoretically had a stage of development suggesting he was
heading towards a post conventional viewpoint at the start of the research, but lacked
awareness of the lack of authenticity as leader. Key to him in developing emotional
intelligence was seeing where espoused theory about the self versus actual practice differed,
and to manage the accompanying anxiety. This was not a key capability for participants C
and D at the start of the research.
6.2.3.1 Emotional Intelligence and Anxiety

Other aspects of emotional intelligence, that of self and relationship management, and
interpersonal relationships, appeared to come into play once the change started to become
public. The critical factor which exposed the degree of emotional intelligence once the
change involved others appeared to be the reaction to anxiety and stress. The degree to
which anxiety impacted was linked to how the participants saw their role, level of discretion
and managing the politics with stakeholders.
Anxiety was caused principally by challenge of team members, and pressure of governance
and politics. In an early workshop Participant A reacted when challenged by becoming
autocratic, then realizing this was out of sync appologised, regained control, and moved back
to a facilitative style encouraging participation. Participant D when challenged reacted
emotionally, and tended not to be able to regain control again unless he had at least time
overnight to recover. This was perceived by others as being related to whether the leader
was engaged or disengaged, and issues of how authentic they were. Advocates of emotional
intelligence would view that a high level of emotional intelligence would be that demonstrated
by participant A in recognizing the emotion and then managing it. Critics of this view, for
example Fineman (2000), have a concern that this view is misleading as the assumption is
that individuals can readily identify emotions such as anxiety and then choose appropriate
emotions and responses to deal with it. Social constructivists such as Fineman (1993), and
Mangham (1998) state emotions are learned aspects of behaviour for specific social
situations, and therefore some people may display anxiety in a change situation because it is
expected. They would argue that emotions are not necessarily an expression of emotional
intelligence but represent a compliance with how individuals should respond to certain
situations. A psychoanalytic view (Freud, 1986) would suggest that some of these emotions
are unconsciously related to ideas painful enough that we repress them or put into play other
defensive reactions. Where reactions are more extreme, such as when individuals face
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situations of uncertainty as in periods of organisational change, changing behavior to more
emotionally intelligent actions may be difficult despite having some self awareness and self
control. So it is perhaps naïve to think emotional intelligence either exists or it does not.
From this research it would appear more context specific, for example where context
produced anxiety, either from an external or internal source, emotional intelligence may
enable anxiety to be reduced. It would suggest that being emotionally intelligent when
anxious is an important in order for people to learn, (Winnicot 1962, 1964).
6.2.3.2 What helped and hindered developing this capability of Emotional Intelligence?

Emotional intelligence as a capability does not exist in a vacuum with regards to change. If
the change is personally meaningful (Khan 1990 ) it is more likely someone will focus on the
emotional intelligence aspect of engagement. Ryan and Deci (2000) found intrinsic
motivation where an individual sought out goals that were relevant to the task, in this case the
development of emotional intelligence lead to intrinsic satisfaction and hence engagement
(Houkes et al., 2001). Participant A and B developed personal visions during the two rounds
of change. In doing this they closely aligned their sense of identity with what they wanted to
achieve and how they wanted to achieve it authentically. Their self esteem was aligned to
maintaining reflective self awarness that they were improving their emotional intelligence,
which acted as a stabilizer when anxiety increased as they found it meaningful to carry on
managing their emotions. The vision was driven in the main by their own internal standards
and values of how they wanted to be. They had also wanted to learn how to lead change
differently. This is covered in more detail in the next section, but it appears that the
interaction between meaning and authenticity, emotional intelligence and learning was key to
their capability to persevere with their agendas and manage anxiety.

Participants C and D did not make this series of connections. What they found meaningful
tended to focus more on meeting targets and tasks, and was more externally focused. They
did not have a personal vision or a need to be authentic concerning goals associated with the
change agenda, which were in the main conventional around what they wanted to achieve.
They seemed as a consequence to be impacted by external pressure and views more than
the first two participants, and their self esteem appeared to be impacted more by what others
thought. Whilst they said they were interested in learning, neither had a regular learning
practice, and neither chose to develop it.
This may be explained by in part by Kammeyer-Mueller and Judge (2009) who have built on
the work of (Cohen& Edwards,1989, Ganster & Schaubroeck, 1995, Spector, Zapf, Chen &
Frese, 2000) who looked at the role of self-esteem, locus of control and emotional stability in
coping with stress and anxiety. Their study showed that people with high scores for Core
Self-Evaluation (CSE) which brings together a measure for the previous three constructs,
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cope with stress and anxiety better. However this study was not conclusive. Another
perspective that offers a view on handling anxiety and emotional intelligence is offered by
researchers Labovie-Vief et al (1987) who suggest that sources of stress are mediated by our
inner resources, with less mature resources resorting to defense mechanisms. If people are
less mature they see the problem and seek to allocate blame outside of themselves, whilst
more mature individuals see the external source as a trigger that they have a choice with in
terms of their response. Their study showed that the differences in coping mechanisms could
be accounted for in the variability in developmental maturity. This would align with participant
D in seeing issues as to do with other than himself, versus participants A and B who used
double loop learning to look to how they contributed to the issue and then made appropriate
choices.
6.2.3.3 Emotional Intelligence and Learning

Goleman (1998) articulated that our mental maps are a result of what we have attuned our
attention to and our need to manage our anxiety. This enables us to protect ourselves
against anxiety but causes blindspots. Learning for the participants with regard to change
had two angles. First learning to handle anxiety to remain able to engage others by being
present, and to continue to create an environment in which others feel able to participate.
Secondly, being able to manage the anxiety and frustration of constantly reflecting on the
difference between how one wants to be and how one is. This is not just a simple matter of
anxiety management as this capability also rests on being able to step back and observe the
self in action and is part of the authenticity capabilities.

Personal development occurs when individuals are confronted by perspectives or views of
themselves that do not fit with their mental maps, (Mezirow 1991) and when the individual has
the emotional intelligence to manage this reflection process. In order to manage this process
it is not just a question of cognitively understanding the difference. As found by participant A
and B it was knowing both thoughts and feelings that enabled them to focus on changing
behaviour. Participant B had stated it was much easier to manage when „you keep emotions
at a distance‟, however, this also tended to block his capability to recognise the thoughts and
feelings in others whilst establishing an effective relationship (Goleman 1998).
6.2.4

Theme 4 – Learning and its importance in developing the capability to engage

Whilst not specifically related to the questions posed at the start of this chapter the fourth
theme to emerge was that of the importance of learning. This theme to some extent is linked
with the emotional intelligence of participants. As without the self awareness to identify a gap
between the ideal and current self they were not necessarily aware of a need to learn, or to
have developed an effective learning practice. In line with what was anticipated from the
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literature it emerged that those with lower maturity had not developed effective double loop
learning and found the process of learning about themselves more difficult. Having a learning
practice appeared to be key to developing the capability to engage. The type of learning
practice was individual to participants. The key point being that it involved regular cycles of
activity, reflection, working out what helped and hindered and what to do next time (the Kolb
learning cycle 1984).

All participants articulated some expectation of the need to learn. Having a motivation to
learn is key, „there is a robust positive relationship between motivation to learn and learning
outcomes‟, Colquitt et al (2000) summarized after reviewing the literature. He concluded that
the motivation to learn only accounted for a 5 to 15 percent variance in learning outcomes.
They also concluded that situational variables, self-efficacy, job/career variables and
motivation to learn were not sufficient to explain the extent to which learning materialized in
personal change.

When looking at the expectation of learning, there was a different quality to the commitment
to learn between the pair of participants A and B and C and D. It is worth considering
whether change willingness or readiness is part of the difference experienced. The work of
Prochaska (1992), looked at willingness to change, which was extended by Cole, Harris,
(2004), both of whom identified five stages of change. The first is „precontemplation‟, where
individuals are naively unaware of the need for change or resist it. The second stage of
contemplation is reached when individuals seriously are considering the need for change but
are not actively doing anything. This is followed by preparation when small steps are taken to
go forward, and succeeded by the action stage of change and finally the maintenance stage
to embed it.

Participant A, as the research started, was in the contemplative stage, moving through the
preparation stage as he talked to the researcher, then moving to action during the decision to
initiate change (relatively early in stage one). Participant B was in the pre-contemplative
stage at the start feeling he might learn but feeling he was satisfied as he was, he moved
through contemplation and preparation as he committed to finding out what reality was in his
organisation. Participant B commented that what he thought critical to moving to commitment
to learn and prepare for development, was the influence, challenge and coaching of the
researcher. He said it had been „important to have the view of another, as supporter,
challenger of someone he trusted, but whom he could see really lived the type of personal
development journey he was attempting, and could credibly challenge his view of himself‟‟.
Participant C and D also both started at the pre-contemplative stage, which participant D
appeared to remain in until the end of the process when he started to look at areas involving
the contemplative stage. Participant C appeared to reach the contemplative stage earlier in
the process but also did not move beyond this. Studies have found that when people are in
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the precontemplative stage they tended to be less satisfied with developmental activity (Cole
et al 2004). What is suggested is that to move people to the contemplation stage, there is a
need to raise the awareness of the need for change (Prochaska et al 1992). Whilst these
stages align to some extent with what was found in the research, the researcher found that
willingness to change does not fully explain why some participants moved through to actively
developing themselves and others did not. Participant C was aware of the need for
organisational change at the start of the research and had an intellectual understanding he
might need to do something different. He did not actively resist but other issues such as not
having a vision became important. The other reasons for this have been covered in the other
themes described in this chapter.
Participant‟s A and B that key to learning was a process of challenge and reflection, and that
the collaborative inquiry approach of the researcher was key in supporting them to progress
through the learning process. Both felt that the authenticity of the researcher was a key
factor, in them establishing her credibility to support them on their learning journey. Credibility
was based on actively sharing her own process of development, and her experience as a
leader and researcher in the area of change management. They compared this approach to
other learning and development consultants whom they felt did not have the depth that
enabled them to challenge as appropriately nor understand the personal issues involved.
Both participants A and B were post conventional when the research started as was
participant C, whose belief that he needed a vision from the company in order to create
direction for his own unit appeared a major stumbling block. What also appeared to
distinguish the learning journey of participants C and D is that they had not focused on their
own need to change to anywhere near the same extent, nor had they developed a learning
practice to identify areas where they lacked authenticity with stated objectives. From this
research a conclusion is that levels of maturity and the development of a learning practices
are also key to personal growth.
6.3 Emerging Themes

The emerging themes from this chapter are noted in the table below. These themes had
been identified in the literature review, however, the interaction between the themes, the
attitudes and capabilities of engagement, and the stress of the change on individuals, became
clearer that choices made appeared to be linked with their level of maturity.
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Table 6.2 - Emerging Themes
Theme

Categories

Context

Capability to read context
Setting boundaries to manage context
Politics in managing context
Role of change leader

Authenticity capabilites

Consciousness of theory in use
Growing awareness of theory
Authenticity as a motivator

Emotional Intelligence

Maturity and theory in use
Impact of stress on intended theory in use
Emotional intelligence needed to learn

Learning

Need to learn and learning practice
Double loop learning and maturity

6.4 Process of Engagement

As stated in the findings the process of learning to develop the capabilities to engage was not
linear. This is shown in figure 6.1 by representing the decisions made as circular with people
going back to reflect on previous decisions as well as jumping across stages. As an example
participant A went back to reflect on stage one decisions about his rationale for engagement a
number of times, whilst participant D effectively bypassed decisions associated with learning.
The key themes noted in this chapter did not take on the same significance for each
individual, nor were they all equally significant at each stage of the change.
6.4.1

Stage one – Developing Awareness in relation to change

In stage one there was a relationship between the maturity of the individual, the paradigms
held, and the depth of the meaning they each placed on doing something different. Once the
decisions to do something differently and to proceed with a change agenda had been taken,
then the extent to which the participants reviewed and reflected on how their current
leadership and practice of engagement lined up with what they wanted to achieve, was
reflected in the depth of their commitment to actually doing something different. The diagram
(figure 6.1) links the need to have a learning practice together with the emotional intelligence
to deal with identifying the difference between espoused theory and theory in practice. This
enabled participants to set their learning agenda more specifically than they were able to do
initially.
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6.4.2

Stage two – Learning to Engage

In stage two the engagement strategy had been established and the process moved on to
mobilising the business to participate in the change. Initial views of a vision started with the
leader in the first stage, and most made a personal commitment to the vision prior to a more
formal process of strategic visioning. This is in line with the process of envisioning
(Kakabadse, Kakabadse, Lee-Davis 2005), which then leads onto other visioning processes,
those being visioneering, starting to discuss and involve others, and sub-visioning where
people start to work the vision into their day to day operations.

Vision was also used in another way by participants A and B who identified a personal vision
of which their authenticity was a key part. This drove their desire to learn and to identifying
the need for further develop of their emotional intelligence, which in turn enabled them to
persevere with getting engagement in the business vision. A key dynamic that emerges, as
more people become involved in visioning is dealing with the increased anxiety of others and
the self about potential change and its impact. How the participants dealt with anxiety
appeared strongly linked to emotional intelligence. To maintain engagement they needed
both self awareness to understand how anxiety impacts them, self control to manage the
impact, and actively focus on relationship management to identify how others are being
impacted.

A key factor was the strength of their self esteem in periods of anxiety, as they

were challenged by others in the business and by the researcher, as this either fed their
learning practice or disabled it. As already stated participants C and D had an intention to
learn but not the learning practice. However participant A and B who had a learning practice
both responded positively to the challenge and support provided by both the researcher and
others in helping them to understand and identify ways of moving forward. As a result of
developing a sound learning practice in round 1, they moved from being focused mainly on
their own development to a much more active focus on others. What appeared to happen
was in becoming more emotionally intelligent and creating a practice of learning, their focus
moved from being ego centric to more business centric. This in turn meant they were pushed
themselves to develop further in handling the fears and concerns of others, and in turn this
role modeling of learning acted as a vehicle for others.
6.4.3

Stage three – Overall reflection of development of capability

The decision at stage three concerned standing back to reflect on what had been learnt and
the outcomes achieved. This aligns with Prochaskas (1992) change model, the last stage of
embedding change. Characteristics of how an individual responds to learning to engage was
mirrored in this final stage. By this stage participants had either started to learn and embrace
doing something differently, or had at best only intellectually engaged and perhaps become
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aware that they might need to consider change in the future.

For example, participant A had

made changes to how he operated by encouraging more group dialogue, working out how to
respond to public challenge, and he had by this stage practiced these skills and become more
comfortable and confident in his capability to operate that way. Participant D who had not
focused on leading authentically but instead managed processes to engage others did not
successfully engage his team, but potentially had more self awareness. In addition to these
observations, the decision to commit to building on lessons learnt appeared to be influenced
also by:

1

The success of the change agenda. Where participants had achieved positive results
this reinforced the positive aspects of engagement. The opposite did not appear true,
even where the change was not successful, the intention to engage differently was
still seen as relevant.

2

The interaction between learning, support, challenge, emotional intelligence and
managing anxiety led back to a reflection about the overall view of engagement
strategies which had the potential to enable a new perspective to be taken.

The decision taken by participant A and B at the end of the first round of change was in line
with Prochaskas theory in that the decision they took was to build on the learning they had
achieved.
6.4.4

Summary

Context as discussed in the literature review is a source of influence on how a leader runs a
change agenda, and is a focus for change itself. Two of the participants had developed the
capability to read context, and to make more conscious choices as to how to lead change.
The price appeared to be an increase in anxiety when they stepped outside the norms for the
organisation. This aligns with a view held by Bass (1985) of transformational leaders who
once raising awareness of context requires „a leader with vision, self confidence and inner
strength to argue successfully for what he sees as right or good not for what is popular or is
acceptable according to established wisdom‟. Context in itself was not a determinant on how
they developed the capability to engage, but appeared to be a more of an influence. The
extent to which people were prepared to act outside the norm was influenced by the next
three themes. Firstly, the extent to which they demonstrated a maturity around the
authenticity capabilities, and that they found it meaningful to align to paradigm two. Secondly,
the extent to which they developed the emotional intelligence to manage the anxiety provoked
in them by context, and thirdly, the extent to which they had the motivation to learn to lead
differently.
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Authenticity can act as a powerful intrinsic motivator that can provide meaning to developing a
learning practice and managing the anxiety of leading change. If a leader develops the self
awareness to understand the level of authenticity capabilities they have there are three clear
advantages. Firstly the likely strengths and weaknesses of a particular way of viewing the
world can be understood in relation to the type of change that they are intending to lead in
their context. This can help them take a view on how successful they maybe from their
current world view. Secondly, it is useful in looking at the potential development needed by
individuals, and attitudinal move required. Thirdly, it can act as a motivator and as a catalyst
for personal development.

Returning to the question about the importance of context, one can extend this by asking if
context or developmental stage is a better indicator of the success of developing engagement
capabilities? In this research although increasing pressure caused anxiety from the
organisational context, the context was not a significant determinant of success or faillure. It
was the choices made by participants in how to handle that anxiety that appeared to make a
difference, and these choices appear to be linked to developmental stage. For example
participant B who had increasing pressure on targets, coupled with understanding the
authenticity by which he led in the first round of change, actively managed anxiety through his
learning practice, and later through meditation, as opposed to participant D who did not
appear to realize the impact stress had on how he led at all.
The indication from this research is that the more advanced authenticity capabilities
evidenced by participants A and B were related to their level of maturity. So in answering
question 3 the underlying values and mental maps of change appear to help a leader develop
the capabilities to successfully engage others in change where there is a focus on authenticity
as an important goal in its own right. Cognitive maturity becomes a hinderance where
attitudes to change and engagement are out of line with the actual way of leading, but the
need to be authentic is not seen as so important. Therefore, in looking at the fourth question,
relating to the constraint of the level of maturity of the leader, this would suggest that lack of
authenticity capabilities does act as a constraint to development. However, this is only part of
the equation. Another factor that appears to influence the capability to development
engagement is emotional intelligence.

The level of maturity suggests that the variation in the capabilities are seen as a major
contributor to how people view the world and the choices individuals make. At lower levels of
maturity individuals appear more susceptible to stress, to aspects of context, have perhaps
not identified a sufficient interest in aspects of emotional intelligence that lead them to believe
in a need for a robust learning practice.
Emotional intelligence in the form of self awareness is needed at the start of a change
process for a realistic view of what personal development needs to take place. Questions 3,
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4 and 5, posed at the start of this section concerning ; which underlying values and mental
maps of change, help or hinder him develop the capabilities engage, whether the capability to
engage maybe constrained by the level of maturity of the leader and finally how a leader
makes sense of the process and psychological aspects of engagement are all impacted, by
this overall capability. Emotional intelligence can be developed at anytime during a change
agenda. However, if developed late, as with participant D, it may not come in time to learn
how to engage people appropriately. Emotional intelligence appears to have various stages
associated with it, but does not necessarily align with the cognitive stage of development.
Table 2.8, describes a view based on the literature that was used as a template to identify
whether cognitive and emotional intelligence were aligned. The capabilities of emotional
intelligence appeared to both help and hinder developing the authenticity capabilities, learning
and reading context and the opposite appeared true.
To summarise the extent to which capabilities exist and the extent to which they were
developed appears to link with level of maturity. Intention to engage based on paradigm 2 is
not sufficient when the level of maturity is lower, as it requires a change of belief, attitudes
and behavior. It requires transformational learning, and the development of capabilities linked
with authenticity, emotional intelligence and a robust learning practice. Of the four
participants only participant B moved across a developmental stage from Individualist to
Strategist and in the process raised engagement scores in his part of the organisation, while
participant A scored in transition to the next stage up. Both of these participants had
demonstrated either partial or full intellectual alignment to paradigm 2 at the start of the
research process.

Participant C did not make the shift to the next developmental stage unlike participant B. His
attitudes to the context of his environment and subsequent understanding of his role,
remained a blocker to him in taking on the role of change leader. He also did not have a
strong vision for himself in developing his leadership and capability and as a result he was
personally identified less with the need to learn. These two factors appear key in the
success of the personal development and the business change process.

Participant D also did not move a developmental stage and remained aligned to the first
paradigm. He was had less experience leading, which may explain why he became as
disabled by anxiety as he did. His defence mechanism appeared to concentrate on more
operational activities and to look outside of himself for reasons for lack of progress.
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Figure 6.1 – Process of Engagement in Change
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Learning is
influenced by the
extent to which you
did something
different and had an
active learning
practice

Chapter 7 - Review

7.1

Introduction

The research set out to address the research question of „How do managers develop the
capabilities to engage their teams in the pursuit of transformational goals?', and a number of
questions were identified:

1. If a leader starts with the first paradigm of change as their model of leadership, is he
able to identify the value of, and to develop the capabilities that embrace the second
paradigm together with an engagement strategy he can enact authentically?
2. Does he understand the extent to which context has an impact on himself as leader in
terms of his capability to engage himself and others?
3. Which underlying values and mental maps of change, help or hinder him develop the
capabilities to successfully engage others in change?
4. Does he understand whether the capability to engage maybe constrained by the level
of maturity of the leader?
5. How does a leader make sense of the process and psychological aspects of
engagement?
In summary the research concluded the following:


Engagement is a concept not overtly thought about in the change process, and having an
effective engagement strategy raises awareness of the developmental nature and
necessity of learning to engage.



Engagement capabilities align to level of maturity and are in line with table 2.8. The
differing levels of maturity reflect different mental maps and differences in capability which
impact on the success or otherwise of particular engagement strategies.



An individual can develop the capability to engage but it is impacted by a complex
interaction between the desire to be authentic, emotional intelligence and learning
capabilities in a particular context.



Context has an impact on the stress and anxiety a leader experiences. It is not the key
determinant on whether engagement in a change initiative is successful or not.



Authenticity acts as a powerful intrinsic motivator, for those at more mature stages of
development. A consideration and intent to be authentic aligns with reflecting on the
extent to which an leader‟s way of being is appropriate for the context, for identifying
development needs, and as a catalyst for persevering on a change agenda.



Developmental stage is a more important indicator of likely success in developing the
capabilities to engage than context.



Developmental stage helps identify the likely thoughts and behaviours of an individual
and can aid understanding developmental needs.
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Cognitive maturity is not necessarily an indicator of the capabilities to engage where
emotional intelligence is at an earlier developmental stage.



Those at more mature stages of development appear less susceptible to anxiety in that
they have more effective coping mechanisms and may not be catalysed so much by
external pressure.



The development of a learning practice is key, and again this aligns to the maturity of
individuals, as those who are more mature tend to be able to practice double loop
learning.

This chapter demonstrates the extent to which the original research questions have been
answered, and the implications for practitioners. Limitations of this research are also
identified with a view to future research that needs to be undertaken. The research is
concluded by a personal reflection of the learning journey of the researcher.
7.2

Contributions to Knowledge

The areas of change, leadership, engagement and adult maturity theory had not been looked
at together before, therefore this research makes important contributions to knowledge and
practice in linking these perspectives together. This research offers a new understanding of
the relationship and practical impact on those leaders who want to develop a more
participative style of leading change aligned with paradigm two, and for whom the capability to
engage others is key. This has been brought together in table, 2.8. In addition it adds to
empirical studies on maturity and change by exploring the difference in mental maps and
capabilities held by individuals developed during a change process. This research confirms
the importance of using dialogue approaches and inquiry methodologies in enabling leaders‟
and researchers in understanding the perspectives and issues experienced as individuals
signal an intention to develop themselves.
7.3

Review of Research Questions

This research found that intellectually understanding the value of paradigm two is not the
major issue. The intention to embrace paradigm two and use processes that facilitate greater
participation is not sufficient. The maturity of the leader appears to generally align with
attitudes, capabilities developed, and sets the basis for how much personal development
maybe required to fully achieve engagement to enable the second paradigm.

Maturity also helps identify the potential difficulties they an individual experiences on this
learning journey. There are common mental maps held at differing levels of maturity, and the
general maturity of individuals is reflected in culture and sub-cultures. This sets the context
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for the scale of change a leader might need to bring in order to achieve their objectives, and
the amount of resistance and anxiety that maybe provoked.

A key issue is where expertise and/or delivery are valued more than how that expertise or
delivery is managed. This issue, alongside the expectations of role and behaviour of the
leader, can act as a constraint and hinder an individual even if he wants to develop towards
the second paradigm. A key factor from this research that overcomes this issue is when
authenticity is seen as a key objective in its own right, although authenticity as an intrinsic
motivator appears more common with those profiling as having post conventional maturity. At
a conventional level of maturity, what appeared to engage was the thought of more effective
delivery, with variations on a theme, of better teamwork, and motivation. In principle these
people do want to develop towards the second paradigm and if authenticity in further studies
continues to be a main focus, then the route forwards has two key developmental aims.
Firstly, to help individuals start to develop a learning practice with an emphasis on the
emotional intelligence and authenticity capabilities. Secondly, to help them manage the
anxiety experienced in doing something different and potentially counter cultural, whilst
ensuring they continue to challenge themselves and accept challenge from others.

One area of this research that could have been improved on was more sensitivity to the
extent of the anxiety experienced by participants. In retrospect one can see that individuals
were disengaging due to this anxiety although this was not what they always communicated.
The following question was posed by Elias (2009) „what psychological processes should be
taken into account to determine if an employee will successfully cope with organisational
change‟? Khan (1990) had expressed that in order for an individual to engage, three factors
had to be met. There had to be meaning, safety and availability of resource. As with the
findings of Maslow, once an individual becomes anxious the pre-potent needs take over,
finding psychological safety and a feeling of doing what is expected. Where these feelings
can be addressed, and potentially the leader finds both sufficient meaning and resource to
engage with the process, the intellectual willingness to develop towards the second paradigm
remains consistent. Engaging in change means often doing something different by both
leader and employees alike. Antoni (2004) stated that „one has to change the beliefs of the
organisation members, which shape their behaviour, in order to support sustainable
organisational change‟. Kouzes & Posner (2002) in looking at organisational change had a
similar theory about what had to be in place for people to change, in that they had to be
intrinsically motivated, see the change as a learning opportunity to progress, and to feel they
had some element of control over it. This fits with literature that suggests engagement is
more likely when there is either „person-organisation fit‟ (Kristof (1996), they can manage
causes of anxiety more effectively (Britt 2003), and their identity aligns with goals (Brunstein,
Schultheiss, & Grassmann, 1998; McGregor & Little, 1998; Sheldon & Elliot, 1999).
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Participants A and B both evolved a personal vision that intrinsically motivated, tied into their
values, which moved them beyond ego centric concerns. This focused them in Maslow‟s
terms on a process of self-actualisation. This was less true of participants C and D who both
said they wanted to learn but did not demonstrate visions integral to their identity nor a
process of learning.

The need to feel safe can be viewed from a number of ways, but based on this research the
key issue was the extent to which an individual feels that anxiety experienced is a reflection of
their value as an individual. The extent to which anxiety was felt and the choice as to how to
handle it was linked to maturity, which further reflected on what was perceived as safe or not.

Again, the issue of handling resource primarily appeared to concern pressure, boundaries
and constraints perceived in the context of the organisation. Again how an individual handled
these issues appeared to link to both level of maturity, and the capability of finding a way of
aligning change to day to day activity.

Essentially, regardless of which paradigm of change an individual responds to, there in
general, appears to be an alignment to the level of maturity in terms of patterns of behaviour
and attitudes held. These can be developed and linked back to the level of motivation and
capability to learn as discussed earlier. Attitudes towards organisational change will play a
large role in whether the initiative succeeds or fails (Lines, 2005). The ACT theory (Quinn,
Snyder 1999) identified the importance of aligning one self against the change to be led. This
research would suggest that the capability to engage in this activity is subject to a level of
maturity, in terms of how an individual uses their emotional intelligence and cognitive
understanding of what the change requires, which can then be aligned to their perspective of
change. Until an individual has the information, and the motivation to treat as an object the
change agenda, and themselves as a leader of change, then it would appear from this
research that it is difficult to successfully make the personal changes necessary to lead the
organisational change. The steps in the process of acquiring this information appear to align
with that of Prochaska (1992). Prochaska‟s work however, did not cover the dynamics of
what was involved which is highlighted in figure 6.1.
7.4 The use of action learning methodologies

This research adds further empirical information on the use of action learning methodologies.
The researcher found that the capability to hold the depth of dialogue associated with
collaborative inquiry was found to be possible only with those with a more mature stage of
development. Dialogue perhaps can be seen as a more open expression of mental maps and
behaviours, which is constrained much more in debate. Where debate happened there was
both less inquiry and greater anxiety concerning personal issues, and challenge. Whilst the
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action learning literature outlines different approaches and roles adopted by a
facilitator/researcher, in general it fails to discuss the depth to which true collaborative inquiry
or deep exploration is achieved. The findings from this research would suggest that in using
an action learning methodology thought needs to be given about the maturity of individuals
present, in order to maximise the potential learning, and the capability of those in the group to
provide support and anxiety-management.
7.5 Practical Implications of this Research

This research focused on the leader‟s capability to engage others in transformational change.
An overall conclusion is that unless those considering change in the organisation consider
both the type and scale of change required, and develop an appropriate engagement strategy
then change is less likely to succeed. However this engagement strategy needs to consider
the maturity of the individuals in the key change roles as sponsor, programme manager as
their maturity will have a major bearing on whether the processes used to engage others are
likely to succeed or not. Once maturity has been identified then the engagement capabilities
at various levels of maturity see table 2.8 can be used to support leaders and those
supporting their development, to identify personal and organisational development plans and
methodologies to help leaders succeed.
The practical implications of this work point towards those interested in leading change
considering a process that enables them to understand prevailing and personal attitudes to
change, leadership, engagement and learning. This aligns with the recent government report
on engaging staff (McCleod & Clarke), who recommend aligning resources and increasing
support for those who seek to engage staff more effectively in organisations. This research
also concludes the capability to reflect on what this means for the self and the organisation
will be influenced by the maturity stage of those involved in the discussion. Identifying
aspects of espoused versus actual theory in use is critical to moving an individual, whether as
leader or follower, from naivety or resistance to change to understanding the personal
behaviour and cultural issues that would need to be addressed. However, unless the
individual leader finds it meaningful in terms of self actualisation, and develops an effective
learning practice, the capability to engage the self and others is likely to be hindered.

A second consideration is the importance of challenge and support during the process. From
this research it would appear that understanding the issues and anxiety of leaders as they
engage with change is key, and it is not sufficient to simply help individuals find ways of
managing that behaviour. The underlying mental maps that are the cause of the anxiety,
essentially appear to block or hinder development, and can cause an individual further stress
as they become more able to live the values and strategy of engagement that they intend.
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How this challenge and support can be provided needs further research. In this case the
facilitator took on role of both coach and researcher as required. The coaching style was
adapted to an individual‟s level of maturity, so for example dialogue was used with
participants A and B but not with participants C and D. The authenticity of the coach in
supporting a particular engagement strategy is potentially important, especially in modelling
approaches aligned to paradigm two, is key. As authenticity becomes more important to
individuals it is a hindrance if the coach does not demonstrate the same intent to reach
authenticity and accept feedback in line with this goal. Role modelling an approach supports
the learning of individuals by providing an environment for them to experiment in that is
aligned to their desired way of being.

For those leading change programmes it provides a view about aspects of change they need
to consider when undertaking a change aligned to paradigm 2. It gives an understanding of
the possible process and issues and areas of development required. It facilitates the potential
identification of areas of development earlier in the process and the tailoring of supporting
development activity where applicable.
This research suggests that in selecting leaders‟ of change an understanding of their change
paradigm is important. Given that those with higher levels of maturity with a second paradigm
perspective are less often found it might indicate the need to look further afield for leadership
of critical change programmes. Ideally it would also be used to aid reflection by those who
sponsor change, as the environment they set consciously and sub consciously will have a
major bearing on the environment on which leaders of change are expected to operate.
7.6 Research Limitations

Whilst this research contributes to existing knowledge regarding perspectives related to how
leaders execute change and develop the capabilities to engage. Also it has to be put into
perspective in terms of the choices made regarding the methodology, and decisions made by
the researcher as to how to analyse and express the findings.

The methodology chosen was interpretivist, which is both contextual and relative (le Moigne
1995) seeking to understand the meanings, interpretations, motives and intentions which the
leader uses in their journey to engage, and which direct their behaviour (Blaikie 1993). As
the intent was to explore in depth individuals views, it is based on a small sample and this
together with the contextual nature of the research (Lincoln and Guba, 1985), is more difficult
to generalise from. The researcher acknowledges that had more sites been introduced, and a
larger sample, other aspects of developing engagement capabilities may have been
identified.
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Of particular note is the tension involved in using an interpretivist and exploratory
methodology but the pressure to present it in a style more aligned to quantitative research.
The key tension when adopting a constructivist ontology is that the researcher defines the
problem upfront, but the understanding of the problem unfolds during the research project
(Thietart et al 2001). The research problem can therefore take its final form concomitantly
with the outcome of the research. In practice the completion of this research was iterative
involving cycles of reflection not dissimilar to that outlined for collaborative inquiry that the
researcher undertook by themselves or was prompted by questions from supervisors or
participants. The researcher as far as possible adopted an approach of reading and then
setting aside as far as possible perspectives based on the literature and asking open
questions and using the participant‟s language and experience to see what actually
materialised. It is not possible to completely set aside one‟s own view of what is happening,
but the process of inquiry in theory and in practice does uncover viewpoints that cause one to
question existing literature or to add to potential understanding.

The most difficult element was writing the thesis. Whilst chapter 4 and 5 represent the
iterations and decisions actually experienced by the participants, the other chapters are
written in such a way that implies all the relevant literature had been identified up front. The
use of the pilot study is reflected as an iterative process in the methodology and this was key
in testing out methodological assumptions.

The advantage of this approach was identifying issues not exposed by initial reading of the
literature, such as anxiety, and then going back to the literature to identify gaps in
understanding existing knowledge versus identifying something unique to the research.

This

process lasted until the end of writing the thesis, and was used to check that the research had
added to the body of knowledge.
Also acknowledged is that whilst the researcher can attempt to remain objective, the nature of
the relationship formed with participants, and understanding of the area, all means that the
researcher‟s bias will be reflected in this study.

With this in mind the researcher has been

mindful of the responsibility to share and collaborate with the participants of this research in
line with validation criteria outlined in chapter 3. This is in line with the views of Lincoln and
Guba (1985) who suggest that interpretivist methodologies should consider factors of
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. Heron (1996) outlined an approach
that also included the researcher‟s grounding statements made in their own deep participative
knowledge. This is reflected in the researchers discussion in the last section.

The criteria that could be used to validate the research was included in chapter 3 and
considers the factors of credibility, dependability and confirmability to some extent. They are
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now reviewed in turn.
7.6.1 Executive criteria:

In line with Kuhnert & Lewis 1987, the research was longitudinal as it was related to the
development of capabilities. They posed a question; „are there observable changes in
leaders‟ behaviors as a function of their own personal development, or do changes in leaders‟
behaviors merely reflect changes in the leadership context‟. In this case the researcher
believes it has been demonstrated that the context did not change to support development
and that development achieved was as a result of the leaders‟ developing new attitudes and
behaviours.
7.6.2 Technical Criteria:

The question asks whether their form of practice, and combination of capabilities enable
effective engagement , or is there a more effective way of achieving the outcome? In terms of
this research it was found that where engagement capabilities could be employed by the
leader that engagement was successful. This research encouraged participants to find their
own way of aligning to paradigm two and in that way engagement capabilities were employed
by different people in differing ways. Participant A actively and continuously focused on his
own authenticity and participant B actively encouraging both an intellectual and emotional
exploration of what reality looked like for him and people in his team.
7.6.3 Psychosocial criteria:

The concern of this factor is considering what is done and how it is done, and that the extent
to which personal distortions may impact the effectiveness of their capability to engage. As
discussed previously where authenticity was a key focus, looking for distortions of perception
was part of the practice of developing the capabilities to engage. As can also be seen where
this practice was not in place distortions were more difficult for individuals to identify, and
outside support and feedback became more of an issue. Essentially, understanding personal
distortions, described in this research as authenticity capabilities, was the basis for what
helped or hindered the success in the development of engagement capabilities.
7.6.4 Intentionality criteria

Rather than being the intent of the organisation to encourage engagement it was the intention
of the leader and to that extent the organisational context did not impact the leader‟s decision
to engage.
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7.6.5 Value Criteria:

Does the practice of engagement contribute to personal and organizational transformation in
a way that is intrinsically worthwhile? This question is perhaps best answered by the words of
some of the participants. Participant A „ Being able to change business in line with a moral
framework which is authentic to me was personally rewarding and I became more aware. If
you operate in such a way that there is congruency between what you say and what you do,
your can spend your energy on identifying things that need to change in organisation rather
and personally develop. This approach increases trust, openness, breaks down barriers,
cuts down game playing. When your personal way of leading and the organisation agenda
are separated, you cannot get alignment, then you end up relying on power, where both align
you get results. For me to remain personally engaged i need to be able to act authentically, if I
am dragged into meeting organization needs then I disengage‟. Participant B said „I would
say that experience over the last few years has been enormously rewarding. I have had the
opportunity to finally align my personal values and vision with a practice of learning and
implementing cultural change in a real world situation. The organisational transformation is
underway and starting to show positive signs in improved performance and behaviours
amongst the team. Our collective engagement and resilience seems to have increased and
we are continuing to learn and develop.‟
7.6.6 Transferability

Consideration is now given to the extent to which this research is transferable. The research
has some claim to transferability in that the contexts in which the research took place which
had a first paradigm perspective and culture are typical of organizations generally found in
this country. Therefore from a context viewpoint similar issues and pressures are likely to be
found.
In terms of the experience of the individuals, since most participants capabilities and attitudes
could be aligned to a level of maturity, it would appear that the basic model of how aspects of
change, engagement, leadership and maturity are brought together have some generic
substance. However, each individual does have unique ways of understanding, reacting to
and dealing with change and development and it is not anticipated that all aspects of
experience have been captured with this small sample.
7.7

Areas for Further Investigation

The model shown in figure 6.1 and findings of the study in how maturity related to
engagement, change and leadership shown in tables 2.8, 4.4, 5.2 and 6.1 are based on
findings of this study and limited to the four participants discussed. Further iterations of this
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study will either challenge this propositional model or enable support and or refinement.
7.7.1 Tracking decision events for the person in role dynamically
This study tracked decisions made over the duration of a change programme. The decisions
were, in general, tracked either retrospectively or were discussed during the process of them
being made. Of interest would be the additional insight gained from moments of discomfort
and anxiety on a day by day basis that formed the decisions as to what to focus on, and the
choice of how to engage. The depth of this analysis may provide additional information about
what helps and hinders development.
7.7.2 Organisational Context

This study took place in organisational contexts that represented the first paradigm. If they
took place in a context where the organisational sponsor was active in creating a second
paradigm environment, it would then be of interest to understand the impact of that on the
ease, time taken, and reality of developing engagement capabilities, particularly, on those
with a lower level of maturity.
7.7.3 Researcher Bias
The researcher‟s maturity and experience also potentially impacts the outcome of this study.
For similar research to take place with researchers and coaches of differing maturity levels
other patterns of what helps and hinders development may also be identified. The researcher
has a post conventional view of the world, and the extent to which that helps or hinders
understanding those with a very differing viewpoint could be explored in order to aid the
process of choosing potential coaches to work with developing people to develop people
towards paradigm 2.
7.7.4

Use of action learning methodologies

A further area of interest is how effective different action learning methodologies are on
differing levels of maturity. On the face of it the research suggests that those methodologies
requiring deeper dialogue are more effective with the higher stages of maturity. What was not
factored in to this research was the extent to which processes to help identify and handle and
manage anxiety would have supported more effective development.
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7.8 Researchers Reflections

This thesis is the result of a journey that has taken place over the last seven years. When
compared to material produced in the earlier years of the process, the researcher can identify
the extent to which progress has been made in


Understanding the importance of aligning methodology, frameworks, and data
collection and analysis processes



Research skills involved with reviewing literature, writing and inquiry processes.



The systematic need to keep writing as a process in itself to aid understanding and
achieve clarity



The importance of discussion with other people the ideas and perspectives raised.

With the benefit of hindsight some areas of this research could have perhaps progressed
more effectively. For example in the area of data collection, where the process of collecting
data drove further insight, and the need to explore issues more deeply than was first
recognised.
The nature of the research was also to develop the researcher‟s capability to engage as well
as those of the participants. Many of the experiences of participant A resonated with the
researcher‟s experience. In particular, prompted by the need of participant A to test the
authenticity and credibility of the process and researcher. This is when methodology of the
research, the authenticity and capabilities of the researcher and the extent of meeting
espoused values and goals became clear. The researcher experienced the anxiety and
discomfort of others in this research in seeking to develop aspects of the self.
7.8

Conclusion

This chapter brings the thesis to its conclusion identifying contributions to knowledge, to
practice and suggesting limitations of and future directions for further research. In conclusion
the researcher believes the study achieved its aims, both from addressing the research
question, and enabling development of people involved in the research including that of the
researcher.
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Figure 4.2 Example of view of looking at context
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Figure 5.3 – Mindmap of Change

Involvement not left in dark

Awareness and up to date involvement

Need a forum for people to address
feelings

Winners and losers

Engage people who fear?
Lack of control, working to some extent in
vacuum
Knowing where people are on change
curve

FEELINGS
Uncertanity
Change v openess ? V withold knowledge
Recognising those more open to change and using
them to introduce it

How the team wants to see change

Project Si is not engaging people
Done to us not co-creating
Leadership accountabiltiy not always preent in
business
More open communication even if message is difficult
Need consistency of message, goalposts keep moving
Does not engage hearts and minds

Dispersed group
Recognise everyone handles change differently

Direction
Recognition and positive reinforcement

LEADERSHIP

Time to do job and reoganise
Time to help Stanzi with information
Team/Awareness

ENGAGEMENT

CHANGE

DEMANDS

Operational demands need to continue to
deliver service throughout

Recognise we need to act as the buffer
between OCG teams and senior mgt, and
CONSTRAINTSact consistently with snr mgt objectives

Fear of unknown coupled with credit crunch
How to be open when constrainted

Consistent message

Constant and consistent communication

Understand the difference between decision based
and behaviour based change one can be imposed and
one can‟t

Managing tensions/suspisions
Chinese whisper effect

Being supported and directed through
process

PROCESS

PEOPLEMulti ethnic groups need different
processes
Regular updates
Acergy may get good cost reductions from
Demands on OCG considerable we expecta log of our
global framework
people and are unable to offer clarity of direction
Process is unclear directive from top
Very different reactions from team members
management are not being followed
through and we are caught in the middle
Loss of good team members due to uncertainity
Data flow and work streams not robust to
New reporting lines may not suit and possible loss of
support Stanzi
continuity
Wa nting involvement in the direction going
Communication flow needs to be more open
forward
When you hold back potential to lose peoples trust
Concern that global process will not
support OCG needs
Hidden Emotion
Poor recognition of effect of chnge from on
Are we aware of the culture within Acergy/ocg?
high
How are decisions generally reached, collective,
Mg change on various levels some we
consensus, imposed?
have control of some we don‟t
Who and what can we tell don‟t want to be kept in dark
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Demands on OCG are conflicting and not
clear if our objectives meet with Stanzi
Day job may suffer, await to see Stanzi
initiatives
Stanzi is what it is
Change being enforced on us
Learning curve of people on Stanzi
Acergy has been here before
Keep the day job going
Imposed v believed v real constraint
Politics/Stanzi

Figure 5.4 - letter approach to change
We are fortunate enough, as a group, to be right at the start of what C intends as the change
programme that makes a difference to both the business and the people within it. Discussions
across the business have raised the issue that previous programmes dealing with elements of
change have generally not had a lasting impact on people. Currently, engagement of staff and
morale is moderate, and cynicism relatively high. Whilst this may not have been our biggest
issue in the past, as we moved from public to the private sector, and there have been easy
pickings for making the business more effective, I do not believe we can create the
successful, sustainable business we want without improving the engagement of people
throughout the business. I touched on this at our last meeting where I mentioned the
research linking engagement and bottom line and also the necessity for engagement in
transformational change. The issue of lack of vision for the business has also been raised, C
mentioned the need for greater clarity in the Sector strategy‟s at the LET meeting, and
discussion is ongoing to flesh out what this is. Finally we have high level buy in to a different
approach to change; a business led, defined and implemented approach, which we will be
discussing at the workshop.‟
Figure 5.5 – SWOT

SWOT Set up meeting
Strengths

Weaknesses










Diversity
Open with each other
Knowledge regarding specific role
Passionate
Good personal characterisitic mix (team roles_
Whole team committed to success of OCG
We have gained the suppo0rt of senior management
Good implied vision








High levels of capability
Open to challenge
Diverse behaviour/style













Opportunities

Get into too much detail as opposed to effective
delegation
We listen but don‟t understand
Ownership of non discipline issues
Could support each others decisions better

Threats


Declining market conditions

Significant prize to be on in terms of business
performance

Get to know each other better- more confident with
each other

Become more aciton/delivery focused

Over deliver/ under promise

Non team location – environment & Physcial layout

Good oppo9rtunity to build personal credibility

Improve communication and engagement in wider
organisation



Overtalking with not enough listening
Low responsiveness too external demands as
consequence of rapid change
Low resilience to single point failure (viv)
Teaml leader rule stretch ie old job + new
Communication
Too helpful – doing other peopels jobs for them
Engage brain before mouth/blackberry


Perform at a higher level

Clarify boundaries
Become more assertive and gain influence
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Time frame

Running at different pace not aligned

We don‟t deliver – customer and management
disengagement

Moving goal posts
Regional management inertia/ reluctance to co-operate

Effect on power structures

Project Stanze

Insufficient control of our financial result

Silos no cross overs

Unknown change – the fear (Stanzi)

Strong business focus (low strategic focus)

Figure 5.6 – Desired Culture

Desired Culture
Symbols
R & R

GRC brand within office

Mentoring/Reviews

GRC clobber

Chartership

GRC lanyard

Cross NA/SW team collab/co-op

Homely office

Information dissemination/bullet points from
meetings

Dispel bad guys

Calender important dates

How do you show creativity?

Wkly lunchtime presentations

Paramarine design/models

Social scene

Improve website/updated
marketing material

Clear org structure, r & r

OV & C
Impromptu let people know
Honesty, integrity, truth
Clear roles don’t circumvent, stick to
Care, Friendship,
Tolerance, Harmony
Management cohesion
OS
Roles matched to personalities

Take positives from QQ

Achievement

S & M
Staff well looked after
Good rewards
Professional reputation

Success/failure feedback and recognition
Ingenious solutions to difficult problems
GRC great to work with
Fantastic products

Ingenious, creativity,
Strong leadership – 1 voice, clear direction and takes us
beauty. there Inspirational, improves change mgt, product
Structure on website
P & CM
development commited to and planned in
Clear delegated authority In-genius reward scheme
Mentoring
Worker bee in meeting Recruitment reward scheme
Clear co direction/inclusive shared vision/ bal s/w ?
LRM
Give s/w develop people other Sales Reward scheme
consultancy
responsibilites
Peer recognised reward
Able to Influence decisions of leaders
Less divide between managers
and rest
Engineer
rewards to meet GRC needs!
Focused/ effective leadership
Consistent recognition
Inclusive leadership/
Guidance on leave/expenses
Empowered and Consistent
Utilisation
Role model how to treat others, respect, conflict,
grenades, robust debate not argument, listening
Customer focused
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Figure 5.8 Cultural view of team

Culture to be
Stories
Get to the right place at the right time without
hassle
Easier to get hold off, lines of
communication, 24/7
Getting paid what I am due, correctly , on
itme
Understand our customers needs
Recognise as someone, not as a number
TRG is excellent and suitable for my job
OCG charged me the right price for the crew
supplied

Rituals
Use of same time/email
Take a break, lunch together
Inductions and Introductions
Saying hello/conversations

Symbols
Everyone treated the same
•
Travel class
•
Dining facilities
•
Office space

Power and Control
Delegated right level of power to make
business decisions/changes
Staff Empowered & fully supported
No blame culture but clear accountability

Rituals
NTG‟s have a purpose
•
Agenda (in advance)
•
Minutes
•
Output/Actions

Leadership/role models
? Challenging to OOR leader, open feedback
Strong/assertive
Empowering/Trusting
Supportive
Engaging
Re-inforce accountability and behaviour

Organisation
Approved structure
•
Level of trust
•
Delegation
•
At right level
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Figure 5.9 PERSONAL VALUES

Personal Values
John – Beauty (attractive, peace, elegance), compassion/understanding,
helpful/useful, achievement
Grahame – Quality/Pride, Truth/Honesty, Harmony/Tolerance, Making a
difference/Creativity
Ian – Fun , integrity, friendship, achievement
Gareth – Honesty, Care/Friendship, Loyalty, Trust
John S- Honesty, Relationship/Friendship/care, Achievement/Contribution, Helping
others
Chas – Ingenious, Reliable, Professional, Creative
Hamish – Honesty/Integrity, Care/Understanding, Professional/Excellence
Vic – Creativity, Care/Friendship, Challenge/Achievement, Making a Difference, Fun
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Figure 5.10 – Team Actions

Stop diving off down rabbit holes
Diplomacy (manage the imp which is how he manages frustration)
Find way to engage more consistently with process in leadership team f
rom 0 to 100%, more effective ways to time mgt. Concerns about
business doing well.
Allow debate to go and not afraid to let the confrontation take place,
facilitate instead
Commitment to each other, listening and communicating effectively,
individual time with people to build relationships ldrship team and own
team.
Try and close down matters in decision making, get it to resolution.
Don‟t bite (critical parent), resolve by spending individual time with
leadership team commitment issues for sales activity, establishing unity
of purpose as mgt team.
Focus on being better facilitator in meetings (skill development), stop
jumping in with solutions, more coaching/supportive leadership style,
walk the floor more, time management, be clearer with communication in
terms of what and why doing, (Participant B)
Not collecting, tracking and reviewing actions sort out process
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Figure 5.11 – representation of
self
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Table 2.8: Engagement Attitudes and Capabilities by Maturity Level

Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

(SCT score)
st

Change

1

Paradigm

paradigm.

Leadership Style

change

st

1

change

Moving to 2

nd

nd

2

change

paradigm with more

change paradigm

recognition of the

unlikely to be

importance of

consistent at this

people.

stage.

Predominately

Predominately

Blend of

More mature form

transactional. Tell

transactional. Tell

transformational

of transformational

and coercive styles.

and coercive styles.

and transactional.

leadership blended

Focus on exchange

Growing focus on

Focus more on

with choice to be

in relationships.

aspects of

participation and

transactional.

Growing focus on

transformational

collaboration,

Focus more on

aspects of

leadership that fit

through

participation and

transformational

goals. Can focus

understanding

collaboration.

Can be focused on

on self actualisation

more about

Working from a

self actualisation,

but may more

interpersonal

base of own

but may more

regularly focus on

connections and

personal values, to

regularly focus on

deficiency values.

mutual obligations.

make sense and

More likely to seek

paradoxes of

and query what is

interpersonal

meaningful and

connections and

more focus on self

obligations.

actualisation.

Finding meaning for

deficiency values.

paradigm.

self and others
likely to be a key
focus and more
likely to focus on
self actualisation
activities.
Engagement

Via power,

Via power,

Moving to style

Mostly via

style

directive,

directive,

building on

relationships,

engagement with

engagement with

relationships,

participation, vision,

task and goal..

task and goal but

participation,

engagement with

more focus on

vision, engagement

and through people

people

with and through

for change

people for change

outcome. Will use

outcome. May slip

more directive

into directive style

leadership styles as

or use from

matter of choice.

conscious choice.
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Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

What Engages/

Recognition of

Recognition for

Ability to challenge

Working to a bigger

Focus

„expert‟ in field.

delivery and

the status quo and

picture,

Likely to engage by

achievement which

look at new ways of

harmonising

focus on interesting

are meaningful

doing things. Likely

elements of system

task from expertise

goals. Self

to start to

and co-ordinating

viewpoint. Self

actualisation goals

experiment with

and collaborating.

actualisation goals

impacted by a

finding a

More likely to

impacted by a

change agenda

meaningful vision.

engage with own

change agenda

that threatens

Self actualisation

vision. Self

that threatens

where deficiency

goals impacted by

actualisation goals

where deficiency

motives become

a change agenda

less likely impacted

motives become

prepotent.

which challenges

by change agenda,

motivation more

coasting values

understanding of

used to relieve

the prepotence of

stress.

(SCT score)

prepotent.

deficiency motives.

What disengages

Focus expertise

Focus clarification

Focus on learning,

Focus on

and self in the

and focus on

experimentation

collaborative

organisation.

objectives and self

and self in regards

change and self

in the organisation.

to roles played in

and altruistic

organisation.

attitudes.

Non-ability to do a

Not having a clear

Being forced to do

People not seeing

quality job;

remit to achieve

things the way they

the bigger picture

management

objectives.

have always been

and driving down

done.

traditional ways of

challenging
employees on the

change.

way they are doing
things.
Context

Reads context in

Reads context

Reads context, may

Reads and actively

direct relation to

relevant to goal

challenge aspects

seeks to manage

task.

with some cultural

of it, and more

and influence

content.

conscious of choice

context. Conscious

of what to read and

of choices and

how to respond.

cultural relevance.
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Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

Capabilities are:

Capabilities are:

Capabilities are:

Capabilities are:

Awareness of

Unlikely to be

Only like to be

Likely to be starting

Likely to have some

Espoused v

aware of

aware or reflect on

to reflect and focus

kind of process of

actual theory in

differences nor

differences if

on differences in

actively reflecting

use

actively reflecting

getting in the way

own and other‟s

on own and other‟s

on them.

of important goal.

behaviour.

espoused v actual

(SCT score)
Capabilities
Authenticity
capabilities

behaviour.
Authenticity

Likely to be

May be

Active in working

Values authenticity

authentic in

experimenting with

out what authentic

in themselves and

relations to how

aspects of

means to them and

others and active

they perceive their

transformational

developing a

role model of

role manager rather

leadership and less

practice to see the

values.

than leader.

likely to be aware of

extent to which they

when they are not

are authentic.

authentic.
Values

Values linked to

Values linked to

Sense of

Use internal values

conventional views

goals and

importance of own

as reference point

of what is right and

achievement and

values and link to

in decision and

wrong. Values

challenge relating

authenticity likely to

conflict. Own

unlikely to be key in

to those goals can

be a source of

motivation and

decision making,

be healthy focus or

development.

inspiring others

this stage favouring

a drive that can

from value system

rational forms

have negative

with aim to be

based on rules and

impact on other

authentic with these

processes that are

parts of the system.

values.

contextually
relevant.
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Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

Awareness &

Awareness focused

Awareness focused

Awareness centred

Awareness centred

developing

on area of

what it takes to

on self, and

on system, less ego

Detachment

expertise. Aware of

achieve objective.

exploration with

centric than

dependence on

Becoming more

starting of

previous stages.

rest of organisation,

independent in

understanding

Likely to be working

with tendency to

delivery, but still

system‟s

with

create dependent

likely to be

perspective. Likely

interdependence

relationships.

dependent and

to be moving

acknowledging the

Limited capability to

create dependent

towards

network of

detach.

relationships. Still

independence in

relationships to

find difficult to

terms of culture and

achieve change.

detach, especially

becoming more

Capability to detach

with pressure of

internally

often present.

goal achievement.

referenced.

(SCT score)

Starting to actively
detach and look at
things from different
viewpoints.
Learning

Anxiety

Predominance of

Predominance of

Competence with

Double and even

single loop

single loop learning

double loop

triple loop learning,

learning. Critical

plus double loop

learning, more

likely to have

and creative

emerging. More

likely to want to

developed a

thinking potentially

likely to engage in

develop learning

learning practice,

limited.

critical and creative

practice, and

and proactively

thinking on

proactively engage

engage in critical

organisation.

in critical and

and creative

creative thinking.

thinking.

More likely to react

Still likely to react to

Becoming more

Likely to be more

to anxiety

anxiety

aware of impact of

aware and more

unconsciously and

unconsciously, but

anxiety on own

often able to

become less able

more able to fix on

behaviour; may still

manage anxiety by

to role model

goal as focus, but

be very reactive,

attempting to be

effectively.

again may not role

and may still not be

consistent with an

model participative

able to role model

engaging

engagement under

appropriately.

leadership style.

pressure.
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Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

(SCT score)
Self esteem in area

Self esteem

Self esteem

Self esteem likely

Self esteem/

of expertise may be

invested in

invested in

to be more

efficacy

high. Externally

achievement may

exploring and

constant. Mostly

referenced and

be high. Externally

discovering both

internally

esteem impacted

referenced and

self and other areas

referenced and less

by context. Esteem

esteem impacted

of interest.

likely to be knocked

may be hit by a

by context. If

Becoming more

by others or context

change agenda

change threatens,

internally

or change agenda.

threatening role.

goals or role may

referenced and

disengage and or

more likely to feel a

feel threatened, or

sense of

if more meaningful,

opportunity through

goal to be engaged

change.

by it.
Capabilities of

Some participation

More likely to

More likely to

Will encourage

engagement

in decision making,

encourage

encourage

participation in

style

problem solving

participation in

participation in

decision making

Decision making

likely to be

decision making &

decision making

and problem

predominately by

problem solving

and problem

solving where

leader with limited

where can see a

solving with

contextually

empowerment.

need to get people

experimentation

relevant. Likely to

to agree. May still

and learning.

facilitate, but will

predominately be

make decisions if

made by leader

necessary

with limited but
increasing
empowerment.
Communication/

Debate with a

Debate with a

Likely to start

More focused on

conflict

tendency to focus

tendency to focus

embracing dialogue

dialogue with aim of

on own views,

on own views,

and associated

getting people to

limited ability to

increasing ability to

skills. Increasing

collaborate on

detach and listen

detach and listen to

ability to detach

change agenda.

deeply to others.

others, but limited

from own view to

Can detach from

Collaboration not

in listening if

serve learning and

own views, to listen

likely a main aim.

doesn‟t fit view of

exploration agenda.

deeply to others,

how to achieve

Collaboration still

and resolve issues

goals.

limited as

of competing needs

Collaboration

interested in

from others by

limited to goal

exploring own

reference to own
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Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

(SCT score)
achievement focus.

views and can

internal values.

become torn by
trying to deal with
conflicting needs all
of which they see
as reasonable.
Empowerment

Limited

Increasing

Increasing

Will empower and

and delegation

empowerment and

empowerment and

empowerment and

delegate to achieve

delegation.

delegation.

delegation as may

bigger picture.

want freedom to
explore.

EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Self Awareness
Emotional self

Limited awareness/

Growing awareness

Becomes a focus,

A focus and less

awareness

capability

limited capability.

and experiments

prone to reactive

with awareness.

behaviour.

Self assessment

Self confidence

Limited

Awareness growing

More interested in

Likely to

interpersonally well

of interpersonal

own strengths and

understand

aware of expertise

strengths and

weaknesses and

strengths and

strengths and

weaknesses more

extent they choose

weaknesses and be

weaknesses.

of a balance with

to develop them.

active in making

technical

choices around

considerations.

this.

Can be high in

Can be high sense

Reflective stage

Confidence likely to

areas of expertise

of worth often from

can cause self

build from previous

but less likely in

delivery.

doubt.

stage.

area of leadership
and change.
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Self

Less likely to be

More likely to

management -

aware of how

understand how

Emotional self

behaviour and

behaviour and

control

emotions impact.

emotions impact
and have conscious
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Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

(SCT score)
self control.

Transparency

More likely to be

More likely to be

unintentional gaps

aware of gaps in

between espoused

espoused and

and actual theory

actual theory and

impacting view of

more able to

trustworthiness.

develop trusting
relationships.

Adaptability

Less likely to be

More likely to adapt

adaptable having a

to needs of others

distinct expert

as more interested

stance and more

in empowering

likely to manage

others and learning.

others.

Drive to perform set

Drive will be to

by inner standards

perform to

and aims.

standards set by
nature of expertise.
Not linked to
Achievement

maturity literature.

Initiative

Optimism

More likely to react

More likely to be

to anxiety in

optimistic, less

change and be

disabled by anxiety

impacted by overall

and context.

culture and its
mood.
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Interpersonal
relationships

Maybe natural

Development of

Empathy

capability or from

reflective capacity

experience, but

likely to enable

focus on expertise

individuals to be
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Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

(SCT score)
so potentially

more empathetic

lacking if standards

seeking to

not met.

understand others.

Organisational

Likely to be

Likely to take a

awareness

interested in

wider view of

organisation to

organisation from a

extent impact

systems viewpoint

capability to get on

and have the

with job and meet

cognitive

standards for

complexity to

expertise.

handle multiple

Cognitive

ways of looking at

complexity more

organisation.

likely to focus on
area of expertise
and direct
influence.
Service

May have a service
mentality

More likely to have

dependent on role,

a service mentality

but attitude more

from viewpoint of

likely to be based

becoming more

on following norm

altruistic.

for role.
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Relationship
Management
Inspirational

See leadership

leadership

above.

Influence

More likely to rely

More likely to have

on power, directive

a range of

and coercive

approaches

approaches.

including
participative and
educative ones.
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Level of Maturity

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

(SCT score)
Developing
others:

More likely to be a
Most likely to be an

generic interest in

interest around

developing

developing others

expertise and

in area of expertise.

capabilities more
generally listed in
this Table.

Change catalyst

May initiate change

Likely to initiate

in area of expertise,

change from 2nd

most likely to be

paradigm

process orientated.

viewpoint.

Conflict

Likely to rely on

More likely to rely

Management

power and coercive

on dialogue and

techniques and

collaborative

debate, or

approach.

alternatively avoid.
Building bonds/

Likely to manage

Likely to manage

Stakeholder

Stakeholder

Stakeholder

as stakeholders on

as stakeholders on

analysis still

analysis more

Management

a „needs must‟

a ‟ needs must‟

process but more

about relationship

basis as a task for

basis as a task for

active engagement

management,

those directly

those associated

with stakeholders

active and

associated with

with objectives.

that support

constant.

task.

individual

Teamwork and
collaboration

perspective.

Likely to build

Likely to build team

teams from vision

through focus on

and development of

expertise and

the people.

possibly goals.
Presence

Limited capability to

Limited capability to

Increasing

Increasing

remain present if

remain present if

capability to remain

capability to remain

role challenged,

role challenged,

present if role

present if role

and limited

and growing

challenged, as

challenged,

emotional

emotional

actively exploring

growing emotional

intelligence impact

intelligence, but

growing emotional

intelligence, less

connectivity, and

pressure of goal

intelligence, may

likely to impact

self awareness to

delivery still likely to

still impact

connectivity, and

detach identity and

impact connectivity,

connectivity, but

self awareness

focus.

and self awareness

self awareness

developing
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to detach identity

developing to

enabling alignment

and focus.

detach identity and

of identity and

focus.

focus of the
change.

Table compiled from source references: Leadership Development Manual (Fisher, Cook
Greuter, Golman, Torbert, Khan, Pelegronelli)
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Table 4.2 dentifying observed and discussed elements of emotional intelligence
EI aspect
Participant A
Participant B
Participant C
Participant D
SELF
AWARENESS
Emotional Selfawareness

Examples given
of when aware
of emotion and
impact on
others.

No examples
provided „rely
on logic‟

Self assessment

Reflected on
strengths and
weaknesses.
Articulated
aspects of the
role he was
strong or weak
ie strong
strategically,
weak in
following
through in
detail. Aligned
with MBTI.

Minor reflection
only

Discussed
wanting to build
self confidence
seen as an
issue

Stated „I‟m
confident in my
abilities with
room to
improve‟

Stated „I‟m
confident in my
bilities‟

„I‟m very
confident even
when I‟m not‟

Emotional self
control

Shown strong
emotion
appeared
controlled

Appeared self
controlled in
meetings

Appeared self
controlled in
meetings

Reacted
strongly and on
occasion
impulsively

Transparency

Appeared to
say what he
meant and act
on it.

At factual level
transparent
more difficult on
more personal
basis

At factual level
transparent
more difficult on
more personal
basis

Participant A
Not observed at
this stage

Participant B
Not observed at
this stage

Participant C
Not observed at
this stage

Participant D
Not observed at
this stage

Achievement

Objectives
articulated
against inner
values

Objectives
articulated from
business
perspective

Objectives
articulated from
business
perspective

Objectives
articulated from
business
perspective

Initiative

Not observed at
this stage

Not observed at
this stage

Not observed at
this stage

Not observed at
this stage

Self-confidence

Gave examples
of own and
others reactions
but did not
reflect on
impact
Some reflection
mainly around
introverted
nature

.
Observed
strong strategic,
goal focus, and
strong logic,
aligned with
MBTI.

Did not seek in
conversation to
try and align
mbti to his
strengths and
weaknesses.

No example
provided and
not discussed.

Generic „want
to be better
manager‟
Did not seek in
conversation to
try and align
mbti to his
strengths and
weaknesses

SELF CONTROL

Adaptability
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At factual level
transparent
more difficult on
more personal
basis

Optimism

Tended
towards
positive view of
what could be
but with realism

Optimistic about
what could be
achieved and
learned from,
talked about
achievements
as a linear
progression

Came across
negatively
about success
of change, very
aware of the
issues
associated with
it

Positive view
„you just set the
goals and do it
don‟t you‟.

Empathy

Discussed and
demonstrated
in relation to
researcher

Demonstrated
in terms of
impact of
change on
people

Demonstrated
in conversation
about impact of
generic change

Not
demonstrated

Organisational
Awareness

See context

See context

See context

See context

Service

Active
discussion as to
how to support
client and
overall
rganization

More internally
focused

Internally
focused

Not
demonstrated

Inspirational
leadership

Vision not in
evidence

Vision not in
evidence

Vision not in
evidence

Vision not in
evidence

Gave examples
of wide range
of influencing
tactics
„networking‟,
„inquiring‟,
suggesting,
providing time

Gave examples
of wide range of
influencing
tactics
„networking‟,
suggesting,
providing time

Not discussed

Not discussed

Participant A

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Change catalyst

Provoking and
suggesting
change in area
without outside
influence

Provoking and
suggesting
change in area
without outside
influence

Provoking and
suggesting
change in area
without outside
influence

Provoking and
suggesting
change in area
without outside
influence

Conflict
management

Not discussed

Not discussed

Not discussed

Not discussed

Building bonds

Active
maintainance of

Maintainance of
key

Key
relationships

Maintainance of
key

INTERPERSONAL
RELATIONSHIPS

RELATIONSHIP
MANGEMENT
Influence
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Teamwork and
collaboration

relationships
demonstrated
in simply
walking around
and relating to
people

relationships
discussed

identified formal
relationship

Building links to
other areas and
active
involvement of
staff

Teamwork
issues
acknowledged
as a priority

Teamwork
issues
acknowledged
as a priority

Source: structure, Goleman &, data compiled by researcher.
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relationships
discussed and
active with
clients

Teamwork
issues
acknowledged
as a priority

Table 4.3 - Context
Participant A
ENFP

Participant B
ENTP

Participant C
INTJ

Participant D
ENTJ

Differences among
individuals:
Personality 4.2
Maturity See section
4.2
Experience/attitudes/
beliefs 4.4

Strategist
Ran a number
of change
programmes. In
leadership
positions for
over 10 years

Individualist
Ran a number
of change
programmes. In
leadership
positions for
over 10 years

Individualist
Worked as
interim mainly
sorting out
fundamental
business
issues. In
leadership
positions for
over 10 years

Achiever
Involved in
change
programmes
and in first
major
leadership role

Constraints:
Resource

Resources
being cut
therefore do
more with less

Resources
being cut
therefore do
more with less

Resources
being cut
therefore do
more with less

Resources
being cut
therefore do
more with less

Culture

Transactional,
power at top of
hierarchy, cost
and detail
driven

Transactional,
power at top of
hierarchy, cost
and detail
driven

Transactional,
power at top of
hierarchy, cost
and detail
driven

Transactional,
power at top of
hierarchy, cost
and detail
driven

Not major focus

Not major focus

Trade union
active,
requiring active
negotiation
complicated as
other
equivalent
bodies
impacted
globally.

Not major
focus

Technological

A key strength

A key strength

Technology not
a key
component of
the change
agenda.

A key strength

Location

Location
spread
geographically,

Location in one
place,

Situated in
heart of
industry, global
offices

Located in one
place

Safety

Key issue for
industry

Key issue for
industry

Key issue for
industry

Key issue for
industry

Legal/trade union
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Participant A
Job related
variables:
Structure

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Hierachical,
power at top,
formal
processes

Hierarchical,
power at top,
formal
processes

Hierarchical,
power at top,
formal
processes

Hierarchical,
power at top,
formal
processes

High,
personally
engaged and
able to run
agenda

High,
personally
engaged and
able to run
agenda

High,
personally
engaged and
able to run
agenda

High,
personally
engaged and
able to run
agenda

Meetings attended

Numerous
standard
meetings

Numerous
standard
meetings

Numerous
standard
meetings

Limited
standard
meetings

Work procedures
that cannot be
delegated

70% of work
cannot be
delegated

60% of work
cannot be
delegated

50% of work
cannot be
delegated

Perceive 80%
of work cannot
be delegated

Discretion in role

Perceived as
high

Perceived as
high

Perceived as
moderate

Perceived as
high

Situational variables:
Change-stability

Frequent
structural and
process
change

Frequent
structural and
process
change

Frequent
structural and
process
change

Frequent
structural and
process
change +
relationships in
team

Periodic threats

Mainly from
politics and
cost cutting

Mainly from
politics and
cost cutting and
MOD cuts

Mainly from
politics and
cost cutting but
also from oil
prices

Mainly from
politics and
cost cutting

Differences in
environmental
variables:
Industry
context/Economics

Steady main
customer, cost
pressure,
demand for
product
worldwide

Steady main
customer, cost
pressure,
demand for
new products
and services

Steady
customers,
increasing
competition,
subject to oil
prices, subject
to weather
conditions

Steady main
customers,
growing new
business,
demand for
product and
service

Organisational
context

Large
organisation,
bureaucratic ex
public service.
Moving from
quality/technica
l focus, to profit
and customer
focus

Large
organisation,
bureaucratic ex
public service.
Moving from
quality/technica
l focus, to profit
and customer
focus

Large
organisation,
private sector,
with
increasingly
good business
performance.
Budget and
cost focus

Large
organisation,
bureaucratic ex
public service.
Moving from
quality/technica
l focus, to profit
and customer
focus

Degree of personal
involvement

Demands:
Min critieria of
performance
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Participant A

Participant B

Participant C

Participant D

Overall
organisational
paradigm:
Paradigm of change

Paradigm 1 –
transactional

Paradigm 1 –
transactional

Paradigm 1 –
transactional

Paradigm 1 –
transactional

Engagement
strategy

Via goal setting
and task

Via goal setting
and task

Via goal setting
and task

Via goal setting
and task

Personal
engagement

Not a focus

Not a focus

Not a focus

Not a focus

Leadership

Pacesetting,
co-ercive

Pacesetting,
co-ercive

Pacesetting,
co-ercive

Pacesetting,
co-ercive

Content of Change

Expand
business
internationally
new products
and services.

Expand
business to
new markets
with new
services

Integrate
internal
functions to
provide colocate service

Increase
market
domestically
and build on
product base

Neutral

Closed/neutral

Neutral/
positive

Neutral to
positive

Openess to change

Source: Data Analysis
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Table 4.4 Base position - Summary of Change, Engagement and Leadership attitudes
Participant A
Participant B
Participant C
Participant D
Level of Maturity Strategist
Individualist
Individualist
Achiever
SCT
Paradigm of
Both task and
Emphasis on
Predominate
Predominate
Change
people orientated
outcome and task
focus on task with focus on task with
with emphasis on
with a need for
want to improve
want to improve
people
inclusion of people
the people
the people
Paradigm 2
Paradigm 2
engagement
engagement
Paradigm 1 + 2
Paradigm 1
Leadership Style
Described from
Appears
Focus appears
Transactionally
transformational
transactional in
transactionally
focused but with
stance. Prefers
terms of
orientated with a
want to find way of
coaching, Saw
communication but
clear articulation
engaging people
himself as
with
of wanting to
to be a team.
encouraging
transformational
inspire and
participation in
description relating
motivate.
decision making and to vision and
problem solving
inspiration
where contextually
Aligns with
relevant.
Aligns with
Most closely
paradigm 1
Aligns with
paradigm 2
aligned with
paradigm 2
paradigm 1
Engagement Style
Via networking,
Articulated as giving Articulated as
Via goal setting,
inclusion in
clear goals and
giving clear goals and management
decisions and via
objectives, with
and objectives,
of the tasks, not
coaching
formal meetings and with formal
many team
individuals. Also
processes
meetings and
meetings held and
articulated needed
processes
articulated
vision that worked
weaknesses in
for different sorts of
management
people
processes.

Relationship
orientated aligns
with paradigm 2
What
Engages/Focus

To enable people to
see change as both
task and
behavioural.
Focus on overall
system, ie process,
people,

Disengaged by

Lack of authenticity

Context

Highlighted what
culture is and
differences between
his style and that of
culture. Described
systemic approach
to context aligning
strategy, process
and culture.

Aligns with
paradigm 1

More task goal
orientation aligns
most closely with
paradigm 1
To create a great
team that achieves
good business
performance.
Focus on task and
awareness of
people aspect

Aligns with
paradigm 1

To enable people
to manage
change more
effectively.
Focus on task
and goals

To meet the goals.
Focus on task and
goals

Lack of direction
and ownership
Highlighted
problems in culture,
no discussion that
culture and
leadership style
maybe linked.
Context reading
mainly focused on
market and
stakeholders

Lack of vision and
teamwork
Highlighted
overall culture
and teamwork
issues. Context
reading mainly
focused on
market and
stakeholders

Difficult people

capabilities are
based on chapter
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Highlighted
cultural issues in
terms of what
inherited, no
discussion linking
his style to culture.
Context reading
mainly focused on
market and
stakeholders

2 source author:
Authenticity
capabilities
Awareness of
espoused v theory
in use

Authenticity

Awareness and
developing
detachment

Learning focus

Learning Approach

Anxiety
Self Esteem/efficacy

Expert

Discussed instances
where these
differed.
Authenticity a
personal value and
goal
Focus on second
paradigm and
participative,
collaborative
change. Interest
centred on system,
and others as well
as self
Personal, distributed
leadership
collaborative
change
Double loop, aware
of feedback loop
and his impact

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

Discussed no
examples provided

Discussed but not
comment made

Discussed but not
comment made

Authenticity not a
focus

Authenticity not a
focus

Authenticity not a
focus

Focus on learning,
experimentation and
self in regards to
roles played in
organisation and
process

Focused on
objectives and
tasks and
interest in
handling change
more effectively

Focused on
operational issues
and what it takes
to achieve
objectives.

Personal, and
becoming an
effective team

Enabling team to
handle change

Becoming a good
manager

Single loop, focused
on business process

Focused on
single loop, aware
of double loop

Not discussed
Self esteem shaky
as questioning
authenticity,
although self
esteem in
capabilities and
personal life good.
internally referenced
aware of what
others thinking.

Not discussed
Self esteem
appeared generally
high. invested in
exploring and
discovering both self
and other areas of
interest.

Not discussed
Self esteem
seemed
moderate. Self
esteem invested
in exploring and
discovering both
self and other
areas of interest.

Discussed
participative style
normally on one to
one basis. Cited
problems in
ownership of
decisions made

Discussed a want to
be participative but
described a formal
and autocratic
approach

Discussed a want
to be participative
and having
discussion 1:1 but
described a
formal and
autocratic
approach to
actual decisions

Single loop
awareness not
thinking of his
impact as well
Not discussed
Self esteem in
area of expertise
high but not as
high in area of
management.
Externally
referenced and
esteem impacted
by others based
on conversation.

Capabilities of
Engagement style
Decision Making
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Discussed a want
to be participative
but described a
formal and
autocratic
approach

Level of Maturity
(SCT score)

Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

Engaged in dialogue
with researcher,
inquiring on subject
matter, listening to
words and checking
with behaviour

Tended towards a
debate with the
researcher and
quite challenging

Tended towards a
debate with the
researcher with
some challenge

Tended towards
debate with
researcher and
others, and could
be aggressively
challenging

Empowerment and
Delegation

Desire to empower
but finding
ownership by others
not always present

Wanted to delegate
and empower felt
team was too new.
Finds himself in
position of feeling
he is the main driver
and others resisting
empowerment.

Empowered
people on
operational
areas,when
decision made,
did not empower
team as whole
and holds
strategic tasks to
himself.

Empowered
others within own
areas, little
empowerment as
a team. Feeling
that he cannot
trust management
team and limits
empowerment and
delegation

Emerging emotional
intelligence

See table 14.
Observably
developing
emotional
intelligence

Emotional
intelligence
observable in some
areas align

Emotional
intelligence not
focus of
conversation,

Emotional
intelligence not a
focus

Stakeholder
analysis and
management as
process

Stakeholder
analysis and
management as
process

Tends towards
lack of presence,
loss of focus and
attentiveness

Tends towards
lack of presence,
loss of focus and
attentiveness.
Distracted when
things not going
well

Communication/
Conflict

Stakeholder
Management

Presence

Stakeholder
analysis more about
relationship
management, active
and constant.

Active focus on
remaining present in
dialogue, tended to
lose presence when
in areas where
lacked confidence

Stakeholder
analysis still process
but more active
engagement with
stakeholders that
support individual
perspective

Present
intellectually but not
in emotional
conversations

Source: Data Analysis
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Table 6.1 Alignment of Maturity levels (SCT score) and Development of Attitudes and
Capabilities
Level of Maturity Strategist
Individualist/
Individualist
Achiever
- SCT
Became
strategist
Paradigm of
Aligned with
Aligned with
Less alignment
Aligned with
Change
maturity re change expectation
than participant B expectation of a
paradigm 2.
moving to
as more aligned
first paradigm of
paradigm 2 but
to change
change
aspects also from
paradigm 1.
perspective
first paradigm of
change see
espoused v theory
in use
Leadership Style Aligned with
Aligned with
Aligned with
Aligned with
above perspective blending of ideas
blending of ideas
expectation that
and a
from
from
predominately
transformational
transformational
transformational
transactional
approach.
and transactional
and transactional
focus
leadership.
leadership.
Became aligned
as for participant
one in round 2.

Engagement
Style

Aligned to a
relationship,
collaborative and
participative style
although not that
conscious at start
of research.

What Engages/
Focus

Not full aligned
was initial
engagement by
understanding self
which then
became aligned to
strategist element
of wanting to
make a difference
by bringing
system and
people together.
Aligned with what
disengaged ie lack
of authenticity and
peoples capability
to align to change
paradigm 2.
Focus aligned with
expectation of
collaborative and
systemic focus

Aligned to
intellectually
aiming to move
towards a more
participative style,
with tendancy to
focus on process
and goals
Aligned in having
individual focus to
experiment which
moved more
towards being
engaged by others
learning and
making a
difference which is
more aligned to
strategist way of
thinking. Not fully
aligned with
expectation of
what disengaged.
Remained
disengaged by
slow speed of
learning and
people not
wanting to learn.
Aligned with focus
on learning and
experimentation
with latter focus
aligned to that of
strategist
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Aligned to
intellectually
aiming to move
towards a more
participative style,
with tendancy to
focus on process
and goals
Not fully aligned
although
interested in
exploring new
ways of leading
change, Engaged
by sorting issues
out and
expanding cv.
Not fully aligned
with what
disengaged as
mainly impacted
by lack of vision
being provided
and would have
anticipated being
more self driven.
Not aligned in that
no active focus on
learning and
experimentation
although
supportive of it

Aligned to a power
and directive style
of engagement
with task focus.

Aligned wanting
recognition as a
competent
manager that
delivered. Not
fully alignment
with what
anticipated would
disengage, had
remit so this not
tested but
disengaged more
by pressure.
Aligned with focus
on goals and self.

Expert
What
Disengages
Context

Aligned with
capability to read
context
systemically

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

Aligned with a
developing
capability to read
context
systemically
Not fully aligned
awareness more
limited at start but
became aligned
with strategies
expectation

Aligned with a
developing
capability to read
context
systemically
Not fully aligned
awareness more
limited became
increasingly
aware but not
active

Aligned with a
capability focused
on what needed to
understand to
deliver.
Aligned not aware,
more aware of it in
others when go in
way of goals

Capabilities
Authenticity
capabilities
Awareness of
Espoused v
actual theory in
use

Aligned with
expectation of
awareness and
some practice to
consciously work
with

Authenticity

Aligned in high
value placed in
authenticity

Not full aligned at
start as had no
focus on
authenticity but
became aligned
with expectation
for strategist

Not aligned no
focus on
authenticity

Aligned very little
focus became
more aware

Values

Focus on
authenticity and
making a
difference. Aligns
with less ego
centric view

Increasing focus
on authenticity
and making a
difference. Aligns
with less ego
centric view.

Issues of
authenticity
surface, values
remained delivery
and learning
focused but not
aligned with
practice

Valued delivery
and achievement
which remained in
place.

Awareness and
Development of
Detachment

Awareness of
systemic nature of
change,
developed
increasing
detachment more
in line with original
expectations

Aligned in so far
as interested in
learning and
exploration of new
ways of looking at
things, did not
align in lack of
active focus

Aligned in focus
on his area of
expertise and
delivery. Created
dependent
relationships and
limited ability to
detach

Learning

Aligned with
double loop
learning and
active learning
practice

Aligned with view
of focus being on
self and
exploration in line
with development
moved to more
systemic focus
and increasingly
able to detach
from issues and
stand back
Not fully aligned at
start focus single
loop learning but
aligned with that
of expectation of
strategist by end
of round 1.

Not aligned focus
single loop
learning

Aligned single
loop learning
focus
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Expert

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

Anxiety

Aligned most of
time, key hotspot
were challenge
and bullies that he
learned to
manage more
effectively

Aligned most of
time, prompted by
business pressure
and slow pace of
progress

Aligned most of
time, not prone to
anxiety

Not fully aligned
reaction to anxiety
more
subconscious and
strong than
expected

Self esteem/
efficacy

Not fully aligned
self esteem fairly
constant. Mostly
internally
referenced but
specific reaction to
politics and
challenge

Aligned Self
esteem invested
in exploring and
discovering both
self and other
areas of interest.
through change.

Not fully aligned
as self esteem
invested in
achievement of
plan.

Aligned self
esteem impacted
by pressure and
anxiety causing
failure to achieve
goals

Capabilities of
Engagement
Decision Making

Aligned
encouraged
participation

Aligned
encouraged
participation in
decision making &
problem solving
where can see a
need to get people
to agree

Not fully aligned
Some
participation in
decision making

Aligned only
encouraged
participation in line
with process and
a real need,
tended not to
involve

Communication/
dialogue
style/conflict

Aligned focused
on dialogue

Aligned starting to
embrace dialogue
increasingly
through research

Not fully aligned
more of a
tendency to
debate than
expected

Aligned with a
focus on debate
main aim.

Aligned
empowered and
delegated

Aligned
iIncreasing
empowerment and
delegation bigger
picture.

Not fully aligned
key hotspots
prompted more
reactive behaviour
became more
aware

Aligned became
more aware

Aligned Growing
awareness limited
capability

Aligned growing
awareness and
increasing active
choices made

Aligned individual
focus them

Empowerment
and delegation

I

Aligned
Increasing
empowerment
and delegation

Aligned
Limited
empowerment and
delegation

EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Self Awareness
Emotional self
awareness

Self assessment
Aligned aware and
active choices
made
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Aligned Limited
awareness/capabil
ity

Aligned limited
understanding but
increased, no
active choices
made

Expert

Self confidence

Achiever

Individualist

Achiever

Not fully aligned at
start but growing
self confident in
most situations

Aligned
confidence
followed learning
cycle

Aligned
confidence
remained
consistent

Alignment with
initial high
confidence but did
not sustain under
pressure.

Emotional self
control

Aligned control
from had specific
blindspots

Aligned had
control throughout
both round

Aligned Had
control on
occasions
observed

Not aligned
increasingly lower
control

Transparency

Aligned

Aligned becoming
increasingly
transparent.

EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Self
management

Adaptability

Not fully aligned
adaptable in one
to one situations
became more
adapatable in
group situations

Aligned adapted
over two rounds of
change

Aligned
achievement to
inner standards

Aligned
increasingly
achievement to
inner standards

Aligned lack
transparency
Aligned becoming
increasingly
transparent
Aligned less
adaptable
Aligned adapted
intellectually but
not in practice

Achievement
Not aligned
focused on
external
standards

Initiative
Aligned proactive

Optimism
Aligned generally
optimistic
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Interpersonal
relationships
Empathy

Organisational
awareness

Aligned proactive
Generally
optimistic on
almost all
occasions

Aligned focused
on external targets

Became less able
to initiate as
anxiety increased
Not fully aligned
initial proactivity
blocked

Aligned more at
mercy of external
factors

Aligned generally
optimistic

Not fully aligned
not always
optimistic

Aligned
demonstrated
empathy

Aligned Increasing
empathy

Aligned
Increasing
empathy

Aligned little
empathy
demonstrated

Aligned

Aligned

Aligned

Aligned
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Expert
Service

Aligned service
mentality

Achiever

Individualist

Strategist

Aligned developed
a service
mentality

Aligned intention
to follow a
service mentality

Aligned service in
terms of client
relationship

EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Relationship
Management
Inspirational
leadership

See leadership
above

Influence

Aligned range of
approaches

Aligned increasing
range of
approaches

Not fully aligned
more focused on
power,directive
and coercive
approaches,

Aligned
pPrincipally
power,directive
approaches

Developing
others:

Aligned key focus

Aligned over
period of
programme
developed this
capability

Not fully aligned
intellectually
interested but not
actual practice.

Aligned limited
focus

Change catalyst

Aligned an initiator
of change
on occasions

Aligned an initiator
of change
on occasions

Not fully aligned
initiated but no
follow through

Aligned initiated
but more from
process viewpoint

Conflict
Management

Aligned focused
on collaboration

Aligned increasing
focus on
collaboration

Not fully aligned
intention to
collaborate

Aligned

Building bonds /
stakeholder
management

Aligned focused
on relationship
management
rather than just
stakeholder
management

Aligned moving
from managing
stakeholders to
increasing
relationship
management

Not fully aligned
managed
stakeholders not
active in engaging

Aligned
stakeholder
management as
process

Teamwork and
collaboration

Aligned with focus
on development of
team learning

Aligned increasing
focus on team
learning

Not fully aligned
intention not
followed through

Aligned focused
on improving
delivery of team

Aligned capability
to remain present

Increasingly
aligned
capability to
remain present

Not fully aligned
tended to only be
present for short
periods

Aligned Limited
capability to
remain present

Presence
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Sentence Completion Test
Sentence Completion Test
An analysis of your responses in completing the 36 unfinished sentences in this form enables
a profile to be drawn up about your dominant and secondary stages of ego development.
The Sentence Completion test is drawn from the Washington University Sentence Completion
test and the CGT Professional Sentence completion inventory.
Directions for Completion
To the best of your understanding complete each of the 36 sentences which follow- there are
no right or wrong answers.
Allow about half an hour and complete all the sentences at one sitting if possible.
Please respond freely and honestly - this document will be treated confidentially.
Please ensure your contact details are completed on this page and that your initials and date
of completion (but not our name) are entered on all other pages.
Name
Post Held
Organisation
Address

Post code
Telephone
Email
Date Completed
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1

Raising a family

2

When I'm criticised

3

When a child will not join in group activities

4

A man's job

5

Being with other people

6

The think I like about myself is

7

My father and I

8

What gets me into trouble is

9

Education

10 When people are helpless
11 Women are lucky because

12 A good boss

13 A husband has a right to

14 When they talked about sex, I
15 A wife should

16 I feel sorry

17 When they avoided me
18 Rules are

19 Crime and delinquency could be halted if

20 Men are lucky because
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21 I just can't stand people who

22 At times s/he worried about
23 I am

24 If I had more money

25 My main problem is

26 When I get angry
27 People who step out of line at work
28 When his wife asked him to help with the housework
29 If my mother
30 Usually s/he felt that sex

31 My father
32 If I can't get what I want

33 When I am nervous, I

34 For a women a career is

35 My conscience bothers me if
36

Sometimes s/he wished that
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